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Preface

in 2011 the Lilly Endowment Inc. awarded the Institute for the Study of 
American Evangelicals (ISAE) at Wheaton College in Illinois a major grant 
to examine the life and influence of the American evangelist Billy Graham 
(b. 1918). The ISAE used the award to fund planning meetings, research 
grants, public lectures, course offerings, two conferences (one academic, 
one popular), a DVD about the history of Graham’s crusades (A Gathering 
of Souls: The Billy Graham Crusades, from Tim Frakes Productions), three 
spin- off volumes now under contract with Eerdmans Publishing Company, 
and the scholarly essays that appear in this book. All are published here for 
the first time. The editors thank the endowment for its generous support.

Many people helped bring this book to completion. First, we wish to 
thank Paul Ericksen and Bob Shuster of the Billy Graham Center Archives. 
Their knowledge of the Graham materials and eagerness to assist research-
ers is legendary. We also wish to thank John Akers and David Bruce of 
the Billy Graham Evangelistic Association, who helped the authors make 
sense of the complexity of Graham’s story, as well as offering tips about 
elusive resources to check out and encouragement for carrying the book to 
publication. At an early planning meeting in Maine, James Bratt astutely 
critiqued the papers that eventually formed the book’s chapters. Larry 
Eskridge ably handled planning details, and Joan Eskridge provided tech-
nical support. Leighton Ford, Martin Marty, and Kenneth L.  Woodward 
participated in a lively and perceptive public discussion about the project 
at Wheaton College in 2013. Matthew Sutton and an anonymous reader for 
Oxford University Press offered valuable suggestions for improving the 
manuscript. Their carefulness established a gold standard for reviewers 
of manuscripts. As always, Mark Noll staked out a spot on the sidelines, 
where he brought keen perceptions about American evangelical history 
(and much else) to bear on our work. Katherine Wacker suggested the 
book’s title. Most important, we wish to thank Ingrid Finstuen for her 
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x

expert management of the project, for turning gnarled manuscript pages 
into smooth ones, and for handling the countless details of communi-
cation with the volume’s authors and agents of Oxford University Press. 
Ingrid toiled with wit and grace. The dedication to Edith L.  Blumhofer 
betokens our profound appreciation for a scholar, colleague, and friend.

October 2016
Boise, Idaho

Davidson, North Carolina
Chapel Hill, North Carolina
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Introduction
Grant Wacker

I. “He Brought the Storm Down”

One of the most important parts of Billy Graham’s story lies in the letters 
ordinary people sent him. No one knows exactly how many, since the Billy 
Graham Evangelistic Association (BGEA) did not keep track. But between 
1950, when the BGEA was formed, and 2005, when Graham retired from 
public ministry, the number easily soared into the millions. All those who 
wrote to him received personal answers, written by associates follow-
ing boilerplate formats approved by Graham. For reasons of space and 
confidentiality, the BGEA destroyed nearly all of the letters. But several 
thousand, mostly posted in the early 1960s and throughout the 1980s, 
somehow survived.1

The letters show how powerfully Graham influenced Americans’ daily 
lives. People wrote about addictions, sexual lapses, spiritual back- sliding, 
marriages on the rocks, kids gone astray, and countless other failures and 
disappointments. They also wrote about loneliness. Graham once said that 
the second- most frequent topic of the letters was loneliness. Some argued 
with him about his theology, some invited him to drop by for coffee, some 
complimented him on his looks, and some offered appreciation for his 
wife, Ruth Bell Graham, or his choir director, Cliff Barrows, or his beloved 
songster, George Beverly Shea. At the same time, some asked him not 
to share their letter with Ruth or Cliff or George— or anyone else. Some 
asked for a personal response, the sooner the better, yet most seemed to 
understand that assistants would read the letters, and write responses, and 
they were okay with that.
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But most of the letters just thanked him. They did it in multiple ways, 
and almost always with transparent earnestness. Most often, writers said 
they appreciated his preaching, and how it helped them grasp that they 
had to repent, change their ways, and set a new direction for their lives. 
He helped them see how they could find peace in Christ, or win a second 
chance after straying from the law or their spouses or the church. They 
said he gave them renewed courage.

The letters show too that Graham spoke to the fears and joys of a 
defined constituency. The names, addresses, and comments indicate that 
the typical writer was a white female high school graduate between twenty 
and thirty years old. She worshipped in a Baptist church, occupied a lower 
middle rung on the social ladder, held a service or skilled job, and lived in 
a small town in the South or Midwest. Though the demographic profile of 
that constituency changed over the years, becoming steadily more racially, 
ethnically, occupationally, educationally, geographically, and, especially, 
denominationally diverse, the basic configuration remained pretty much 
the same. Writers with racially or ethnically distinctive names, or names 
with tags like SJ, MD, or PhD, or with mailing addresses in the tony parts 
of big cities, never amounted to more than a trace. 2

Besides the letters, evidence of Graham’s importance on the American 
religious landscape abounds. Between 1949 and 1971, he rose from the 
rank of a religious leader with a regional following to a celebrity with a 
national following to an icon with an international following. He retained 
that iconic status for the rest of the century and well into the first decade 
of the next. Nearly 215 million people on six continents and in nearly one 
hundred countries heard him preach in person, and millions— perhaps 
billions— more encountered him via electronic media.3

Although those statistics likely saw some inflation along the way, 
Graham may have preached to more people face- to- face than any other 
figure in history. Many of Graham’s endeavors set records, including the 
sermon he delivered on an airport tarmac in Seoul, South Korea, in 1973 
to 1,120,000 people (at the time almost certainly the largest gathering of 
Christians ever recorded). Between 1955 and 2016, Graham scored a spot 
on Gallup’s list of the “Ten Most Admired Men” in the world sixty times. 
President Ronald Reagan, his closest rival on the list, appeared “only” 
thirty- one times. Graham authored or authorized under his name more 
than thirty books. All together, they were translated into at least fifty lan-
guages and sold millions of copies. HarperCollins’s first printing of his 
memoir, Just As I Am, ran one million copies alone.
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Stalwarts saw God’s hand in all this, but historians saw Graham’s own 
tireless hands hard at work, too. His syndicated national weekly radio 
program, The Hour of Decision, launched in 1950, quickly ranked as the 
most widely heard religious broadcast in the country. His daily newspa-
per column, “My Answer,” birthed in 1952, reached a potential readership 
of twenty million. Christianity Today, which Graham established in 1956, 
soon won recognition as the normative voice of mainstream evangelical-
ism. The popular monthly Decision, which started landing in readers’ mail-
boxes in 1960, became the most widely circulated Christian magazine in 
the world. Whatever else Graham was, he was a man of bold ambitions.

While Graham touched the lives of millions of everyday people, he also 
likely enjoyed closer proximity to the top echelons of power than any other 
religious leader in American history. Among the multitude of awards that 
he received, two stand out: in 1983 the Presidential Medal of Freedom, and 
in 1996, with his wife, Ruth Bell Graham, the Congressional Gold Medal 
(the two highest awards for which civilians are eligible). Graham person-
ally knew all twelve presidents from Harry S. Truman to Barack Obama. 
Except for Truman, who disliked him, and Obama, who spent only an hour 
with him, all of the presidents ranked as friends. Four— Johnson, Nixon, 
Reagan, and Bush I, as well as their First Ladies— ranked as close friends.4

Yet Graham’s influence is perhaps best represented anecdotally. Five 
of these anecdotes— what we might call cultural snapshots— symbolize 
countless others. First, except for elected officials, Graham may have been 
the only person in the United States who needed no mailing address 
beyond his name. Just “Billy Graham” would do. Second, among the 
countless letters children sent to him, a first-  or second- grader’s 1971 letter 
seemed to sum up all of them. After asking for a free book, the child closed 
with one final— telling— request: “Tell Mr. Jesus hi.” Third, Harold Bloom, 
the Yale literary critic, described Graham’s influence with brilliant suc-
cinctness in a 1999 Time cover article on the “100 Most Important People 
of the Century”: “You don’t run for office among us by proclaiming your 
skepticism or deprecating Billy Graham.” Fourth, at a public symposium 
at Wheaton College (IL) in 2013, the American historian Martin E. Marty— 
as famous in his sphere as Graham was in his— judged that the Mount 
Rushmore of American religious icons would include Jonathan Edwards, 
Martin Luther King Jr., and Billy Graham. (With a wink, Marty added that 
he had not yet decided on the fourth.)5

The fifth cultural snapshot is worth quoting at length because of the 
fame of its author. In 2014, in a long retrospective on his own storied 
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career, the folk musician Bob Dylan recalled his youthful impressions of 
Graham.

[He was] the greatest preacher and evangelist of my time— that guy 
could save souls and did. I went to two or three of his rallies in the 
’50s or ’60s. This guy was like rock ’n’ roll personified— volatile, 
explosive. He had the hair, the tone, the elocution— when he spoke, 
he brought the storm down. Clouds parted. Souls got saved, some-
times 30-  or 40,000 of them. If you ever went to a Billy Graham 
rally back then, you were changed forever. There’s never been a 
preacher like him. He could fill football stadiums before anybody. 
He could fill Giants Stadium more than even the Giants football 
team. Seems like a long time ago. Long before Mick Jagger sang his 
first note or Bruce strapped on his first guitar— that’s some of the 
part of rock ’n’ roll that I retained. I had to. I saw Billy Graham in 
the flesh and heard him loud and clear.6

Not everyone saw Graham in such a glowing light, however. At a time 
when mainline leaders and academic theologians found dialogue more 
congenial than proclamation, Graham’s unflinching presentation of his 
interpretation of the gospel stirred resistance. To many, he came across 
as just another itinerant evangelist, firing 240 words a minute. The sight 
of Graham fraternizing with the rich and the famous worried friends and 
delighted foes. For all but the most loyal supporters, his political stances 
in the 1960s and early 1970s seemed the most troubling of all. The fall- 
out from Graham’s unsteady support for the Vietnam War (initially hawk-
ish, later waffling, later neutral) and his dogged defense of Nixon during 
Watergate persisted long after the public had soured on both causes. 
Suspicions deepened when his noxious comments about Jews and the 
media, secretly recorded in President Nixon’s office in February 1972, 
surfaced in February 2002. Graham’s repeated apologies to Jews in per-
son and in the media did not erase the damage. Though there was no 
clear evidence of anti- Semitism in Graham’s thinking before or after the 
1972 incident,7 his compliance with Nixon’s bigotry on that occasion, and 
obsequiousness toward Nixon throughout most of his presidency, clouded 
Graham’s reputation.

Public censure came from all sides: left, right, church, academy, 
and media. President Harry S. Truman stood at the front of the line. 
Graham botched a meeting with the president in 1950, when the callow  
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thirty- year- old preacher blabbed to reporters about the content of the 
meeting. Truman never forgave him. Calling Graham a “counterfeit” 
two decades later, the president groused, “I just don’t go for people like 
that. All he’s interested in is getting his name in the paper.” In 1970, after 
Graham invited President Nixon to speak at a crusade at the University 
of Tennessee, a student paper dismissed the event as a “one- man cir-
cus.” Shortly afterward, the novelist- satirist Philip Roth ripped him as 
the “Reverend Billy Cupcake.” In 1966, Bob Jones Sr., president of Bob 
Jones University, angered by Graham’s ecumenical leanings, declared that 
Graham was “doing more harm to the cause of Jesus Christ than any other 
living man.” All of this arrived along with a constant river of hate mail and 
occasional death threats.

Graham softened with age, and so did the quantity of such critiques, 
but the acidity level remained. Graham visited a Moscow peace conference 
in 1982, where he called not only for the elimination of nuclear weap-
ons but also seemed to go out of his way not to offend his Russian hosts. 
His apparent naiveté about Soviet militarism and acquiescence to the 
repression of religious liberty in the Soviet bloc prompted the conserva-
tive columnist George Will to slam him as “America’s most embarrassing 
export.” Will admonished the preacher to “stop acting as though pious 
intentions are substitutes for intelligence, and excuses for irresponsibil-
ity.”8 Graham’s anti- Semitic rant to Nixon prompted the secular essayist 
Christopher Hitchens to excoriate the preacher as “an avid bigot as well 
as a cheap liar,” and “a gaping and mendacious anti- Jewish peasant.” Age 
provided little security.

Yet Graham’s legacy, like that of his contemporaries Martin Luther King Jr.  
and Reinhold Niebuhr, proved to be one of lasting influence. Though it is 
hard to know exactly how to separate influence from celebrity, the variety 
and persistence of the kind of indicators noted above leave little doubt 
that Graham’s presence transcended celebrity. And so it was that for mil-
lions of “heartland” Americans, Graham thrived as a Protestant saint. By 
the mid- 1950s, he overshadowed all Protestant evangelists of the postwar 
era. By the mid- 1960s, he served as the “Great Legitimator.” Graham’s 
approval conferred authority on presidents and legitimacy on wars. His 
words made events sacred, decency desirable, and indecency shameful. 
With the possible exception of the itinerant preacher George Whitefield 
and the hymn writer Charles Wesley, both eighteenth- century luminar-
ies, Graham’s public recognition surpassed all evangelicals in American 
history.
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In 2007, at the dedication of the Billy Graham Library in Graham’s 
hometown of Charlotte, North Carolina, former presidents Jimmy Carter 
and Bill Clinton listened as former president George H. W. Bush publi-
cally labeled him “America’s pastor.” As America’s pastor, he appeared to 
rise above the discord of partisan struggle, theological controversy, and 
denominational division. He personified the commitment to “fundamen-
tal verities” that Americans wanted to see in themselves. In the words of 
Graham’s premier biographer, William Martin, Graham symbolized their 
“best selves.” That many Americans failed to live up to their best selves 
was beside the point. In their minds Graham did.

II: Billy Graham and American Culture

The literature by and about Graham is vast.9 This is hardly surprising, 
given the BGEA’s skill in marketing his image, the number of decades 
he remained in the public eye, the density of his connections with world 
leaders, the extent of his involvement in the social and political move-
ments of the age, and his indirect evangelistic and pastoral relation-
ships with millions of ordinary people. Even so, Graham’s story is far 
from fully told. Important questions remain unasked, and many of the 
answers that observers have offered so far have proved inadequate. Billy 
Graham: American Pilgrim seeks to address this need.

The volume does not advance an overarching thesis. The editors selected 
established scholars and simply asked them to explore broad topics of gen-
eral interest and see what they came up with. Yet after the authors sub-
mitted their chapters, it quickly became clear that two patterns repeatedly 
surfaced in the research that each one had independently pursued. Those 
patterns are captured by two words: change and paradox. More precisely, it 
would be hard to find a religious leader who changed more over the course 
of his career, or one who presented more dramatically paradoxical faces at 
any given stage. Whether those two patterns were intentional or uninten-
tional, or ascribed to him by the media or by the public, or all of the above, 
remains a matter of debate among Graham scholars. Regardless of the 
roots, the evidence of both change and paradox across his long life is com-
pelling. It informs the editors’ decision to frame Graham as an American 
pilgrim constantly in motion, and in multiple ways.

How did Graham change over time? All people do, of course, but in 
his case the development proved distinctive both in degree and in vis-
ibility. Between 1949, when Graham’s eight- week crusade in Los Angeles 
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catapulted him into national and international attention, and 2005, when 
he preached his final major crusade in Flushing Meadows, New York, he 
evinced not only dramatic change, but also, in many respects, progres-
sive change. By “progressive” I mean that he grew more tolerant of dif-
fering theological positions, more skeptical of political partisanship, and 
more assertive in his calls for social justice at home and abroad. Simply 
put, he became more cognizant of the full implications of the gospel he 
preached.

To take one of many examples, Graham tracked his own shift on race 
relations to meeting an African American student when he was an under-
graduate transfer student at Wheaton College. That was, he said, the first 
time in his life he encountered a black person as a peer. Before then, grow-
ing up in the South in the 1920s and 1930s, he knew blacks and Hispanics 
as field hands on his father’s farm. He remembered that he treated them 
politely, but his paternalism did not impress itself on him until he got to 
Wheaton.10 By 1982 he would say, in the Patriarchal Cathedral in Moscow, 
that he had undergone three major conversions in his life: to Christ, to 
racial justice, and to nuclear disarmament. Later he would say, “I am still 
a man in process.”11

And so it was that on most issues— especially political partisanship, 
global poverty, and, above all, militarism— the evolution from conservative 
to progressive positions proved both striking and undeniable. The change 
that probably caught the most attention from the media was his steadily 
growing willingness to work with Christians of (almost) all stripes, as 
long as they did not ask him to alter his own message. And the mature 
Graham’s refusal to speculate about the final destiny of Jews and other non- 
Christians increasingly separated him from his own fundamentalist past.

To be sure, the claim that Graham significantly changed over the years 
requires crucial qualifications. His core theological convictions altered 
very little, and the transitions in his social and political views were not uni-
form. Though his views on racial justice showed impressive development, 
he moved erratically: two steps forward in the 1950s, one step back in the 
1960s and early 1970s, and two steps forward again in the late 1970s and 
1980s. His positions on women’s rights and ordination were a masterpiece 
of equivocation. And when it came to his post- Nixon commitment to avoid 
partisanship, he fell off the wagon more than once, as recently as the Bush 
election in 2000. Still, taken whole, profound developments appeared 
across the years. “During most of my life I  have been on a pilgrimage 
in many areas,” he told an audience at the John F.  Kennedy School of 
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Government at Harvard in 1982. “I have come to see in deeper ways some 
of the implications of my faith and message.”12

Graham’s self- description did not, however, reveal much about the rea-
sons for his pilgrimage. He apparently suffered no physical or emotional 
trauma— such as a life- threatening foxhole experience or a devastating 
loss of a child— that might help explain fundamental alterations in how he 
viewed the world. Nor did he reveal an educational crisis, such as reading 
a life- altering book, of the sort many liberals talk about in their autobi-
ographies.13 Though he often mentioned evangelists before his time, he 
rarely spoke of strong mentor figures— other than general references to 
D. L. Moody— who might have prodded him. And beyond all that, Graham 
found little support for dramatic change coming from home. His wife, 
Ruth Bell Graham— always a force of nature (as the historian Anne Blue 
Wills amply documents in her forthcoming biography of Ruth Graham)— 
remained steadily conservative in her political and theological views. So we 
are left to speculate. His continual travels, encounters with international 
leaders, repeated exposure to the world’s suffering, disappointments with 
friends and himself, and perhaps his reading of the letters that followers 
and critics posted to him may have played a role.

Changes in the media’s perception and representation of Graham were 
just as important as developments in Graham himself. The press moved 
from curiosity in 1940s, to critical appreciation in the 1950s, to critical doubt 
in the 1960s and early 1970s, and finally to steadily growing admiration in 
the 1980s and 1990s. Granted, in 2002 most journalists were dismayed if 
not angry when Graham’s odious comments to Nixon about Jews came to 
light. But the media’s overall reaction to that incident gradually subsided 
into disappointment and then a forgiving attitude toward a grievous lapse. 
To be sure, after the turn of the century, the views attributed to Graham 
by his culture- warrior son Franklin Graham complicated perceptions. But 
by then the elder Graham was in his nineties, and most— though certainly 
not all— journalists seemed to assume that the increasingly progressive 
positions the father had taken through his eighties should stand.14

These considerations bring us to the second recurrent pattern in this 
volume: paradox. The word irony might work nearly as well, for it suggests 
that Graham’s self- presentation and mediated presentations bore unex-
pected and sometimes unwelcome consequences. But paradox provides 
a more apt description of the complexity of Graham’s public images, for 
it suggests that multiple and often competing impulses simultaneously 
jockeyed for attention.
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In these essays we will see again and again that Graham presented 
diverse faces to the outside world, and perhaps to himself, too. Numerous 
descriptive dyads come to mind. Was the pattern one of adroitness— 
or adeptness? Slipperiness— or flexibility? Calculation— or planning? 
Shrewdness— or savviness? Manipulation— or skillfulness? Naiveté— or 
simplicity? Evasiveness— or subtlety? In one sense these dyads were not 
unique to Graham. Most people present themselves in different ways in 
different settings. What makes Graham special is that the pattern was so 
pronounced. What David Brooks said about Dwight Eisenhower may have 
applied to Graham, too: “He looked simple and straightforward, but his 
simplicity was a work of art.”15 Whether the slippage originated in him, 
in the media, in the public’s perceptions, or in all three, Graham rarely 
emerged as a single identity.

The difficulty of pinning Graham down to a single site on the broad 
cultural map of the era helps make the point. Was he a Southern Baptist 
Convention loyalist? Or a nondenominational entrepreneur who worked 
with ease with Christians (and sometimes Jews) of all denominational 
stripes? Was he a fundamentalist dispensational premillennialist? Or a 
broadminded “big tent” evangelical who tried to avoid being nailed down 
to details? Was he a devout churchman who made the proclamation of the 
gospel his chief passion? Or a pundit of the Nixon White House? Or, to 
switch the logic of the question, how did it happen that a man universally 
described as witty and charming and genuinely humble was also so polar-
izing that he provoked vitriolic smears and even death threats from a small 
but persistent minority of enemies?

If change and paradox made Graham a pilgrim, the confluences 
between his life and the great gulf streams of post– World War II US his-
tory made him a preeminently American figure, too. Many of the key 
formative influences in his mature life were deeply rooted in his natal 
culture. The length of his tenure in the public eye and the breadth of his 
influence on the cultural landscape of the United States have shaped the 
scope of the questions this book seeks to address.

So what does Graham’s story tell us about America’s story? The authors 
try to help answer that question by exploring the intersections between 
Graham’s career and other parts of American culture. Granted, some first- 
rate books have already taken up that topic, and this work draws on them, 
but the field remains wide open. Many of the most important questions 
stand unaddressed, or addressed only lightly, or addressed with ideologi-
cally driven agendas.
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Billy Graham: American Pilgrim ranges widely, but it does not try to do 
everything. Some topics, such as Graham’s relation to presidents, have 
received focused treatment elsewhere, and therefore do not win a chapter 
here. Other topics, such as his tangled relationship with Richard Nixon, 
or with fundamentalism, turn up one way or another throughout this 
volume.

A few words about the authors’ working assumptions may be helpful. 
First, all of them (including me) speak only for themselves, and sometimes 
they disagree. The editors have made no attempt to harmonize, let alone 
iron out, those differences. The differences show that these materials are 
so rich and voluminous they can yield a variety of interpretations.

Second, the authors’ primary concern is not to determine whether 
Graham’s influence proved good or bad. Countless popular, and not a few 
academic, studies have fallen into the traps of canonization on one side 
or demonization on the other. The first approach reduces the evangelist 
to a saint who could do no wrong. The second reduces him to a scoundrel 
who could do no good. This volume shows that, in most instances, cul-
ture war interpretations of Graham distort the subtleties of the evidence. 
Some value judgments will inevitably arise— historians are intractable 
moralizers— but that is not the main aim. The main one is description 
and analysis.

And finally, the authors are comfortable with a profoundly complicated 
figure. Graham, like all leaders, was both a product and a producer of his 
age. Countless variables fed into his story. The challenge is to figure out 
how Graham’s influence emerged, where it flourished (or not), why it per-
sisted, and, most important, what difference it makes for understanding 
American life.

III: The Landscape  
of Billy Graham: American Pilgrim

The chapters in Billy Graham:  American Pilgrim fall into three parts: 
Religion, Politics, and Culture. Religion comes first because it came first in  
Graham’s view of his work and in the public’s view of him. Graham saw  
himself primarily as an evangelist called to invite men and women to 
come to Christ for the first time, or to renew a faith grown cold, or to 
sustain a faith of long standing. If one could count the number of words 
he uttered and wrote (or released under his name), a good guess would 
be that most— at least four- fifths— bore on matters of faith. Whatever the 
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stated text of his sermons, every one of them ultimately stemmed from 
same one, John 3:16: “For God so loved the world, that he gave his only 
begotten Son, that whosoever believeth in him should not perish, but have 
everlasting life.” From this premise— that Christ offered everlasting life 
to all who accepted it— Graham issued the hallmark invitation that con-
cluded virtually every meeting: “Come, you come, we will wait.”

Politics constitutes part two of Billy Graham:  American Pilgrim. 
Graham’s interest in politics marched second in his view of himself and 
in the public’s view of him. Sometimes it ran a close second, other times 
a distant one, but rarely any farther back than that. Boosters often tried 
to deny this plain fact. They pretended that Graham spent all of his wak-
ing time in soul- winning ministry. Debunkers went to the other extreme 
and often tried to pretend the opposite, that Graham’s main occupation 
in life was back- room wheeling and dealing. The truth lay exactly where 
Graham said it did. He repeatedly acknowledged that he loved to follow 
state, national, and international politics. If he had not been a preacher, 
he admitted, he would have run for office.16 But he was a preacher, and he 
did not run for office. Evangelism was his vocation, politics his avocation. 
Still, the avocation always loomed large, and it therefore merits a place in 
any serious study of Graham’s place in modern history.

The book’s third part focuses on culture, the trickiest category to mea-
sure. Charting exactly where Graham’s influence took root, grew, and then 
stopped requires a delicate touch. By many measures, Graham’s influence 
reached far beyond the pulpit and the presidential golf course. To cite one 
of countless examples, in 1950 NBC (unsuccessfully) offered Graham one 
million dollars a year to host a national television talk show.17 The network 
had its financial finger on the pulse of the culture.

Andrew Finstuen’s study of Graham’s face- to- face presentations and 
Q&A exchanges in mainline seminaries and secular universities opens 
the book’s first part. Finstuen challenges conventional academic dismiss-
als of Graham as anti- intellectual. Drawing on rarely (or never) consulted 
archival materials, he argues that Graham manifested a different model of 
intellectual ability, which he dubs “intellectual virtue.” This notion, stem-
ming from Aristotle’s notion of practical wisdom, emphasizes the role of 
humility, courage, and honesty in Graham’s approach to his academic con-
versation partners. Graham, uniquely among evangelists, spoke in literally 
dozens of non- evangelical institutions. In those settings, audiences some-
times proved politely skeptical at best, or openly hostile at worst, especially 
at the beginning. Yet like Teddy Roosevelt’s famous “Man in the Arena,” 
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Graham courageously strode into the ring, undeterred. More often than 
not he emerged with the moral victory of having won audiences with his 
spirit if not his ideas.

Graham also displayed curiosity— not the curiosity of the intellectual 
antiseptically analyzing issues from afar, but the curiosity of a man pro-
foundly engaged in the world around him. Beyond that he displayed a 
desire for mutual understanding. He rarely, if ever, challenged mainline/ 
liberal or secular assumptions, nor did he offer to change his own. But 
he did suggest places where mainline Protestants and evangelicals might 
work together for the good of the church and the larger society. Graham’s 
thinking, Finstuen concludes, unfolded as a pilgrimage, “marked by 
increasing wisdom about what he had to say, and what he had to learn.”

The crusade meetings rested on two foundations, Michael Hamilton 
argues in his contribution, and both of them require a close look to appre-
ciate fully. The first was a nuanced set of theological premises under-
girding Graham’s forceful preaching style. Many observers, including 
sympathetic ones, found Graham’s theology thin at best. Yet Hamilton 
sees more. He discerns serious theology— not necessarily academic, but 
serious— expressed in vernacular language. He shows, for example, that in 
Graham’s preaching, apocalyptic threats always marched arm in arm with 
promises of millennial hope. Everything hinged on whether the nation 
proved feckless or faithful in its obedience to Scripture. The other founda-
tion was the deeply ritualized structure of the crusade meetings. Visitors 
got what they expected: a spectacle. The spectacle atmosphere consisted 
of “banners, flowers, a massed choir of thousands of voices, bright lights, 
popular singers and bands, symphony orchestras, celebrity guest speak-
ers, local and national politicians, concession stands, television cameras, 
wandering reporters, special services for children.” If it all felt like pag-
eantry, it really was pageantry, and that sense fueled the crusades’ success.

In her chapter, Edith Blumhofer explores the strangely underexam-
ined contributions of George Beverly Shea and Cliff Barrows to Graham’s 
ministry. For many participants, the vocalizing of Canadian crooner Shea, 
and the choir directing (and general cheer leading) of Barrows may have 
been the best- remembered and most- loved parts of the crusade meet-
ings. Though Graham himself had no musical talent (the “malady of no 
melody,” Shea said), he astutely understood the role music played. Old 
favorites predominated, yet the meetings increasingly featured classi-
cal, country, folk, rock, Latino, and African American musical genres as 
well. Blumhofer documents the remarkable racial and ethnic diversity 
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of the guest artists— a point rarely noted in the standard biographies. In 
the beginning, she shows, Graham, Shea, and Barrows occupied roughly 
equal places of prominence. That equality soon gave way to a clear hierar-
chy. Still, Shea’s resonant baritone and reverential if not ponderous style 
soon earned him billing as America’s “beloved gospel singer.” The inex-
haustibly energetic Barrows ran every other aspect of the crusade meet-
ings, including the selection and direction of the often- massive choirs. 
Together, Shea and Barrows produced the “signature” sound of the Billy 
Graham crusades.

In the final chapter of the Religion section, biographer William Martin 
grapples with the challenge of tracking and interpreting Graham’s far- 
flung international ministry. In 1946, just months after the evangelist 
entered the itinerant circuit for Youth for Christ, he took his preaching 
and organizational skills overseas. Tracking Graham’s international trav-
els, region by region, Martin allows that some endeavors proved more 
successful than others. But no one can doubt the historical significance 
of his outdoor meeting in Seoul in 1973, and of his call for the elimina-
tion of nuclear weapons in Moscow in 1982. Martin also tracks Graham’s 
hand in creating a series of world conferences among evangelicals, such 
as the landmark First International Congress on World Evangelization in 
Lausanne in 1974. In the end, Martin argues, Graham’s legacy lay in two 
areas. The first was his pioneering efforts to apply cutting- edge commu-
nications technology to evangelism. The second was his pivotal role in 
galvanizing world evangelicalism into a coherent movement. The latter 
ran alongside the mainline ecumenical groups such the World Council of 
Churches, and in the long run may have proved one of his most influential 
achievements.

Billy Graham:  American Pilgrim’s second part, “Politics,” starts with 
David King’s examination of Graham’s continually growing attention to 
the challenges of global poverty, particularly through his work with World 
Vision International. The international scope of Graham’s vision started 
early, in the late 1940s and the 1950s, with his fear— shared by millions 
of others at home and abroad— of the menace of global communism. In 
time, however, his focus shifted to hunger, healthcare, economic scarcity, 
and disaster relief. In the early decades of his ministry, Graham seemed 
more aware of poverty abroad than at home, but that awareness balanced 
out over time. By the final years, Graham had come to register a sturdily 
progressive stand on numerous issues, including the dangers of spiral-
ing militarism on both sides of the Atlantic. In later years, Graham also 
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increasingly warned Americans about the dangers of affluence and the 
smugness that prosperity fostered. In the course of a very long time on 
the public stage, his moral and ethical commitments traveled a very long 
distance.

All but the most ardent supporters understood that Graham’s avocation 
lay in politics. Yet Curtis Evans widens the usual notion of politics as elec-
toral events to a more expansive framing of politics as polis: the corporate 
identity of the nation. Graham sought to bring not only individuals, but 
also the entire nation, to Christ. This emphasis, Evans argues, “enlarged 
his vision [so] that it incorporated a universal call to personal and social 
change.” Still, tensions remained. Graham’s emphasis on the conversion 
of individuals as the only sure path to the conversion of the nation “had 
little to say to those who did not undergo it.” More troubling, Graham 
seemed never to grapple with the plain fact that the most evangelical part 
of the nation, the South, was also the part that most stoutly resisted the 
civil rights acts of the 1960s and other means of legal redress of injustice. 
Evans’s empathetic yet critical analysis draws attention to the paradoxical 
breadth and narrowness of Graham’s vision.

In his revisionist chapter on race, Darren Dochuk moves in a differ-
ent direction. He challenges the older dichotomies that portrayed Graham 
either as a supporter or a resister to the civil rights struggle. Instead, he 
argues that Graham’s view of race must be calibrated to specific contexts. 
Dochuk points to Graham’s embrace of free market economics as a key that 
would help unlock the iron cage of racial discrimination. For Graham, the 
Southwest in general, and the Houston region (“Baghdad on the Bayou”) 
in particular, served as Exhibit A. Graham found in Houston’s white and 
black business elites a swashbuckling style, fueled by federal funding, 
political leverage, and “gushing crude.” They displayed exceptional philan-
thropic generosity, along with eagerness to throw their financial support 
behind his evangelistic causes. For Graham, as well as Houston business 
supporters and many white and black clergy, conversion of the heart, cou-
pled with federal civil rights legislation and economic opportunity, offered 
the best opportunity for enduring racial progress.

Elesha Coffman’s analysis of Graham’s relation to the media opens the 
book’s final section, “Culture.” Graham, Coffman argues, sought not only 
to evangelize a nation but also to create a religious movement that would 
provide an enduring instrument for that purpose. For both aims, Graham 
needed the support of the media, and especially the secular press corps. 
His challenge, Coffman quips, was to figure out how to be a “George 
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Whitefield in an Elmer Gantry world.” Graham proved acutely aware that 
the media possessed the power to torpedo his ministry if they success-
fully linked him with the fictional Gantry and real- life reprobates like him. 
At the same time, they also possessed the power to catalyze his minis-
try if they successfully linked him with his venerable eighteenth- century 
predecessor, Whitefield. And with few exceptions, they did. One reason 
was Graham’s refusal to see himself as a victim of a hostile press corps. 
More important, Graham knew that journalists could verify his authen-
ticity by reporting the honesty of his methods and the sincerity of his 
aims. And here, too, they did. Most important, at least for understanding 
Graham’s place in the larger story of American religious history, the press 
could document how his work formed the “center of gravity” of evangeli-
cal Protestantism. Graham and the press together defined the evangelical 
tradition’s boundaries.

The paradoxes that marked Graham’s career grow even sharper in 
Seth Dowland’s treatment of Graham and gender. As Dowland puts it, 
the preacher “subtly changed what it meant to be a ‘real man’ for millions 
of American evangelicals.” In many ways Graham projected conventional 
images of masculinity. Movie star handsome, he knew perfectly well that 
women found him attractive. He kept himself athletically fit and trim. In 
his first visit to US troops overseas, in Korea in 1952, he revealed admira-
tion for the rugged courage of the soldiers he visited. The list goes on. But 
in many other ways Graham carefully avoided the Hollywood image of 
a promiscuous male. He made clear, both by his words and his actions, 
that he had maintained absolute fidelity to his wife. In his talk to a peace 
conference in Moscow in 1982, he showed that true courage consisted not 
in swaggering militarism but in the moral strength to resist it. And most 
revealing was how he combined theological certitude with evolving pro-
gressivism on social issues.

Graham’s wife of nearly sixty- four years, Ruth Bell Graham, described 
her life as “an odd kind of cross to bear.” Anne Blue Wills’s examination 
of Ruth Graham’s heart, mind, and work explores some of that oddness, 
bringing to light the contours of her understudied life. In this chapter, 
Wills analyzes the “officially unofficial” public- private dynamics of their 
marriage, focusing on the “unique space where public and private work 
and family matters collide and collude.” Though Ruth Graham never 
shirked the faithful accessory role, over time the balance shifted toward 
greater equality in their public roles. But then, seemingly ironically, it 
shifted back again. Turning to the larger cultural landscape, Wills shows 
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how Ruth Graham’s struggles to navigate the stormy waters that both 
divided and connected her private and the public roles represented the 
struggles that countless other clergy wives faced. Wills also unpacks Ruth 
Graham’s acuteness as a lay theologian. Speaking plainly to modern audi-
ences, she shared her “hard- won insights” about the appropriate human 
response to God’s saving presence in Jesus Christ. Through it all, Ruth 
Graham presented herself as a “woman who saw God in the most ordinary 
places.” Indeed, Billy Graham admitted— or boasted? — that some of his 
“best thoughts” came from her.

Marshall Frady’s Billy Graham:  A  Parable of American Righteousness, 
published in 1979, proved to be one of the most influential biographies 
ever written about the evangelist. Steven Miller concludes the Culture 
section with an examination of Frady’s “strangely angry yet perceptive” 
(as Anne Wills said elsewhere18) treatment of Graham. Frady, who prided 
himself on being an ex- evangelical post– civil rights Southerner, saw his 
fellow Southerner Graham as a holdover from the revival soaked pre– civil 
rights era. In Frady’s mind, the preacher perpetuated the shallow un- self- 
critical outlook so characteristic of the white evangelical South. Graham 
served as “the apotheosis of the American Innocence itself,” incapable of 
grasping the region’s deep ironies and dark secrets. At the same time, 
Frady freely acknowledged Graham’s unparalleled charisma and impec-
cable personal integrity. This influential biography offers Miller a venue 
for peeling back the multiple layers of Graham’s image. It is not surpris-
ing, Miller concludes, that Graham has emerged as “America’s most com-
plicated innocent.”

In the volume’s Afterword, Margaret Bendroth measures the long 
shadow Graham cast over the religious landscape. Predictably, she finds 
that his public persona was “always more subtle and oblique than his 
strident platform rhetoric and vivid media profile seemed to imply.” Like 
most evangelists before him, Graham’s overriding goal was to win con-
verts to Christ. But how Graham pursued that goal was another matter. 
Evangelicals, Bendroth urges, wanted more than an evangelist. They 
wanted a prophet, “someone with an intuitive grasp of the ‘signs of the 
times.’ ” Graham not only produced the goods but also remained “cultur-
ally nimble enough” to stay on the stage for more than six decades. Still, 
Bendroth allows that figuring out where his legacy will fall is not easy. 
The next Billy Graham will not be a white American, but, like Graham, 
a person of hope, hard work, and moral integrity. That person will have 
to negotiate evangelicals’— or at least mainstream evangelicals’— growing 
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distaste for confrontation, their desire for “the freedom of going off the 
grid, completely wireless.” Where Graham’s shadow will fall in this new 
world cannot be known, but that generation “will still be living in a world 
he made possible.”

In the Epilogue, journalist Ken Garfield looks back, around, and ahead. 
What will endure? Surely the quest to touch and heal “broken souls.” And 
the quest to “build up the church universal one altar call at a time.” But 
the legacy will prove elusive. Graham came along at “precisely the right 
moment, after World War II, when American Christendom was searching 
for a symbol of assurance and hope.” The high visibility of Graham’s son 
Franklin, who became president of the BGEA in 2001, complicates the pic-
ture. Garfield concludes with the sobering suggestion that Americans may 
be “too suspicious of celebrity” of any kind to give their devotion again to 
any one person.

IV: The Measure of the Man

Billy Graham: American Pilgrim seeks to enrich our understanding of the 
relation between Graham and other parts of (mostly) American history. 
The authors pose new questions and provide fresh answers for old ones. 
In one way or another, all of the writers find themselves addressing the 
signs of change and paradox that marked Graham’s career from beginning 
to end. But this book, like all books that are focused on a single titanic 
figure, runs the risk of claiming too much. So let it be said as forthrightly 
as possible that Graham never spoke for everyone. No one questioned his 
personal probity, and for a religious celebrity, that is saying a lot. Yet prob-
ably a majority of African Americans, “ethnic” minorities, Jews, funda-
mentalists, Catholics, mainline liberals, and secular- minded folk, among 
others, found him irrelevant at best or destructive at worst. He did not 
speak for all white evangelicals either. Many found him theologically shal-
low or status hungry, or both.

Nonetheless, there can be little doubt that millions of people admired 
him decade after decade. Moreover, the number who viewed him favor-
ably steadily grew as the years slipped by and Graham became more 
irenic and inclusive. At least four reasons for his influence present 
themselves. First, the persistence of his appeal through wars, depres-
sions, and technological revolutions betokened an enduring current of 
aspiration in Heartland America that he touched and helped to satisfy. 
Second, he offered a pole star of decency, a model of self- restraint in the 
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face of extraordinary opportunities for personal enrichment, sexual con-
quest, and the abuse of power. Whatever their own behavior, Americans 
admired Graham for his. Third, Graham made it possible for believers 
to be Christian, American, and modern all at the same time. Pundits 
saw conflicts and contradictions, but Graham did not, and neither did 
the moms and pops who routinely tucked a ten spot into their letters of 
appreciation. And finally, for evangelical and non- evangelical Christians 
alike, he offered the promise of a second chance. If Graham served as 
a “public vehicle for private pain,”19 as the historian Heather Vacek put 
it, he also served as a physician of the soul, showing Americans a way 
through to the other side.

Will there be another Billy Graham? Probably not. That answer might 
seem indefensibly dogmatic, not least because historians have never been 
good at predicting anything. But it is hard to imagine any scenario in 
which another Graham might arise. For one thing, another person with 
Graham’s unique blend of looks, voice, style, stamina, charisma, integrity, 
sincerity, savviness, common sense, and, well, presence seems unlikely any 
time soon. More important, Graham rose at a particular time and place in 
American history, and addressed the concerns of that time and place in 
the idioms of the age. But history kept moving. By the early years of the 
twenty- first century, a third of Americans under the age of thirty no longer 
knew who Graham was, let alone why he was so important.20

Even so, if in some ways Graham’s ministry has come and gone, his 
influence lingers. Billy Graham: American Pilgrim aims to help college and 
seminary students, as well as thoughtful readers everywhere, understand 
how a very average farm kid from the South became one of the most mem-
orable and compelling Christian leaders of the twentieth century.
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1

 Professor Graham
Billy Graham’s Missions to 
Colleges and Universities

Andrew Finstuen

FroM 1950 until the 1990s, Billy Graham visited colleges and universi-
ties as often as he could. He went to these institutions of higher learning 
with his evangelistic message of sin and salvation, but much more than 
evangelistic effort took place. Graham went to universities out of curiosity 
and in search of open, mutual understanding between his evangelism and 
his largely non- evangelical audiences. Facing these audiences, whether at 
Yale, Harvard, Stanford, or any number of state and private institutions 
across America and Europe, required courage and humility. Especially 
in the early days, he walked into auditoriums and chapels as an anti- 
intellectual target. He usually walked out with applause and invitations for 
future visits. Throughout his five decades of missions to colleges and uni-
versities, Graham operated as a centrist, evangelical bridge to institutions 
of higher learning, and he embodied habits of intellectual virtue.

Graham’s behavior in these settings recalled attributes outlined by 
Aristotle in his classic Nicomachean Ethics. For Aristotle, moral and intel-
lectual virtue was expressed in habits of thought, but just as importantly 
in habits of action. Graham was, of course, more a man of action than a 
man of thought. But his action, especially how he frequented universities, 
exemplified notions of intellectual virtue stretching from Aristotle’s idea 
of practical wisdom, understanding, and good sense to the contemporary 
scholarly emphasis on humility, courage, and honesty.1
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From this angle of vision, Graham’s education and subsequent min-
istry unfolded as an intellectual pilgrimage marked by an increasing wis-
dom about what he had to say and what he had to learn. He began that 
journey after he left the strident, fundamentalist context of Bob Jones 
College and enrolled at Florida Bible Institute (FBI). Though FBI qualified 
him to pursue a preaching career, Graham decided for more education 
and Wheaton College. After Wheaton, Graham served a small church in 
the suburbs of Chicago before joining Youth for Christ (YFC) in 1944 as 
an evangelist. While with YFC, Graham considered still further education. 
In 1948, Charles Templeton, a friend and fellow YFC evangelist, urged 
Graham to enroll with him at Princeton Theological Seminary. Templeton 
had grown skeptical of YFC’s work and thought he sensed similar reserva-
tions in Graham. Graham countered Templeton by suggesting they attend 
the University of Oxford. In the end, Templeton left for Princeton and 
Graham left YFC for his own evangelistic ministry.

During the next year, however, they stayed in touch, and their conver-
sations turned on Templeton’s critical study of the Bible and theology. In 
1949, just prior to Graham’s storied Los Angeles crusade, Templeton’s 
comments shook Graham’s faith. Unnerved and in search of answers, 
he hiked alone into the San Bernardino Mountains of California. After 
prayer and anguished contemplation, he emerged from the mountains 
with faithful certitude in the truth of the Bible and the way of Jesus Christ.2

With a new sense of conviction, Graham launched his career free 
from agonizing intellectual questions about the veracity of the Christian 
faith, but it was a career firmly tied to the importance of ideas and educa-
tion. If the mature Graham had a résumé, it would show a clear inter-
est in the life of the mind. Under “Employment,” “evangelist” would be 
joined by “president, Northwestern Schools (1947– 1952).” Under “Book 
Publications,” he could list more than thirty titles. Under “Academic 
Activities and Interests,” Graham could list his service as a trustee to both 
Gordon Conwell Theological Seminary (1955– 1972) and Fuller Theological 
Seminary (1958– ). He could note his cofounding of Christianity Today 
(1956), a periodical he hoped would “give theological respectability to 
evangelicals”;3 or highlight his involvement in two unsuccessful efforts to 
establish a university inspired by his work: Crusade University in 1959 and 
Billy Graham University in 1967. Finally, under “Lectures,” Graham could 
chronicle dozens of visits— often multiple visits— to premier institutions 
such as Harvard, the University of California at Berkeley, Dartmouth, the 
University of Chicago, Princeton, Oxford, and Cambridge.4
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This record of intellectual and university engagement has been absent 
from most treatments of Graham. It was certainly absent in the histo-
rian Richard Hofstadter’s Pulitzer- prize- winning Anti- Intellectualism 
in American Life (1962), where he called Graham a key “exhibit” of anti- 
intellectualism.5 For Hofstadter, Graham’s evangelical anti- intellectualism 
emerged from an eighteenth-  and nineteenth- century heritage of equal-
ity, antinomianism, and common sense philosophy. Graham had been 
schooled in this legacy, and such a curriculum differed from secular 
Enlightenment- inspired truth claims. That difference led Graham to 
argue, in so many words, that the Bible, not the library or universities, 
contained truth. Graham’s evangelistic method and Hofstadter’s criticism 
of it explain why many scholars rank Graham as a primary figure in the 
annals of anti- intellectualism. The prevalence of such views regarding 
the supposed anti- intellectualism of evangelicals led the sociologist Peter 
Berger to observe in 2007 that the dominant understanding of evangeli-
cals among academics in America was “cartoonish” at best.6

The picture of Graham at dozens of university lecterns— including 
Graham at Harvard Law School in 1962, the year of Hofstadter’s 
publication— tells a very different story about the evangelist’s relationship 
to the life of the mind. In his memoir, Just As I Am, he recalled that oppor-
tunities to speak at colleges and universities “touched me most deeply.” 
He did not elaborate on how they touched him specifically. Still, he offered 
that from his earliest speaking tour on campuses in 1950, which included 
stops at MIT, Brown, Harvard, Yale, Amherst, Vassar, Wellesley, and the 
University of Massachusetts, he discovered that “my appetite for more 
opportunities to speak in university settings had been sharpened.” His 
readiness to address college students correlated to his recollection that 
they were spiritually hungry and “open to the Gospel.”7

Graham’s visits to colleges and universities joined an escalation of 
religious programming on campuses in the mid- twentieth century. The 
evangelical InterVarsity Christian Fellowship organized in America in 
1941.The California businessman Bill Bright founded Campus Crusade for 
Christ in 1951. Bright’s tract on the Four Spiritual Laws became the most 
recognizable evangelical literature among college students. That era also 
saw the development of the less strictly evangelical “Religious Emphasis 
Weeks.” The likes of Paul Tillich, Reinhold Niebuhr, Martin Luther King 
Jr. and other post– World War II Christian leaders keynoted such events 
at institutions big and small, religiously affiliated and not. The Catholic 
television personality Bishop Fulton Sheen addressed the Harvard Law 
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School Forum in 1966 under the title “God and the Intellectual.” Outside 
Christianity, Malcolm X stirred audiences in the early 1960s with his pro-
vocative intellect and devotion to the Nation of Islam at places like Harvard, 
the University of Wisconsin, Madison, Columbia, Berkeley, and Yale.8

Graham visited as many or more universities and a wider range of insti-
tutions than these other midcentury religious figures. To be sure, Martin 
Luther King Jr.’s and Malcolm X’s dark skin and racial advocacy narrowed 
their opportunities in postwar America. King and Malcolm X, however, 
may have been less controversial on certain campuses than Graham. 
The Harvard Law School Forum and the Institute of Politics at Harvard’s 
Kennedy School of Government, for example, often featured left- leaning 
preachers. Graham was the lone conservative preacher in the 1960s. Not 
until the 1980s did another conservative preacher, this time the funda-
mentalist Jerry Falwell, appear at the forum and the institute.9

At these Harvard venues and at other universities, Graham’s presenta-
tions differed from his crusade appearances in two ways. First, he claimed 
he did not preach, but rather gave a “lecture.” Second, with few excep-
tions, he issued no invitations for audience members to come forward and 
accept Christ. Instead, he often followed his “lectures” with a question and 
answer period with students and faculty members.

Still, these “lectures” sounded a lot like preaching. Apart from increased 
references to academic disciplines and intellectuals, these lecture- sermons 
adhered to his usual three- part structure: he highlighted the dissatisfaction 
of individuals and the dysfunction of society, he diagnosed these problems 
of individual and social life in the context of sin, and he proclaimed Jesus 
Christ as the answer to the meaninglessness of the age and the way out 
of the human mess of sin. This method underscored his insistence that 
he was an evangelist. As he once put it, “The Bible has been my Harvard 
and Yale.”10

His interest in university dialogue became more ambitious in 1954, and 
he accepted an invitation to Union Theological Seminary in New York City. 
Union was a particularly bold move. Home to the theologians Reinhold 
Niebuhr and Paul Tillich, it was a bastion of neo- orthodox and liberal 
Protestantism. In the social hall there, he addressed a standing- room- only 
crowd of faculty and students and answered questions in a session fol-
lowing his talk. According to the professor of social ethics John Bennett, 
Graham, then just thirty- six years old, “received one of the greatest ova-
tions given in recent years.” Bennett, writing of the experience in Union 
Seminary Quarterly Review, asked, “How could this be?” He answered 
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rather cynically, speculating that Graham “knows where to say what,” add-
ing that his audience was “very much relieved to find that he [Graham] was 
better than they had expected, or not as bad as they had feared.”11

Bennett and his fellow liberal colleagues and students found Graham 
“not so bad,” partly because Graham had distanced himself from his fun-
damentalist past. In the talk, he questioned the legitimacy of the 1950s 
religious revival, and he called for a “reemphasis on ‘sin’ in our preach-
ing.” He also raised doubts about biblical literalism and embraced ideas 
about church cooperation and social ministry. On biblical literalism, he 
confessed, “we can’t understand certain parts of it [the Bible].” But there 
was no mistaking Jesus’s unifying ministry. Graham warned that until 
“the intolerance to the extreme right” and “to the extreme left” abated, and 
until “we can gather at the cross of Christ as a common denominator, I’m 
afraid we’ll never win the world, and we’ll never make our total impact 
on society.” He pressed the social message of Christianity further, declar-
ing “I have no use for a fundamentalism that will take ‘Ye must be born 
again’ in one hand . . . and refuse to enter into the social problems of our 
day with the other hand.” Even if he knew where to say what, he entered 
the premier liberal Protestant seminary and engaged them in a spirit of 
ecumenism and social ministry. His openness to aspects of Union’s values 
raised the possibility of, at best, some common cause for conservatives 
and liberals and, at worst, a détente between them.12

Graham continued to confront skeptical audiences, first at Oxford and 
Cambridge in 1955 and then at Yale in 1957. At Cambridge, for example, he 
faced a “barrage of questions” from “academic doubters,” according to the 
Manchester Guardian. The paper noted that Mr. Graham’s “directness and 
shrewd tactics” held them at bay, and that despite Graham’s smile he wryly 
commented, “any fool can ask a question that ten men can’t answer.” The 
Guardian, in a nod to Graham, concluded that “the point went home.”13

In the early days of his San Francisco crusade of 1958, one of Graham’s 
toughest crowds met him at St. Mark’s Episcopal Church in Berkeley, 
California. Five hundred seminarians from six local schools (now known 
as the Graduate Theological Union) insisted on a private session with the 
evangelist, “because the seminaries do not want to be identified officially 
with the crusade”; moreover, organizers thought a closed session would 
“encourage sharp questions and blunt answers in the theological discus-
sion.” Newspaper reports confirmed the “no- holds- barred” conversation, 
with Graham admitting he could not answer many of the questions lobbed 
at him. Still, he outlined his approach to evangelism, stressing that it had 
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to appeal to “the whole man, his intellect, emotions, and will.” But, he 
continued, in the end, evangelism stood squarely upon the message of sin 
and the answer of Christ, a proclamation that transcended logic, emotion-
alism, and misguided worship of the Bible itself.14

Following the volley of skeptical questions at St. Mark’s, he addressed 
students and faculty at San Francisco State, UC Berkeley, and Stanford. 
Despite initial controversy about his visit at San Francisco State and the 
UC Berkeley proviso that Graham could speak but, in telling language, 
not “ ‘perform,’ ” each campus received Graham without much resis-
tance or criticism. Between the three campuses, he spoke to over ten 
thousand students and faculty. All of them heard a variation on the same 
theme: humans created the immense problems of the world, but humans 
alone could not solve those same problems. At Stanford he expressed this 
idea sharply: “Neither scientists nor college degrees can save the world. …  
Some of our finest brains and intellects are being given to the creation 
of the weapons of war instead of to the weapons of peace. We don’t need 
more Ph.D.’s but more Christ.”15

In a 1962 tour of North Carolina colleges, Graham took a different tack 
and called for more education, not less. In a world threatened by com-
munist ideology, education played a definitive role in the “struggle for the 
minds of men.”16 At Wake Forest, his last stop on the North Carolina tour, 
he argued for greater educational efforts, not as a function of anticommu-
nist classroom warfare but as a “valid instrument of the church.” He called 
it an “important part of the commission of Christ who said ‘Go ye into all 
the world and preach the Gospel.’ ”17 “The gospel,” he continued, involved 
three areas: “humanitarianism, education, and evangelism.”18

For the North Carolina journalist Virtie Stroup, such comments indi-
cated a changed Billy Graham. In his round of university talks, Stroup 
reported, Graham’s “down- to- earth” biblical interpretations remained, but 
he also drew upon a tip sheet that he carried in his Bible. It contained 
“ ‘name- famous theologians’ statements to supplement his own.” Stroup 
thought this practice reflected Graham’s meetings with and study of theo-
logians, “even the difficult ones,” and his desire for “mental gymnastics.” 
For Stroup, this increasingly informed and mentally fit Graham answered 
reporters’ questions with fewer ready and certain answers, more often say-
ing, “I don’t think a preacher should get into that,” or “I don’t know.”19

Later that spring, Graham dropped his tip sheet and joined Harvard’s 
James Luther Adams, Krister Stendahl, and Richard Niebuhr (son of 
H. Richard and nephew to Reinhold), for a discussion at the law school  
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on “Evangelism and the Intellectual.”20 He began his remarks by distin-
guishing himself from such company: “I am not a professor; I am not an 
intellectual . . . and I am not a theologian.” But he reminded his audience 
that a university “is a place to have disagreement.”21 Graham’s opening 
statement was a savvy tactical move and an appeal to the high ideal of hon-
esty and charity in university life.

Following his preface, and at breakneck speed, Graham outlined his 
view of the challenges facing America and the world. He opened with the 
tension between “communism and freedom,” which he referred to as the 
problem of our age. From there he commented upon decolonization; the 
age of fear; the age of confused morals; the “American sex revolution;” 
the age of escapisms, including alcohol and drugs; the world of lost peo-
ple; and the no exit attitude of the existentialists. Along the way, and to 
make his point about these crises, he cited the Harvard Business Review, 
famed public intellectual Walter Lippmann, novelist Ernest Hemingway, 
psychoanalyst Carl Jung, a few lesser- known professors of mathematics 
and sociology, playwright Eugene O’Neal, and existentialist philosopher 
Jean- Paul Sartre. Next, he quoted distinguished figures like Harvard presi-
dent Dr.  Nathan Pusey and Princeton Theological Seminary president 
John Mackay, who had voiced their concerns about the human search for 
meaning.22

For Graham, these expressions of the problems of the age— of any age 
really—  were familiar to the Bible. They pointed to an “old word,” and, he 
said, the “Bible calls it sin.” In his view, sin turned humans every which 
way but toward God, and the result was the emptiness, restlessness, and 
lack of fulfillment that psychologists, sociologists, philosophers, and nov-
elists pointed to in America. If the Bible had a word for these challenges, 
it also spoke of the answer to them in the life and death of Jesus Christ. 
Pilgrims on this way traveled by faith, not by intellect. Waiting for human 
answers and, as he put it, the “perfect intellectual panacea” promised no 
ultimate peace. God was no anti- intellectual, however. “God” said Graham 
“has given us minds and reason” to be used on the journey, but for Graham 
the journey would never lead anywhere without faith.23

The Harvard address echoed themes from prior “lectures” and foreshad-
owed those to come. Taking time out from his Chicago crusade that same 
year, Graham spoke at the University of Chicago. Unlike the sprawling 
Harvard address, Graham narrowed his focus to psychology. He insisted 
that it offered a partial diagnosis of the human condition and no answer 
for it. He argued that psychologists viewed the problem of humanity as a 
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function of “a constitutional weakness running through humanity.” But, 
he said, the “Bible calls it sin,” and the cure for it “is possible only by an 
inner change in man.”24

The renowned Swiss theologian Karl Barth gave Chicagoans a similar 
diagnosis. On his first and only visit to the United States, Barth delivered 
a series of lectures that overlapped with Graham’s Chicago crusade. In 
fact, the day Graham spoke on campus, he breakfasted with Barth. A few 
weeks later, while Graham crusaded, Barth argued that “[p] roblems do 
not change— the problem is still man’s existence in this world.”25 If both 
Barth and Graham agreed that “man” was a problem unto himself, Barth 
told the press that he and Graham approached the problem differently. 
Barth recounted his frank challenge of Graham during their breakfast, 
where he told the evangelist, “You point a pistol at a man’s breast. I pre-
fer a more inviting approach.”26 Still, Barth affirmed Graham, if not his 
method, and he publicly endorsed the crusade, as he had two years ear-
lier during Graham’s campaign in Switzerland. In the end, Barth praised 
Graham’s simple, clear communication of an “evangelical theology” that 
“seeks to bring about a change in man.” And though he admitted that 
“mass evangelism is not for me,” he nevertheless noted that “the gospel 
can be preached in a football stadium.”27

Graham received similar respect, even if it was staid, from several intel-
lectuals of the era. As early as 1955, the historian Donald Meyer published 
an article about Graham in the leftist New Republic. Like Barth, he saw in 
Graham’s message a critique of human egotism and a sharp articulation 
of human limitation and the tragedies of existence.28

These themes consumed postwar secular and Christian intellectual 
culture. They certainly consumed Reinhold Niebuhr. With such ideas in 
mind, Niebuhr alternately praised and criticized Graham in nine articles 
between 1955 and 1958— about one every four months. For his part, Graham 
spoke publically of his debt to and interest in Niebuhr at least six times, 
the last coming in 2005, some thirty- four years after Niebuhr’s death.29 
Graham ultimately frustrated Niebuhr, but they remained linked by their 
shared cultural authority as interpreters of American Protestantism in the 
postwar era.

As one measure of that shared status, they received an invitation to 
appear at a Princeton forum on “Evangelism in Our Time.” Graham 
attended, but Niebuhr did not. The forum met in December 1956 and 
gathered distinguished leaders of midcentury transatlantic Protestantism 
such as John Stott, pastor of All Soul’s Church, London; John Mackay, 
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president of Princeton Theological Seminary; Paul Lehmann, then at 
Harvard Divinity School; Theodore Gill, managing editor of Christian 
Century; James Jones, of Union Seminary in Richmond, Virginia; and 
Sidney Lovett, chaplain of Yale University.30 Graham’s inclusion among 
this group demonstrated his reach within left- leaning Protestant intellec-
tual circles. Others from the Protestant left and center- left not in atten-
dance at the forum but who expressed qualified support of Graham at 
key junctures in his career (even if they could also be critical) included 
E.  G. Homrighausen, professor at Princeton Theological Seminary; 
Henry Pitney Van Dusen, president of Union Theological Seminary; John 
C. Bennett, professor at Union Theological Seminary; Krister Stendahl, 
professor and later dean of Harvard Divinity School; Paul Tillich, of Union 
Theological Seminary, Harvard Divinity School, and the University of 
Chicago Divinity School; Harvey Cox, of Harvard Divinity School; Will 
D. Campbell; and the European theologians Emil Brunner and Helmut 
Thielicke.31

In a letter to Graham in 1963, Thielicke, like Barth, expressed a view 
of Graham that many of his colleagues held. He wrote that he begrudg-
ingly attended a crusade service in Los Angeles that same year. The expe-
rience changed his initial skepticism of Graham. He asked in his letter, 
“What is lacking in me and in my theological colleagues in the pulpit and 
at the university lectern, that makes Billy Graham so necessary?” After 
hearing Graham, he realized, “that you, my dear Dr. Graham, are passing 
out Biblical bread and not intellectual delicacies and refined propaganda. 
I wish to thank you for that.” Thielicke’s praise for Graham’s clarity, as 
Barth’s had been the year before, prefigured Grant Wacker’s judgment 
that Graham “aimed to be simple but not simplistic.”32 The estimations of 
Barth and Thielicke suggest Graham’s embodiment of the virtue of lucid 
communication.

Graham passed out still more “biblical bread” at university lecterns dur-
ing his 1963– 1964 mission to universities. The idea had been several years 
in the making. He first announced the idea of a targeted college campaign 
during his 1962 visits to the North Carolina schools. Within weeks of that 
declaration, he received three hundred invitations from American colleges 
and universities. He chose a few smaller colleges in the South, as well 
as the University of Michigan, Princeton, Wellesley, Harvard, and MIT.33 
Graham met with tens of thousands of students on these campuses and 
found that young people hungered for both the cross and the library. In 
these settings, he maintained his view that Christ was the answer to both 
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their personal searching and the social problems of the day. On the whole, 
students received him warmly, with the exception of some Harvard under-
graduates. Still, his visit to Harvard included a two- hour question and 
answer period on theology, poverty, and race relations. These unscripted 
moments were rare in Graham’s career and indicated courage to undergo 
scrutiny by an audience far less amenable than his usual constituency.34

After mid- sixties stops at the Air Force Academy, University of 
Houston, and Oxford, Graham joined Campus Crusade efforts at Berkeley 
and UCLA in 1967. Initially, a small group of Berkeley students greeted 
him with warmth of another kind, brandishing a sign that read, “Go to 
Hell Billy.” A much larger crowd of three to five thousand Berkeleyites, 
described as a mixture of “barefoot hippies, peace demonstrators, white- 
haired women clutching Bibles, and rows and rows of young believers,”35 
listened to Graham without incident. Six thousand or more heard him 
at UCLA. His theme on both campuses was again the search for mean-
ing. Current educational practices, he told the throng of Bruins, failed 
searching students because they neglected education of the soul. And the 
consequences, he said, were grave. With customary exaggeration, Graham 
announced that every 1.5 hours a college student committed suicide, and 
he maintained that this crisis of meaning and purpose dwarfed the crisis 
of Vietnam. It also trumped escapism through sex or LSD. With all of this 
in mind, he urged students to “try a Christ trip.”36

These Californians had definitely been on a Graham trip. According 
to the journalist Bill Ross of the Oakland Tribune, a thirteen- year veteran 
of Graham reporting, the evangelist’s visits almost always concluded with 
him winning “the respect and admiration of the dubious, suspicious and 
hostile.” Ross had seen it happen over and over, noting that “newsmen, 
ministers, students and others set traps with barbed questions,” only to wit-
ness Graham diffuse the hostilities. After a session with faculty at Berkeley, 
for example, one professor noted, “His sense of humility and sincerity dis-
arms you and then he follows it up by employing a sense of humor.”37

From late 1967 through 1973, Graham had limited and strained con-
tact with universities. During all but one of these years, he evangelized 
overseas. When he was stateside, he visited a few schools, two of which, 
Belmont Abby College (North Carolina) and Jacksonville University 
(Florida), awarded him honorary degrees. Despite these honors, Graham’s 
campus appearances grew more controversial owing to his inconsistent 
position on Vietnam— sometimes hawkish, sometimes neutral— and his 
unflagging support of Nixon during the Watergate investigations.
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The Vietnam concerns flared up at Graham’s May 1970 Knoxville, 
Tennessee, crusade at Neyland Stadium on the University of Tennessee 
campus. Students and citizens were reeling from President Nixon’s late 
April announcement about the invasion of Cambodia and the May 4 
shooting deaths of four students at Kent State University in Ohio. Graham 
added to the charged atmosphere by bringing Nixon to address his crusade 
audience. That day, Tennesseans young and old protested within and out-
side of the stadium.38

Cool receptions on campuses continued into the early 1970s, most 
notably at Kansas State in 1974. There to deliver the prestigious Landon 
Lecture, he filled the arena only to half capacity. He delivered a typi-
cal address focused on the moral and spiritual crisis facing America 
and prescribed a “Divine answer to the national dilemma.” His audi-
ence expressed a deeper ambivalence about his talk. The surest sign of 
his embattled situation was the criticism from ministers of Methodist, 
Nazarene, Presbyterian, and Southern Baptist denominations. The most 
critical of these came from the KSU Baptist campus minister, who said 
Graham had “failed to address himself to some of the crying needs and 
some of the critical moral and ethical issues which are a part of our society 
and part of our national government at this point.” The half- filled seats 
and his half- way reception signaled Graham’s diminished cultural author-
ity both on and off campuses.39

He met resistance from within the evangelical fold again in 1980 
at his alma mater, Wheaton College. His scheduled appearance at 
the dedication of his namesake library and graduate school, the Billy 
Graham Center, concerned faculty. Some of them worried the center 
would stamp Wheaton as a Bible school for, as one faculty member 
put it, “Bible thumpers,” rather than a rigorous liberal arts college.40 
Graham’s remarks echoed this tension, and he split his emphasis 
between his respect for education and his evangelistic concern. He 
praised the center as a hub for research and graduate study but warned, 
“God forbid” that conferences at the center “become simply intellectual 
exercises and social gatherings” rather than a strategy center for “spiri-
tual warfare.”41

Graham sought out spiritual peace, not warfare, for individuals and 
the international community during his second and longest univer-
sity mission, in 1982. He traveled to eight New England Universities— 
Northeastern University, the University of Massachusetts at Amherst, Yale, 
MIT, Harvard, Dartmouth, Boston University, and Boston College— under 
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the pledge for “peace in a nuclear age.” This campaign theme restored 
some of the authority he had lost in the early seventies among students.

The promise of a peacenik Graham brought masses of students to each 
of his eight university stops. At Yale, they asked about his embrace of a 
firm antinuclear position. Graham called his stance a “pilgrimage.” He 
spoke of visiting Auschwitz, where he realized that “a nuclear holocaust” 
threatened the world. Prior to that experience, Graham admitted that 
he had not spoken out “very forcefully” about nuclear weapons, and he 
decided to “take a stand with those who say ‘we must do something about 
the arms race.’ ” Accordingly, Graham endorsed “Ground Zero Week,” 
the antinuclear advocacy group Ground Zero’s awareness campaign, and 
pressed for what he called “Salt X,” the destruction of all nuclear and bio-
chemical weapons.42

Graham’s antinuclear position did not overshadow his core message of 
sin and salvation. Students at all campuses, especially from Northeastern 
and UMASS Amherst, noticed this emphasis and complained that he 
talked too little about the nuclear issue and too much about Christianity.43

Graham never promised that he would offer more or less than a twinned 
message of peace in a nuclear age and peace with God. At Harvard, as he 
had done in 1962, he emphasized his role as an evangelist called to spread 
the gospel. But in the twenty years since his Harvard Law School Forum 
visit, Graham had grown more intellectually humble and charitable. He 
opened, as he often did, with a self- deprecating joke. Coming to Harvard, 
he said, made him feel “a little like the man in my part of the country who 
entered a mule in the Kentucky Derby.” Onlookers cackled that he couldn’t 
possibly expect to win the race. The man replied, “No, but look at the com-
pany he’d be in.” Amid the laughter, Graham reinforced the point: “And 
that’s the way I feel.” He felt that way because he had no pretension “to 
know all of the answers,” nor had he “always seen many of the complexi-
ties that are involved in the subject that I am assigned tonight.” But, he 
observed, “I am still learning. I’m on a pilgrimage. The more I learn the 
less dogmatic I become about some of them. My stance, as you know, is 
that of a Christian who takes the Bible seriously.” Graham’s feeling of infe-
riority and his overt Christian perspective did not stop him from search-
ing out common ground with his Harvard audience. The problem was 
not a difference in perspective, but “that we fail to see what each other’s 
assumptions are, and often we do not seriously examine them.”44

Graham’s preface was masterful, honed by years of practice and engage-
ment with suspicious campus audiences. It displayed an intellectually 
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mature Graham, one who blended a conviction about what he valued most 
highly with humility to acknowledge when that conviction had been naive 
and unyielding. In that moment, he simultaneously put the discussion on 
his terms and their terms. He was an evangelist riding a mule in a Harvard 
race, but they were an audience ostensibly trained to welcome all comers 
to the race.

Graham interrupted his university tour for a literal pilgrimage to Russia. 
He suspended his campus visits to attend a Soviet- sponsored peace con-
ference, the “World Conference of Religious Workers.” His decision met 
with concerns from all angles. President Ronald Reagan urged Graham 
to stay home. Others from both the political left and right thought the 
Soviet propaganda machine would swallow Graham. Back home, Graham 
endured accusations of being “soft” on communism from both parties. 
Their common charge came from Graham’s unwillingness to criticize his 
Communist hosts and from his euphemistic portrayals of religious free-
dom within the Soviet Union.45 Between Graham’s gaffes and his gump-
tion to travel to Moscow was a man who had little to gain from the trip, as 
nearly everyone reminded him both before and after he left. Yet he mod-
eled exactly what he had said to students: peace in a nuclear age required a 
willingness to engage in mutual understanding and peace with God.

Graham’s pilgrimage language, his antinuclear crusade, his Soviet trip, 
and his increasing call for evangelical social responsibility inspired head-
lines chronicling a “changed” or “new” Billy Graham. The Boston Globe 
journalist James L. Franklin noted these changes but also insisted that the 
evangelist, in many ways, had not changed at all. What Franklin termed 
Graham’s “faults” had stayed constant: “the tendency to drop the names of 
great men he has prayed with and dined with, to ingratiate himself with 
his audience, to see a private relationship with God as the solution to every 
human problem.”46

Franklin was correct about Graham’s tendency to drop names. The 
evangelist often cherry- picked references to intellectuals and ideas, 
which sounded trite and invited dismissive analyses like the one Franklin 
offered.47 Franklin’s other concerns, however, said more about the jour-
nalist’s negative predisposition toward Graham and his message. First, 
Graham was plain likable— nearly everyone who ever met him came away 
convinced of Graham’s sincerity and charisma— and he deployed his lik-
ability with the skill of a social genius.48 Second, while he may have won 
people over with his personality, he was more interested in winning them 
to Christ. At Harvard in 1982, and at every campus before and after it, he 
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pushed for individual decisions for Christ because his evangelical theology 
of history held that sinful individuals and sinful “isms” could never correct 
the sinful workings of society.

He returned to Harvard in 1999 as the picture of continuity and change. At 
the Kennedy School he reiterated the mystery of human destiny and the weak-
ness of secular responses to answer for it. For him, the twenty- first century 
could not evade the threefold dilemma of human life: the problems of evil, 
suffering, and death. These problems had no ultimate scientific or techno-
logical answers. They could be only answered spiritually.49 Later, at Harvard’s 
Memorial Chapel, this firm message joined his increasing openness to peo-
ples and traditions different from his own life and ministry. From the pulpit, 
he prefaced his sermon by acknowledging the openly gay but celibate Harvard 
chaplain, Peter Gomes, as his friend and fellow brother in Christ.50

Graham’s connection to Gomes represents how his decades of university 
visits brought him together with scholars and students of various intellec-
tual, religious, and irreligious persuasions. In these settings, he came as one 
concerned about ideas and with an evangelical vision of humanity and his-
tory. “Of all the ideas which shape the destinies of men,” Graham preached 
in his “Christian Philosophy of Education” sermon in 1959, “the religious 
concept is basic.” Religion meant “neither sectarianism nor secular dogma 
but the broad need for man to understand his existence and relationship 
to his Maker.” This sermon, his visits to places like Union Theological 
Seminary and Berkeley, his late 1990s support of Gomes— these all testified 
to his increasingly centrist evangelical vision of American life.

Graham’s centrist impulse and evangelical interpretation of humanity 
and history also connected him conceptually to a particular set of twen-
tieth- century intellectuals: Walter Lippmann, Reinhold Niebuhr, C. S. 
Lewis, Hannah Arendt, Philip Rieff, Christopher Lasch, and Allan Bloom. 
With the possible exception of Bloom and Lewis, not one of these thinkers 
would have recognized any or much affinity with Graham. Graham may 
not have either. Still, they, like Graham, worried about a Western culture 
forgetful of the wisdom and virtue of the past and consumed by a too 
optimistic devotion to purely secular ideas of individual and social prog-
ress. For Lippmann in the 1920s, it was the fear of the void left by what 
he understood to be discredited Christianity, and he called for a human-
istic ethos that looked very much like the “high religion” that he admired 
even as he criticized it. For Niebuhr, from the 1930s through the 1950s, it 
was the fear that Americans would pledge faith to what he called “other 
schemes of meaning,” none of which could restrain immoral man or  
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provide for a truly moral society. Lewis echoed Niebuhr’s themes for an 
even broader audience. Arendt’s critical stance toward Christianity, though 
she shared with it a grim view of human capacity for evil, was not enough 
to make her a friend of modernity, which she addressed, like Lippmann, 
as a source of alienation and emptiness. For Rieff in the 1960s, although 
he was also no friend of Christianity, it was the fear that “psychological 
man” had replaced “religious man” in postwar society, and that an ethic 
of entitlement rather than sacrifice prevailed. For Lasch in the 1970s and 
1980s, it was not just “psychological man” but “narcissistic man” that had 
prevailed in America, along with a devotion to progress as an article of 
faith. For Bloom, also in the 1980s, it was the fear that universities and 
colleges had ceased educating the soul in habits of virtue. More recently, 
Daniel Rodgers, in his Age of Fracture (2011), contends that the splitting 
apart of America has accelerated in the past thirty years, and he concludes 
that the nation exists in near complete disaggregation.51

For Lippmann, Niebuhr, Lewis, Arendt, Rieff, Lasch, Bloom, and 
Rodgers, ideas and traditions mattered, providing context and direction to 
place and person. For them, ideas shaped how people talk, vote, eat, marry, 
work— in short, how they live. Graham knew this, too. His missions to col-
leges and universities were in fact a contest of ideas. At these universities, 
he articulated an evangelical theology of history and humanity, which held 
that sinful individuals and sinful “isms”— Marxism, Freudianism, exis-
tentialism, humanism, idealism, and so on— could not save humanity or 
history. But for Graham, universities prescribed just such manmade solu-
tions for human well- being and the common good. For him, these second-
ary truths left students and societies groping for stable sources of meaning 
and purpose as they cycled through the latest psychological, social, philo-
sophical, or political panacea.

This made Graham neither an intellectual nor an anti- intellectual 
nor a paradox of anti- intellectual intellectualism. Rather, Graham was an 
undaunted intellectual pilgrim who established and served institutions 
of higher learning, founded the gold- standard periodical for evangelical 
thought, and journeyed to college campuses with a serious message about 
history and humanity. He did it all with native powers of social, emotional, 
and cognitive intelligence— a rare and potent combination that increased 
through the years. He almost never “lost” a college audience, whether they 
were predisposed to him or not. He made it look easy to, as Grant Wacker 
has written, “step into the ring anytime, anyplace.” Few public figures have 
shown such steely resolve in the face of skeptical, even hostile, audiences. 
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Less known for his intellect and sometimes targeted as a simpleton, Graham 
often displayed a sharp wit and quick intelligence when he spoke off the 
cuff or during question and answer periods. His exceptional combination of 
skills and activities contributed to the most impressive and lasting intersec-
tion of evangelicalism and the life of the mind in American history.52

Graham’s success may indeed have been a function of John Bennett’s 
reaction in 1954. Graham knew where to say what. But he also knew how to 
say it and why he said it. He was an evangelist who “lectured” that secular 
ideas about life failed where a way of life in Jesus Christ succeeded. He took 
that message to a broad range of universities, and he delivered it by practicing 
the core intellectual virtues of courage, honesty, and humility. It took courage 
to risk looking the fool in front of academic audiences, honesty to cultivate 
mutual understanding with them, and humility to return to them for more.
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 From Desire to Decision
The Evangelistic Preaching of Billy Graham

Michael S. Hamilton

Deciding for Christ

In the fall of 1958, Billy Graham returned to his hometown, Charlotte, 
North Carolina, for a five- week crusade. He was just thirty- nine years old, 
but he already had ten years’ experience preaching around the world to 
the largest crowds ever to hear an evangelist. By the time of the Charlotte 
crusade, he knew exactly what to do at the end of his half- hour sermon. 
With the organ softly playing the hymn “Just As I Am,” he closed with 
these words:

I’m going to ask all of you in this building to get up out of your seat 
right now. … And say tonight, “I want Christ. … I want him to 
fill my life. I want him to help solve my problems and forgive my 
sins and lift my burdens. I want him to come in and be closer than 
a brother. I want him to come in and help me and forgive me and 
cleanse me. …” I’m going to ask you to come right now. … Now 
you come, quickly.1

Nearly a half- century later, an eighty- seven- year- old Graham was in 
Baltimore where he gave one of his last public sermons. With the piano 
softly playing “Just As I Am,” he ended by saying,
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I’m going to ask you to do something that we’ve seen thousands of 
people do in different parts of the world. I’m going to ask you to say, 
“I do want my life to change. I want to be certain that if I die I’ll go 
to heaven.” I’m going to ask you to come and make this decision. 
Make certain that you know Christ as your Lord and Savior. You may 
want to rededicate your life. You come.2

Thus, Billy Graham concluded his sermons with more or less the same 
words for more than sixty years. He invited his listeners to get out of their 
seats and come forward to show that they had made a decision for Christ.

And come forward they did. From the very beginning of his preach-
ing, people responded to his invitation in far greater numbers than 
anyone expected. The very first time he ever gave an invitation he was 
a “boy preacher” in a little storefront church. Nearly a third of the one 
hundred people there came forward.3 A few years later Graham was one 
of several staff evangelists for Youth for Christ. Fellow evangelist Chuck 
Templeton noted that night after night, Graham “got more results than 
anybody.” Everyone in Youth for Christ thought that Templeton was the 
better preacher, but when he and Graham preached on consecutive nights 
in the same circumstances, Graham won the bigger response. “I would 
get seventeen,” Templeton recalled, and “he would get twenty- three, or 
I would get two hundred and he would get three hundred.”4

This is the puzzle of Billy Graham’s preaching. Why did so many 
people in so many times and places get out of their seats and come for-
ward? Not even the biographer William Martin was able to figure it out. 
“The reasons,” he concluded, “defy facile explanation.”5 No one, includ-
ing Graham’s wife, ever rated him a great preacher. Critics often ridiculed 
his exaggerations— “seventy- five percent of all movies are immoral”— and 
his oversimplifications— the rise of the Soviet Union was “masterminded 
by Satan himself.”6 After Graham’s 1950 crusade in Portland, Oregon, 
Christian Century magazine struggled to understand how such “imma-
ture” homiletics could prove so compelling to an audience.7 And nearly 
everyone, including Graham himself, observed that his sermons had an 
unmistakable sameness to them. Yet, at the end of every sermon, people 
streamed forward anyway. Why?

Graham’s sermons over time suggest a pattern. Though the destina-
tion was a decision, the road was desire. Consider the first two paragraphs 
of this essay. Notice that in both those invitations Graham gave his listen-
ers a script for a dialogue they should initiate with God. Notice especially 
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how every sentence of the dialogue began with the words, “I want.” People 
may not have known exactly why they came to the crusade, but Graham 
did. They came hoping for help with some kind of problem in their lives. 
The purpose of his sermon was to get them see that they wanted help 
and wanted change. His method was to awaken desires that his listeners 
brought with them to the crusades, either by rousing slumbering desires 
or sharpening desires already astir. Having awakened desire, he would 
then channel it toward the only thing that would satisfy it— a decision to 
begin a new life in Christ.

This formula was nothing new. It had been discovered two centuries 
earlier by one of America’s greatest theologians, Jonathan Edwards. This 
essay begins with a look back at what Edwards learned about the role of 
desire in bringing people to Christian faith and how that helps us under-
stand Graham’s preaching. It then discusses two dimensions of the con-
text in which Graham’s sermons took place— the evangelist’s legendary 
humility and sincerity, and the crusade as a special religious ritual. The 
essay then concludes with the climax of the crusade ritual— the sermon— 
and looks at exactly how it led individuals to focus on their personal needs 
and how it awakened and intensified their desire for change in their lives.

Awakening Desire

Back in the 1740s, the Puritan theologian Jonathan Edwards was trying 
to understand the revivals of religion that had happened under his own 
preaching and under that of the evangelist George Whitefield. After much 
experience and thoughtful analysis, the sharply analytic Edwards con-
cluded that emotions— in those years called “the affections”— lie at the 
heart of true religion. The emotions, he wrote, are “the spring of men’s 
motion and actions” in all matters, worldly and religious. The emotions 
motivate our actions by awakening and uniting our understanding and 
our will. One of the most important emotions is desire, and Edwards cited 
numerous Bible passages to demonstrate that the desire to know and live 
for God is the foundation of true Christian faith. He therefore reasoned 
that all religious practices— preaching, singing, worship, and sacramental 
rituals— ought to appeal to the emotions, especially the emotion of desire.8

In recent years, evangelical writers have given new attention to the role 
of desire in Christian life. The philosopher James K. A. Smith’s 2009 book 
Desiring the Kingdom tries to move the focus of Christian education away 
from a preoccupation with the mind and toward inclusion of the heart. 
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“We are essentially and ultimately desiring animals,” Smith argues. What 
we desire defines who we are and “what we worship.” Writing a couple 
of decades before Smith, the Baptist preacher John Piper rose to popu-
larity with a book called Desiring God. The book borrowed heavily from 
Edwards to say that people come to Christ not through thoughts or ideas 
but through their desires, which he described as the things people crave. 
Piper argued that evangelism should not persuade people to make deci-
sions for Christ; it should lead them to desire Christ.9

Piper likely had Billy Graham in mind when he criticized evangelism 
that aimed at decisions. After all, decision was Graham’s well- known tag-
line. Graham’s sermons urged listeners to make a decision. He named 
his magazine Decision. His radio program was called Hour of Decision. He 
often described his own conversion as a simple decision, free of emotion.

But Graham had good reasons for emphasizing decision. When he was 
starting out as an evangelist in the 1940s, mass revivalism had endured 
two decades of hard times. In the 1920s the decline of the bigger- than- 
life Billy Sunday and the advent of the fictional but all- too- believable 
Elmer Gantry had made many Americans skeptical about evangelists. 
So in November 1948, during a crusade in Modesto, California, Graham 
called his team together and asked them to come up with a list of the ways 
evangelists damaged their own reputations. They immediately thought of 
the obvious personal sins that might bring down any religious leader— 
financial irregularity and sexual impurity— but they also thought carefully 
about problems particular to mass evangelism. One was inflating success, 
so they chose to call those who came forward at the end of the sermon 
inquirers rather than converts. They also determined to keep careful counts 
of attendance and inquirers, rely on outside counts whenever possible, 
and report only conservative estimates to the press. Another problem was 
the perception that people came forward solely because the evangelist 
had whipped them into an emotional frenzy. So Graham and his team 
resolved to limit emotionalism in their services. To put further distance 
between what they were doing and the taint of emotional manipulation, 
they adopted the term decision to describe the commitment people were 
making when they gave their lives to Christ. A decision did not exclude 
emotion, but it did emphasize that coming forward was a calm, rational, 
and considered choice.10

Despite downplaying emotion, Graham continued to be hit with the 
charge that he was manipulating people’s feelings to get them out of their 
seats. Whenever a Graham crusade arrived in a new city, the newspapers 
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asked local ministers to comment. In the mid- 1950s ministers frequently 
criticized Graham for using mass psychology and religious emotional-
ism. Graham became so sensitive about this that he often mentioned it 
when he met with the press. In 1954 he promised that there would be no 
“mouth- foaming hysterical emotionalism” at his upcoming three- month 
crusade in London. At the end of one sermon in Manchester, England, in 
1961 he abruptly stopped and said, “I have been criticized for emotional 
appeal, for choirs singing softly and for artificially urging people to come 
forward. Tonight the choir will not sing. I will just say, ‘Come forward.’ ” 
And they did— twelve hundred people, much to the surprise of skeptical 
onlookers.11

Despite his disclaimers, Graham actually had mixed feelings about 
emotional appeals. He knew that the main obstacle an evangelist faces 
is complacency, and that there is no better solvent for complacency than 
strong emotion. His ambivalence about emotion was never on better 
display than in a sermon he gave at the 1965 Houston crusade. He told 
the Bible story of the Philippian jailer who was so terrified by an earth-
quake that he threw himself at the feet of Paul and Silas, asking what he 
must do to be saved. Graham acknowledged that this was an emotion- 
driven conversion, and he praised it. The church, he said, needs more 
emotion:

I know that in this type of evangelistic services one of the accusa-
tions . . . is, “It’s too emotional,” and we have leaned over backwards 
not to have any emotion. … But I believe we have made a mistake. 
I believe we need to feel our faith in Christ.

He then praised the emotional conversions of John Newton and Martin 
Luther, both occasioned by intense fear in the middle of a major 
thunderstorm.

But as Graham continued his sermon he was soon urging his listeners 
to ignore their emotions:

As you go through this world with all its storms and its trials. … 
keep your eyes on the Bible, keep your eyes on Christ, and you won’t 
go wrong. Don’t you follow your feelings. You follow Christ.12

By the end of the sermon, however, he finally found his way back to a more 
balanced position. He said that belief in Christ requires commitment, and
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[c] ommitment involves the mind, the emotions and the will— the 
whole man is involved when you come to Jesus Christ. … My mind 
says he must be the Son of God. My emotions watch him on the 
cross dying and suffering and bleeding  .  .  . and I say  .  .  . I could 
follow a man like that. But I’m not really saved, I’m not going to 
heaven until my will makes the final decision.13

Late in life Graham revised his own conversion narrative along similar 
lines. For most of his adulthood he described his conversion like this:

I didn’t have any tears, I didn’t have any emotion, I didn’t hear any 
thunder, there was no lightning . . . I didn’t feel all worked up. But 
right there, I made my decision for Christ. It was as simple as that.14

But in his 1997 autobiography he described it more holistically:

Intellectually, I  accepted Christ to the extent that I  acknowledged 
what I  knew about Him to be true. That was mental assent. 
Emotionally, I felt that I wanted to love Him in return for His loving 
me. But the final issue was whether I would turn myself over to His 
rule in my life. … That was the moment I made my real commit-
ment to Jesus Christ. … I simply felt at peace.15

Graham was never enough of a systematic thinker to articulate exactly 
how he understood the role of emotion in Christian faith, but his func-
tional model of conversion involved a person’s understanding, emotion, 
and will all working in concert. His framework of how one comes to faith 
was, in fact, not so different from that of Jonathan Edwards.16

Crusade Context: The Evangelist’s Character

Graham knew that before those in his audience would make a decision 
for Christ they had to desire a new life in Christ, and this meant he had to 
engage their emotions. He also knew that some emotions were trustwor-
thy and some were not. Why should people trust the emotional response 
they felt when listening to his sermons? Jonathan Edwards asked this same 
question. He was fully aware that there were both “false affections” and 
“holy affections.” How do we tell the difference? Gracious and holy affec-
tions, observed Edwards, “are broken hearted affections.” Godly desires 
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“are humble desires.” Reliable indicators of holy emotion are “lowliness 
of mind” and “lowliness of behavior.” It is out of a humble heart, said 
Edwards, “that all truly holy affections do flow.”17

This is where Billy Graham’s legendary humility and sincerity, as the 
context for his tone of authority when preaching, help explain his impact 
on listeners. Graham was as famous as anyone on the planet, but in the 
clamorous world of celebrities and would- be celebrities, his genuineness 
and humility set him apart. At the last crusade of Graham’s career, in 
New  York in 2005, a twenty- three- year- old man explained to a reporter 
that “Billy Graham has lasted so long because he seems to be true. He’s a 
soft- spoken man. In days when everything is so loud and biased, he talks 
to people in a loving way.”18 Graham’s humility made him trustworthy, 
and when audiences trusted the man, they trusted the words he said and 
the emotions they felt. This trust fused the inquirer’s reason and emotion. 
Any emotion sparked by the preaching of a man this humble and this sin-
cere was surely a holy emotion pointing toward God.

Crusade Context: A Special Religious Ritual

Graham rode to fame on the back of mass meetings. He was a featured 
speaker at youth rallies in the middle and late 1940s that drew as many as 
65,000 people. Soon he began organizing his own large meetings, com-
ing to national attention in 1949 through an eight- week crusade in Los 
Angeles that drew 350,000 people and saw 3,000 answer the evangelist’s 
invitation to come forward. Outside critics, certain that Graham’s early 
crusades were the death rattle of the old revivalism, were appalled at the 
spectacle. “Seduction,” complained the British journalist Alistair Cooke. 
“A show,” dismissed the British novelist J. B. Priestley. The “engineering 
of mass consent” carped the American historian William McLoughlin. 
The liberal Christian Century editorialized that Graham would “set back 
Protestant Christianity a half century.”19

But spectacle was precisely the point. Each Graham crusade originated 
with an invitation from hundreds of churches in a local area. A ceremonial 
oversight committee of prominent and wealthy notables was appointed. 
A  team from Graham’s organization moved to the city up to two years 
in advance to set up local work committees. These committees recruited 
thousands of volunteers, set up thousands of prayer groups, and distrib-
uted hundreds of thousands of packets of promotional materials and 
hundreds of thousands more personal invitations. Many thousands more 
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volunteers were organized into counseling groups, evangelistic training 
programs, and special ministry teams. Each of these steps was accom-
panied by steady publicity in newspapers, magazines, radio, television, 
billboards, and, later, the Internet. After months of preparation, when the 
crusade finally opened, people streamed to the stadium in buses, trains, 
and cars from throughout the region. The several days of the crusade were 
conducted in a festival atmosphere— banners, flowers, a massed choir of 
thousands of voices, bright lights, popular singers and bands, symphony 
orchestras, celebrity guest speakers, local and national politicians, conces-
sion stands, television cameras, wandering reporters, special services for 
children. “It’s like a sporting event,” said a Graham staffer. “You can buy a 
hot dog, and you don’t have to wear a coat and tie.”20

Scholars of comparative religion have found that all religions need spe-
cial rituals that give the believers a sense that they are changed. Regular 
rituals are those that a person repeats daily, weekly, monthly, or annually. 
In Christianity, communion is an example of a regular ritual. In contrast 
to this, a person usually undergoes a given special ritual only once in a 
lifetime. Baptism is a common special ritual in Christianity. Special ritu-
als are stimulating events with high levels of sensory pageantry. They are 
often rites of passage that single out an individual or a small group of indi-
viduals, whose ritual is attended by an audience of those who have gone, 
or will go, through it themselves. Special rituals are costly to participate in, 
whether the cost is physical, economic, or psychological. A person comes 
out of a special ritual with a new self- understanding that shapes their iden-
tity from that day forward.21

Compared to other world religions, evangelicalism is relatively bar-
ren of ritual. It is not unusual for people to convert from evangelicalism 
to other forms of Christianity because of this barrenness. This is why 
Thomas Howard, a member of one of evangelicalism’s most prominent 
families, famously converted to Catholicism in the 1980s. In evangelical-
ism, he explained, worship is little more than a “meeting” where people 
are “sitting in pews and listening to words.”22 But a Billy Graham crusade 
was a grand exception. Its pageantry and spectacle contrasted sharply with 
normal evangelical worship and heightened the expectation that some-
thing momentous was about to happen.

Critics often pointed out— and the Graham organization acknowledged— 
that most people who attended the crusades were churchgoing Christians. 
Only about 4 percent of every audience were inquirers— those who came for-
ward to register a decision for Christ. Among the inquirers, only one- third 
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were certain that they were not Christians before they came forward. Only half 
of all inquirers were making what they considered to be a first- time decision 
for Christ. The other half came forward to renew their faith in Christ and 
recommit to a Christian life.23

But understanding a crusade as a special ritual diminishes the signifi-
cance of these distinctions. A person passing from the realm of nonbelief 
to belief needs the ritual participation of believers. A person passing from 
the realm of the unchurched to the churched needs churchgoers present 
to affirm the reality and meaning of the transition taking place. And since 
the goal of a special ritual is to effect a dramatic and long- lasting change in 
one’s life, it is not terribly important if the change is a first- time dedication 
or a rededication. For most people, a Graham crusade came to their city 
only once or twice in their lifetimes. This heightened the significance of 
any given crusade for any given person. What better occasion to turn one’s 
life in a new direction?

Crusade Climax: The Sermon

Special religious rituals do more than give someone a sense of personal 
change. They also promote an image of what the universe is like, how it 
works, and how everyone fits into it. In evangelical terms, a special ritual 
conveys an image of one’s relationship to God and the consequences for 
one’s life.24 This image is conveyed in the climax of the crusade ritual: Billy 
Graham’s sermon.

Some things about Graham’s sermons changed over time. As he moved 
into middle age, he no longer preached in the loud rapid- fire style that 
gave him the nickname “God’s machine gun.”25 He stopped painting vivid 
word pictures of sinners standing before the judgment throne: “All those 
things that you covered up and hid as secret . . . are going to be brought 
to life  .  .  . and you’ll stand there with perspiration dripping down your 
cheeks and with your eyes rolling in fear.”26 He also quit doing dramatic 
re- enactments of Bible stories, like this one described by a Boston reporter 
in 1950:

[Graham] prowls like a panther across the rostrum. … He becomes 
a haughty and sneering Roman, his head flies back arrogantly and 
his voice is harsh and gruff. He becomes a penitent sinner; his head 
bows, his eyes roll up in supplication, his voice cracks and quavers. 
He becomes an avenging angel; his arms rise high above his head 
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and his long fingers snap out like talons. His voice deepens and 
rolls sonorously— the voice of doom.27

In his early years Graham imitated Billy Sunday and countless other reviv-
alists in the way they characterized whatever city they happened to be in 
as a sink- pit of corruption. Graham greeted Angelinos in 1949 by telling 
them that their city “is known around the world because of its sin, crime 
and immorality. … Demon power is felt as you walk down the streets.” 
In 1950 he told Bostonians that Satan had the upper hand in their city, 
but if they joined together with Graham “the Devil can be run out of 
Boston.”28 Over the next few years, however, he dropped the condemna-
tions, instead greeting his host cities with positive encouragement and 
praise that, given his hyperbolic style, often crossed over into flattery. In 
1965 he told Houston, “The eyes of the world are on Texas as never before 
in your history” because of “your glorious history, fabulous wealth, and 
booming industry.” Therefore you “have great responsibility to the world.” 
A “spiritual awakening in Texas could have a profound impact not only on 
the nation but throughout the world.”29

Americans have always been fond of thinking that their nation is excep-
tional. Graham believed the Puritan version of this idea, which holds that 
God has specially chosen America to bring Christianity, democracy, and 
freedom to the rest of the world. His early preaching, therefore, often had 
strong nationalistic tones. In some of his sermons he seemed to reduce the 
gospel to little more than a servant of national purposes. An early example 
is “America’s Hope,” which was published in his first book, Calling Youth 
to Christ. The sermon’s prologue declared that “millions throughout the 
world are looking to America today for leadership, materially, economi-
cally, socially, and spiritually. The eyes of the world are on America!” It 
concluded by saying, “To safeguard our democracy and preserve the true 
American way of life, we need, we must have, a revival of genuine old- 
fashioned Christianity.” But as Graham traveled and preached around the 
world he became noticeably less nationalistic and parochial. The problem 
of American- themed sermons for an evangelist with international aspira-
tions showed up immediately. When he published a British edition of the 
book, he realized just how inappropriate the sermon was. So he retitled 
it “The Nation’s Hope,” eliminated nearly all the prologue, and in the 
conclusion changed “the true American way of life” to “the better way of 
life.” He continued for many years to preach sermons featuring America 
as God’s chosen nation, but only to American audiences. And even these 
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gradually declined, so that by the 1980s the nationalistic themes appeared 
only on rare occasions.30

Graham’s early preaching often reflected the dispensational premillen-
nialism he had learned from his mother.31 This was the view that biblical 
prophecy testifies that God has an undisclosed but definite timetable for 
the return of Christ and the final judgment and destruction. A key feature 
of the timetable is that natural disasters and social chaos will accelerate as 
Christ’s return draws near. But as time went on, Graham amalgamated 
his dispensationalism with the older tradition of the Puritan jeremiad, 
where God blesses a nation for obedience or punishes it for disobedience. 
In dispensationalism, judgment and destruction are inevitable; in the jer-
emiad, punishment and destruction are contingent on the faithfulness of 
the nation.32

From the 1940s through the 1960s, Graham’s sermons often por-
trayed the world situation in dualistic terms. Atheistic communism 
sought to crush “Christendom” and its leading nation, the United States. 
Communism, he told Los Angeles, is “a religion that is inspired, directed 
and motivated by the Devil himself who has declared war against Almighty 
God. Do you know that . . . communists are more rampant in Los Angeles 
than any other city in America?”33 Occasionally, communism featured in 
his sermon titles: “Christianism vs. Communism.” “The Soviet Threat to 
Life.” “Why Communism is Gaining.”34 But when his favorite president, 
Richard Nixon, initiated détente with the Soviet Union in 1969, and when 
Graham started getting opportunities to preach in communist countries 
eight years later, the anticommunist rhetoric virtually disappeared from 
his sermons.

In one sense these changes as he matured were superficial, because the 
core of his sermons remained constant throughout the years. Rather than 
preaching a classic three- point sermon, he typically preached a one- point 
sermon. Rather than developing his biblical text, he used it merely to intro-
duce a theme. His operative text, whether stated or not, was always John 
3:16: “For God so loved the world that he gave his only begotten Son, that 
whosoever believeth in him should not perish, but have everlasting life.” 
A  sympathetic commentator summed it up this way:  “No matter what 
his text, Graham basically preaches one sermon, which might be entitled 
‘Come unto Christ.’ ”35

Graham framed his typical sermon with a description of how the world 
is in crisis:  War! Crime! Rebellion of the young! Flagrant immorality! 
Political paralysis! Economic collapse! Religious decline! Graham’s style 
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was always hyperbolic: “There is at this moment an unprecedented moral 
decline!”36 His hyperbole allowed him to tap into the myths cherished by 
his audience. Since the time of Puritans, Americans, like people in other 
times and places, have been fond of diagnosing present- day troubles as 
evidence of decline from a golden age.

Graham leveraged this myth again and again. A classic example is 
his first sermon ever in Boston, preached on New Year’s Eve in 1950. 
He told Bostonians that, without a doubt, “1950 will go down in history 
as one of the most momentous in the world.” America was in its most 
desperate “fight for survival” ever. … “alone and isolated . . . faced by 
the most powerful enemy the nation has ever known.” American pros-
pects were worse than during “the bleak, cold days at Valley Forge, or 
the darkest days of the Civil War, or that black December Sunday in 
1941” when Japan bombed Pearl Harbor. Graham lamented that the 
days were long gone when America had the Christian character to see 
it through such a crisis. Spiritual giants like Jonathan Edwards, George 
Whitefield, Francis Asbury, and Charles Finney no longer walked the 
land.37

What then, he asked, could save America? In every culture and every 
historical period, the way to arrest a decline from a mythical golden age is 
always the same: rededication to the values and restoration of the practices 
that were present in the golden age. This was exactly Graham’s timeless 
prescription. Only “spiritual awakening and revival” can “stay the judg-
ment hand of God.” No need to wait for Christ’s return for all to be made 
right. “Whoever you are,” he concluded, “you can know the peace of God 
today. And you, as a part of America, can say yes to Jesus Christ at this 
moment.”38

The Personal Is Paramount

Though Graham talked much of global and social threats, the personal 
was always paramount. One of the most fascinating and important ele-
ments of his sermons is how he would seamlessly blend national or global 
crisis together with personal crisis. In his younger years he only occasion-
ally preached about the biblical hell of eternal torment, and by his later 
years he had eliminated this entirely. But throughout his career he threat-
ened his audiences with a this- worldly hell of moral, political, economic, 
and social chaos. Then he would blend the hell of social crisis with the hell 
of personal crisis so thoroughly that they became indistinguishable:
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There are storms in the world today:  Storms of unbelief, materi-
alism, secularism, moral degeneracy and international difficulties. 
And there are storms in your own life: storms of temptation, confu-
sion and difficulty. By neglecting church, by neglecting daily Bible 
reading and prayer . . . you have broken away from the moral moor-
ings and are out in a storm. … A stormy conscience says, “Stop 
before it is too late!” Our international problems reflect these per-
sonal problems. There will be no peace in the world until individu-
als have peace in their hearts. … As long as there is one man who 
hates, one man who has prejudices, one false society anywhere in 
the world, we are in danger of a world explosion that could wipe us 
into oblivion.39

In other words, Graham preached not only about a society plagued by 
addiction, but my addiction. Not only youth rebellion, but my rebellion. 
Not only family breakdown, but the conflict in my family. Not only ram-
pant sexual immorality, but my lust and adultery. Not only widespread 
homelessness, but my loneliness and estrangement. Not only the empty-
ing of the churches, but my denial of God.40

The sermons were a blend in another way. Just as Graham mixed 
social and personal crisis, he also mixed appeals to non- Christians and 
Christians. His crusade teams kept careful statistics about why inquir-
ers came forward, always distinguishing between first- time decisions for 
Christ and three categories of rededication to Christ. But in Graham’s ser-
mons every one of these distinctions melted away.

This pattern was intentional, because Graham aimed for the heart as 
well as the head. In 1983, speaking to an international conference of evan-
gelists, he explained the basic principles of his preaching. Regardless of 
the audience, he assumed that no one’s true needs could be totally met by 
social improvement or material affluence. Everyone has a fear of death, 
everyone feels guilty, everyone is subject to loneliness, and everyone expe-
riences emptiness in life without Christ. Trying to fill these needs with 
counterfeits— money, sex, power— was doomed to fail. But Christ— and 
only Christ— could meet the needs of every person.41

To get to the heart, Graham needed a listener to have an open heart, and 
this is where music came in. Cliff Barrows would enlist the audience as 
participants by getting them to sing. Then, immediately before Graham’s 
sermon, George Beverly Shea would sing a solo. As Edith Blumhofer notes 
in her chapter in this volume, Shea’s heartfelt, understated singing style 
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emphasized lyrics that engaged the mind and pathos that engaged the 
heart. This worked on two levels. For those in the audience who were com-
mitted Christians, it moved them to feelings of sympathy and compassion 
for those who had not yet given their lives to Christ. For potential inquir-
ers, it softened their hearts, opening them to the message.

Then came the climax of the entire crusade— the sermon. The blended 
character of Graham’s sermons worked like a radio scanner. The sermon 
ranged back and forth across Graham’s list of social anxieties and his list of 
human needs. When a listener with an open heart heard her fear or need 
she locked in and paid attention. Having raised her awareness of need the 
sermon then sharpened her desire for change and persuaded her that the 
road to change began with a decision for Christ. A 1968 study found that 
virtually all who came forward at the Chicago crusade six years earlier said 
they did so because they desired change in their lives. Their combined list 
of the specific changes they desired correlated to Graham’s assumptions 
about universal human needs. A few said they wanted to go to heaven and 
be saved from hell, but far more often they mentioned changes that would 
impact them in this life. Some desired a better relationship with God and 
empowerment to live a more Christian life. Some wanted to reverse per-
sonal disintegration. Some desired a stronger sense of purpose and direc-
tion. Some wanted a better sense of worth and meaning in their lives. 
Some desired more harmonious marriages, family lives, and other per-
sonal relationships— in short, to love and be loved. Some wanted freedom 
from guilt, bitterness, or loneliness. Above all else they desired immedi-
ate change— and apparently, most of them found it. Two- thirds of those 
surveyed reported behavior or attitude changes lasting throughout the six 
years following their crusade decision.42

The view of the universe in a Billy Graham sermon, therefore, was that 
every society and every individual has desperate needs; these needs are 
bound together; change is possible; and it begins with a personal deci-
sion to accept and follow Christ. In Graham’s 1983 address to evangelists 
he quoted the nineteenth- century British preacher Charles Spurgeon’s 
advice: “Take your text and make a beeline for the Cross.”43 This is exactly 
what Graham was doing when he told his audiences again and again and 
again: “Christ is the answer to every problem.”

This message was simultaneously empowering and enfeebling. It con-
vinced people that their personal demons need not prevail. By putting faith 
in Christ and walking with Christ, anyone could transform bad choices, 
bad relationships, and bad circumstances into good ones. Beyond that, 
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Graham’s message taught that the individual was not helpless in the face 
of international threats, economic crisis, or social chaos. If social change 
begins with individual change, then anyone can immediately do some-
thing to make the world better by commencing a life of faith in Christ.

But in giving individuals the conviction that conversion was a way to do 
something about social problems, Graham’s message inevitably exagger-
ated the impact of individual conversion on social conditions. Graham’s 
defenders are quick to assert historical examples of widespread evangelical 
conversion leading to social change— the rise of British antislavery senti-
ment in the early nineteenth century, for example, is often cited. Graham’s 
critics, however, argue history is not on his side. In most cases the belief 
that social problems are nothing more than the sum total of individual 
sins has reinforced evangelical complacency about social conditions and 
put them on the sidelines of social reform.

None of Graham’s contemporaries understood this better than the 
theologian Reinhold Niebuhr. Niebuhr spent his whole career trying to 
understand societal sin and explain in Christian terms how it could only 
be addressed by society as a whole. For two decades Niebuhr subjected 
Graham to a running critique about this, and Graham’s legacy on the 
question is still debated by scholars.44

The mixed nature of Graham’s legacy is nowhere clearer than on the 
question of race relations and civil rights. Graham was personally pro-
gressive on race relations, and he often channeled his personal positions 
into bold public statements and actions. At the same time, most of his 
main American audience— white, born- again, evangelical Protestants— 
passively resisted reformers’ efforts to bring about racial equality through 
direct protest, legislation, and judicial decisions. Graham sometimes chal-
lenged this resistance, but at other times he reinforced it. And he never 
wavered in his insistence that only individual change could produce social 
change. Little wonder that among Graham’s constituency, supporters of 
civil rights were, in the words of the historian David Swartz, a “moral 
minority.”45 (For more on Graham and politics, see Curtis Evans’s chapter, 
“A Politics of Conversion.”)

Conclusion

Ultimately, why did people stream forward at the end of Graham’s ser-
mons? The answer has defied easy explanation because there is no secret; 
there is no single decisive element. It was, rather, the whole package that 
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brought people out of their seats to give their lives to Christ. Most of the 
audiences were churchgoers who had already made their decisions for 
Christ. The potential inquirers came for any number of reasons— maybe 
a churchgoing friend invited them, maybe they wanted to reconnect to 
Christianity, maybe they wanted to see the famous evangelist, or maybe 
they were just curious. In many cases they could not say exactly why they 
came. But they came expectantly. The buildup to the crusade, the festivity 
and pageantry and music of the event itself, the milling crowds, and the 
platform filled with celebrities all generated anticipation— something spe-
cial was going to happen.

Crusades were often held in sporting venues, but the crusade trans-
formed the venue into a sacred space. Unlike a sports contest, there was 
no competition, no winners and losers, no beer vendors, no cursing, no 
cocky young men strutting and spitting, no dancing young women in 
skimpy outfits. Admission was free. A  crusade audience was a broader 
cross- section of the population than a sporting event— more women, more 
older people, more children, more social classes. The very wholesomeness 
of the crusade created a temporary sanctuary from many of the world’s 
troubles and offered a glimpse of one version of what individual peace and 
social harmony might look like.

The crusade audience watched not a competition, but rather a string 
of politicians, sports heroes, well- known entertainers, and other celeb-
rities take the stage and tell how Jesus Christ had changed their lives, 
while the churchgoers in the audience murmured and nodded in assent. 
This helped make giving one’s life to Christ plausible. The audience also 
heard a massed choir of ordinary people and famous musicians sing 
songs about Jesus, songs designed for gentle emotional appeal. By the 
time George Beverly Shea finished his solo and sat down, the poten-
tial inquirers were prepared in heart and mind, anticipating something 
momentous.

Then Graham, usually wearing a simple suit, stepped alone to the 
microphone. Once past his earliest years, he delivered his opening greet-
ings in such a simple and unaffected style that it proved his reputation 
for genuineness and sincerity. He gave no sign of cleverness or subtlety, 
no hint of preening or basking in attention. All the markers of holy affec-
tions that Jonathan Edwards had identified and that Graham exhibited in 
conversations with reporters and interviews on television— lowliness of 
mind, lowliness of behavior, humbleness of heart— were now in view on 
the crusade platform. Potential inquirers could see it for themselves.
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Then came the sermon. The confident authority of the evangelist 
provided an arresting counterpoint to his personal humility. Might this 
man with a godly character be speaking a message from God? When he 
appealed to the universal myth of decline from a former golden age and 
combined it with national myths cherished by his audience, listeners 
understood that Graham’s view of God in the world encompassed their 
own view of the world. Graham did not challenge his audience to throw 
out their old worldview; he merely asked them to enlarge it. When he then 
mixed images of national decline and crisis with images of personal fail-
ure and crisis, the open- hearted listener who trusted Graham heard a mes-
sage that seemed personal. As one person who came forward at the 1962 
Chicago crusade commented six years later, Billy Graham “was speaking 
directly to me. … He knew what I was thinking and what my problem 
was.”46 Social scientists call this confirmation bias, while others would call 
it a word from God.

All of this engaged the listener’s emotions and heightened a desire for 
change. The possibility of change— real, long- lasting change— seemed at 
hand. At this crucial moment, Graham then pointed the way to change. 
It began, he told them, when they said, “I want Christ in my life.” When 
this made rational and emotional sense to someone— when they desired 
to have Christ in their life— then they made their decision. In that instant 
the listener became an inquirer, stood up, and started walking forward. It 
was psychologically significant, perhaps even costly. Thousands of people 
were watching, including friends or family. There were no histrionics. 
Audience members typically sat quietly, perhaps praying, sometimes sing-
ing softly to themselves. Graham himself did no pleading or weeping, typi-
cally standing in silence, head bowed, for several long minutes. Inquirers 
typically came forward in orderly fashion, with none of noisy displays that 
so often accompanied Pentecostal worship.

However, even though inquirers remained calm, they reported the 
decision to go forward as a deeply emotional moment.47 And, more often 
than not, the personal change they hoped for seemed really to have taken 
place. The crusade and its pageantry and the testimonies of the famous 
and the gently emotional music and the affirming audience and the hum-
ble man who spoke with the authority of a messenger of God— they all 
came together and formed a powerful memory marker of the special ritual 
through which the inquirer had passed.

Sometimes the memory landmark matured into a family legacy. In 
1996, at the final crusade Graham did in his hometown of Charlotte, the 
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journalist Ken Garfield interviewed Nellie Roth, a mother of four. Years 
earlier her own mother, at that time pregnant with Nellie, came forward at 
a crusade. Because of that decision Nellie was raised in a Christian home 
and was now raising her own children in a Christian home. So Nellie went 
to the Charlotte stadium forty- four years later. She took in the sights and 
sounds, listened to the testimonies, remembered the familiar songs, and 
drank in the sermon. Then, with tears in her eyes, she sat and watched 
hundreds of people make the same pilgrimage her mother had made, tes-
tifying to their desire and their decision for a new life in Christ.48
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 Singing to Save
Music in the Billy Graham Crusades

Edith L. Blumhofer

in aPril 1951, a mere sixteen months after Life magazine noticed “a 
new evangelist aris[ing],” a reporter for the Hammond Times pointed out 
that Billy Graham was not arising alone:  “Music plays a big part in the 
Graham services— so big, in fact, that such co- workers as Cliff Barrows, 
the song leader, and singer Beverly Shea have become as well- known to 
congregations as Graham.”1 The crusade advertising posters that volun-
teers plastered on the sides of buses, stretched over streets, or mounted on 
billboards often featured three smiling faces, and already some observers 
were suggesting that people attended the crusades as much for the music 
as for the sermons.2 In 1957 an astute New York Times reporter pointed to 
gospel singing as “an integral part” of Graham’s operation and suggested 
that in the recent mammoth New York crusade, “many persons attending 
the Graham rallies in [Madison Square] Garden were moved more by Mr. 
Shea’s rendering of ‘How Great Thou Art’ than by the preaching of the 
evangelist.”3 Reporters uniformly applauded Barrows and Shea for their 
own talents as well as for the team spirit that combined music, message, 
and invitation in a seamless whole. Even critics at the Christian Century 
commended the men’s ability to “ally method to message”: “The boys in 
the Graham team know their business. They’re in evangelism. What’s 
your line?”4 Graham preached to elicit decisions; Barrows and Shea sang 
to save.5

By the time Graham entered the revival circuit in the 1940s, music 
had a venerable tradition in evangelism. In the 1870s, Dwight L. Moody 
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and Ira Sankey perfected a marriage of gospel singing and gospel preach-
ing, and their successors generally followed their example, relying heavily 
on the vast repertoire of gospel hymns Sankey had popularized. When 
Billy Graham began his crusades, he knew exactly what music and which 
musicians he wanted. He preferred “the old hymns of revival, consecra-
tion, and salvation,” and he asked George Beverly Shea and Cliff Barrows 
to join him for his first citywide revival in the Charlotte Armory in 1947.6 
Both men remained with Graham through the final crusade in 2005 and 
beyond. The staying power of this platform team- of- three made them cru-
sade legends, and understanding Graham crusades requires reckoning 
with Shea and Barrows and the principles and purposes that guided cru-
sade music from beginning to end.

If the consistency of the team- of- three suggests that it is easy to identify 
a “signature” crusade sound, the diversity of crusade musical guest artists 
reveals another function of crusade music. Barrows and Shea anchored 
the familiar crusade sound, but crusade platforms and programs also 
functioned as a mirror of the musical and ethnic variety that was America. 
From the first, the list of guest artists included a variety of genres and 
a remarkable racial and ethnic mix. Barrows and Shea never changed 
their guiding principles, nor did they alter their own performance styles, 
but they abetted change in the Christian musical culture by recognizing, 
featuring, and celebrating the artistry of people with strikingly different 
sounds from their own. Crusade music also influenced the content of 
Christian song by recovering neglected hymns, reinvigorating a handful 
of gospel hymns at a time when gospel hymns were falling from favor, 
and giving visibility to emerging Christian artists. And for several decades 
music functioned prominently in pre- crusade advertising. Pre- crusade 
concerts, generally featuring George Beverly Shea and pianist Tedd Smith, 
attracted thousands to events complete in themselves but pregnant with 
anticipation of great moments to come.

The Team

One might say that Billy Graham had everything and nothing to do 
with crusade music— everything because he grasped its importance and 
entrusted it to Barrows and Shea, and nothing because his lack of musical 
ability forced him to leave it to others. George Beverly Shea once quipped 
that Billy Graham suffered from “the malady of no melody.”7 But unlike 
his most immediate predecessor, Billy Sunday, Graham did not begrudge 
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time for music. He often said that he knew of no better evangelistic tool 
than a gospel song well sung— and when the last crusade was over, he still 
insisted that he knew no singer he would rather hear than George Beverly 
Shea and no better song leader than Cliff Barrows.8 The “threefold cord” 
(Eccl. 4:12) that bound these men was broken only by the deaths of George 
Beverly Shea in 2013 and Cliff Barrows in 2016.

Shea partnered with Graham first. In 1943, during Graham’s brief stint 
as a Chicago- area pastor, he enlisted Shea for a live late- night financially 
struggling radio broadcast called Songs in the Night. Shea was a radio per-
sonality with a growing public, first on the Moody Radio Network and then 
on ABC Radio, and Graham knew that Shea could command a listener 
base. Graham was right: Shea attracted both a late- Sunday- night congre-
gation to Graham’s Village Baptist Church and a broadcast following, and 
within a few weeks, Songs in the Night paid its way. Graham’s fame came 
later. When he and Shea first collaborated, Shea had the larger public, and 
his name appeared first on the advertising. A decade older than Graham, 
Shea had already adopted the principles that guided his approach to music 
in evangelistic work.

The son of the Canadian Wesleyan Methodist pastor- evangelist Adam 
Shea and his wife, Maude Whitney Shea, George Beverly Shea spent his 
early years in rural Winchester, Ontario. Both of his parents had musical 
abilities, and making music together was part of the family’s daily rou-
tine. Wesleyan hymns and camp meeting gospel favorites were among 
Shea’s earliest memories, and in old age he still recalled his deep emo-
tional childhood response to hymns. He sang his first solos at an Ontario 
camp meeting in 1926; the next year he “came forward” at a revival dur-
ing the singing of “Just As I Am,” and soon he decided to devote himself 
to the “musical side of God’s great work of evangelism.”9 How he would 
accomplish that remained unclear, but he began to hone his skills dur-
ing a year at Annesley College, a small holiness institute in Ottawa, and 
another year at the Wesleyans’ Houghton College in upstate New York. 
Voice lessons, recitals, and choral performance opportunities expanded 
his musical world. In 1929 he moved with his family to Jersey City, where 
his father had taken a pastorate. Shea worked at an insurance company 
in lower Manhattan and enrolled in private voice lessons. Opportunities 
came his way— occasional solos on Christian radio broadcasts and in area 
churches and summer engagements at the evangelist Percy Crawford’s 
Pinebrook Bible Conference in Pennsylvania— as well as distractions in 
the form of secular music. One Sunday morning during the weeks that 
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George Beverly Shea pondered his future in music, his mother placed a 
poem by Rhea F. Miller on the family piano, where she knew her son 
would see it. He found it early on a Sunday morning, composed a tune on 
the spot, and a few hours later he sang it as a solo in his father’s church. 
Its lyrics became his life’s theme song and a featured number at every 
Graham crusade: “I’d rather have Jesus than anything this world affords 
today.” Shea resolved anew to devote his voice to Christian song, and he 
never looked back.

In 1938 Shea and his Canadian bride, Erma Scharfe, moved to Chicago, 
where Shea took a job at WMBI, the radio station associated with Moody 
Bible Institute. Shea’s varied duties included auditioning musicians, 
singing solos, and hosting a daily hymn broadcast called Hymns from the 
Chapel. He occasionally returned to New York to sing in the Word of Life 
youth rallies conducted by his friend Jack Wyrtzen, an ex- cavalry bugler 
turned youth evangelist. Pundits marveled at Wyrtzen’s appeal, noting 
that, “without benefit of college or seminary,” he managed to fill Carnegie 
Hall, Madison Square Garden, and, later, Yankee Stadium’s 70,000 seats 
with modern youth eager for the old- fashioned gospel.10 In Chicago, Shea 
communicated his enthusiasm for Wyrtzen’s youth work and helped bring 
into being a vigorous youth movement known as Youth for Christ. In 1944 
Shea resigned from Moody Radio to accept an offer from Club Aluminum 
Corporation to develop and host a new broadcast featuring hymns. Known 
as Club Time, it went nationwide on ABC and the Armed Forces Network 
in 1945. Shea’s contract required him to sing Sunday mornings and eve-
nings in different churches to promote the weekday broadcast. Now billed 
as “America’s beloved gospel singer,” his religious world expanded as he 
sang and worshiped in churches of every denomination.

The principles that shaped Shea’s vocation in music evangelism were 
simple and owed much to his parents’ influence: he vowed always to sing 
a message, to sing from his own heart to the hearts of others, and to know 
ever more intimately the one of whom he sang. He disliked applause and 
admitted no ambition to entertain; showmanship simply had no place. 
Rather, “One feels a great responsibility and dependence on God in the 
task of preparing the people for the message of God’s servant. … My 
prayer is always, ‘None of self but all of Thee.”11 He regarded evangelistic 
singing as a “sacred vocation” and resolved always to sing with conviction, 
heart- to- heart, and eye- to- eye. To this end, when he sang to live audiences, 
he sang from memory and with a purpose he summarized as follows: “to 
convict sinful hearts, to sing God’s message of cheer to the downhearted 
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and God’s message of comfort to sorrowing hearts.”12 From the start, peo-
ple recognized in Shea an unusual ability to use his rich voice to convey 
deep religious conviction. His “unshowmanlike delivery, sensitive phras-
ing, and impeccable diction” kept the focus on his message.13 In 1951 a 
pamphlet produced by the Billy Graham Evangelistic Association (BGEA) 
for the upcoming Washington, DC, crusade introduced Shea with the 
comment, “The Gospel invitation could be extended following his solos, 
so clearly is the message presented.”14 The lyrics of Shea’s first solo at a 
Graham crusade (Charlotte 1947) aptly summarized what he set out to do 
all his life: “I will sing the wondrous story of the Christ who died for me.” 
When Shea was inducted into the Gospel Music Hall of Fame in 1978, his 
citation noted the simplicity of his faith and the “clean- cut nature of his 
code.” “To Bev Shea,” it read, “compromise is unthinkable. Every word he 
sings must tell the story of the Christ who died for me.”15

Unlike Shea, Cliff Barrows signed onto the Graham team as a relative 
novice. As one of the evangelist- turned- educator Bob Jones’s “preacher 
boys,” though, he had training in and ideas about the things that mat-
tered most to collaborative work with Graham and Shea. Clifford Burton 
Barrows was born in Ceres, California, on April 6, 1923. His family wor-
shiped in the local Baptist church, and Barrows learned the power of 
hymns at home and in the congregation— where he began leading singing 
in the Sunday evening service in his early teens. The Ceres Baptist Church 
used Tabernacle Hymns #3, and Barrows liked to recall that he learned his 
theology from its pages.16 Converted in 1934 at age eleven, Barrows real-
ized by 1936 that he wanted a future making music in evangelistic work.17

The first graduate of Bob Jones College’s sacred music concentration 
(1944), Barrows had a remarkable command of the gospel hymnody that nur-
tured fundamentalist piety. The new Youth for Christ movement provided a 
logical setting in which to develop his enthusiasm for all things evangelistic. 
Dubbed “Wheel” Barrows by young admirers, Barrows was just twenty- two 
when a reporter introduced him in Power Magazine as “a reasonable fac-
simile of a guy a maiden might dream about,” who had everyone singing 
two minutes after he took the platform, “even the photographers, because 
making people sing and like it is Cliff Barrows’ specialty!”18 Barrows told his 
young admirers, “I got my idea from cheerleaders. I believe if a cheerleader 
can put all he’s got into a cheer, a song leader for the Lord ought to exert him-
self enough to wake up a congregation to sing with joy and enthusiasm.” His 
early approach? “I just open my mouth and let my hands fly.”19
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Barrows met Billy Graham in Asheville in 1945 when he and his wife, 
Billie (then on a brief honeymoon), filled in for absent musicians at an 
evangelistic rally. In 1946 the Barrows accompanied Billy Graham to 
England for six months of networking and contemplating future evange-
listic work.20 When Graham decided to move on from Youth for Christ, he 
invited the Barrows to join him. The couple made a deliberate choice to 
set aside personal ambitions for collaborative work with Graham, and they 
never looked back.

There was much more to Barrows than the congenial upbeat demeanor 
audiences loved. Already thoroughly conversant with the repertoire of gos-
pel hymnody, Barrows read widely about the history of music and evan-
gelism, and also sought advice from seasoned song leaders. He admired 
Billy Sunday’s longtime musician Homer Rodeheaver for his ease with 
people and his ability to get crowds to sing, and he spent productive hours 
conversing with the older man at Rodeheaver’s Winona Lake, Indiana, 
home.21 He appropriated to himself two maxims from Charles Alexander, 
the musician who assisted Reuben A. Torrey and J. Wilbur Chapman in 
evangelistic work around the world:  “Sing to save,” and “Sing as if you 
were preaching, not singing.”22 He studied the stories of hymns and pored 
over the biographies of their authors.

Graham’s mammoth audiences saw in Barrows a man they instinctively 
trusted. Within five years reporters commented regularly on his already 
legendary ability with the mass choirs that delighted people around the 
world, but he was equally passionate about hearty congregational sing-
ing. During his time with Youth for Christ, Barrows had observed a trend 
toward performance rather than participation:  programs featured one 
singer and speaker after another, making audiences spectators. Barrows 
had regretted the absence of congregational singing, and although con-
gregational singing in massive crusades presented logistical challenges of 
the first order— selecting songs far in advance, soliciting copyright per-
missions, printing, shipping, distribution, and more— he considered it 
worth the effort and made it a feature of every service. Between 1949 and 
2005, more than one million people sang in his choirs, and he person-
ally led over 200 million crusade attendees in song. The largest crusade 
choirs numbered more than 11,000 in Rio de Janeiro (1974) and 10,300 in 
Anaheim, California (1969).23 The largest single congregation Barrows led 
in song gathered in Seoul, Korea, on June 3, 1973— more than one million 
strong.
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The principles that guided Barrows’ musical choices in his expand-
ing sphere derived from his experiences at home, church, and Bob Jones 
University. These principles were honed during his stint with Youth for 
Christ, his conversations with veteran song leaders and hymn writers, and 
his vociferous reading about singing and revivals. Because he believed that 
music had the potential to determine how people listened to or received 
sermons, he insisted, first, that crusade music have a purpose. “Music 
is not an end in itself,” he insisted. “It is the means to an end.”24 Its pri-
mary purpose was to glorify God.25 Second, crusade music would aim for 
excellence. As Barrows put it, “if it doesn’t sound good to the ear, it will 
not reach the heart.”26 Third, Barrows wanted music to unite, encourage, 
and facilitate common affirmations and resolves.27 For his part, he aspired 
to be perceived as “natural” rather than “professional,” to relate easily to 
people and draw them into the program.28

Although millions around the world knew him best as the host and 
music director at every Graham crusade, Cliff Barrows filled other strate-
gic roles in the Billy Graham Evangelistic Association. Unlike Shea (who 
was never a full- time employee of the BGEA), Barrows weighed in on all 
aspects of crusade scheduling, pre- crusade training, and crusade follow- 
up.29 He also took responsibility for the behind- the- scenes logistics that 
made each crusade run smoothly, from amplification systems to parking 
and shuttles to accessible seating. He decided who sat on crusade plat-
forms, who spoke, and what was sung. When the strains of “Just As I Am” 
faded, Barrows— the first to arrive and the last to leave every service— 
stepped from the platform to thank volunteers and counsel penitents. The 
vice chair of the BGEA from 1950 to 2000, Barrows was also program direc-
tor and host of the BGEA’s popular radio program, The Hour of Decision 
(1950– 2014). When the BGEA ventured into moviemaking, Barrows was 
deeply involved from the start, and then served from 1965 to 1970 as presi-
dent of the BGEA’s production company, World Wide Pictures. From plan-
ning to follow- up to new initiatives, Cliff Barrows had vision and ability 
that made him Billy Graham’s indispensable collaborator.

In his role as crusade music director, Barrows enlisted outstanding 
accompanists willing to subsume their own considerable talents to the 
cause of evangelism. They could do anything required— transpose, bridge, 
compose, arrange— but the point was not to showcase their own artistry 
but to contribute effectively to the “one thing” the whole team was about. 
The longest- serving accompanist was the Canadian- born virtuoso pianist 
and arranger Tedd Smith, who trained at The Royal Conservatory of Music 
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in Toronto but devoted much of his career to Graham’s endeavors.30 On 
their own time, Smith and other crusade musicians gave recitals, pub-
lished hymn arrangements, recorded albums, and in other ways remained 
part of their larger professional world, but they were always on call for 
crusade- related assignments.

The three men’s titles may have differed: Cliff Barrows, music direc-
tor; George Beverly Shea, soloist; Billy Graham, evangelist. But in evan-
gelistic work their hearts beat as one, and mutual trust deepened as the 
years passed. They were friends as well as colleagues, and their friendship 
included their families. Each man had considerable freedom within his 
crusade role:  Barrows selected congregational and choir music, invited 
platform guests, and led each service until Billy Graham rose to preach; 
Shea sang solos, one of which often preceded the sermon. Graham found 
that Shea’s singing prepared his heart to preach, while others noticed that 
it also quieted the audience and disposed them to listen. Shea often chose 
his solos as he rose to sing, basing his selection on his sense of the flow of 
a service. Graham supported Barrows’s and Shea’s choices, solicited their 
advice, sometimes requested particular songs, and regularly commended 
their music- making. He depended absolutely on Barrows and Shea, and 
both men generally appeared where Graham was scheduled to speak— 
at prayer breakfasts, state legislatures, the White House, denominational 
gatherings, or voluntary association rallies.

Diversity

Guest artists participated in Graham crusade music from the beginning, 
and over the years they made crusade platforms and musical sounds mir-
ror what was familiar to wide swaths of the American population. Several 
factors entered into Barrows’s decision to invite a guest artist. It was a 
given that every featured artist had a “testimony” (a singer without a 
vibrant witness was automatically disqualified), but beyond that, Barrows 
was attentive to region; he thought about demographics and local tastes.

Attention to region came, over time, to mean attention to ethnic diver-
sity as well. Already in the 1960s, southwestern crusades often featured 
Latino recording artists— who performed at least partly in Spanish— as 
well as American Indian musicians. Hawaiian crusades brought an oppor-
tunity to showcase local talent like Mark and Diane Yasuhara, a husband- 
wife team known as The Hawaiians. Evie Tornquist Karlsson was a favorite 
in Minnesota, where Scandinavian Americans came out in large numbers. 
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California crusades might feature Samoan musicians like the Katinas and 
the Laulu Sisters. The Inuk singer Susan Aglukark delighted crowds in 
the Northwest; the Palermo Brothers (Louis and Phil) made much of their 
Italian roots as they sang their way into people’s hearts. The Korean sopra-
nos Kim Wickes, Sung Sook Lee, and Young Mi Kim used their highly 
trained voices to sing simple hymns in American cities with expanding 
Asian populations. As the one responsible for platform guests, Barrows 
made it a point to include a wide variety of ethnic groups. Their roles 
included testimony and prayer as well as song.

At the height of the civil rights movement, reporters who made it their 
business to notice the racial mix— or lack thereof— in crusade audiences 
often failed to comment on the platform, where African Americans regu-
larly took the podium, often several in the same service. The incompara-
ble blues, jazz, and gospel vocalist and actress Ethel Waters quietly joined 
the choir for the 1957 New York Crusade, but when Barrows learned she 
was there, she stepped up to sing “His Eye Is on the Sparrow,” backed by 
the mass choir. The crowds already knew her for that song: from January 
1950 through June 1951, she had sung it eight times weekly in the award- 
winning Broadway play Member of the Wedding (which hit the big screen 
in 1952), and audiences thrilled to hear her render her signature song 
alongside the mass choir. She remained a crusade favorite until her death 
in 1977.31

Barrows first brought the lyric soprano Myrtle Hall, a recently discov-
ered talent, to the platform during a 1966 crusade in her hometown of 
Greenville, South Carolina. And the list of award- winning and beloved black 
crusade artists goes on: Leontyne Price, Willa Mae Dorsey, Joy Simpson, 
and Kathleen Battle, vocalists whose operatic training gave them singu-
lar styles; the “Queen of Gospel,” contralto Mahalia Jackson; Johnny Ray 
Watson; the acclaimed gospel and jazz musician Joe Bias; the Danniebelles; 
ten- time Grammy Award winner CeCe Winans; Delores “Mom” Winans; 
singer/ songwriter Larnelle Harris; Babbie Mason; Andraé Crouch; Archie 
Dennis; Jimi Mamou; Deniece Williams; the Montreal Jubilation Gospel 
Choir; the Prestonians; and Nashville’s Born Again Church Choir. The 
black singer- songwriter Nicole C.  Mullen, whose eclectic blend of soul, 
R&B, hip- hop, and funk made her a youth crusade favorite in the 1990s, 
told the Cincinnati Enquirer, “I’ve been around the Graham association 
for several years, and I’ve found them to be very much wanting all the 
races there. … That’s always been part of their goal and their mission, so 
I am honored to be a part of it. This is part of the solution, not part of the 
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problem.’32 Not all black Americans concurred with Mullins, of course, 
but many did.

Musical guests also brought a remarkable mix of musical genres. From 
the brilliant classical styles of Greg Buchanan, Christopher Parkening, 
Jerome Hines, Ben Heppner, and Sung Sook Lee; to the pop- inspired 
sounds of Pat Boone and Ray Hildebrand; to the country music of Johnny 
Cash and Randy Travis; to the rich contralto of Mahalia Jackson, the 
Christian rock of dc Talk, the western flavor of Redd Harper, Roy Rogers, 
and Dale Evans; to the praise- and- worship- attuned stylings of Fernando 
Ortega, Michael W. Smith, and Amy Grant— Graham crusades relied on 
an array of musical idioms to do the “one thing” that every crusade set out 
to do. For each service, every platform guest was literally recruited to be a 
member of the team.

Guest artists had their own publics, and both sides benefited from guest 
appearances. A Graham crusade delivered a mammoth live audience, and 
guest artists drew their publics to Graham’s message.33 Many also donated 
their time. the BGEA offered only token honoraria, but there were other 
compensations— witness, audience exposure, brisk recording sales. Many 
artists drew audiences Graham could not easily access on his own. Guest 
artists, strategically chosen, made it more likely that certain demograph-
ics would come under Graham’s preaching. By celebrating the Christian 
witness of popular musical stars, the Graham team in effect endorsed the 
authenticity of their witness, vastly increased their audiences, and cele-
brated new sounds in Christian music.

The limits to the embrace of musical genres were tested in the 1990s 
when worries about a generational disconnect between the aging team 
of three and American youth led some advisors to suggest a new format 
for the youth nights that had been part of every crusade for decades.34 
Graham, Barrows, and Shea were in their seventies and eighties, and 
youth nights seemed to have declining appeal. Crusades offered a predict-
able package: on youth nights Barrows generally added younger singers 
with a contemporary sound to the pre- sermon program, but the boiler-
plate service format remained essentially the same. Could that format be 
fundamentally altered without jeopardizing the whole enterprise? The 
question came down to music.

Advocates for a new musical sound— like pianist Tedd Smith and cru-
sade director Rick Marshall— proposed to devote the first half of youth 
night programs to a concert featuring the sounds of the most popular con-
temporary Christian artists, and then to assign the band leader to introduce 
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Graham. The idea excluded Barrows and Shea and reimagined the stage 
setup. There would be no platform filled with participants, dignitaries, and 
sponsoring pastors; no choir; no “Just As I Am;” no organ or piano; even 
Graham would not appear until the concert ended, and he would dress 
casually. George Beverly Shea’s soothing tones would be replaced by very 
loud music, and the decorum of a typical crusade service would yield to 
the lighting, sounds, and behaviors associated with rock concerts. Even the 
pulpit would be different— a Plexiglas stand would replace Graham’s cus-
tomary wooden podium. Some of Graham’s closest associates implored 
him to resist. Like many conservative Protestants, they deemed Christian 
rock, rap, or R&B inappropriate and even “unchristian.” Featuring it even 
in its Christian dress seemed to them like selling out to the contempo-
rary culture. Barrows had full charge of the programming, but he recog-
nized the explosive potential of the suggestion and referred the matter to 
Graham.

Graham recalled his own start in Youth for Christ, with its motto 
“Geared to the times and anchored to the Rock” and its innovative pro-
gramming to attract crowds. Fifty years later, program components might 
be different, but the goal was the same: to do what it took to attract youth 
to hear the gospel. And Ruth Bell Graham weighed in with the observation 
that the proposed change had the potential to give her husband a bigger 
pond in which to fish. So a decision came from the top down: youth nights 
would follow a new format. Graham’s choice had many detractors both 
inside and outside his immediate circle, but Barrows put it into action and 
saw an immediate gratifying response.

Beginning in 1994, youth nights opened with a concert by one or more 
performers an Ohio paper labeled “the monsters of Christian music.” 
Tedd Smith resigned as pianist to produce the concerts. The first occurred 
on June 11, 1994, when over 60,000 young people crowded the Cleveland 
Stadium to hear Michael W. Smith and Toby Mac, a founding member 
of dc Talk, the wildly popular hip- hop, rap, and pop rock trio known for 
its energetic performance style. The billing also featured the Cleveland 
Cavalier three- point shoot- out champ Mark Price. Once the concert was 
underway, teens jammed the area in front of the stage and danced and 
shouted to the music. An hour into the event, a golf cart brought Billy 
Graham across the field to the stage to be introduced as someone the per-
formers trusted. He preached a shorter- than- usual sermon. At its end, 
some 6,000 teenagers came forward, a response so unexpected that coun-
selors were in short supply.35
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In October 1994, at an Atlanta youth night billed as Jammin’ for Jesus, 
the Georgia Dome echoed to the sounds of dc Talk while a light show 
flashed sixty feet above the stage. Nine trucks had hauled in the equip-
ment required to produce the concert, but the 78,000 under- twenty- ones 
in attendance seemed to justify the effort. Reflecting on the evening a few 
years later, Graham mused, “Admittedly, it wasn’t really my kind of music, 
nor was it what we have ordinarily featured in our meetings during most 
of our ministry. But times change. As long as the essential message of 
the gospel is not obscured or compromised, we must use every legitimate 
method we can.”36 As Shea put it, on youth nights he, Barrows, and the 
choir “stepped aside” to allow others to present the gospel in a different 
idiom. In time, youth programming came to be known as Concerts for 
the NeXt Generation. They featured music as a bridge between genera-
tions:  even if young audiences did not fully grasp Graham’s message, 
he was confident that they understood the music and that it reinforced 
his words.37 Cliff Barrows, meanwhile, met with the performers before 
each concert to review the program line by line. He wanted no surprises. 
Personally, the team of three may not have related easily to the new for-
mat, but their warm interest in the young performers eager to share their 
testimonies in the contemporary musical idiom won the older men the 
appreciation of a new generation of Christian artists.

When 102- year- old George Beverly Shea received a Recording Academy 
Lifetime Achievement Award in 2011, his tribute was jointly written by two 
of the biggest names in contemporary Christian music— Michael W. Smith 
and Amy Grant. Grant recalled, “Sitting backstage with Bev before a cru-
sade gave perspective to the task at hand. The ‘job’ before us wasn’t just 
to entertain the crowd, but to provide a vehicle to allow Dr. Graham to do 
what he was called to do, and no one did that better than George Beverly 
Shea.” Michael W. Smith summarized the general feeling when he said 
of Shea, “He has been a source of inspiration to millions, and especially 
to me.”38

Not surprisingly, the Gospel Music Hall of Fame welcomed Shea in 
1978 and Barrows in 1988. But in 1999, the Gospel Music Association hon-
ored Billy Graham by making him the only nonmusician ever inducted 
into the Gospel Music Hall of Fame. The association honored Graham 
for the platform his crusades provided GMA artists whose styles covered 
the range of gospel music idioms. Crusades gave extraordinary visibility 
not only to individuals and groups, but also to the musical genres they 
promoted. They had benefitted GMA musicians in immeasurable ways.
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The music of the Graham crusades influenced what American 
Christians sang in a number of ways. First, the crusades gave a fresh 
sound to selected gospel hymns, and recordings by crusade musicians 
kept them in the public eye at a time when many Protestant congrega-
tions were beginning to replace gospel hymns with a more contemporary 
idiom. Second, crusades popularized neglected hymns. Third, crusade 
musicians arranged, composed, published, and popularized new music, 
much of which gained enduring popularity. Fourth, crusade follow- up 
surveys regularly showed that people who participated in crusade music 
breathed new life into local church musical practice.

First of all, crusade choir and solo numbers revived favorite songs 
of prior generations. People often requested old- time hymns, and some 
became virtual theme songs of specific crusades. During the twelve weeks 
of the 1954 London crusade, for example, capacity crowds sang Fanny 
Crosby’s “Blessed Assurance” every night. People learned it, liked it, pur-
chased recordings, and brought it to their churches. New attention to 
this old hymn made it one of several Crosby songs to enjoy a boost in 
popularity thanks to the crusades, and popular artists’ recordings of cru-
sade favorites brought the songs to wider audiences. After 1954, “Blessed 
Assurance” appeared in a wider range of hymnals, and recordings by 
popular artists from Elvis Presley to Aretha Franklin to a rousing, rock-
ing rendition by Manhattan’s Riverside Church Choir both contributed to 
and confirmed the expanding reach of this nineteenth- century holiness 
favorite. Recordings by crusade musicians, meanwhile, made the crusade 
sound widely available long after crusades ended. In 1951 Shea signed an 
exclusive recording contract with RCA- Victor. He had already cut a record 
with Decca and recorded several times for Alfred B. Smith’s Singspiration 
Series.39 Shea’s contract with RCA Victor gave him visibility in the secular 
market that few other contemporary Christian singers then enjoyed. All 
told, Shea recorded over seventy albums.

Second, the crusades went beyond the familiar to transform little- 
known hymns into popular favorites. For example, Fanny Crosby wrote 
“To God Be the Glory” in 1875, but hymnal editors neglected it when they 
compiled the era’s most influential hymnals; it appeared only in a few 
obscure collections. Cliff Barrows came upon the hymn during the 1954 
London crusade, used it there, and then introduced it in the United States, 
where it quickly gained favor. Millions sang it in crusades, and media did 
the rest: a century- old forgotten hymn found a receptive public and made 
its way into standard hymnals.
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Perhaps the most influential hymn associated with the crusades was 
“How Great Thou Art.” Composed in Swedish by Carl Boberg in the late 
nineteenth century, the hymn was translated into English by Swedish 
immigrants for their own denominational collections. The text also 
migrated separately from Sweden to Germany to Russia to England, where 
in 1954 Shea and Barrows obtained copies of a version translated and 
expanded by the Englishman Stuart K. Hine. Shea first sang “How Great 
Thou Art” in the Toronto crusade in 1955, using an arrangement Barrows 
and crusade instrumentalists prepared for solo and choir. As he sang, he 
made two small alterations to the text, substituting “worlds” for “works” 
and “rolling” for “mighty”:

O Lord, my God, when I in awesome wonder
Consider all the worlds thy hands have made,
I see the stars, I hear the rolling thunder,
Thy power throughout the universe displayed.40

Two years later, Shea and the choir opened the 1957 New York Madison 
Square Garden crusade with “How Great Thou Art,” and there, as well 
as via Graham’s broadcast, the Hour of Decision, the little- known hymn 
came into its own. Whenever Shea and the choir sang it, requests poured 
in for a repeat. In 1957 Shea sang the hymn ninety- nine times during the 
sixteen weeks of the Madison Square Garden crusade where attendance 
approached two million and occasional televised services drew in millions 
more.41 The song was soon picked up by denominational hymnals (after 
Vatican II, it found its way into Catholic hymnals, too), and it was used in 
movies and on television; since 1957, three presidents have named it their 
favorite hymn.42 The National Endowment for the Arts and the Recording 
Association of America ranked Shea’s recording of “How Great Thou Art” 
number 204 among the top 365 recordings of the twentieth century. Elvis 
Presley recorded it for RCA Victor in 1967 on an album with the same 
name, using Shea’s slightly altered text (which by then had become the 
standard American text). His renderings of the song won him his first 
Grammy the same year— and his third Grammy in 1974. (In 1968 the 
album How Great Thou Art was certified Gold; it reached three times 
Platinum in 2010.)

Third, Barrows’s and Shea’s frequent references to their use of “old- time 
hymns” tended to obscure the relatively recent— and even contemporary— 
origins of many of crusade favorites. From 1947, crusade musicians made 
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generous use of twentieth- century compositions by people like Alfred 
Ackley, George Bennard, Oswald J. Smith, John Peterson, Jack Hayford, 
Redd Harper, Stuart Hamblen, the Gaithers, and many more

Finally, post- crusade surveys suggest that church members involved in 
Graham crusades brought new enthusiasm to local churches. The thrilling 
experience of participating in a mass choir made people eager to explore 
how music could become more effective in local worship settings.43 One 
choir member put it this way: “I’m sure those listening . . . at the crusade 
were inspired, but not so much as the vocalists themselves. … Those of us 
who did it got the most out of it.”44 Pastors tended to feel encouraged by the 
ways crusade participation— counseling, ushering, singing— quickened 
their members’ attentiveness to worship and outreach.45

Music had a prominent place in publicizing crusades well in advance 
of the advertising that saturated communities as Graham’s arrival 
approached. This publicity featured George Beverly Shea and one of the 
crusade accompanists, generally Tedd Smith, in a program interspers-
ing Shea’s solos with keyboard hymn arrangements. These were musical 
evenings, not worship services, in neutral spaces seating 3,000– 5,000, 
and they drew capacity crowds to churches or civic auditoriums across the 
United States and Canada.46 In scheduling musical evenings, Shea made 
sure that they would build into a future crusade. “There should be a defi-
nite purpose and planning,” he insisted, “beyond contacting people and 
entertaining them for the evening.”47 The sacred concerts offered a more 
intimate opportunity for the public to enjoy two leading crusade musicians. 
Especially in the years before televised services became commonplace— 
when crusades had more local character— they contributed to grass- roots 
momentum for the massive undertaking to come.

If music helped publicize a crusade, the media gave crusade music 
staying power long after Graham’s team moved on. George Beverly Shea’s 
albums sold briskly and made his familiar voice available in homes and via 
broadcast media. Tedd Smith and other crusade accompanists published 
hymn arrangements that enabled church musicians to mimic the cru-
sade musical style. Occasional recordings featured mass crusade choirs 
directed by Barrows. In such ways, crusade music wove its way into the 
popular religious culture. Much of it had been familiar before, but when 
renewed and performed by crusade musicians, it lived on with new power 
for another generation. At the same time, Barrows, Shea, and Graham 
chose to celebrate and disseminate the contemporary sounds of young 
Christian artists around the world. By any measure, the crusade musical 
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legacy is wrapped up in Barrows and Shea. For sixty years they stepped 
up to create and sustain the familiar— and iconic— sounds of Graham 
crusades, but they also knew when to step aside to feature the artistry of 
another generation. In the end, they lost nothing by yielding the stage; 
rather, they gained the esteem of a new generation of Christian artists 
and created space for testing the evangelistic potential of contemporary 
Christian music.

Conclusion

During Graham’s first London crusade (1954), the British Weekly ven-
tured: “George Beverly Shea deserves his reputation as a gospel singer … 
Barrows led the choir in the Lord’s Prayer. It was magnificently sung and 
worth everything that has so far been done— except Graham, and maybe 
even including him.” A few weeks later, the Church of England Newspaper 
used the same adjective for the overall music of the London Crusade: “mag-
nificent.”48 Over the decades, most journalists concurred. Already in 1952, 
a writer for the Baptist Messenger recognized that music ably set the stage 
for Graham’s effectiveness.49 It also influenced responses to the message. 
Commenting on “Just As I Am,” Walter Floyd mused in 1954 that of all the 
crusade components, its simple rendering did “the greatest good to the 
greatest number.”50

Barrows and Shea adhered lifelong to the principles that guided their 
choices before they became a team. In their hands, the crusade musical 
sound, appreciated by millions in its own right, had as its primary purpose 
partnering with Graham in eliciting decisions. Their simplest goal was 
also their highest ambition: sing to save.
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4

 God’s Ambassador to the World
William Martin

BioGraPhers and other chroniclers of Billy Graham’s long career 
have called him “America’s greatest evangelist,” “America’s pastor,” “a par-
able of American righteousness,” “a shaper of the Republican South,” “the 
preacher [to American] presidents,” and “the quintessential American.” 
All of these are plausible descriptions, but as those of us who have given 
attention to Graham’s long career know, his impact on the United States 
will not be the only part of his legacy. It is possible that it may not be the 
most lasting part. Graham held more than two hundred preaching mis-
sions of varied length in more than eighty countries and reached virtually 
every country in the world through various electronic media. In the pro-
cess, he developed reputation, influence, and authority that enabled him 
to play a dominant role in creating a worldwide evangelical movement. In 
this chapter, I will briefly describe representative and, in my judgment, the 
most important evangelistic efforts on each of the continents other than 
North America where he proclaimed the Christian gospel in a substantial 
way. In addition, I will give a brief account of major international confer-
ences that he and his BGEA associates organized, joining Christians from 
almost every nation into a world in ecumenical concord. The organization 
is roughly chronological and geographical, with appropriate flexibility on 
both dimensions.

The First Missionary Journey

Graham’s first international evangelistic effort came in the spring of 1946, 
when he and a small band of coworkers in the vibrant Youth for Christ 
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(YFC) movement embarked on a forty- six- day tour of England and the 
European Continent. Though they had done little planning, they used 
techniques that had worked at home to organize rallies that attracted an 
aggregate audience estimated at more than 100,000 people. Then, work-
ing with receptive local clergy and American military personnel, they 
helped set up YFC organizations in numerous cities in Great Britain and 
on the Continent. Encouraged by that initial success, Graham returned to 
England in the fall to begin a six- month stay, during which he spoke at 360 
gatherings, including extended campaigns in Birmingham, Manchester, 
and London.

After leaving his position with YFC in 1948 to devote the rest of his life 
to a ministry of evangelism, Graham rapidly rose to national prominence 
in the United States with successful campaigns in Los Angeles, Boston, 
and other leadings cities across the nation. A 1952 effort in Washington, 
DC, drew wide positive attention from members of Congress and 
strengthened an already developing friendship with Dwight Eisenhower, 
who would soon become president. These enhanced Graham’s symbolic 
stature as a key spokesman for Protestant Christianity. During the 1952 
Christmas season, he visited troops in Korea as a guest of the Pentagon, 
paralleling a visit from Francis Cardinal Spellman, the nation’s leading 
Roman Catholic prelate.1

After preaching to GIs from makeshift platforms set up on hillsides 
or airstrips, visiting orphanages for children who had lost their families 
in the war, and stopping at hospitals where wounded soldiers were being 
treated, Graham reflected, “These experiences changed my life. I  could 
never be quite the same again. … I felt sadder, older. I felt as though I had 
gone in a boy and come out a man.”2

Graham had also been deeply impressed by the dedication he saw 
among Korean Christians who gathered for 5:00 a.m. prayer meetings 
and stood or sat on straw mats in subfreezing weather to hear him preach. 
When Korean pastors grasped his hands in gratitude for his visit, he felt 
humbled and ashamed: “These men had suffered persecution for Christ— 
their families had been killed because of their testimony for Christ— their 
homes were gone, they had nothing of worldly possessions— and here 
they were, coming to listen to me preach the Gospel and thanking me for 
it. They were preaching to me, but they did not know it.”3

Majoring in anthropology at Wheaton College had introduced Graham 
to the valuable truth that no culture has a monopoly on righteousness or, 
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for that matter, on evil. These seasons of fieldwork were driving that truth 
home in ways that would shape the rest of his long ministry.

The United Kingdom and Western Europe
Harringay, 1954

Graham’s career included a range of impressive mountain peaks, but no 
crusade looms higher in the mythos and memory of his organization than 
the twelve- week 1954 London crusade,* better known in BGEA circles sim-
ply as “Harringay,” after the drab arena used mainly for boxing matches 
and gambling and located in a section of London no more likely than 
Nazareth to produce a good thing.

The invitation had come from Britain’s Evangelical Alliance. The 
British Council of Churches, representing the great majority of British 
Christians, chose not to sign on, viewing his theology as decades out of 
date and his preaching as high- pressure salesmanship unsuitable for a 
British audience.4 Determined not to fail, Graham and his team unleashed 
a triple- powered formula for success: prayer, publicity, and political patron-
age. While more than 18,000 people organized to pray for the crusade’s 
success months before it began, Graham’s public relations operatives 
launched a promotional blitz so dazzling that both the Publicity Club and 
the Advertising Club of London named it the top advertising effort of the 
year.5 On the political front, President Eisenhower heartily endorsed the 
campaign, and Secretary of State John Foster Dulles and US ambassador 
to Great Britain Winthrop Aldrich used their influence behind the scenes 
to help.

Advance materials that criticized socialism, which many British 
regarded as an attack on the British Labour government, created a storm 
of criticism from media and politicians, but by backtracking, apologiz-
ing, and meeting personally with his harshest critics, Graham managed 
to weather it and launch the most remarkable religious revival in modern 
British history.

* In the later years of his ministry, in part to avoid offending Muslims and others uncomfort-
able with warlike imagery, Graham called his preaching campaigns “missions” or “festivals,” 
or gave them individual titles such as “ProChrist 93.” Because “crusade” was the operative 
appellation for so long, I am retaining it in this chapter.
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The crusade ran from March 1 to May 22, packing the 12,000- seat 
arena for all but two or three services. Attendance was helped by the intro-
duction of a technique called Operation Andrew, named for the apostle 
who invited his brother Peter to meet Jesus (John 1:40– 42). To attract the 
unconverted, churches offered free tickets and transportation to members 
who brought an unchurched friend with them. From Harringay onward, 
Operation Andrew was a standard part of crusade operations.6

A second innovation was even more far- reaching— using telephone 
lines to relay Graham’s message to theaters, rented halls, and churches. 
This worked so well that by the final weeks of the crusade, the services 
were being transmitted to 430 venues in 175 different cities and towns in 
England, Ireland, Scotland, and Wales.7 As the unprecedented success of 
the crusade continued, elite resistance to Graham ebbed, leading to invita-
tions to meet in posh settings with British social, political, and religious 
leaders, including Prime Minister Winston Churchill, who welcomed him 
to 10 Downing Street. He spoke to capacity crowds at Oxford, Cambridge, 
and large gatherings at the University of London, Imperial College in 
Kensington, and the London School of Economics. He addressed a crowd 
of 12,000 in Trafalgar Square, 40,000 in Hyde Park, and, on the final 
day of the crusade, 185,000 in Wembley Stadium— beating the attendance 
record set during the 1948 Summer Olympics. Total attendance for the 
crusade, including the relay services, exceeded two million.8

For decades, numerous key British church leaders, most of them evan-
gelical, would trace their conversion or their decision to enter the ministry 
to the Harringay Crusade.9 But no individual experienced a greater impact 
than Graham himself. By touching London, he touched the entire British 
Empire and transformed into a true world figure.

In 1955 Graham returned to London for a weeklong stint in Wembley 
stadium and a six- week stay in Glasgow, where a Good Friday service 
broadcast by BBC radio and television reached a larger audience than any 
program in the history of British television other than the Queen’s corona-
tion. And he continued to cultivate high connections everywhere he went. 
Princess Margaret and the Queen Mother entertained him at Clarence 
House, and he preached to the Queen and other members of the royal 
family in the chapel at Windsor Great Park on the Sunday following the 
London crusade. Thus began a long friendship with the highest social stra-
tum in Anglo- American society.10

After both the Harringay and Glasgow crusades, Graham made a 
whirlwind tour of cities on the Continent, usually holding only one 
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service in each. Despite limited advance planning, crowds were larger 
than expected— 304,000 overall, with the best turnouts in Amsterdam 
(40,000), Stockholm (65,000), and Berlin, where an astonishing 80,000 
filled the great stadium where the 1936 Olympics had been held.11

Earls Court, 1964

Graham returned yet again to London in 1964 for a month- long effort in 
the Earls Court exhibition center. By this time, a Billy Graham crusade was 
a well- oiled operation, and Graham himself a well- known quantity. That 
familiarity bred contentment but not excitement, reflected in a comment 
in the Daily Mail: “We’ve grown accustomed to his faith.”12

Despite the lukewarm response, the crusade was certainly no failure. 
Though it lasted only a third as long, average attendance was higher than 
at Harringay, as was the total number of inquirers, and it marked the first 
use of closed- circuit television to send the evangelist’s visage as well as 
his voice to sites far from London.13 While not the public sensation he 
had been a decade earlier, Graham was hosted on separate occasions by 
the American ambassador, the Lord Mayor of London, Princess Margaret, 
and the Queen herself in Buckingham Palace.14 But a disappointing report 
published by the Evangelical Alliance and based on a survey of eighty- five 
British churches that had supported the crusade concluded that lasting 
impact on the unchurched was modest.

Graham returned to England several times over the following decades, 
most notably in the 1984 Mission England campaign, during which he 
spent up to a week in six different cities (not including London) over most 
of three months, and a 1985 effort linking fifty- one venues by satellite from 
Sheffield.15

Although he never attempted a formal crusade in Ireland, Graham did 
make a visit in May 1972, in part to explore the possibilities, but also in the 
hope of finding some way to ease the tensions that had riven Catholics and 
Protestants for generations. On his first full day, a Sunday, in Belfast, he 
displayed his confidence in personal diplomacy by joining the colorful and 
controversial street preacher Arthur Blessitt as he dragged a large cross 
(with a wheel) through areas of the city infamous for enmity and violence 
between Catholics and Protestants. For two and a half hours, they dis-
tributed tracts, talked with individuals, did a bit of preaching, and prayed 
for a revival that might bring peace between warring Christian factions. 
Graham acknowledged some anxiety, not eased by Blessitt’s admission 
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that they could easily be shot in the back by members of the fiercely anti- 
Protestant Irish Republican Army (IRA). The outing proceeded without 
trouble, though not without the evangelist’s gaining a tangible sense of the 
atmosphere during “the Troubles.”16

In the days that ensued, Graham met with hundreds of political, reli-
gious, and social leaders in groups of varied sizes, spoke at the Queen’s 
University in Belfast, and appeared on Ulster TV and the BBC. Once again, 
theologians, journalists, and professors criticized his theology as shallow, 
his political understandings uninformed, and his confidence in the trans-
forming power of revival naive, but they could not help being impressed 
by his humility, sincerity, and unshakable confidence in the power of faith 
to transform the lives of individuals and the culture of nations.17

Graham received a warmer reception in the southern, Catholic- 
dominated Republic of Ireland, where priests and nuns not only attended 
and praised his addresses, but also played recordings of them in convents 
and rectories— evidence they did not regard the most famous Protestant 
in the world as an enemy of Catholics. The visit to the two Irelands did 
not bring peace, but it did underscore Graham’s commitment to efforts to 
increase understanding among separated people.18

India, 1956, 1972, 1977

Having proved himself in spiritual warfare in England and on the 
Continent, Graham decided it was time to wield the sword of the Spirit 
in the Far East. Jack Dain, an Anglican priest he had met during the 
Wembley crusade and who had served as a missionary in India for many 
years, organized a month- long tour of the parts of the subcontinent where 
Christianity had at least a modest foothold. Dain was excited at the pros-
pect, but not overconfident. Graham had his own doubts, but was bol-
stered by the opinion of President Eisenhower and Secretary Dulles that, 
by authoritative preaching of the Christian message, he could serve as a 
counterbalance to recent efforts by the Soviet Union to bring an officially 
“nonaligned” India under the umbrella of atheistic communism. Graham 
liked the idea of having a dual role of soul winner and semi- official rep-
resentative of American foreign policy, and he relished the opportunity to 
visit a quite different culture.19

Unrelated political turmoil forced cancellation of public services in 
Bombay (now Mumbai), but attendance in Madras topped 100,000 over 
three days. An early high point came at Kottayam, in the heart of India’s 
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Christian population in the far south of the country. Though the popula-
tion of the city was only 50,000, 5,000 worshipers gathered at 4:00 a.m. to 
pray for the evangelist and the crusade. They surely felt their prayers had 
been answered that evening when Graham took the platform to address 
a crowd of 75,000, the largest gathering of Christians ever seen in the 
region.20 An even larger crowd, estimated at over 100,000, greeted him at 
Palamcottah a few days later.21

The excitement of revival did not cause Graham to forget his role as 
a diplomat without portfolio, nor were India’s political leaders unaware 
of his ties to the highest levels of the American government. The head of 
India’s ruling Congress Party met his plane at the airport in Bombay and 
ambassadors and staff members from various embassies were seated in 
places of honor at crusade services. Near the end of the tour, he received, 
with the aid of efforts by Secretary Dulles and US ambassador John 
Sherman Cooper, a coveted but awkward meeting with Prime Minister 
Jawaharlal Nehru.22

Although Graham had been careful to compliment and refrain from 
public criticism of Indian culture and Hindu religion, a book by an evan-
gelical journalist who had accompanied the team on the tour quoted pas-
sages from Graham’s diary and letters home that spoke of the “powers of 
darkness and heathenism” manifested in the spectacle of priests laying 
offerings before phallic sculptures in a Benares temple. The author added 
to the offense by observing that “a majority of the economic problems 
now suffered in India could be wiped out overnight if they would eat their 
cows instead of worshiping them.” Such statements drew heavy fire from 
the Indian government and the religious community, both of which felt 
deeply aggrieved that Graham’s apparent warmth toward Indian culture 
masked a typically Western attitude of superiority and condescension. 
Graham apologized, insisted he had “learned a lesson,” and vowed, “It 
will never happen again.”23

Sixteen years later, in 1972, Graham made a second visit to India, this 
time to the strife- torn region of Nagaland, a predominantly Christian state 
in the northeast of India whose fight for independence from the Hindu- 
dominated New Delhi government had led to decades of guerrilla action 
against national troops, making the region so dangerous that Westerners 
seldom received permission to enter. Permission was eventually granted, 
but the peace was not perfect. A few days before the first service in the 
capital city of Kohima, guerrillas attacked an army convoy, killing several 
soldiers. After the meeting got underway, a man attending a morning 
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Bible class died from a guerrilla’s bullet and several more deaths occurred 
during a resulting skirmish. The authorities did not deem these sufficient 
reason to cancel the event, in part because 100,000 people had come from 
all over the region and were causing less trouble than they might if their 
long- held hopes were dashed by state authorities.

More than 4,000 made decisions for Christ during the three- day cam-
paign. Christianity will always be a minority religion in India, but the 
evangelical version is the largest and most vibrant component of that 
minority in Nagaland. One minister deeply involved in the effort said, “In 
Nagaland, we never call it the Billy Graham Crusade. To this day, we call it 
the Kohima Miracle.”24

Before returning to the United States, Graham met with Prime Minister 
Indira Gandhi in New Delhi to ask her, at President Nixon’s request, what 
qualities she wanted in the person the president would soon appoint to be 
the US ambassador to India. “She told me,” Graham recalled, “ ‘I want one 
who has the ear of the President, who knows economics, and who knows 
something about India.’ So I went right over to the embassy and said that 
straight to the president, and he appointed [Daniel Patrick] Moynihan.” 
When he returned to Washington, Graham met with Moynihan and 
shared his insights about India, including information he had received 
from Christians in Gandhi’s cabinet. Moynihan was grateful for the infor-
mation, Graham said. “He thought I had had him appointed. We got down 
on our knees and prayed together about his going to India.”25

A third campaign, styled a Good News Festival, occurred in December 
1977, two weeks after India had suffered a devastating cyclone. Sharing 
the preaching with his Indian associate Akbar Haqq, Graham preached to 
large crowds in Calcutta and Hyderabad, then packed Madras’s Jawaharlal 
Nehru Stadium, named for the prime minister who had received Graham 
so coolly two decades earlier.26

Australia and New Zealand, 1959, 
1968– 1969, 1979

After his first visit to India in early 1956, Graham spent almost all of 
the next three years holding crusades in in the United States. With the 
exception of a three- week tour in the Caribbean to begin 1958, he did 
not venture abroad again until 1959, when he spent four months in 
Australia and New Zealand. The initial invitation had come from the 
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Anglican archbishop of Sydney, joined by most other Anglican leaders 
and other prominent Protestant churchmen as well.27 In a number of 
ways, the tour, which included eight cities in Australia and three in New 
Zealand, with landline relays to more than four hundred communities, 
was reminiscent of Harringay. Attendance outstripped expectations and 
final services set attendance records in the largest venues, including the 
Melbourne stadium that had hosted the 1956 Olympics.28 Television had 
come to the region only two years earlier, and Billy Graham was its first 
national attraction, dominating its schedule for nearly three months 
and, in the words of one observer, attracting “the closest to national adu-
lation of an overseas figure, other than the Queen, that Australia has 
ever seen.” Attendance for all services in both countries exceeded three 
million, and countless others heard the sermons on television. Known 
inquirers numbered almost 150,000, three quarters of whom claimed 
to be making first- time decisions.29 An Anglican bishop reckoned the 
crusade to be “the biggest thing that ever happened in the church history 
of Australia.” As in the aftermath of Harringay, significant numbers of 
young men entered seminary. A  quarter- century later, Jack Dain, who 
transferred from India to Sydney, claimed, “The Anglican Church in 
Sydney is totally Evangelical.”30

Encore visits to Australia and New Zealand in 1968 and 1969 produced 
a mix of responses. Sydney once again shone brightest. A high number 
of clergy and other church leaders who traced their spiritual rebirth to 
the 1959 crusade took the lead in this effort, which attracted an aggregate 
audience of more than 500,000 over eight days. More than 70 percent 
of inquirers said they were making a first- time decision, implying a net 
gain for the supporting churches, not just revival among existing mem-
bers. The reception in Melbourne, Adelaide, and Auckland was cooler, 
even hostile at times, but less because of Graham’s theology than because 
of his perceived closeness to President Nixon and presumed approval of 
US policy in Vietnam. The closing service in Melbourne, however, drew 
85,000 and an unusually large number of youthful inquirers. A  three- 
week campaign in 1979, limited to Sydney, drew a total of 491,000— a 
good showing, but only 10,000 more than the eight- day event had drawn 
a decade earlier. As J. Edwin Orr, one of evangelical Christianity’s fore-
most scholars of revival, observed in 1986 about Graham’s visits, “They 
were the greatest crusades Australia has ever seen, but Australia is still 
far from revived.”31
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Africa, 1960, 1973

In 1960, Graham made an eight- week tour of sixteen cities in ten coun-
tries in Africa.32 Not all those new stars in his crown were equally bright. 
North and South Rhodesia and Nigeria provided nearly two- thirds of the 
aggregate audience of 570,000 and half of the 35,000 souls who answered 
Graham’s invitation over thirty- one services.33 Public response to the evan-
gelist also varied more pointedly than in campaigns in other countries. The 
invitation to visit Liberia had come from President William V. S. Tubman. 
Vice- President William R. Tolbert chaired the crusade, and Graham was 
made a Grand Commander of the Humane Order of African Redemption, 
Liberia’s second- highest civil honor. Despite such high- level backing, the 
five days of meetings drew fewer than 13,000 people. Crowds in Ghana 
were also unimpressive, despite a warm reception from President Kwame 
Nkrumah.

More predictable opposition came from other religionists. In Islam- 
dominated northern Nigeria, Muslims sharply attacked his claims for the 
deity of Christ and resented his criticisms of Islam in his sermons. He 
had to abandon plans to preach in Sudan after Muslims there complained 
that services would disrupt proper observance of Ramadan.34 Elsewhere, 
he was confronted though not really threatened by practitioners of indig-
enous native religions— animism, shamanism, juju, idolatry, and the 
like— whose beliefs and practices were less familiar to him and for which 
he had little response other than to tell them, “God loves you, and Jesus 
died on the cross for you,” and to make clear that becoming a Christian 
meant repudiating their idols and other aspects of tribal religion. 35

Inevitably and repeatedly, Graham had to deal with the issue that was 
roiling his own country as much as some of the countries in Africa: race. 
Wherever he preached, he emphasized that Jesus was not a white man, 
not a European; that he was born near Africa and taken there for safety 
as an infant; and that an African helped carry his cross. White and black 
Christians took counselor training together and sat mingled in the ser-
vices in Kenya and elsewhere.36 His insistence that blacks be admitted to 
services in Northern and Southern Rhodesia (now Zambia and Zimbabwe) 
resulted in the first integrated public meetings ever conducted in either 
country.37 He declined to carry the crusade to South Africa after being told 
blacks would not be permitted to attend its meetings, and he pointedly 
criticized that country’s policy of apartheid. “I don’t see how the South 
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African approach can possibly work,” he said. “Race barriers will ulti-
mately have to end.”38

Acknowledging the failures of segregation in America and the past unjust 
treatment of Native Americans, he said, “to keep the races in total separa-
tion is a policy that won’t work and is immoral and unchristian.”39Though 
such statements indicated he had come to understand the importance 
of altering social structures, he angered black nationalists in some areas 
by repeating the assertion that the changes needed in both America and 
South Africa would come only through widespread religious revival and 
changing individual hearts.

The tour concluded with visits to Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, where 
Graham was received by the patriarch of the Ethiopian Orthodox Church 
and Emperor Haile Selassie, a longtime friend of evangelical missions, 
and to Cairo, where he spoke to a crowd of 10,000, apparently the first 
such gathering in Egyptian history.40

Graham stopped briefly in both Jordan and Israel before returning to 
the United States. In Jordan he denied having worked to assist Israel in 
any significant way, and in Israel he readily accepted Prime Minister David 
Ben Gurion’s request that he preach only at explicitly Christian gather-
ings and not mention Jesus when speaking to Jewish audiences. 41 At a 
press conference in the King David Hotel, he announced that he had no 
intention of proselytizing anyone. In fact, he said, “I must be grateful to 
you for proselytizing me. For Jesus Christ was a Jew, all the apostles were 
Jews, and the whole early church was Jewish.” Graham also used the time 
in Israel to visit with and form long- standing friendships with the Israeli 
political giants Abba Eban and Golda Meir. A few years later, Ms. Meir pre-
sented him with one of his most treasured possessions, a Bible inscribed, 
“To a great teacher in all the important matters to humanity and a true 
friend of Israel.”42

Though certainly not a failure, the African campaign apparently con-
vinced Graham that the task of evangelizing Africa should be left to others. 
The only other visit to the vast continent in his capacity as an evangelist 
was in 1973, when he consented to participate in the Congress of Mission 
and Evangelism in South Africa. In addition, he agreed to hold a rally in 
Kings Park Rugby Stadium in Durban, the site of the conference, and also 
at the Wanderers Cricket Ground in Johannesburg a week later. As a pre-
condition for both appearances, Graham insisted that it would be open to 
all races, with no segregated seating.43
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The Durban event drew 45,000 for the first major public interracial 
gathering in the country’s history. As he tried to absorb the sight of blacks 
and whites sitting together without apparent discomfort, a Zulu Christian 
said, “Even if Billy Graham doesn’t stand up to preach, this has been enough 
of a testimony.”44 When Graham did stand up to preach, he stressed that 
“Christianity is not a white man’s religion. Christ belongs to the whole 
world. His gospel is for everyone, whoever you are.” 45Even though he did 
not use the word “apartheid,” the implication was not missed. The next 
day, the Durban newspaper headline proclaimed, “Apartheid Doomed.” 
In Johannesburg a week later, Graham spoke to a thoroughly integrated 
crowd of 60,000 at a service carried over the state- run radio network, 
leading a popular magazine to characterize the two services as “knockout 
blows” against apartheid. The nefarious system still had plenty of corro-
sive life left in it, but these giant demonstrations of belief that God is “no 
respecter of persons” surely left a significant mark.46

South America, 1962, 1974

Graham added another continent to his life list in 1962 by making two for-
ays into seven South American countries. As had become his custom, the 
preacher met with the president beforehand. President John F. Kennedy, 
a Roman Catholic, asked Graham if he expected to run into trouble with 
Catholics, who might resent his intrusion into their territory and the impli-
cation that they were not acceptably Christian. It was a relevant question, 
and reception was indeed mixed.47 In Baranquilla, Colombia, Catholic 
clergy pressured the mayor into denying Graham permission to speak at 
the city’s largest baseball stadium. In Maracaibo, Venezuela, protesters 
tore down crusade placards, posted anti- Graham leaflets in their place, and 
assailed a government building where Graham was speaking, firing guns 
into the air and holding signs that read “Yankee No,” “Down with Kennedy,” 
and “Castro Si.” Those sentiments indicated the opposition was primarily 
political, and anti- American rather than anti- Protestant, and Graham was 
able to preach without problems to a crowd of 4,000 at a baseball park.48 
Response in Cali, Colombia, and Caracas, Venezuela, was friendlier, but 
in Paraguay the Catholic archbishop explicitly warned parishioners not 
to attend Graham’s meeting. Whatever the impact of such opposition, 
crowds were modest in both Paraguay and neighboring Uruguay. Larger 
crowds greeted the evangelist in Chile, Argentina, and Brazil, giving him 
and Protestant Christianity exposure in the media. A veteran missionary 
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credited Graham’s visits with stimulating a surge of evangelistic efforts. 
That said, instead of listing every city in which Graham held a service, 
BGEA records compress these five weeks into a single line, “Tour- South 
America.” Histories of Graham’s ministry are scarcely more informative, 
although one of the iconic photographs in Graham publications and other 
media is that of a 225,000- person crowd packing Maracana Stadium in 
Rio de Janeiro in 1974.49 At the direction of the president of Brazil, himself 
an evangelical, the largest television station in Rio made that service avail-
able to over 100 million people.50

East Asia
Tokyo, 1967

In 1967 Graham took on a daunting challenge by agreeing to hold a crusade 
in Tokyo, where only 16,000 of the city’s 11 million attended any Christian 
church on Sunday, and that tiny minority was riven by sectarian strife, 
competition, and jealousy among leaders. As elsewhere, however, compet-
ing factions came together and the campaign packed a 15,000- seat indoor 
arena for ten days, providing encouragement and some lasting growth in 
the city’s churches. Graham himself was sufficiently encouraged that he 
established a branch office of BGEA in Tokyo, to provide a staging base for 
efforts in the Far East.51

China, 1971

Following the example of Presidents Eisenhower and Lyndon Johnson, 
Richard Nixon made good use of Graham as an informal— and quite 
willing— envoy in situations where his reputation and contacts could plau-
sibly make him more effective than a member of the diplomatic corps. 
“We thought highly of his abilities in that regard,” Nixon’s chief of staff 
H. R. Haldeman acknowledged. “He had contact at a very personal level 
with people of enormous diplomatic importance. He was astute in those 
situations, in the sense of his being a keen observer of people. People tend 
to confide in him more than they would to other people. He draws out 
their inner feelings. That can be enormously important diplomatically.”52

Those skills proved especially valuable in 1971, when Graham aided 
Nixon’s efforts to forge better relations with the People’s Republic of 
China, an initiative eventually regarded as one of Nixon’s most notable 
achievements. Though he had once called the PRC “the most dangerous 
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enemy of freedom in the world,” Graham trusted Nixon’s intentions and 
assembled a group of more than thirty wary conservative leaders for a 
detailed briefing on the situation from the national security adviser, Henry 
Kissinger, hoping they could tamp down anxiety in their circles of influ-
ence.53 Shortly after that, he visited with Generalissimo and Madame 
Chiang Kai- shek in Taipei, stressing to them that the United States would 
not abandon the Republic of China and would honor its long- standing 
commitment to defend the small and vulnerable country. According to 
briefing papers in the National Archives, Nixon asked Graham to extend 
his warmest personal greetings to the Chiangs, acknowledge the personal 
anxiety he realized they must be experiencing, and assure them that “no 
secret deals have been struck or will be struck” that permit “improvements 
in relations with Peking at the expense of the vital interests of our allies 
in Asia, especially the Republic of China.” The White House obviously 
regarded Graham as a crucial interlocutor— “the one person from this 
country that [the Chiangs] will listen to and would like to meet with.”54 
The personal ties between Graham and the Chiangs were indeed binding. 
When the Generalissimo died in 1975, Graham presided over a memorial 
service for him at the National Cathedral in Washington, and Madame 
Chiang returned the favor by serving as honorary chairman of a successful 
five- day crusade in Taipei later in the year.55

Korea, 1952, 1974

When Graham visited American troops in Korea in 1952, he was deeply 
impressed by the intense dedication he found in the rapidly growing 
Christian church. When he returned in 1974, he witnessed the fruit of 
that dedication in unforgettable fashion. By that time, 10 percent of the 
population claimed to be Christian, and their number was growing at a 
rate four times that of the population. It helped greatly that the govern-
ment, oppressive in many respects, viewed Christianity as an effective 
counterforce to communism and gave it favored treatment. “Anything that 
promotes anticommunism,” one prominent Korean leader explained, “the 
Korean government favors.”56

As evidence of that assertion, Graham and the sponsoring committee 
were given permission to use the People’s Plaza, a mile- long former air-
strip on Yeouido Island that was usually restricted to military parades and 
state- sponsored events. In addition, the Army Corps of Engineers built a 
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platform large enough to hold a 10,000- member choir and installed pow-
erful arc lights and a superb sound system.

Both Graham and his hosts had voiced some apprehensions about 
holding the event at such a vast venue, fearing that even a good crowd 
would seem tiny and insignificant. They need not have worried. Hours 
before the first service began, 300,000 people were already in place. By 
the time Cliff Barrows led the first hymn, the congregation had swelled 
to half a million. At the closing service on Sunday afternoon, a densely 
packed ribbon of people stretched half a mile to either side of the plat-
form, comprising an estimated 1,200,000 souls, one of the largest pub-
lic religious gatherings in history. In five days, Graham had preached to 
an aggregate audience of more than three million. On the last day, as 
a helicopter lifted him above the plaza and skimmed along the sea of 
white handkerchiefs waving beneath him, Graham said the only thing 
that made sense to him:  “This is the work of God. There is no other 
explanation.”57

Dr. Han Kyung Chik, a Presbyterian pastor who headed the commit-
tee that had invited Graham, reckoned that “with the Billy Graham cru-
sade, the Korean church came of age.” As had happened in so many places 
before, churches and parachurch agencies that had been competitors, 
and not always friendly ones, came together in a cooperative spirit that 
lasted beyond the crusade and enabled them to be effective collaborators 
in future ventures. Over the next three years, Presbyterians, Baptists, and 
charismatic churches exploded in growth, establishing hundreds of new 
churches. A Korean- only crusade on the same plaza in 1977 drew more 
than a million each night. By the end of the twentieth century, almost 
30 percent of Koreans professed to be Christians, and South Korea is now 
a major producer of foreign missionaries.58

Communist Nations
Behind the Iron Curtain, 1977– 1992

One of most fascinating and controversial segments of Graham’s ministry 
comprised the years 1977– 1992, when he managed to penetrate the former 
Soviet Union and its satellite countries behind the Iron Curtain. After hav-
ing been described in America as “Communism’s Public Enemy Number 
One” and blasted in the Communist press as a warmongering, hypo-
critical demagogue serving as an agent of US foreign policy, he obtained 
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unprecedented privileges for his own ministry and played a significant 
role in extending religious freedom to others in many of those countries.

The first crack in the curtain came in 1977, with the aid of Alexander 
Haraszti, a physician and Baptist minister who had left Hungary during 
the 1956 Hungarian Revolution and moved to Atlanta, but had maintained 
extensive contacts in his native country.59 After years of cultivating ties 
among evangelical leaders and appropriate bureaucrats in the Hungarian 
government, Dr.  Haraszti obtained official permission for Graham to 
preach in several small evangelical churches and to make a few remarks 
at the closing services at a Baptist youth camp in the mountains near 
the Danube. He informed a hesitant Graham that no demands would be 
made and no promises given, but that if he proved to be a good guest and 
reported on the degree of religious freedom he did see rather than on 
its limits, he could expect return visits to follow. Publicity for Graham’s 
appearances was meager, but churches were allowed to sell tapes and tran-
scripts of his sermons. Estimates of the size of the audience for his “clos-
ing remarks” at the youth camp ranged between 15,000 and 30,000, many 
of whom had traveled hundreds of miles to hear the man whose name was 
not even on the program. In interviews with Western reporters, Graham 
spoke positively of the extent of religious liberty he had seen in Hungary. 
In return, the bureaucrat in charge of the State Office for Religious Affairs 
assured him that his ministry to the socialist countries of Eastern Europe 
was just beginning.

That prediction proved correct. In 1978, Graham took a ten- day tour 
of Poland, with good cooperation from the state and from both Protestant 
and Catholic churches. A  visit to Auschwitz had a profound effect on 
him, stiffening his growing resolve to work for peace and reconciliation.60 
A few months later, when the World Council of Churches began to call for 
approval of the new Strategic Arms Limitation Talks (SALT II), Graham 
added his voice to the chorus and soon began to call for “SALT 10,” a leap-
frogging over incremental gains to “the bilateral, verifiable eradication of 
all nuclear, biochemical and laser weapons used for mass destruction.”61 
In 1982 Graham received and accepted— despite stiff objection from high 
levels in the US government, especially in the State Department, and also 
from his wife Ruth— an invitation to participate in the World Conference 
of Religious Workers for Saving the Sacred Gift of Life from Nuclear 
Catastrophe, sponsored by the Russian Orthodox Church. The early ses-
sions of the conference, held at an International Trade Center in Moscow, 
confirmed suspicions that it was to be a propaganda barrage against the 
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United States and other Western powers. After listening to anti- US dia-
tribes for a bit, Graham, sitting on the platform and visible to all, removed 
his headphones as a signal that he would not listen to further attacks on 
his country. After other prominent American churchmen expressed their 
displeasure, the attacks abruptly ceased.

When Graham’s turn come to speak the next day, he spoke bluntly, 
comparing the United States and Russia to small boys playing with lighted 
matches in a room knee- deep with gasoline, both knowing that if either 
dropped just one match, mutual destruction was certain. He also noted 
that the monies spent on weaponry robbed millions of the necessities 
of life, causing “a hidden holocaust of unimaginable proportions in our 
world.” He then called on all nations to recognize and respect the right of 
religious belief and practice of all people and renewed the call for SALT 
10, “to remove this deadly blight from our midst and save the sacred gift 
of life from nuclear catastrophe.” His address received three minutes of 
sustained applause and Cossack- style foot stamping.62

Unfortunately, those minutes of triumph were soon eclipsed by 
repeated encounters with reporters in Moscow and after his return to the 
United States, in which Graham ineptly expressed appreciation for the 
gracious hospitality— “caviar at almost every meal”— and religious free-
dom he had been accorded while in Russia, giving an impression that 
ordinary Soviet citizens enjoyed those same benefits. Such sentiments 
met with dismay from religious people in Russia and anger and disdain 
from staunch friends and usual critics in the United States. Astonished, 
Graham claimed his words had been distorted, acknowledged that he 
realized the Soviets were using his statements for propaganda purposes, 
but insisted that his propaganda, the gospel of Christ, was stronger than 
theirs. In general, American media and religious leaders did not buy it.

Much as Graham and his colleagues hoped, however, his behavior at 
the Moscow conference convinced Soviet authorities that he was no appar-
ent threat to public order or political stability. Later that year, he obtained 
permission to visit the German Democratic Republic (East Germany) and 
Czechoslovakia. Neither visit was a great success with either church or 
government leaders, but they kept doors open. Then, in 1984, he was able 
to speak more than fifty times in churches and other religious settings 
in four USSR cities, including Moscow and Leningrad, something no 
Westerner had ever been allowed to do. While in Moscow, Graham met 
with Boris Ponomarev, a high- ranking member of the Central Committee 
of the Communist Party and the Politburo. In a long and reportedly warm 
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conversation, Graham acknowledged deep differences between the United 
States and the USSR, but expressed his conviction that the countries 
must learn to coexist in peace. He stressed that religious people, whether 
Orthodox, Protestant, Jew, or Muslim, were not a threat to the Soviet order, 
and that repressing them was a significant barrier to detente between the 
two world powers, given the high value Americans place on freedom of 
religion. He specifically recommended lifting regulations and adminis-
trative measures that discriminate against believers, allowing Bibles and 
other religious materials to be freely published, and permitting freer oper-
ation of seminaries and other institutions for training religious leaders.

Without question, Graham’s own opportunities to proclaim the 
Christian gospel expanded beyond what he had ever dreamed possible, 
even when circumstances were less than ideal. In Romania in 1985, for 
example, the repressive Ceausescu government forbade the use of loud-
speakers to address huge overflow crowds outside churches in Timosoara 
and Bucharest.63A return visit to Hungary not long after that went more 
smoothly. A crowd of more than 20,000 gathered in front of the Roman 
Catholic cathedral in Pecs not only heard him but were able to see him 
on a twelve- by- eight- meter Diamond Vision screen brought in from Great 
Britain. In Budapest, he spoke to 14,500 people in a state- owned sports 
arena.64 A third visit, in 1989, marked a fitting culmination of Alexander 
Haraszti’s dreams. In marked contrast to his tightly circumscribed first 
visit, Graham’s appearance was widely advertised and given prominent 
attention in state- owned media. At the final service, Dr. Haraszti stood 
at Graham’s side on the platform, translating the evangelist’s sermon for 
the estimated 110,000 people who packed Hungary’s largest stadium. At 
the invitation, 27,000 people came forward, the largest response Graham 
had ever seen in his long ministry. A week later, the service was aired on 
the state television network. And shortly after that, the State Office for 
Religious Affairs was abolished and the government announced it was 
removing all barriers to the free development of churches in Hungary.65

Other efforts followed, including an event in 1990, a year after the 
Berlin Wall came down, when Graham preached in front of the Reichstag, 
next to the Brandenburg Gate, to more than 10,000 people who stood in 
freezing rain for the first ecumenical gathering of East and West Germans 
in more than thirty years.

For Graham, however, “Something beyond all expectations” would 
soon come to pass. In 1959, while traveling (officially) as a tourist, he had 
knelt in Red Square and prayed that he might live long enough to see 
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revival come to Russia. As late as 1986, after all the progress he had seen,  
Dr. Haraszti had said, “We don’t expect that Billy Graham will ever be 
able to preach in public in Moscow.” But in 1992, with the support of 150 
churches in the city and 3,000 more from elsewhere in Russia, Graham 
preached in the huge indoor Olympic Stadium, smashing the venue’s pre-
vious attendance record of 38,000 on each of three nights. At the final 
meeting on Sunday, 50,000 people jammed into the arena and 20,000 
others watched on a large screen outside as Graham told “the old, old 
story.” The famed Russian Army Chorus sang “The Battle Hymn of the 
Republic,” bringing the audience to its feet for the refrain, “Glory, glory 
hallelujah /  His truth is marching on.”66

China, 1988

In 1988, Graham fulfilled a long- standing dream of his and Ruth’s— to 
preach the gospel in China, where Ruth had spent her childhood in a 
Presbyterian medical mission run by her parents, and to urge the Chinese 
Communist government to allow Christians to worship and evangelize 
freely. The trip had full approval from both the US and Chinese govern-
ments, and the Graham team was extensively prepped by former president 
Richard Nixon, a study group from the State Department, a China expert 
from Johns Hopkins, the noted China consultant Sidney Rittenberg, and 
the former Chinese ambassador to the United States Zhang Wenjin. Zhang 
was also the head of the Chinese People’s Association for Friendship 
with Foreign Countries, which had played a major role in arranging the 
invitation.67

Following the template that had worked well behind the Iron Curtain, 
the Grahams had three goals for the mission: (1) assure the Chinese govern-
ment that Christians were model citizens, (2) assure Chinese Christians 
that the rest of the Christian world was aware of them and their difficul-
ties, and (3) emphasize the importance of peace.

In contrast to the low- key, almost clandestine nature of Graham’s first 
visits to Eastern Europe in 1977, this seventeen- day tour of five cities was a 
major public event that included a banquet hosted by Ambassador Zhang 
in the Great Hall of the People, a luncheon for political and religious lead-
ers at the US Embassy, and an hour- long visit with Premier Li Ping during 
which the premier acknowledged a gap between official guarantees of reli-
gious freedom and actual practice. He conceded that China needed “moral 
power” and “spiritual forces” to undergird its efforts at modernization. 
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The unannounced visit with the premier was featured on Chinese televi-
sion, radio, and in newspapers throughout the country. Appearances in 
the other cities on the itinerary met with similar excitement and media 
attention.68 Christians are likely to remain a tiny minority in China, but 
Rittenberg commended Graham for representing Christianity to Chinese 
leaders as “a powerful moral force to support the Chinese people in their 
mighty, backbreaking efforts to escape from poverty, both moral and mate-
rial,” and providing valuable suggestions as to “how they might better 
shape and administer the policy on religious freedom.” In this manner, 
Rittenberg said, “Mr. Graham is opening the big door for the advance of 
Christianity in China. In doing so, he will promote the opening of all the 
little doors.”69

North Korea, 1992, 1994

North Korea— officially the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea 
(DPRK)— was a different story. Professing Christians numbered fewer 
than 2 percent of the population, and that estimate may have been high. 
The officially atheistic Communist regime opposed almost all religious 
expression, and the capital city of Pyongyang had only two Christian 
church buildings, one Protestant and one Catholic. Despite this regime 
of repression, the Korean (Protestant) Christian Federation and the 
Korean Catholics Association somehow managed to get government 
approval to invite Billy Graham to visit their country, with the under-
standing that his appearances would be quite limited, as indeed they 
were. With the approval of President George H. W. Bush and Secretary 
of State James A.  Baker III, he accepted and made the visit in April 
1992. He preached at both of the Pyongyang’s churches and spoke to 
about 400 students at Kim Il Sung University, giving them the basics 
of Christian faith and some idea of the role it had played in American 
history.70

The high point of the April 1992 trip was a long and well- publicized 
visit with Kim Il Sung, the DPRK’s elderly leader, to which state televi-
sion gave extensive coverage, describing their conversation as “warm and 
cordial.” President Kim expressed hope that “a new spring will come in 
the relation between our two countries.” Two years later, Graham received 
and accepted another invitation. In most respects, the second visit was a 
replay of the first, but the three- hour visit with the president went beyond 
customary politesse as Graham sought to explore the possibilities of that 
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“new spring,” bringing word from President Bill Clinton that the United 
States would be open to a warmer relationship once North Korea agreed 
to allow international teams to inspect its nuclear weapons facilities. This 
agitated Kim, who said the two presidents needed to establish a personal 
relationship before talking about their problems. Steven Linton, a Korean 
expert who accompanied Graham on the trip, described the scene as “two 
old men bantering,” with Graham trying to assure Kim that Clinton was 
a young man “doing the best he can, under the circumstances.” In effect, 
Linton discerned, this was “a polite way for one old man to tell another 
old man that they were dealing with young men, and that young men can 
sometimes be brash,” but that Clinton’s intentions were sincere and hon-
orable. A few weeks later, Kim agreed to let international inspectors visits 
the nuclear sites. Linton thought it quite plausible that Graham’s infor-
mal diplomacy played a role in this concession by “[providing] a motive 
for allowing the inspections that didn’t hurt Kim Il Sung’s pride. It made 
it more a favor that he was bestowing than a concession that had been 
wrung out of him.”71

Franklin Graham has since made several trips to the DPRK, and his 
Samaritan’s Purse organization has provided more than $10  million in 
dental, medical, and other aid to that country. In a conversation with Fox 
News’s Greta Van Susteren, he recalled the warmth of his father’s friend-
ship with Kim Il Sung and, while acknowledging the repressive nature 
of Kim’s regime, felt that “if he had lived, we would be in a much better 
relationship between the United States and the DRPK.”72

To the Uttermost Parts of the Earth:  
Billy Graham as a Media Innovator

Though he was best known for record- breaking appearances at major ven-
ues around the world, Graham was always ready to extend his reach to the 
multitudes who could not hear him in person by creative use of media. As 
noted, more than a million people were able to hear the 1954 Harringay 
crusade in London via landline telephone relays to theaters, churches, and 
rented halls throughout much of the United Kingdom. The Earls Court 
crusade ten years later featured an upgrade from audio lines to closed 
circuit television. The next major step came in 1970, when crusade ser-
vices in Dortmund, Germany, were relayed to Eidophor big- screen televi-
sion projectors in thirty- nine venues in ten nations in Europe. Although 
dubbed Europe 70, the services were also sent from Monte Carlo by the 
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missionary- run Trans- World Radio to Africa and the Middle East, as well 
as to all of Eastern and Western Europe.73

Closed- circuit transmission gave way to satellites in 1985, when meet-
ings from Sheffield, England, were beamed all over Great Britain. The cap-
stone of this ever- evolving process was named Mission World, signifying 
an attempt to preach the gospel “to the whole creation.” The first phase, 
in 1989, extended services in London to more than 30 countries in Africa. 
The 1990 second phase, Mission World Asia, proclaimed the gospel, trans-
lated into 45 languages, from Hong Kong to more than 70,000 satellite 
and video crusades in 30 countries in Asia and the Pacific. Two years later, 
in November 1991, crusade services originating in Buenos Aires reached 
an estimated 65 million people in 20 countries of South America, Central 
America, and Spanish- speaking countries in the Caribbean. The European 
segment, ProChrist 93, featured services originating in Essen, Germany, 
translated simultaneously into 44 languages, and transmitted via satellite 
to more than a thousand venues in 56 countries and territories in 16 time 
zones. This brought the number of countries reached through Mission 
World to 141, involving at least 95 different time zones.

The culmination of Mission World came when culturally adapted pro-
grams were molded around sermons Billy Graham preached in Hiram 
Bithorn Stadium in San Juan, Puerto Rico, on March 16– 18, 1995. After 
translation into 116 different languages, the sermons bounced off 30 sepa-
rate satellites to 3,000 downlink sites in 185 countries in all 29 time zones, 
to be viewed at appropriate hours. In addition, the programs were aired 
over national television networks in 117 countries and seen in the United 
States over several cable television systems and in national syndication. 
BGEA estimated that more than a billion people heard at least one of 
the programs. With the possible exception of the Olympics, this project, 
dubbed Global Mission, may well have been the most technologically com-
plex example of worldwide communication ever attempted. David Barrett, 
coauthor of the World Christian Encyclopedia and widely regarded as a top 
authority on world missions, predicted that future students of world mis-
sions would view this initiative “as one of the most significant events in 
the worldwide spread of Christianity.”74

Ecumenical Conferences

Ever since Acts 2:41 recorded that, in response to Peter’s sermon on the 
day of Pentecost, “there were added that day about three thousand souls,” 
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evangelists have kept track of the size of their crowds and the number 
who responded to the invitation they extended. By that measure alone, 
Billy Graham has been the most successful evangelist in Christian his-
tory, with little chance his records will ever be broken. But those numbers 
can obscure contributions that are more far- reaching and longer lasting. 
Foremost among these has been Graham’s role as an ecumenical leader. 
His early practice of insisting that his crusades have the backing of a 
majority of denominations in a locale resulted in what has been called 
“project ecumenism.” The experience of working with people from differ-
ent denominations in preparation for crusades led to warmer feelings and 
altered stereotypes that made theological differences seem less important 
and future cooperation more likely.

Graham’s more enduring ecumenical achievement, however, was 
his leadership in the formation of a worldwide evangelical movement 
that has taken its place alongside Roman Catholicism and “mainline” 
Protestantism. Absolutely crucial to that development, particularly outside 
the United States, were a set of landmark conferences in Berlin, Lausanne, 
and Amsterdam.

Berlin

The Protestant ecumenical movement is often traced to the 1910 World 
Missionary Conference in Edinburgh, when the Methodist layman John 
R.  Mott, general secretary of the World Student Christian Federation, 
called on all Protestant denominations to subordinate their theological 
differences and work together for “The Evangelization of the World in 
This Generation.” Two world wars, the Great Depression, and the growing 
influence of “modernist” biblical criticism and theology seriously under-
cut the rationale for that enterprise and eroded confidence that it could be 
achieved.75 When the World Council of Churches was founded in 1948 at a 
conference in Amsterdam, its mission was seen not as rescuing lost souls 
from eternal punishment in hell, but as transforming sinful structures in 
efforts to repair the physical, social, and psychological damages caused 
by World War II. In subsequent major conferences, particularly those in 
Evanston, Illinois, in 1954 and New Delhi in 1961, the Council explicitly 
distinguished its mission from “the old form of evangelism” represented 
by Billy Graham. Although Graham attended all three of these meetings 
as an observer and declared himself “thrilled at the whole process of see-
ing world churchmen sitting down together, praying together, discussing 
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together,” he felt the Council had taken the wrong road and set about to 
think of ways to gather evangelicals together to recapture Mott’s vision of 
worldwide evangelism.76

After conferring extensively with other leading evangelicals, Graham 
decided to convene, under the auspices of Christianity Today, which he had 
founded in 1956, the World Congress on Evangelism, to be held in Berlin 
in 1966. Its purpose would be to define biblical evangelism, expound its 
relevance to the modern world, vigorously stress the urgency of proclaim-
ing the gospel throughout the world, and summon the church to give pri-
ority to that task.77 Eventually, an impressive and diverse group of 1,200 
theologians and experienced evangelists met for ten days in October in 
the ultramodern Kongresshalle near the Berlin Wall. In a keynote address, 
Graham sharply criticized the ecumenical advocates of universalism, 
which he charged with having taken the heart out of the missionary move-
ment. Just prior to the opening of the Berlin congress, the World Council 
of Churches had sponsored a conference in Geneva that called for “a revo-
lutionary change in social and political structures,” and even sanctioned 
the use of necessary violence. More pointedly, it specifically singled out 
Graham and others of the “evangelistic type” as “traitors to Christ’s cause” 
because of their reluctance to criticize unjust social structures.

Graham hit this one head- on, repeating his conviction that “if the 
Church went back to its main task of proclaiming the Gospel and getting 
people converted to Christ, it would have a far greater impact on the social, 
moral, and psychological needs of men than it could achieve through any 
other thing it could possibly do.” To accomplish that goal would require 
the churches to put aside minor differences and work in a spirit of coop-
erative unity, as people from many denominations worked together in his 
crusades for the purpose of evangelizing.78

The Berlin congress attracted wide attention in the United States and 
elsewhere, as the New York Times and other major papers gave it daily cov-
erage. A reporter for the Religious News Service compared the gathering 
to the Second Vatican Council and Graham to Pope John XXIII, “hold-
ing together forces that would unquestionably have exploded in all direc-
tions save for his presence.” Though perhaps hyperbolic, that description 
reflected the fact that hundreds of people who knew little about each other 
had found a unity in their enthusiasm for evangelism that more than off-
set their differences over doctrine and polity. Moreover, representatives 
from traditional evangelical denominations were amazed to find that 
representatives from denominations associated with World and National 
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Councils of Churches still retained a strong commitment to evangelism. 
Christianity Today editor Carl F. H. Henry agreed that the congress “shaped 
a mood in which Evangelicals sensed their larger need of each other and of 
mutual encouragement and enrichment,” and Western delegates seemed 
particularly surprised by what one observer called “the dynamic surge of 
evangelistic emphasis coming from the newer churches of Latin America, 
Africa, and Asia.”79 One of the more consequential effects of the confer-
ences resulted from Graham’s inviting Pentecostal luminary Oral Roberts 
to attend the congress. Roberts was hesitant, as were some of Graham’s 
associates, but Graham’s large spirit and Roberts’s desire to be accepted 
resulted in a strong friendship between the two men and proved to be 
important in bringing Pentecostals and evangelicals under the same rap-
idly enlarging ecumenical tent.80 The Berlin congress proved to be a cru-
cial event for evangelical Christianity, establishing it as an international 
movement capable of accomplishing more than its constituents had ever 
imagined.

Lausanne

As successful as it was, the Berlin gathering had been predominantly 
Western in composition. In the years that followed, the BGEA financed 
and helped organize regional follow- up conferences in Asia, Latin, 
America, Africa, Europe, and the United States. The success of these 
gatherings led to the desire for another world congress, this one to give 
more attention to specific strategies for implementing the dream of “the 
evangelization of the world in this generation.” After extensive consulta-
tion with leaders he had long known and respected, Graham persuaded 
the BGEA board to assume responsibility for financing the event, and in 
August 1974, 2,400 evangelical leaders from 150 countries gathered for ten 
days in Lausanne, Switzerland, for the International Congress on World 
Evangelization. Noting that it had been “[b] rought together largely through 
the efforts of the Rev. Billy Graham,” Time magazine called it “possibly the 
widest- ranging meeting of Christians ever held,” and said it “served notice 
of the vigor of conservative, resolutely biblical, fervently mission- minded 
Christianity. 81

In his keynote address, Graham reiterated his conviction that the decline 
of confidence in evangelism among liberal churches could be traced to a 
loss of confidence in the truth and authority of the Bible and a preoccupa-
tion with social and political problems, but he also acknowledged the need 
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for greater attention to valid social concerns and warned against identify-
ing the Christian gospel with any particular program or culture.

In addition to deepening the sense among evangelicals that they 
belonged to an increasingly unified, worldwide movement, the Lausanne 
congress moved beyond the Berlin gathering in several significant ways.

First, it gave high- profile visibility to the concept of “unreached peo-
ples.” Originally articulated at the Fuller Theological Seminary School 
of World Mission by recognized missiology experts Donald McGavran 
and Ralph Winter, the term refers to “people groups” having “no indig-
enous community of believing Christians with adequate numbers and 
resources to evangelize [their] people group without outside (cross- cul-
tural) assistance.” Prior to the conference, the Fuller School had collabo-
rated with World Vision to produce a handbook of “Unreached Peoples,” 
providing detailed information about the nearly two billion people in 
the world who fit this definition. Later versions of this publication, now 
known as the World Christian Encyclopedia and available online as the 
World Christian Database, are regarded as essential reference sources 
for world missions.

In his presentation to the assembly, Winter delineated three types of 
evangelism, code- named E1 (evangelizing “near neighbors,” people shar-
ing the same culture), E2 (evangelizing people with moderate cultural dif-
ferences, as when US missionaries evangelize in Scandinavia or South 
America), and E3 (evangelizing people of radically different cultures). 
While acknowledging that E3 evangelism is the most difficult, he stressed 
its importance in creating a critical mass that could then conduct E1 and 
E2 evangelism, both of which are more likely to succeed because fewer 
cultural barriers stand between them and their targets.

These closely related concepts have dominated evangelical understand-
ing of missions since the Lausanne congress. Don Hoke, a Japan mission-
ary and longtime Graham associate who served as executive director of the 
congress, explained, “[T] hose concepts were an in- house thing at Fuller. It 
would have taken years to get them out to the church. By giving Ralph that 
platform, [Lausanne] gave him worldwide visibility in one night. The press 
picked it up, mission leaders picked it up, and the whole thing has gone 
forward since then.”82

Understanding missionaries’ often ethnocentric reactions to unfamil-
iar cultures, speakers noted the need for greater cultural sensitivity and 
flexibility. This could include observing anything from noting dress codes 
and rules for interaction between the sexes to accepting polygamy— there 
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is, after all, a biblical precedent— and not trying to discourage former 
Muslims from meeting on Fridays and praying five times a day.

Lausanne also gave explicit attention to the responsibility of Christians 
to address issues of social justice, noting particularly the tendency of evan-
gelicals to identify with political and economic conservatism and, in the 
words of one speaker, to condemn “all the sins that well- behaved middle- 
class- people condemn, but say nothing about exploitation, intrigue, and 
dirty political maneuvering done by great multinational corporations 
around the world.”83 The tension between “otherworldly evangelism,” con-
cerned only with saving souls for eternity, and efforts to give serious atten-
tion to hunger, poverty, racism, injustice, and authoritarian governments 
was directly addressed in a landmark document emanating from the con-
gress and known as the Lausanne Covenant. Hammered out by a com-
mittee led by the evangelical intellectual giant John Stott, the Covenant 
affirmed the primacy of evangelism but made clear that “the results of 
evangelism include . . . responsible service in the world. … We affirm that 
evangelism and socio- political involvement are both part of our Christian 
duty. … Faith without works is dead.”

In the years that followed, evangelicals who had been brought together 
by Lausanne joined to form regional research centers, seminaries, exten-
sion programs, and in Asia alone at least two hundred agencies that trained 
and sent missionaries to neighboring nations. The International Bulletin of 
Missionary Research asserted that the Lausanne Covenant “may now be the 
broadest umbrella in the world under which professing Christians can be 
gathered to pray and strategize for the salvation of their cities.”84

The “Lausanne Movement” that followed the 1974 congress has orga-
nized numerous smaller conferences focusing on specific major topics 
or regions and two global gatherings, Lausanne II in Manila in 1989 and 
Lausanne III in Cape Town in 2010, the latter attended by 4,000 Christian 
leaders from 198 countries.85

Amsterdam

The third landmark ecumenical initiative culminated in three International 
Conferences for Itinerant Evangelists, held in Amsterdam in 1983, 1986, 
and 2000. These conferences sprang from a longtime dream of Graham’s 
to find an efficient way to share the simple, practical knowledge he felt 
would help men and women go about the task that had occupied his life, 
helping people answer the question, “What must I do to be saved?”
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They were not designed for prominent church leaders, or even primar-
ily for missionaries engaged in E2 and E3 evangelism among unreached or 
unfamiliar peoples, but for everyday, mostly unknown preachers engaged 
in itinerant E1 evangelism— traveling from place to place, preaching to 
their “near neighbors,” as Graham himself had done for most of his life.

Attendees— 4,000 in 1983, 9,600 in 1986, and 10,700 in 2000, 
all chosen from much larger pools of applicants— came from almost 
every country in the world. As the number of countries in the world 
rose, each conference could plausibly claim to include representatives 
of more countries than any event, religious or secular, in the history of 
the world. At the 1986 conference, which I attended, the average age of 
the 9,600 attendees was thirty- one. There were more Baptists than from 
any other single denomination, but Pentecostals outnumbered Baptists 
and 500 delegates were women— two years after the Southern Baptist 
Convention ruled that women should not serve as pastors or in other 
roles requiring ordination.

At that conference, similar in format to the others, the agenda featured 
dozens of plenary addresses by evangelical luminaries, including Graham 
himself, delivered in English and translated simultaneously into fifteen 
languages. More than a hundred workshops on such practical topics as 
“Finding and Securing New Sources of Financial Aid,” “Preparation and 
Delivery of an Evangelistic Message,” “Counselor Training,” “Follow- Up 
Methods,” and “The Evangelist’s Family Life” were broken into multiple 
language and regional groups. As at Pentecost, all heard in their own 
tongue.

In the years following these mammoth gatherings, numerous smaller 
regional conferences organized along the same lines have conveyed simi-
lar training to tens of thousands of additional evangelists from all over 
the world.

These conferences likely provide the true answer to the oft- asked ques-
tion, “Who will be the next Billy Graham?” It will not be a single towering 
figure, but the thousands of men and women trained by BGEA to carry on 
his kind of ministry, not in great stadiums or via synchronous- orbit satel-
lite, but in the highways and byways of the world, largely unknown outside 
their modest spheres. Like Billy Graham, they, too, serve as ambassadors— 
ambassadors for God and perhaps even, unofficially but with little sense of 
conflict, for their countries.
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 Preaching Good News to the Poor
Billy Graham and Evangelical Humanitarianism

David P. King

in 1950, Fresh from a meteoric rise into the national spotlight after his 
Los Angeles crusade, Billy Graham publicly announced he was canceling 
his order for a new Chevrolet. Instead, he would give all the money to 
American missionary Bob Pierce and his new organization World Vision 
to support evangelistic and relief efforts among Korean War orphans.1

More than fifty years later, at his last major public crusade in New York 
in 2005, a reporter asked the famous evangelist what he considered 
the world’s most pressing problem. Graham did not hesitate with his 
answer:  global poverty. Only a few years removed from September 11, 
Graham deliberately distanced himself from other American evangelicals 
forecasting a clash of civilizations between Christianity and Islam and 
labeled the chief conflict instead as one of “hunger and starvation and 
poverty.”2 He went on to highlight not only the efforts of evangelists, mis-
sionaries, and faith- based relief agencies, but also large- scale efforts such 
as the United Nations’ Millennium Development Goals.

Graham always remained first and foremost an evangelist, but he 
also served as a political strategist, cultural critic, and global humanitar-
ian. He constantly preached the necessity of applying one’s faith to the 
world’s most pressing problems, and this message remained remarkably 
consistent for over fifty years. The two examples mentioned above serve 
as relative bookends to Graham’s active career and illustrate a continued 
commitment to an evangelical humanitarianism. While his positions 
often defied simple binaries, Graham was often unclear on how best to 
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articulate the subtle shifts that shaped his social ethic. As he was with 
many other subjects, Graham was more of a doer than a thinker. His social 
ethic was often formed in response to the issue in front of him.

It would be overly simplistic to say Graham’s social ethic followed a 
trajectory from evangelism to humanitarianism. He did not simply give 
up one approach and embrace another. It was more complex and rarely 
systematic. His humanitarianism surfaced around particular issues and 
always alongside his primary evangelistic impulse. Most often these partic-
ular issues were international rather than domestic. Global poverty, world 
hunger, and oppressive political regimes abroad stood out to Graham in 
ways urban poverty and racism at home rarely did. Graham came to notice 
structural injustices in the United States only after his many experiences 
abroad. The international reframed the domestic for Graham.

Debates over evangelism versus social action were polarizing for evan-
gelicals at the height of Graham’s popularity, and they were ones Graham 
could not avoid. He often succeeded by staying just ahead of the evangeli-
cal majority. He spoke their language: stories of personal transformation 
over structural injustice; both praise for America’s good work and threats 
of God’s judgment for falling short. Throughout his career, Graham 
illustrated that evangelicals had a social ethic, and it was often in flux. 
Reconsidering social issues did not predicate only one particular means to 
address the ends of alleviating poverty or the embrace of a single political 
party. Yet, through the intersections of social issues at home and abroad, 
Graham sought to preach good news to the poor. What he meant by such 
a phrase evolved over the course of his career.

Graham’s role in race relations, Vietnam, and presidential politics have 
rightly drawn scholars’ attention, but his encounters with poverty— global 
and domestic— offer another window into his social concern. Constant 
exposure to ever- widening contexts led him to use his public platform to 
speak out on certain issues: advocating US foreign aid to fight the early 
Cold War, lending support for a time to the War on Poverty at home, and 
later publicizing the United Nations’ efforts to eliminate global hunger 
amid war and disease. Other times, Graham preached Christian compas-
sion but avoided divisive social and economic issues. He defined these as 
outside an evangelist’s scope. Some critics believed Graham too naïve; oth-
ers felt he was too calculating— avoiding controversial topics in order to 
broaden his popular appeal. Along with these attacks from critics, debates 
within American evangelicalism as well as his broader international expe-
rience and exposure to the global church led Graham to alter his social 
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message even as his own rhetoric in turn shaped how many American 
Christians related their faith to social concerns. He always reminded audi-
ences that winning people to Christ was his priority, but he also stated 
that “Christians, above all others, should be concerned with  .  .  . social 
injustices.”3

Both Graham’s willingness and hesitancy to engage social issues made 
him a lightning rod praised by supporters and assailed by critics. While 
rarely a prophet, he was not simply the priest of American civil religion. 
Graham always admitted that his own social ethic remained a work in 
progress, and on issues like poverty his positions evolved over the course 
of his ministry. Most often subtle, but sometimes dramatic, Graham’s 
humanitarian impulses moved from meeting needs through individu-
alized charity to addressing a call for corporate responsibility and social 
justice.

American Evangelicals Debate a Social Ethic

Within the postwar American evangelicalism from which Graham 
emerged, the relationship between evangelism and social action served 
as a clear boundary marker for the movement. Graham would later per-
suade Carl F.  H. Henry, the preeminent evangelical theologian of his 
generation, to serve as founding editor of the evangelical flagship maga-
zine Christianity Today. First, however, Henry made a name for himself 
by articulating a new social outlook for evangelicals with his 1947 mani-
festo The Uneasy Conscience of Modern Fundamentalism. Henry believed the 
social gospel emerged from and perpetuated a liberal theology that aban-
doned the necessity of biblical supernaturalism and individual salvation, 
yet he feared that fundamentalists’ reprisals “against the Social Gospel” 
had led to a “revolt against the Christian social imperative.”4 By ignoring 
a social ethic and retreating into isolationism and sectarianism, he wor-
ried that fundamentalists were forfeiting their right to be heard as agents 
of the gospel. Yet he was equally concerned that mainline and ecumeni-
cal Christians sacrificed spiritual aims for political ones. Henry instead 
called for a third way— a coalition of “neo- evangelicals” whose willing-
ness to engage social issues distinguished them from fundamentalists on 
one side, and whose commitment to prioritize evangelism set them apart 
from mainline Christians on the other. As a number of neo- evangelicals 
latched onto Henry’s vision, he served as the theological architect for the 
new movement. On this issue, like most others, Graham followed Henry’s 
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vision and toed the party line for postwar American evangelicals. Social 
concern played a role (even if often undefined), but his hope for larger 
social change rested in changing the hearts of individuals. But if Henry 
was the theological architect, Graham remained the evangelist who put 
the vision into practice.

Graham built this evangelical social ethic into his preaching. To address 
the world’s most pressing problems, he depicted the world, the nation, and 
individuals at a moment of crisis in need of a personal relationship with 
Jesus as the answer. Over time, Graham’s sermon illustrations changed, 
but the form largely stayed the same. Through the 1950s he repeatedly 
referenced juvenile delinquency, disease, poverty, illiteracy, and commu-
nism. In the 1960s he added race, sex, overpopulation, and youthful rebel-
lion to the list. In the 1970s it was self- absorption and the “me generation.” 
By the 1980s AIDS, abortion, and nuclear disarmament had captured his 
attention. Despite the diversity of issues, underneath every social problem 
was a moral and religious one. The solution was the spiritual conversion 
of individuals. (See also Curtis Evans’s chapter, “A Politics of Conversion.”)

Graham Goes Global

Graham became an international evangelist during his earliest days with 
Youth for Christ. Preaching throughout Europe in the aftermath of World 
War II and touring the political hotspots of Asia soon thereafter, Graham 
quickly began to develop a global vision, even if that vision was often cast 
though an American lens. Graham and his associates always combed 
the local newspapers for sermon illustrations from the specific contexts 
where he preached, but from the crusade platform, Graham’s illustrations 
pointed to universal over parochial themes. His critics chastised him for 
depicting social issues as overly abstract, but Graham countered that he 
sacrificed specificity because these problems were universal in scope.

Graham’s budding internationalism was most evident in his rabid 
defense of America’s efforts in fighting the Cold War. For Graham and 
many Americans, the Cold War was a spiritual war, pitting a Christian 
America against a godless communism. As an evangelistic crusader in a 
spiritual battle, Graham felt he played an important role, and he preached, 
“The greatest and most effective weapon against Communism today is to 
be a born again Christian.” In the 1950s Graham saw communism mak-
ing inroads among Americans, and through his domestic crusades he 
cautioned audiences to see it for what it was, an “anti- Christian religion 
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competing with Christianity for American souls.”5 Yet Graham realized 
that communism was a global threat, thrusting his attention into interna-
tional concerns. He knew the front lines of the Cold War were not at home, 
and he did his part for God and country by spending months every year 
outside the United States. Many years during the 1950s, he conducted as 
many, or more, crusades overseas as he did at home.6

Graham counted conversions in the thousands as victories for both 
Christianity and the Cold War, but his international experiences also 
confronted him with humanitarian need like he had never before 
seen. In 1952, Bob Pierce, Graham’s fellow Youth for Christ evange-
list and founder of evangelical missionary agency World Vision, took 
him on a tour of war- torn Korea, where he visited orphanages, field 
hospitals, and flattened churches. (For another account of Graham’s 
experience with the Korean War, see Seth Dowland’s chapter, “Billy 
Graham’s New Evangelical Manhood.”) What had been only a mental 
picture for Graham when he pledged his initial financial support to 
World Vision in 1950, he now saw with his own eyes. Deeply moved 
by the sacrifice of Korean pastors, Graham testified, “These men had 
suffered persecution for Christ— their families had been killed . . . 
their homes were gone . . . and here they were, coming to listen to me 
preach the Gospel.” Graham concluded, “I came to the Orient a boy, 
but I’m going home a man.”7 At home, he would retell these stories of 
Christian martyrdom and suffering as illustrations of the deep faith of 
the Korean church, and as a reproach against what Graham deemed 
the comparative unwillingness of American Christians to make simi-
lar sacrifices. Thus, his international encounters began to shape his 
views of Christianity back home.

A few years later, in 1956, Graham made a return tour to Asia. The 
abject poverty he witnessed again overwhelmed him. Walking the streets 
of Bombay one afternoon, he emptied his pockets of rupees to every beg-
gar he encountered, only to be mobbed by requests for alms and forced to 
be rescued by his missionary hosts. Graham sometimes lauded the poverty 
and suffering of Asian Christians as a badge of honor and a lesson to the 
comforts of cultural Christianity in America, but by the time he returned 
from India, he had new eyes for the magnitude of global poverty and his 
inability to eliminate it simply through personal compassion.8 Graham 
still preached individual conversion as the only proven mechanism for 
larger social change, but as a sustainable solution, personal conversion 
was only the first step in a larger process.
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Graham’s newfound awareness accompanied a surge of evangelical 
interest in compassion ministries overseas. Graham followed suit in call-
ing for a new generation of missionaries, lauding the efforts of the indig-
enous church, while highlighting the work of newly formed evangelical 
relief organizations like the National Association of Evangelicals’ (NAE) 
World Relief Commission, the Everett Swanson Evangelical Association 
(later renamed Compassion International), and World Vision.9 Emerging 
from within this neo- evangelical movement, these mission agencies also 
ascribed to Henry’s social ethic. They highlighted both their evangelistic 
efforts and their compassion ministries caring for orphans and widows. 
As the hands and feet of evangelical compassion abroad, Graham pro-
moted the work of these agencies as exemplars in his crusades.

With the caveat that spiritual conversion always came first and served 
to motivate Christian compassion, Graham also acknowledged the bibli-
cal mandate to care for the world’s poor. With a myriad of global issues 
marking the beginning of most Graham sermons, poverty was almost 
always on the list. Asking his audience how to resolve these pressing 
issues led Graham to the sermon’s crisis, but he rarely relieved the ten-
sion by offering concrete solutions to these social problems. How individ-
ual Christians should work to address and alleviate global poverty was left 
unclear. Graham refused to offer solutions. He never pretended to be an 
expert in social policy, yet he was keen to mark boundary lines. He avoided 
the structural categories favored by the leading mainline voices that many 
evangelicals saw as a slippery slope sacrificing the need for individual con-
version, but Graham was also keen to note that if born- again Christians 
were confronted with an immediate need and refused to respond out of 
compassion, God would not be pleased.

Graham sometimes expanded on the biblical mandate for individual 
Christians and offered a humanitarian role for America in the world. By 
the mid- fifties, he lobbied for the expansion of US foreign aid increasing 
the delivery of surplus goods and technical support to developing nations. 
“The world of angry, hungry men are looking to us for answers,” Graham 
claimed, “They have asked for bread, and we’ve given them a stone.”10 
At one level, this was political pragmatism. Graham saw foreign aid as 
a tool to win the Cold War and squelch revolutions in a new postcolonial 
world. He cautioned, “They (the world’s poor) are soon going to run over 
us unless we are willing to share the surpluses that God has endowed us 
with.”11 He feared the United States was losing ground to the Soviet Union 
for the support of non- aligned third world nations. As both a political and 
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spiritual battlefield, Graham acknowledged that the “godless religion” of 
the communists was outgaining Christian America in the number of con-
verts to their cause.

But Graham’s call for increased aid was more than political and human-
itarian; it also served as a spiritual indictment of Christian America. 
Graham acknowledged, “Too long have the privileged few exploited and 
ignored the underprivileged millions of the world.”12 Contrasting the greed 
at home with abject poverty abroad, Graham preached, “We in America 
cannot go on driving Cadillacs and getting richer, while the rest of the 
world drives oxcarts and gets poorer. One of the biggest sins of America is 
selfish refusal to share its wealth with the world’s poor.”13

Graham’s firsthand experience abroad did not always map onto his 
experience at home. During the 1950s and early 1960s, Graham over-
looked and even dismissed the rural and urban poverty in America. While 
he preached that “three- fifths of the world lives in squalor, misery, and 
hunger,” he countered that “the substandard conditions of people in 
Appalachia would make them wealthy in comparison to millions in India, 
Africa and Asia.”14 He was more concerned with what America’s new-
found postwar prosperity was doing to individuals and the nation. While 
he preached it was the love of money and not money itself that served as 
the root of all evil, Graham was clear that affluence presented a strong 
distraction from the spiritual life of individuals. He avoided chastising the 
rich and powerful for their wealth per se, but he often cautioned that the 
materially rich often faced additional temptations that could lead to spiri-
tual bankruptcy.15 The contrast Graham provoked was clear. If the biggest 
global threat was poverty, America’s greatest threat was affluence.

Akin to social policy, Graham avoided making specific recommenda-
tions on how much accumulated wealth it took to make one rich or how 
much someone should give away to avoid the threat of materialism. In 
addressing affluence at a national level, however, Graham was more direct. 
While he continued to praise America as a chosen nation, in typical jer-
emiad fashion Graham worried that too much prosperity would lead it 
astray from its divine purpose. In a 1964 sermon to an annual NAE gather-
ing, he claimed, “If I wanted to destroy a nation I would give it too much 
and would have it on its knees miserable greedy and sick.” Comparing 
contemporary America to the conditions that led to the downfall of the 
Roman Empire, Graham saw increasing violence, cruelty, hypocrisy, and 
indifference as “symptomatic of a people which has too much.”16 Graham 
admonished Americans not to put their trust in worldly things. If global 
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poverty served as a major social issue to which American Christians must 
respond, Graham also cautioned that America’s own abundance led its 
citizens astray from spiritual concerns. Graham believed the needs of the 
global poor were both material and spiritual. For Americans, he saw the 
danger as primarily spiritual. If American Christians would not share 
their abundance with the rest of the world, America would lose not only 
its role as global leader, but also its soul.

Debating the Role of Social Concern 
in Graham’s Gospel

Graham continued to highlight the world’s most pressing problems 
even as he held fast to the priority of evangelism. That layered commit-
ment led to continued evangelical support, but it also provoked heavier 
criticism from mainline Christian voices. In the late 1950s, the nation’s 
leading public theologian, Reinhold Niebuhr, criticized Graham for his 
“pietistic individualism” that ignored any definition of sin as a col-
lective or social category.17 The critiques stung Graham because he 
respected Niebuhr’s work. In a Saturday Evening Post article published 
right before Graham’s record- setting 1957 Madison Square Garden cru-
sade, he credited Niebuhr for helping him “to apply Christianity to the 
social problems we face . . . and to comprehend what those problems 
are.”18 In 1960 Graham admitted to the Christian Century, the lead-
ing mainline periodical, in its popular “How My Mind Has Changed” 
series, that his “belief in the social implications of the gospel has 
deepened and broadened,” and he expressed disappointment that he 
was often accused of having no social concern. Yet Graham was clear 
that he still refused categories such as structural sin, and he reiterated 
that “international problems are only reflections of individual prob-
lems,  .  .  . social sins are merely a large- scale projection of individual 
sins.”19 Graham held firm to his conviction “that you cannot change the 
world “with all its lusts and hatred and greed, until you change men’s 
hearts.”20 Jesus’ command to preach good news to the poor was decid-
edly evangelistic. Overseas, Graham saw these twin themes together— 
evangelizing often went hand in hand with healthcare, education, and 
poverty amelioration. At home, he saw less evidence of and made less 
effort to intertwine evangelism with efforts to battle institutional pov-
erty or racism.
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The continued conflict over the relationship of evangelism and social 
concern took up an inordinate amount of evangelical energy in the 1960s, 
and as the public face of a renewed evangelicalism, Graham considered 
this an issue he must address directly. Concerned that ecumenical groups 
like the World Council of Churches were diluting the gospel by focus-
ing more on changing political structures than saving souls, Graham 
responded by convening the World Congress on Evangelism in Berlin in 
1966. The congress was a “breakthrough” for evangelical unity and media 
exposure, but social issues remained on the periphery behind the priority 
of evangelism.21 Graham’s opening address set the tone:

Evangelism is the only revolutionary force that can change our 
world. … If the church went back to its main task of  .  .  . getting 
people converted to Christ, it would have a far greater impact on the 
social, moral, and psychological needs of men than any other thing 
it could possibly do.22

The Berlin congress acknowledged social suffering but said little about 
how to address it. Many evangelicals, however, began to realize they could 
no longer ignore these social issues and remain relevant.23 The Fuller 
Seminary missiologist C.  Peter Wagner spoke for many evangelicals in 
claiming, “Too often we have rushed by the hungry ones to get to the lost 
ones.”24 Evangelical leaders had clarity on what they were not. They would 
not forego evangelism for the sake of social outreach as they accused the 
mainline, nor would they bury their heads in the sand and wait for Christ’s 
second coming as they accused the fundamentalists. Evangelicals were 
less clear, however, about how best to put their social ethic into practice.

If uncertainty frustrated other evangelicals’ ability to act, Graham 
seemed to have no problem holding these tensions together. As Graham 
wrote in 1965, “This sounds like a paradox, but it is not. We as Christians 
have two responsibilities. One, to proclaim the Gospel of Jesus Christ as 
the only answer to man’s deepest needs. Two, to apply as best we can the 
principles of Christianity to the social conditions around us.”25 At the same 
time, Graham began to ratchet up the language of crisis in his sermons. 
If poverty and disease illustrated pressing problems in the 1950s, then by 
the 1960s, poverty had joined issues like race, overpopulation, and sexual 
license not as problems, but rather as revolutions perched to tear apart the 
world if they were not addressed.26
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Graham continued to address humanitarian crises— especially inter-
national ones— much as he had in the previous decade, but he also pep-
pered his evangelistic language with an expanded vocabulary of social 
concerns. In encouraging help for victims of a major Indian famine the 
same year that he delivered his 1966 Berlin address, Graham reminded 
Christians that “the hungry and the diseased are on the mind and 
heart of Christ. There is a social aspect of the Gospel that many peo-
ple ignore.”27 In reflecting on Christian history, he followed other neo- 
evangelicals’ rediscovery of the social conscience of nineteenth- century 
evangelicals and their efforts in education, temperance, and abolition.28 
He even went on record affirming the social gospel that had often served 
for fundamentalists and evangelicals as the theological flashpoint when 
Christian missions went awry— sacrificing personal evangelism in 
order to change social structures. In addressing the World Council of 
Churches in 1967, Graham stated, “There is no doubt that the Social 
Gospel has directed its energies toward the relief of many of the prob-
lems of suffering humanity. I am for it! I believe it is Biblical.”29

Graham’s Turn to Domestic Poverty

Yet if Graham highlighted poverty abroad and expanded his own language 
to encourage Christian social engagement, he often continued to overlook 
human need at home. For him, America still represented abundance in 
contrast to the widespread poverty he encountered overseas. At first, as 
President John F. Kennedy introduced the issue of “poverty in the midst 
of plenty” and President Lyndon B.  Johnson subsequently institutional-
ized it through his War on Poverty, Graham proved largely uninterested.30 
For starters, Graham was disappointed in the program’s lack of attention 
to moral and spiritual questions. He felt the Great Society was too ideal-
istic and too prone to rely on the resources of big government over the 
need for change in the human heart.31 What would be the role of churches 
and individual Christians in these government programs? Graham grew 
increasingly irritated with what he saw as the politicizing of the gospel. 
Particularly irritating for Graham were fellow ministers who spoke outside 
their field of expertise. Spiritual concerns were the realm of the clergy; 
politics and economics were not. Referencing the mainline church’s pen-
chant for making political statements, Graham lamented:

When most major Protestant denominations have their annual 
councils, assemblies, or conventions, they make pronouncements 
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on matters having to do with disarmament, federal aid to education, 
birth control, the United Nations, and any number of social and 
political issues. Very rarely are any resolutions passed that have to 
do with the redemptive witness of the Gospel.32

While admitting that he had spoken out for increased humanitarian assis-
tance to fight the Cold War and alleviate poverty abroad, Graham saw this 
as his individual opinion and continued to claim that church bodies should 
not endorse political positions. To reiterate his disdain of political preach-
ers, Graham would recount a conversation with the former Secretary of 
State John Foster Dulles. After his 1956 Asian tour, Graham returned to 
make a few policy suggestions to the secretary of state, only to have Dulles 
respond by letting Graham know that he might be an effective preacher, 
but he had no knowledge of the complexity of global markets and for-
eign aid.33 Graham followed his conversation with Dulles with another 
account of a more recent conversation with a US president, who told him 
“he was sick and tired of hearing preachers give advice on international 
affairs when they did not have the facts straight.”34 With the irony of his 
own close relationship to power apparently lost on Graham, Graham sec-
onded the president’s perspective. In the turbulent 1960s, Graham grew 
even less patient. Going as far as calling them false prophets, he criticized 
liberal clergy for making political statements on issues like Vietnam or 
civil rights, and he chastised them for advocating “social service without 
also providing a solid spiritual basis for it.”35 Graham was perfecting a pen-
chant for taking both sides of an issue. He criticized liberal theologians 
and politicians for believing legislation and social programs would solve 
injustice even while encouraging Americans to take “a stand on the moral, 
social, and spiritual issues of our day.” His words sometimes hinted that 
everyone— rich or poor— should be content with their situation, even as 
he also claimed Christians cannot remain content with the present social 
order “as long as any person goes to be hungry at night.”36

Yet by 1965, Graham was making his own political statements in the 
response to the riots in Watts, California, and subsequent urban cities. 
These race riots on American soil took Graham by surprise. Labeling them 
“a dress rehearsal for revolution,” Graham pleaded with Congress to drop 
“all other legislation and devise new laws to deal with riots and violence.”37 
He first described “sinister forces set on overthrowing the American gov-
ernment” as the primary cause for the violence. But after touring Los 
Angeles by helicopter with the city’s mayor in the wake of the riots, he 
admitted the poverty and social conditions of urban ghettoes might also 
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be part of the problem.38 His mainline critics at the Christian Century had 
fun with Graham for making this discovery for the first time: “With words 
more hysteric than prophetic, Mr. Graham issued dire warnings like a 
man who knows something is dreadfully wrong but who hasn’t the slight-
est idea what caused it.”39 The Century was right that Graham offered few 
concrete suggestions for change, but addressing domestic poverty as an 
alarming social issue was a new step for Graham. Long a proponent of for-
eign aid, Graham even suggested to President Johnson to take some of the 
money the United States gives away abroad and invest it at home.40 The 
following year, Graham’s talking points on domestic poverty were more 
polished. At the 1966 National Prayer Breakfast, he preached, “If we love 
the poor and underprivileged we will want to destroy the slums and ghet-
toes that have no place in an affluent America.”41 Graham may have over-
looked domestic poverty before, but he could do so no longer.

By 1967 Graham even named himself a “convert” to the War on Poverty. 
With a looming battle in Congress for the reauthorization of War on 
Poverty programs, President Johnson coveted his support, but Graham 
was still reticent to give it. Presidential persuasion, along with Graham’s 
searching of the Scriptures, seemed to change his mind. That year, Graham 
recounted how he reread the Bible with poverty in mind and found over 
one hundred passages indicating Christians’ moral responsibility to help 
those in need. He began to sprinkle these verses into crusade sermons, 
while also lending his official support to Johnson. With Graham’s endorse-
ment, Sargent Shriver, head of the Office of Economic Opportunity, took 
him and a film crew to Avery County, North Carolina, to observe a federally 
funded irrigation project. Alongside Shriver, Graham appeared in the film 
Beyond These Hills, which was shown throughout the South to rally support 
for the poverty program. In the film, Graham recounted his newfound bib-
lical discovery, and he admitted that he now also saw there were thousands 
in genuine need in the United States. Anticipating objections, Graham 
acknowledged that the church had done much of this work for genera-
tions, but with the present need so great, people of faith needed govern-
ment’s help. Graham made sure to position his support as assistance for 
the working poor and not a handout. He maintained the biblical injunc-
tion that those “unwilling to work shall not eat,” but he defended that the 
federal programs he observed in North Carolina demonstrated how the 
poor were not lazy but rather taking personal responsibility.42 While still 
holding fast to the American dream that hard work would lead to a bet-
ter life, Graham acknowledged that the world was changing. America was 
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not the same land of opportunity for everyone, and he realized that some 
needed extra help.43

Graham’s position put him at odds with a good portion of his conserva-
tive constituents: donors, southern politicians, and populist evangelicals. 
But now Graham was all in. Speaking before Congress, Graham claimed, 
“I’ve been before different congressional committees on 17 occasions. But 
I  tell you today that I have never testified for anything like I do for this 
poverty program. I was critical of it when it started. Now I’m a convert. 
It’s not a giveaway program.”44 If Congress didn’t reauthorize funding, 
Graham said, America would “pay for it spiritually, morally and in every 
phase of society.”45

Graham in the Midst of Evangelicals’  
Evolving Social Concern

Graham’s support of the War on Poverty stood out within his social ethic 
for his clear shift of position: his newfound domestic focus, support of gov-
ernment assistance, and direct lobbying efforts. At the same time, a new 
generation sought to prick the social conscience of evangelicals during 
the 1960s. In 1969 Graham appeared at the US Congress on Evangelism 
in Minneapolis alongside Oregon senator Mark Hatfield, the black evan-
gelist and firebrand Tom Skinner, and his brother- in- law Leighton Ford. 
If the Berlin congress had sidestepped social issues, evangelicals in 
Minneapolis promised social action would be a primary focus, and speak-
ers addressed Vietnam, revolution, race, and poverty. Christianity Today 
reported that “perhaps no evangelical conclave . . . has responded more 
positively to the call for Christians to help right the wrongs in the social 
order.”46 But not all were supportive. In Christianity Today’s next issue, 
Graham’s father- in- law and the magazine’s executive editor, L.  Nelson 
Bell, expressed his fear that evangelicals were veering off course to chase 
a new social gospel.47

If Graham saw himself somewhere in between this theological and 
generational divide, a growing group of “young evangelicals” did not.48 Yes, 
Graham had come to support the War on Poverty, but by the early 1970s, 
as the program lost its public face, he conveniently backed away. His own 
cozy relationship with Nixon led younger evangelicals like Sojourners’ 
founder Jim Wallis to see Graham as a purveyor of the status quo and 
more a backslider than a convert on social issues. In 1971 Wallis would 
write in his Post- American journal, “Our leading evangelist plays golf with 
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the corporate elite, opens his pulpit to the President’s politics, presides 
over nation- worship ceremonies, and thinks the poor should kill their 
own rats.”49 Wallis’s reference to rat killing was a response to a remark 
Graham made during a celebration in his adopted hometown of Charlotte. 
Designated as “Billy Graham Day” and with President Nixon by his side, 
Graham remarked, “We had rats when I was a boy, and we got rid of them 
ourselves. We didn’t have the Federal government to come in and do it for 
us.”50 Graham had acknowledged the need for federal government support 
and the reality of entrenched structural inequities after observing the urban 
riots and poverty programs of the 1960s, yet at other times he dismissed 
those same concerns. Such a quotation might represent his continued 
penchant for giving audiences what they wanted to hear, a throwaway line 
to a home crowd. Critics, however, pounced and claimed such comments 
demonstrated that establishment evangelicals feared misguided social and 
structural change and had little experience with entrenched poverty. Such 
an example demonstrates that the evolution of Graham’s social ethic was 
never crystal clear. He often succeeded in building his popularity precisely 
as he was able to maintain a careful balance— speaking to multiple audi-
ences even as his views changed. Sometimes he pushed just ahead of fel-
low American evangelicals’ popular opinion; other times, he fell back into 
a familiar evangelistic vernacular.

On top of appearing to backtrack on poverty issues, Graham was also 
attacked by young evangelicals and mainliners for his unwavering sup-
port of America idealism and US involvement in Vietnam. Headlining a 
1970 “Honor America Day” extravagance in Washington, DC, designed to 
unite a divided country, Graham praised America as the greatest nation in 
history because of its willingness to open its doors to the persecuted, for 
its generosity in sharing its wealth and faith with the rest of the world, and 
its honesty to acknowledge and work to solve her social problems.51 Again, 
young evangelicals like Wallis did not recognize the America that Graham 
described. Instead, he saw an American empire drunk on wealth, power, 
and pride. Wallis warned that Graham’s priestly civil religion squelched 
any prophetic voice. Graham’s response was that God called him “to be 
a New Testament evangelist, not an Old Testament prophet.”52 His critics 
refused the distinction.

By 1974, however, with the unrelenting pressure of Watergate, Graham 
finally began to distance himself from the White House. While acknowl-
edging Nixon’s sins to Christianity Today, Graham also defended himself 
against attacks that he dismissed social issues. In the same article he 
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claimed, “We have to identify with the changing of structures in society 
and try to do our part.”53 He even admitted his support for most of the 
recent Chicago Declaration of Evangelical Social Concern, the manifesto 
of younger evangelicals calling for economic justice, peacemaking, racial 
reconciliation, and gender equality.54

Graham continued to preach the priority of evangelism, but a dichot-
omy between saving souls and feeding bodies no longer made sense to 
many American or global evangelicals. In July 1974, Billy Graham con-
vened the International Congress on World Evangelization in Lausanne, 
Switzerland. Gathering 2,700 evangelicals from 150 countries, this 
“Lausanne Congress” was truly a global one. The congress’s stated pur-
pose was still to reinvigorate the goal of world evangelization, but Graham 
realized that clarifying the relationship between evangelism and social 
concern was also key for evangelical unity and continued growth.

In his opening address, just a few months removed from Nixon’s resig-
nation, Graham articulated a newfound humility, admitting it was wrong 
to “identify the Gospel with any one particular political program or cul-
ture. This has been my own danger.” He added, “When I go to preach the 
gospel, I go as an ambassador for the kingdom of God, not America.”55 
But several other speakers, most notably the Latin American theolo-
gians Samuel Escobar and René Padilla, went much further, denouncing 
American evangelicalism as “a cultural Christianity” while arguing that 
social concern was at the heart of the gospel.56

The resulting Lausanne Covenant represented an unprecedented evan-
gelical statement on the need for Christians to resist poverty, hunger, and 
injustice. The section on social concern was by far the Covenant’s longest, 
but it left open the question of how exactly to explain the relationship of 
social action and evangelism.57 John Stott, a leading British evangelical 
and chief architect of the Covenant, interpreted the two as equal partners, 
but there was room for all to see whatever they wished to see.

After the congress, voices sought to lead the Lausanne movement 
in two directions. Church growth experts promoted strategies for win-
ning souls, while other evangelicals planted the seeds for social justice.58 
Speaking in Mexico City in 1975 at the continuation committee charged 
with implementing the Lausanne movement’s next steps, Graham 
affirmed evangelicals’ greater social engagement but worried that social 
concerns would become a distraction from the greater goal of world evan-
gelization. Stott disagreed, and he felt that he must stick up for the global 
evangelical voices not present in Mexico City. If Lausanne was focused 
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strictly on evangelism and social issues were relegated to specialized 
agencies supplementary to the main agenda as Graham had framed it, 
then Stott felt global evangelicalism would continue to splinter and lose 
relevance. In a heated moment, Stott threatened to withdraw from the 
movement if Graham took social concern off the table.59 Graham relented, 
and Stott proceeded with a compromise statement. Yet Graham and the 
majority of American evangelicals he represented still won, since the 
Lausanne Movement prioritized evangelism and church growth. At the  
same time, Graham began losing interest in the movement. While the 
Billy Graham Evangelistic Association (BGEA) had been the largest 
funder and promoter of Lausanne, Graham’s institutional and financial 
support dwindled. He did empower his brother- in- law Leighton Ford to 
be a major leader within Lausanne, but Graham’s efforts shifted else-
where. He invested money instead in corollary initiatives such as train-
ing international evangelists. Lausanne demonstrated that, as a global 
movement, evangelicalism could no longer ignore its social responsibili-
ties. Stott became the leader of efforts to unite global evangelicals around 
evangelism, education, and social issues. While not ignoring these issues, 
Graham became even clearer that his primary focus and particular gift 
was crusade- style evangelism.

Graham as Global Humanitarian

After Watergate, Vietnam, and evangelicalism’s own growing divisions, 
Graham was less eager to engage politically or socially divisive issues. He 
focused on evangelism, but he did not give up humanitarian concern. 
The issue that most resonated with Graham and fellow evangelicals in 
the mid- 1970s was world hunger.60 With famine spreading through Africa, 
relief agencies and media outlets beamed images of malnourished chil-
dren as the face of an immediate problem. Like Graham’s initial plea to 
meet global need in the 1950s, world hunger rallied evangelicals with 
little hesitation. They could provide emergency aid without abandoning 
evangelism or becoming entangled in debates about structural change. 
They could funnel support through mission and parachurch agencies 
without turning to government programs. Enthusiastic support led to 
the proliferation of evangelical relief and development organizations like 
World Vision, as well as new agencies such as Samaritan’s Purse, led by 
Billy’s son Franklin.61 Graham touted these organizations, and the BGEA 
even created one of its own. In 1973 the World Emergency Fund collected 
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contributions from Graham supporters to assist those struck by famine or 
other natural disasters.

By the 1980s it appeared that Graham was experiencing another con-
version, and his continual encounter with global poverty was one major 
factor. He reminded audiences that he remained an evangelist: “My basic 
commitment as a Christian has not changed.  . . . But I’ve come to see in 
deeper ways some of the implications of my faith and of the message I’ve 
been proclaiming.”62 Referencing the Good Samaritan, Graham admitted 
the need for something more than charity:

From the very beginning I  felt that if I came upon a person who 
had been beaten and robbed and left for dead that I’d do my best to  
help. … But I never thought of it in terms of corporate responsibility.  
I had no real idea that millions of people throughout the world lived 
on the knife- edge of starvation and that the teachings of [the Bible] 
demanded that I have a response toward them.63

While Graham had invested heavily in defining evangelicalism through 
past conflicts over the relationship of evangelism and social concern, he 
now acknowledged “the debate which existed in the church between ‘the 
liberals’ who supposedly minister ‘to the body’ and ‘the evangelicals’ who 
supposedly minster ‘to the soul’ is about over.”64 He was even more cer-
tain this division made little sense in his experience overseas. Graham 
was ready to move beyond these binaries to meet individual needs as 
well as change social structures. In his 1983 popular interpretation of 
Revelation, Approaching Hoofbeats, Graham identified the Four Horsemen 
of the Apocalypse as false religion, war, famine, and death. But rather than 
apocalyptic prediction, Graham offered statistics and analysis of infant 
mortality and economic disparities between nations. While he had long 
acknowledged global poverty and the need for American Christians to 
help, the methods he was willing to consider were changing. He now rec-
ommended structural readjustment and debt forgiveness to eliminate the 
inequities between rich and poor nations, along with individual compas-
sion and spiritual conversion. He also admonished Americans to embrace 
a simpler lifestyle, accepting lower standards of living for the sake of 
others.65

Graham increasingly incorporated these views into his crusade sermons 
and public speeches. Addressing Harvard students in 1982 at the John 
F. Kennedy School of Government, Graham remarked, “As a Christian, 
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I believe that God has a special concern for the poor of the world, and pub-
lic policy should in some way reflect that concern.”66 Graham’s evolving 
views also led him to become an advocate for nuclear disarmament. As 
one of the most outspoken cold warriors in the 1950s and 1960s, Graham’s 
about- face on this issue drew significant attention. While he sought to 
persuade audiences for disarmament through political pragmatism and 
ethical compulsion, he also connected his work for peace to his newfound 
biblical base for global humanitarianism. Quoting a familiar line from 
President Eisenhower, he repeated, “Every gun that is made, every warship 
launched, every rocket fired signifies— in a final sense— a theft from those 
who hunger and are not fed, those who are cold and are not clothed.”67

In engaging these social issues, Graham played with a new public per-
sona. If he had often presented himself before as unwavering, an evan-
gelical stalwart, now he was willing to talk about himself as “a man who 
is still in progress.”68 He more readily admitted when he did not have all 
the answers and felt more comfortable acknowledging uncertainty over 
dogmatism. The public noticed Graham’s change as well, and the major-
ity liked what they saw. The secular media offered headlines highlighting 
Graham’s “conversion,” “mellowing,” or “political education.”69 While his 
fiercest mainline and young evangelical critics did not dismiss his past, 
most appreciated Graham’s new statements and offered him a second 
chance.70 Even his evangelical base reading the pages of Christianity Today 
listened with admiration to Graham’s growing social conscience.71 A few 
evangelicals questioned this new Graham, but he ultimately lost very few 
supporters. Past champions gave him the benefit of the doubt, while he 
forced former critics to reconsider.

Graham retained the penchant for speaking in ways that appealed to 
the broadest constituencies while alienating as few as possible, but now it 
was clear that he was speaking in a different tone. It still remained clear 
that he had not abandoned the priority of evangelism, but he was enlarging 
his gospel. He traced his pilgrimage partly to wisdom that comes with age 
over youthful certainty, but he also admitted past mistakes. He repented 
for aligning the gospel too closely to his own nation’s interests, as he now 
envisioned himself more as an international evangelist than American 
apologist. Having been personally hurt by his association with Nixon and 
Watergate, Graham cautioned fellow evangelicals enamored with the rise 
of the Religious Right to avoid repeating his mistakes.72 Yet fear of evan-
gelicals’ political retrenchment at home took a backseat to Graham’s inter-
national encounters. Time and again, he narrated how his own pilgrimage 
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of discovering the gospel’s insistence on meeting social needs turned on 
his experience amid the global church and poverty overseas. New conver-
sation partners and global experiences gave Graham a broader perspective 
that refused to be confined to the categories that defined American evan-
gelicals in the past.73

Graham always saw himself as an evangelist, but that never excluded 
him from engaging the political and social issues of his day. With his 
humanitarian impulses evolving over the course of his ministry, he pres-
ents an intriguing study of a public figure willing to admit mistakes and 
change his mind. Graham’s evolving humanitarianism also offers a lens 
into the emergence and developing prominence of postwar evangelical-
ism. First, Graham’s engagement in debates over the relationship of 
evangelism and social concern demonstrated their prominence in shap-
ing the contested boundaries of a postwar American evangelicalism. 
Second, through a focus on global poverty, Graham demonstrated how 
important American evangelicals’ global outlook was in shaping their own 
self- identity as well as their international engagement. Third, Graham’s 
humanitarianism highlighted evangelical debates over the relationships 
with government, the role of federal funding to religious agencies, and the 
size of government programs.

Yet Graham’s embrace of a global humanitarianism also offers insight 
into the development of a contemporary evangelicalism. While the influ-
ence of crusade evangelism may have slipped in today’s American evan-
gelicalism, an interest in meeting social needs internationally is growing 
across the evangelical spectrum. Graham’s humanitarianism may ulti-
mately serve as his closest link to contemporary evangelicalism.74 AIDS, 
sex trafficking, and global poverty are now the subjects of evangelical 
mission. Twentieth- century evangelicalism often defined itself in diamet-
ric opposition to modernism’s social gospel, but by the early twenty- first 
century, a new message of humanitarian concern had come to shape the 
direction of an influential strand of American evangelicalism. Graham’s 
own career illustrates that process.
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6

 A Politics of Conversion
Billy Graham’s Political and Social Vision

Curtis J. Evans

in a 1957 sermon on the “Four Great Crises” facing the nation, Billy 
Graham thundered that America needed a spiritual awakening and that 
the country was not in “great need” of economic prosperity or new organi-
zations. The four crises were communism, race, juvenile delinquency, and 
moral deterioration.1 When Graham delivered this message, the nation 
was still experiencing a postwar economic boom, but even when economic 
struggles were evident throughout the nation, Graham indicated his prior-
ity for the American people: not bigger paychecks or better working condi-
tions, but spiritual revival.2 This division between work life and spiritual 
life made it seem that Graham was pitting civic problems against spiritual 
problems. Often, he treated them as if they were in distinct realms, and he 
claimed that Americans were so preoccupied with material and economic 
matters that they had forgotten spiritual realities.

Yet Graham’s call for spiritual solutions to the nation’s problems was 
an expression of his demand for a different kind of politics, a politics of 
conversion. He repeatedly called for and envisioned a massive spiritual 
awakening of converted and revived Christians whose personal lives and 
collective influence would provide the necessary moral fiber to sustain the 
nation. For Graham, this spiritual revival would have a profound impact 
on the economic and political fortunes of the nation and was an essen-
tial ingredient to national prosperity. His politics of conversion contained 
a note of hope that collective Christian action and national revival could 
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prevent the judgment of God upon the nation and help it maintain its 
position as a beacon of democracy and spiritual hope.

Billy Graham was a representative figure, the embodiment and evan-
gelist of a certain kind of Christianity, which held that revived Christians 
were significant and integral to the nation’s moral health and interna-
tional standing. At a crucial moment when some Christians were worried 
about their place in the nation, Graham urged these Christians to become 
more politically active. He also made a moral claim about the essential 
and salutary influence that Christians could and should play in helping 
to realize this social and political vision of a nation responsible to God.3 
Developing a deeper understanding of Graham’s politics of conversion 
is crucial in clarifying his political and social vision and why he believed 
so strongly in the potential of individual (converted) leaders to have a 
significant impact on the nation’s standing in the world and in the eyes 
of a judging God.

Christianity was foundational to Graham’s vision of American history. 
However, this was not simply any version of Christianity. Graham was not 
pleased with the practice of Christianity in the United States, not even the 
much vaunted post– World War II religious boom. He was among those 
critics who found it to be shallow and superficial. Graham’s sermons from 
the late 1940s through the early 1960s indicate and invoke a sense of crisis 
about impending national destruction and hordes of communists about 
to batter America’s moral and spiritual fortresses. He preached a scath-
ing critique of what he saw as the weak and ineffectual Christianity of 
churchgoing America. For Graham, high levels of church attendance were 
not an indication of spiritual vitality. He called for Christians to be revived 
and awakened. Graham’s continuous emphasis on individual and collec-
tive awakening was the key to his vision for national health. Only the truly 
converted could bring about a politics of enduring value.

From the late 1940s onward, Graham regularly preached to a large pub-
lic and was heard by millions on the radio. At the same time, these years, 
especially the 1950s to the early 1970s, were the years when Graham was 
most actively involved in political issues (mostly behind the scenes) and 
engaged in building friendships with American presidents. He preached 
and spoke in different contexts, but his most consistent and regular voice 
to the nation in his early career (as he was becoming the face of American 
revivalism) came across on his weekly radio broadcast, Hour of Decision, 
which began airing in 1950. The program reported news of crusades, bro-
ken and repentant lives dedicated to Christ, and the travels of the Graham 
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team. It featured moving songs by soloist George Beverly Shea and a choir, 
and ended with Graham’s urgent and powerful message.

A note of urgency was woven into the very style of these radio pro-
grams. They began with the intonation, “So for you and the nation, this is 
the hour of decision!” Graham’s opening of his message with commentary 
on and interpretation of world events meant that millions of Americans 
heard the reflections and theological and biblical analyses of current events 
through the eyes of this respected southern evangelist. Graham was intro-
duced from the late 1940s until well into the 1960s as a “man with God’s 
message for these crisis days.” The “crisis” was not simply about the prob-
lems facing the nation, especially the threat of nuclear annihilation, but 
the internal crisis of the individual, whether he or she would make a deci-
sion that had eternal implications: to decide for Christ and his kingdom.

Graham simply could not avoid politics, given how he constantly grap-
pled with portraying a common vision for the American nation. We know 
about Graham’s detailed advice on “secular” issues and public policy con-
cerns to a number of presidents, but we also know Graham explicitly and 
regularly invoked political and social themes in his radio messages and 
sermons, advising Christians to play a crucial role in leading and sustain-
ing the nation as a Christian republic.

In that context, what view of the world did he paint? And what politi-
cal and social vision did he cast? Because he was not a systematic thinker, 
Graham’s political and social vision, though consistent, has to be pieced 
together from various sources and contexts. I  make use of Graham’s 
broadcasts for much of my analysis of Graham’s early career, though 
I  also draw upon his many sermons in other contexts and some of his 
writings in response to significant social, political, and cultural changes. 
Regarding his political and social vision, I  make reference to and draw 
upon Graham’s explicit statements about how the nation should be run, 
what leaders he admired, and how he responded to pieces of legislation to 
address major social problems.

My primary concern is to get at Graham’s underlying theological 
vision, his anthropology (his doctrine of the human person), and his more 
general sense of how the nation should exist in terms of its obligation to 
the laws of God, which Graham believed were clearly articulated (in the 
Old and New Testament of the Christian Scriptures) for individuals and 
nations. I  am particularly interested in Graham as a transitional figure 
whose revivalistic Christianity articulated major grievances against the 
nation and a critique of what he saw as a secular reading of American 
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history, a claim that would become the dominant rhetoric of the Christian 
Right in the 1980s. I attend especially to the Cold War years of the 1950s 
and place much emphasis on Graham’s preaching and sermons into the 
late 1960s.

The Personal

In any discussion of Graham’s political and social vision, it is absolutely 
essential to note his prior and unvarying emphasis on personal conversion 
to Jesus Christ as one’s Lord and Savior. Everything else hinged on this 
decision. Graham called upon all to undergo a personal transformation, 
a singular dramatic conversion experience under his preaching (though 
many made a rededication to faith at his crusades, and Graham often 
urged Christians to revive their initial commitment). For him, salvation 
by acceptance of Jesus was the necessary key to personal peace and a life 
of contentment. It made one fit for service to one’s neighbors, family, and 
the larger society. This emphasis on a singular conversion experience con-
strained Graham’s political and social vision, in that it had little to say 
to those who did not undergo it or who did not share his views about 
personal and social transformation. But this emphasis also enlarged his 
vision, in that it incorporated a universal call to personal and social change 
that ideally transcended race, class, or social status. Graham repeatedly 
proclaimed the individual’s need for a radically new life in order to partici-
pate in a larger community, with the church functioning as the primary 
community for believers. Even so, Graham’s individualist notion of per-
sonal change often left out any explicit mention of the necessity of church 
or a more organic notion of believers as incorporated into a broader com-
munity. While Graham did cooperate closely with local churches, much of 
his preaching emphasized conversion within individual believers’ hearts. 
One finds very little language of a corporate conception of the church in 
such messages, with the exception of specific messages on the nature of 
the church.

Graham’s crisis preaching, especially in the 1950s, and his often bleak 
portrait of the accomplishments of human intelligence and efforts at 
social betterment all aimed at the regeneration of individual sinners into 
converted Christians. This singular and sharp focus on the conversion of 
individuals shaped the contours of Graham’s social and political vision by 
minimizing or rarely mentioning social and political structures beyond 
individual persons. Many of his sermons placed a heavy emphasis on 
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the power of exemplary leaders to change the nation and alter the course 
of history. Examples included not simply biblical figures and heroes (an 
expected set of figures, given Graham’s high regard for Scripture), but 
also historical and political figures such as George Washington, Abraham 
Lincoln, and Douglas MacArthur. For Graham, their Bible reading habits 
and their reliance on God at crucial moments in their lives were the kinds of 
personal practices that made them great men and leaders.4 In other words, 
personal piety was often the cardinal virtue that explained their greatness 
in Graham’s eyes, and he extended this vision of the power of individual 
piety by multiplying its effects through projected mass conversions.

I am not suggesting that this was always a straightforward matter in 
terms of how Graham believed his vision could be realized in practice. 
Yet there are instances in his preaching when he used language suggest-
ing that simply practicing some virtue, such as neighborly love, would 
presumably address a massive social evil, such as racism and segregation. 
Graham’s emphasis on the necessity of a personal conversion experience 
required a skeptical view about human nature and human motives. It thus 
critiqued the mixed motives of any human efforts at social betterment or 
attempts at rectifying long- standing social injustices. In practice, however, 
Graham often valorized the efforts of Christians simply because, in his 
estimation, they were converted. Graham agreed with Carl Henry, a prom-
inent evangelical theologian, who argued that individual conversion was 
the indispensable means of social and political reform. In other words, 
the latter could not be genuine or lasting without the former (true conver-
sion). From this notion of conversion, it followed that the saved necessarily 
promoted social justice with greater clarity and grace than the unsaved or 
unregenerate. This clarifies Graham’s many statements that spiritual solu-
tions were necessary to solve political problems, as well as his recurring 
remarks that true social reform was the effect of individual conversions.5

The Political

Even with the importance of Graham’s style of preaching and his focus 
on personal conversion, there must still be a healthy critical analysis of 
religious figures like Graham who stated or intimated that their work was 
nonpolitical or spiritual.6 I put forth a broader notion of politics as being in 
more places than traditionally acknowledged, and as relating to the orga-
nization of social life, especially in matters of law, resources, and power, 
in addition to the familiar spaces of public life such as state and federal 
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government offices.7 Graham’s references to John Wesley’s preaching and 
missionary campaign is one notable example of his particular reading of 
history, which combined an exhortation to Christians of what was possible 
for the truly converted and revived believer. Though suspicious of labor 
unions, Graham asserted that Wesley’s evangelical revivals of the eigh-
teenth century fostered and nurtured a widespread social conscience that 
resulted in an incipient labor movement concerned with the welfare and 
working conditions of laborers. He also tied the emergence of religious 
liberty and toleration to the preaching and ministry of the great evangelical 
revivalists such as George Whitefield and Francis Asbury.8 For Graham, 
this reading of history served as a corrective to what he saw as secular and 
insufficient accounts of the rise of religious liberty and the labor move-
ment. It also served as a relatively recent example of what spiritually awak-
ened Christians can and ought to accomplish. Graham was responding to 
specific criticisms that his message lacked a social ethic, but he was also 
making a broader generalization about the social effects of Christianity.

Graham’s preaching performed two basic functions, especially during 
the height of fears generated during the Cold War. First, at the beginning 
of nearly all his radio broadcasts and in many of his sermons and writ-
ings, Graham surveyed world events and portrayed human attempts to 
bring about a peaceful and enduring system of government as one long 
grasping at futility. Few evangelists spoke with such a rapid pace and cer-
tainty as did Graham, who rattled off what one world leader said or did 
only to find things ending in more wars, broken treaties, or blasted hopes. 
This unremittingly bleak assessment of the impotence of human intel-
ligence and action demonstrated that no political or social system could 
succeed apart from it being grounded in divine revelation and obedience 
to that revelation. By lowering or devaluing the “works” of unconverted 
humans, Graham sought to heighten the potential contributions of revived 
Christians.

Second, though revival messages were obviously intended to bring 
about individual conversions, Graham’s preaching seemed unique for a 
revivalist in that he did not focus solely on the personal as sufficient to 
induce conversion (though he did touch on a host of personal issues in 
his many messages and writings). While Graham had been reared in a 
tradition where churches as social institutions or organized bodies should 
not make pronouncements on political or social issues, it is quite notable 
that he employed the “first use” of the law in the sphere of world events 
rather than in the realm of the personal, unless specific notice was made 
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to human sinfulness or personal problems.9 This notion of the first use 
of the law has a long history in the Calvinist or Reformed tradition, going 
back to the works of John Calvin and other Protestant reformers of the 
sixteenth century. Protestant reformers argued that one purpose of the 
law is to bring about a sense of human impotence, noting that humans 
discover that they are unable to obey the law of God and thus feel a con-
sequent sense of futility and frustration. This is seen as the first stage 
in a process that should eventuate in repentance and acceptance of grace 
through Christ. In this interpretative tradition, which would have been 
taught among southern Presbyterians, emphasis is placed on a personal 
or psychological struggle within the individual as he or she reaches the 
limits of struggle in trying to live a moral life by adhering to the moral law.

Graham, however, could not take for granted that sole or primary atten-
tion to individual salvation would produce the kind of revived Christianity 
that he envisioned. Painting a scenario of imminent national destruc-
tion, especially during the Cold War, did indeed involve a use of fear, but 
Graham did so with a keen sense of inviting Christians to forestall disaster 
by recommitting themselves to the faith and engaging in areas where pre-
sumably the unconverted had tried and failed.10 Revived Christians were 
therefore crucial to the fate of the nation. Graham’s politics of conversion 
should therefore be regarded as a hopeful vision of spiritually awakened 
Christians who could transform the nation. He aimed to temper his fright-
ening visions by trying to infuse Christians with hope that their religious 
practice was integral to the health of the nation. While judgment was immi-
nent, Graham believed that Christians had a vital part to play in determin-
ing the nation’s fate. This particular preaching style was a prescriptive call 
for Christian involvement and a rhetorical performance or demonstration 
of what Christians had done to make America a nation under God.

Because Graham tried to adhere to what he regarded as an unvary-
ing standard to judge the nation and assess its moral progress or regress 
and the health of its politics, he offered assessments of social and politi-
cal events that put him at odds with any straightforward valorization of 
America as a chosen nation. At times, he asserted that America was not 
exceptional, that she was beholden to a moral law, adherence to which 
could ensure the fortunes of the nation’s future. Graham had always 
grounded his public pronouncements in a narrative of faithfulness to or 
departure from divine law and biblical prescriptions. He interpreted inter-
national and national events for his listeners and readers by and through 
this framework. This vision and critique of political life and national 
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destiny served as a consistent guide behind his statements on changing 
political and social realities, such as the growth of communism, juvenile 
delinquency, divorce, and crime. Over time, Graham’s growing alarm at 
the “sexual revolution” (an expression he was already using in the late 
1950s), the “rights revolution” of the Supreme Court (which conservatives 
decried as soft on criminals and prejudicial toward minorities and spe-
cial interest groups), crime in urban centers, the negative implications of 
technological advances, and the specter of a rapidly growing communist 
threat to Western democracies all led him increasingly toward a conserva-
tive position that had as one of its central aims the restoration of Judeo- 
Christian values to preserve the nation from moral decline.11 After the Cold 
War years and amid the dramatic social changes of the 1960s, Graham 
published a response to a range of social issues facing America in his book 
World Aflame (1965). In it he warned that his generation was “now on the 
verge of seeing a democracy gone wild.”12 Only revived Christianity could 
save the nation and return it to the “moral and spiritual principles that 
made the West great.”13

These cultural changes and growing critiques of the nation by liber-
als because of racism, women’s issues, and the Vietnam War increasingly 
put Graham into a defensive posture about the nation. While criticizing 
America as having deviated from its roots and for its failure to adhere 
to a divine mandate of righteousness, Graham also tended to strike out 
verbally against those he deemed too critical of the nation, especially if 
he felt that they were singling out America as being uniquely racist or 
imperialistic.

Graham’s view of social transformation was always caught between his 
belief that the ultimate resolution to perennial political and social prob-
lems would take place only in the future at the return of Jesus and his 
very active involvement, usually behind the scenes, in trying to get certain 
policies implemented. There are plenty of instances of his claim that only 
the return of Jesus would solve human problems. In a 1955 sermon titled 
“Christ is Coming,” Graham stated, “Christ is the hope of the world. There 
is no possibility that the nations of the world will solve the basic prob-
lems of human nature until Christ comes again.”14 This vision of social 
change did not express much hope in human effort, given that it gave 
little confidence in humanity’s ability to make basic progress in dealing 
with the problems of “human nature.” However, Graham was not a pas-
sive observer of the world scene, despite his sometimes dour view of the 
world. He was deeply enmeshed in the details of social and political issues, 
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giving very specific and detailed advice to presidents on issues ranging 
from civil rights to the Vietnam War. Graham was certainly not apolitical, 
and he regularly urged Christians to make their voices heard and their 
votes count. It appears, however, that Graham tended to postpone the solu-
tion to particular problems to the future when he disagreed with proposals 
that he regarded as unduly optimistic or that challenged his view of the 
good society.15 Even so, at other times he offered a vision that not only 
transcended a narrowly nationalist vision of the American nation, but that 
also seemed a bit more sanguine about humans’ capacity to make substan-
tive and enduring changes in their political systems, however flawed such 
attempts might be.

When Graham published World Aflame in 1965, the political landscape 
seemed particularly tumultuous. President Lyndon B. Johnson had been 
elected the previous year. Congress had passed the Civil Rights Act, which 
banned discrimination in public accommodations, strengthened federal 
power to protect voting rights, and prohibited discrimination by employ-
ers and unions, among other provisions. Massive efforts were under-
way to register poor black voters in the South. Early in the year Johnson 
began to escalate the bombing campaign of North Vietnam, leading to 
protests and public demonstrations against the war.16 Surveying these 
developments, Graham expressed deep fears and worries about what was 
going on. He wrote, “The whole world is filled with riots, demonstra-
tions, threats, wars, and with a rebellion against authority that threatens 
civilization itself.”17 Graham offered his book as an examination of the 
causes of these “raging fires,” and to address these issues he proposed 
a “Biblical answer to world conflagration.”18 In examining the causes of 
these upheavals, Graham rejected what he saw as the leading explana-
tions, which were mainly economic, diplomatic, educational, and socio-
logical. He did not believe that monetary inequity was the cause for such 
dissensions, or that a redistribution of wealth would solve such problems. 
He quickly dismissed a failure of diplomacy as the cause of such violence 
and disarray. He minimized the work of the United Nations in a few sen-
tences, ending a paragraph on this dour note: “The diplomat ignores the 
evidence that international diplomacy is a record of broken dreams, bro-
ken promises, and broken treaties.”19 Nor did Graham think more educa-
tion would help. A bad environment was also quickly dispensed with as 
the primary cause of a world aflame. Graham argued, without produc-
ing any evidence, that affluent suburbs were likely to produce “greater 
social problems” than urban slums and poor rural areas. For him, this 
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was sufficient to falsify sociological arguments that a “bad environment” 
was behind social problems.20

Graham’s quick dismissal of complex explanations of social issues and 
his scant treatment of them were primarily prefatory matter to what he 
really wanted to say. Few readers would get the sense that he gave serious 
consideration to these ideas. What is striking is how Graham tended to 
lump all of these approaches to social and political problems under the 
label “worldly philosophies,” as though they were self- contained and had 
no overlap with solutions he culled from a “biblical philosophy of man and 
of history.”21 This had the advantage of presenting Graham as a fearless 
leader who would not compromise his convictions by trying to harmonize 
his Christian view of social and political problems with “modern philoso-
phy.” Yet this tendency to demarcate between a Christian or biblical view 
of the world and worldly philosophies invariably meant a simplification of 
the latter and a rather narrow understanding of what one could draw from 
Scripture and the Christian tradition.

Even with Graham’s grim diagnosis of world affairs, his social and 
political vision was ultimately optimistic. Yet it was always tempered with 
a conception of social transformation as discontinuous and in the future. 
In other words, this new society would not grow out of present develop-
ments, and it would be inaugurated by a radical in breaking of the divine 
into history. Graham wrote,

Ultimately, the Bible looks into the future to foresee a new world in 
which peace and righteousness prevail. There is to be world peace. 
There is to be a new social order. There is to be a new age. There is to 
be a completely new man in whom will be no false pride, hate, lust, 
greed, or prejudice. This will be the climax of human history. This 
will be unlike anything the world has ever known. The Kingdom of 
God will triumph.22

This hopeful vision, which postponed any substantive change, allowed 
him to paint a bleak vision of the present without giving any clear sense of 
how such a future could grow out of or be related to the present.

Graham railed against legislation and social engineering, proposing 
instead that the church’s primary mission was the changing of the hearts 
of humans by calling to them to repent and accept Jesus as Lord and Savior. 
Graham pitted lobbying, passing laws, and making resolutions against 
preaching a regenerating message of personal transformation. Here again 
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was evident his tendency to make radically distinctive categories as if they 
had no overlap. While Graham could confidently state that if the entire 
“human race should suddenly turn to Christ, we would have immediately 
the possibility of a new Christian order,” he left out what actual work would 
remain to be done if this occurred.23 One way Graham put this was to say 
that we “backslide as individuals before we begin to decay as a nation.”24 
In a radio address in 1958, he argued that the “greatest contribution you 
can make to the nation is to give your life and your heart to Jesus Christ.”25 
Graham argued that military armaments, taxes, and consumer goods were 
not the true index of a nation’s greatness, but that the nation’s foundation 
and security rested on the virtue and Christian faith of its citizens. That in 
fact individuals rather than political parties or governments were to blame 
for the nation’s decline. While Graham clearly had much to say about cor-
ruption in government and the necessity of moral leadership, these mes-
sages to inspire collective revivals enunciated his ultimate vision of what 
constituted good politics and social transformation. Essentially, Graham 
settled for churches speaking out on difficult moral issues and preachers 
and evangelists making their views known as individual Christians, but 
not as spokespersons for the church as a corporate body.

To the extent that Graham did have a vision for social and political trans-
formation that went beyond calls for piecemeal change or tinkering with 
a broken system in the present, it was about the future. As Graham wrote, 
“The fabulous future we Christians are looking for will not be the natural 
development of history. It will not come by political structuring. It will not 
be the result of education or science alone. It will come in the establish-
ment of the Kingdom of God by God’s direct intervention!”26 In practi-
cal terms, this meant hostility to any “social gospel” and deep skepticism 
about various proposals to radically alter the social and political structures 
of the nation. Graham’s political and social vision for much of his public 
life was thus about the future. It held out little hope for significant develop-
ments in the present.

Politics at Home

In reflecting on the passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, Graham 
quoted Senator Hubert Humphrey as reputedly saying to him, “Billy, leg-
islation alone can’t do it. It must ultimately come from the heart.” The 
words sound remarkably similar to Graham’s own words, words that he 
had been uttering for over a decade or more. Graham argued that the “only 
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possible solution” to the race problem was a “vital person experience with 
Jesus Christ on the part of both races”27 But Graham and other evangelists 
already had remarkably free rein to preach their message of salvation in 
Christ, to the South and the rest of the nation. Given that a significant 
proportion of the evangelical South professed Jesus as Lord and Savior, 
Graham had a glaring problem:  Why did he not reflect publicly on the 
seeming incongruity of his claims about a vital personal relationship with 
Jesus leading to the elimination of racial prejudice and structural racial 
oppression? After all, surely Graham was aware of the fact that many of 
the staunchest opponents of civil rights legislation were Christians who 
adhered to the revivalist form of Christian faith that he professed. And 
certainly Graham was aware that legislation was passed precisely because 
individuals who professed Jesus had not voluntarily agreed to end segrega-
tion, nor was there any evidence that many of them felt that this was one 
of the central demands of their faith.

What then gave Graham confidence that this conversion experi-
ence would have the profound “social implications” that he expected? 
Furthermore, it was always a curious claim for Graham to say that leg-
islation alone could not solve political problems, or that these problems 
required a spiritual solution, when Graham himself often noted that “law-
lessness” was a symptom of a lost world. Why this selective devaluation 
of the efficacy of law? Graham could often write or talk about laws as the 
expression of deeper values, respect for which indicated a concurrence 
between individual moral conscience and the highest values of a society. So 
it is puzzling that Graham would so often speak of laws enacted to address 
social injustices as being inherently ineffective or lacking in efficacy.

Why this worry about the efficacy of laws? Was it merely a tactical 
response to legislation with which he and others disagreed? That is part of 
the answer because the frequency of the claim that laws could not change 
hearts increased precisely when laws were being proposed that would pro-
foundly alter the relationship that white southern evangelicals in particu-
lar would have with state and local customs. These laws would gradually 
diminish their privileged status in society. But Graham’s individualism, 
his preference for and deep convictions about transforming human hearts, 
and his belief that personal human relations grounded in love and respect, 
meant that for him changed environments imposed by legal and politi-
cal solutions would not erase bitterness from human hearts. Therefore, 
he felt that they would only deal with externals and never really affect or 
change the inner person. For Graham, voluntary change from within was 
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thus crucial for social transformation, because all human relations had a 
personal and local dimension.

The fierce resistance of white southerners to Supreme Court decisions 
and even acts of the national Congress proved to Graham that unless 
something within changed, no law could ultimately compel persons to 
change, especially if some were willing to fight or even die for their deeply 
held convictions. Yet the very fierceness of white southerners’ reaction 
to some decisions, such as Brown v. Board of Education, which Graham 
did not object to in principle, demonstrated the limitations of his focus 
on changing hearts. Many southerners professed Christian faith, but it 
appeared their hearts weren’t changed on these particular matters. Unlike 
Graham, Martin Luther King Jr. and others felt it was immoral to expect 
blacks or other minorities to suffer under unjust laws that remained on 
the books, and that were felt in the lives of real people, until whites expe-
rienced a change of heart, which presumably would lead to the passage of 
just laws that reflected such underlying beliefs. Hearts were simply too 
slow. This emphasis on internal change also implicitly held faith in local 
communities to address their own problems with justice and compassion, 
a faith that the very history of the South, with its call for states’ rights 
on issues such as lynching and segregation, called into serious question. 
Graham’s personalist solution to social problems was thus stuck on the 
horns of an unresolved dilemma.

Politics Abroad

Graham evolved in his views. His experience with Richard Nixon and the 
debacle of the Watergate crisis, which led to Nixon eventually resigning 
his office in disgrace, was one factor in his rethinking his views about 
politics.28 Then, too, Graham’s many international travels were a source 
of ever broadening views of the world and church communities beyond 
the United States. (See David King’s and William Martin’s chapters in this 
volume.) He came to offer a more nuanced view of social change in his-
tory and began reframing some of his older ideas. In a speech titled “The 
Christian Faith and Peace in a Nuclear Age,” which Graham delivered in 
1982 in the Soviet Union, he appeared more tempered in his assessment 
of contemporary efforts to address the proliferation of nuclear weapons 
and the possibility of a worldwide nuclear war. The speech was widely 
criticized by some conservatives, who felt Graham was duped by the Soviet 
Union simply by speaking behind its Iron Curtain.29
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More generally, Graham offered a more hopeful view of human efforts 
at social and political betterment. Graham began as he usually did at such 
gatherings, introducing himself as a disciple and follower of Jesus Christ 
and a man who grounded his plans and proposals in the Bible. The young 
southern boy who once preached to fish in a local pond to improve his 
speaking skills was now a world- renowned evangelist who had preached 
to more people than any other living person. Here was Graham on a stage 
addressing one of the most pressing issues of his day. As he had done 
in so many of his talks, he proposed what he called a “spiritual solution” 
to the problem of nuclear proliferation, denying the efficacy of a merely 
political solution. Graham stated that “the possibility of nuclear war is pri-
marily a moral and spiritual issue that must concern us all. I furthermore 
am convinced that political answers alone will not suffice, but that it is 
now time for us to urge the world to turn to spiritual solutions as well.”30 
Graham elaborated on this point by saying that human hearts needed to 
be changed, and that spiritual revival would be the most effective way to 
produce permanent change. He affirmed the sacredness of all human life, 
emphasizing that humanity was created in God’s image, that there was a 
possibility of all having a personal relationship with God, and that humans 
were the object of God’s love.

At one point in his talk, Graham returned to his consistent claim 
that only at the return of Jesus would problems such as war be resolved. 
For a moment, it appeared that he had little to say about present or con-
temporary efforts to address nuclear war. Regarding the distant future, 
Graham said, “Only then will the spiritual problem of the human race be 
fully solved. Both the Bible and the Christian creeds teach that there will 
be universal judgment. Christ will come again . . . then the Kingdom of 
God will be established, and God will intervene to make all things new. 
That is our great hope for the future.”31 Yet Graham also indicated that 
there was an “already” element of the coming Kingdom that Christians 
often overlooked, that the Kingdom of God “is not only a future hope but 
a present reality.” Christians therefore must work with all those who strive 
to bring about peace in the world (presumably non- Christians as well). 
Graham said that he was hopeful in spite of the temptation to be pessimis-
tic because God is sovereign Lord of history. There was always the possibil-
ity of people turning to God, and thus being enabled by divine power to 
grapple with and begin to solve some of the many problems in the world.

Graham’s message had a different tone overall than the early Hour of 
Decision broadcasts and many of his earlier reflections on world events. 
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There was a broader vision of the church and recognition of Christians 
participating in a larger body of Christ. Graham counseled his fellow 
Christians:  “Our purpose is to rise above narrow national interests and 
give all humanity a spiritual vision of the way to peace.”32 He urged world 
leaders to repent, commit themselves to peace and justice, and find ways 
to implement specific policies that would lead to peace. Always attuned 
to personal relations, Graham told leaders to get to know each other. He 
closed his talk with a call that the peoples of the world pray and seek God.

Although Graham often responded to critics who claimed his mes-
sages were too negative, he left himself open to the charge that his politi-
cal and social vision was unduly pessimistic about efforts at social reform. 
Critics also felt that he placed so much emphasis on individual conversion 
that he tended to simplify complex issues by reducing them to personal 
relations. As a person with some roots in Presbyterianism, it would seem 
Graham would have been aware of Reformed thought on common grace 
and cooperative work for the common good with those who did not share 
his understanding of the conversion experience. This consistent emphasis 
on individual conversion and its alleged beneficent effects for the social 
order sometimes implied that Graham and his evangelical compatriots, 
as one critic put it, left the common good and social reform in the hands 
of “benevolent individuals.”33 What about continued struggles with sin 
within persons and the temptation to hubris, self- righteousness, greed, 
and avarice among the converted? Graham acknowledged that even some 
of those converted at his crusades continued to wrestle with hatred, rac-
ism, and various other sins. What then made him believe in the singular 
efficacy and social effects of the conversion experience?

Graham’s individualizing tendencies shrank the circle of those who 
could participate in his social and political vision and radically circum-
scribed the object of his critique. In other words, he rarely mentioned 
social institutions and structures that made even the determined efforts 
of the most noble persons limited in what they could accomplish. 
Nevertheless, Graham’s consistent call for a transformed heart, his clear 
and urgent preaching that sought to get to the root causes of problems, 
and his skepticism about any grand or utopian schemes for social transfor-
mation made his message appealing and convincing to many Christians. 
Graham’s religious vision and his reading of the nation’s history were a 
catalyst in the emergence of a political coalition that emphasized family 
values, patriotism, and fighting crime, which gained great support across 
the nation by the late 1960s. His politics of conversion often incorporated 
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specific criticisms of the nation that became central to the emerging New 
Christian Right’s strong opposition, especially in the South, to the cultural 
and social agenda of leftist liberalism.34

Graham’s regular talks about sin and corruption and his pronounce-
ments of judgment on social vices permitted distance from a simplis-
tic valorization of any nation, though at times he succumbed to fusing 
national and religious ends, especially when he once starkly proclaimed 
that one could not possibly contribute to the American way of life unless 
one knew Jesus as one’s Lord and Savior.35 But this latter statement was 
not representative of Graham’s overarching political and social vision. 
Though modest about what could be accomplished in history, Graham 
did help a number of Christians wrestle with the complex task of trying 
to forge a better nation. He urged Christians to be a “conscience to the 
country” and to engage in the difficult work of exemplifying a political and 
social reality that would speak of a God who had redeemed them and who 
continued to offer the gift of salvation to all who would receive it.36 This 
was his consistent vision for the nation and for individuals.
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 “Heavenly Houston”
Billy Graham and Corporate Civil Rights in 
Sunbelt Evangelicalism’s “Golden Buckle”

Darren Dochuk

We very seldom have a stadium filled this early in a  
crusade, but you people in Houston and Texas do things  

bigger and better than any place else we’ve been.1

—  Billy GrahaM, 1965

FroM the MoMent he burst onto the national scene to the apex of his 
influence, Billy Graham was scrutinized for his stand on race. Famously, 
during the 1957 New York City crusade, he stepped into an intense politick-
ing that would follow him through the next two- and- a- half decades. Aware 
of growing momentum for race reform, and wanting to convey a message 
of support, Graham positioned the black preacher Howard Jones along-
side other dignitaries on his sprawling stage. “In New York,” Jones recalls, 
“Billy once and for all made it clear that his ministry would not be a slave 
to the culture’s segregationist ways. He was serious about integrating the 
crowds at his Madison Square Garden crusade . .  . and he looked to me 
for counsel on boosting minority turnout.” Graham asked, “Howard, what 
can we do to get more blacks to the meetings?” Jones replied, “If they’re 
not coming to you, you have to go to where they are. … Billy, you need 
to go to Harlem.” Billy accepted the advice, Jones asserts, went to Harlem 
(several times), and charged forward as a “radical” eager to act out the 
“countercultural” potentials of Scripture.2

Graham faced heavy criticism for his stand. “You should not have a 
Negro on your team,” one irate man inveighed; “You’re going to ruin 
your ministry by adding minorities,” echoed another. Meanwhile, the 
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fulminations of the firebrand preachers Carl McIntire and Bob Jones 
against Graham’s theological ecumenism assumed a distinct racial tone. 
By loosening biblical standards of fellowship, they implied, Graham was 
threatening to undermine social norms that kept whites and blacks apart. 
The evangelist shouldered criticism from liberals as well, from men 
such as Reinhold Niebuhr, who thought that his gestures were token and 
ignored structural inequalities. Niebuhr wished that Graham would join 
“a whole- souled effort to give the Negro neighbor his full due as a man and 
brother.” Martin Luther King Jr. appeared on the New York stage, another 
show of the evangelist’s biracial aspirations, yet many on King’s team 
shared Niebuhr’s doubt that Graham’s soft diplomacy could challenge, 
let alone dismantle, Jim Crow.3

As witnessed in Manhattan, and evidenced throughout his career, 
Graham’s handling of race placed him in a perennially difficult, in- between 
spot. Seen by allies as a visionary who wanted to map out a fairer society, 
the preacher was viewed by others as too indecisive and culturally compli-
ant to stand firm on principle, or too beholden to racial norms to find, 
let alone fight, his way out. According to the journalist Tom McMahan, 
Graham himself once admitted that he felt trapped in the middle, “like a 
fellow in the 1860s who put on a blue coat and some grey trousers— and 
got shot at by both sides.”4

Considering Graham’s own feelings of embattlement, it is no surprise 
that chroniclers have measured his record on race in similarly divided 
terms. Southern fundamentalist criticisms of Graham’s accommodations 
have dissipated, allowing evangelical scribes from both sides of the Dixie 
divide to celebrate his ministry as an emblem of color- blind Christianity. 
The Niebuhrian critique, however, has enjoyed a longer shelf life. To this 
day, skeptics continue to stress Graham’s ineffectiveness in marshaling 
God’s people for social justice. In their rendering, the radical of Howard 
Jones’s scenario acted quite differently, as— at best— a reluctant pragma-
tist, whose willingness to “go to Harlem” stood as a sign of a man chasing 
the winds of change, and who had to travel great distances— physically 
and philosophically— just to recognize his society’s most egregious sin. 
Fortunately, recent scholarship has carved out a subtler picture that elides 
the paralyzing question of whether Graham was or was not the civil rights 
champion Jones claimed him to be, and instead exposes the complexities 
of a man who was neither radical nor reactionary, but rather middle- of- 
the- road average among his contemporaries. The historian Steven Miller 
astutely positions the evangelist “between the segregationist right and the 
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integrationist left,” “removed from the fray of both the civil rights era’s 
politics of rage and its politics of protest.” Graham, he asserts, “advocated 
a politics of decency, which invoked evangelical faith, combined with law 
and order, toward moderate ends.” Biographer William Martin echoes 
Miller when he quips that although Graham was never known to lead the 
parade for race reform, he did march to the collective beat of those who 
carried the banners and sounded the notes for change.5

“Middle- of- the- road average” hardly makes for compelling history, but 
in Graham’s case it rings true, with some exceptions. When we attend 
to two other entwined forces in Graham’s worldview— economics and 
geography— we can identify an integrationist stance that was— at key 
times, and in key settings— more ambitious than this depiction allows. 
Graham, temperamentally centrist to the core, may not have championed 
civil rights in the same cutting- edge manner as Niebuhr and King, or lob-
bied forcefully for federal legislation and Washington’s intervention as the 
primary means of reform (though he did support these initiatives), but his 
blueprint for social change was rigorous just the same. Fashioned out of 
faith in evangelical entrepreneurialism as a critical mode of social engage-
ment that could make America meritocratic, Graham demonstrated his 
own steadfast determination and certainty that racial reconciliation could 
occur through the collective effort of saved, likeminded, empowered indi-
viduals, at a fairly rapid pace. In this sense, Graham’s confidence in the 
reconstructive potentials of capitalism at the very least placed him nearer 
the front of the parade for race reform than at the back.6

These forward- looking ambitions are, in turn, best seen through the 
prisms of place. Landscape matters, the sociologist Robert Wuthnow 
asserts, for it is in territory- specific contexts that religious ideas, institu-
tions, and idioms “interlace with local . . . traditions” to reinforce particular 
understandings of economy, ethnicity, and race; shared senses of history; 
and collective hope for the future. Wuthnow’s is a useful prompt for reap-
praising Graham’s pocket- book solutions to America’s racial problem as a 
direct outgrowth of his civic associations in one particularly market- driven 
region of postwar America: the Sunbelt Southwest. A native of the Deep 
South, and beholden to its norms, Graham would always be a southern 
man. During the height of his career, however, amid the country’s tens-
est struggles over civil rights, the evangelist found a more enticing envi-
ronment west of the Mississippi. There, in a rapidly modernizing region 
slightly less inhibited by the strictures of Jim Crow, Graham attained a 
fresh outlet for his social vision.7
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Indeed, as a brief glimpse at his ties to the Southwest’s most dynamic 
hub illustrates, while the evangelist took the charge to “go to Harlem” to 
see racial problems firsthand seriously, he was just as eager to go to Sunbelt 
cities like Houston, where their solutions seemed apparent. Defined by its 
cosmopolitan outlook, burgeoning ethnic and racial diversity, rabid boost-
erism, and global potentials, this boomtown served as a perfect test site 
for an alternative brand of civil rights. Over the course of three decades, 
during Houston’s evolution into a world- class city, Graham shaped a min-
istry that exhibited parallel aspirations to move America beyond troubling 
parochialisms into a new dispensation of inclusion and grace.8

Texas Ties

Graham’s enchantment with Texas began in the 1950s, at a time when the 
state, like the evangelist, was emerging onto a national stage. During the 
Cold War era, he often used his time among Texans to sort out his stand on 
race and civil rights; Texas was, in this sense, his crucible. But it was also 
an inspiration. Aided by the support of a large constituency of business 
leaders who were eager to channel their faith in Christ and the potential 
of unfettered individualism into a mission of progress, Graham’s attrac-
tion to Texas and its unquenchable drive for the sparkling and new was 
obvious. Even as media attention at his 1957 New York crusade swirled 
around debates over race and religion in the Big Apple, Graham found 
time on his stage to acknowledge Texas as his true trendsetter. “We’ve 
been reading a great deal about Texas in the last few days, and we have 
some Texans on the platform that are on our team. … Everything in Texas 
is big.”9

Of course, Graham was hardly the only American to marvel at Texas’s 
disproportional power in the 1950s. America as a whole was preoccupied 
with this state’s swashbuckling style, derived as it was from real spectacular 
gains in economy precipitated by federal funding and gushing crude. Like 
much of the Southwest, Texas had endured tough times during the 1930s, 
but compared to neighboring states, it weathered the economic storm with 
fewer disruptions. A smaller percentage of its population fled for employ-
ment in the Far West, leaving workforces intact, and Washington’s wartime 
spending helped stabilize financial prospects. Resting on the Gulf Coast, 
halfway between the Atlantic and Pacific, Texas was strategic terrain, which 
is why it received over seven billion dollars in war supply contracts, served 
as a training site for over 1.5 million soldiers, and housed sixty- five army 
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airfields, thirty- five army camps, and seven naval stations. Ensuring their 
state’s future of massive growth were Texas’s powerbrokers, men like Jesse 
H.  Jones, head of the New Deal’s Reconstruction Finance Corporation; 
Sam Rayburn, the Speaker of the House; and Lyndon Johnson, a rising star 
congressman. Thanks to these Washington insiders, Texas was primed for 
accelerated and sustained economic expansion.10

Texas crude offered another propellant. Texas’s “gusher age” crested 
during the 1930s when huge finds in East Texas confirmed the state’s 
elite standing in global oil and created a new class of independent 
“wildcat” producers, who despite operating on shoe- string budgets, 
struck it rich before major companies arrived. As a result of this boom, 
the state entered the 1950s as an energy- producing juggernaut. By the 
end of the decade, Texas companies, six thousand total, would produce 
more than half of the nation’s entire oil supply. But volume was not 
the only measure of “Texas Tea’s” ascent. Even as the state enjoyed 
unmatched success, America ceased to be a net oil- exporter. The rise 
of Saudi Arabia undermined US hegemony in global petroleum, and 
at the same time heightened the importance of Texas as America’s last 
hope to be competitive and self- sufficient. Cognizant of this, Texas’s 
wildcatters wore their new cachet with pride, believing that they alone 
could save the nation. As Lawrence Goodwyn explains, amid Cold War 
anxieties, they stood as a flickering symbol to all of what was “rare and 
appealing about America, its economy, and the vibrant social relations 
of its people.”11

Billy Graham clearly recognized this, though his wonder at everything 
Texas was far from abstract. His awe was generated firsthand, through 
increased exposure to the state’s budding economy and leadership. 
During the first half of the 1950s, he held revivals in each of Texas’s fastest- 
growing cities. The pattern began in 1951 when he traveled to Dallas, 
Houston, Waco, and San Antonio, then held a month- long crusade in Fort 
Worth. Besides serving as an introduction to Texas’s business elite (aided 
by his address to the Fort Worth Chamber of Commerce), this sojourn 
also solidified his ties to its clerical elite. In October, Graham began a rou-
tine that he would continue throughout his career:  speaking directly to 
Texas’s Southern Baptists, in this case to those gathered at the Texas State 
Baptist Convention in Houston, in subsequent cases at national Southern 
Baptist Convention (SBC) meetings (also in Houston). Graham’s plea 
to the 1951 gathering hit the right marks in the way that it affirmed his 
audience’s unwavering belief that societal change came through spiritual 
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regeneration, not government intervention. Indeed, he pulled no punches 
when touting the Texas Baptist way:

[T] he average man thanks government, a relief check, a crop reduc-
tion check, a new deal . . . rather than God, for his daily bread. Millions 
of modern people have been sold on the idea that the problems of sin 
can be cured by government; they have renounced faith in Christ as 
the Savior of [the] human race from the curse of sin and have put their 
faith in government. We are now talking about a new social and eco-
nomic system instead of a new birth as a means to human salvation.

Graham’s jeremiad against secular big government concluded with an 
entreaty for Baptists to remember the basics of their faith— the totalizing 
power of personal redemption. “I believe in the social aspects and applica-
tion of the gospel,” Graham proclaimed, “but I do not believe in any social-
ism that takes away the individual responsibility of a man before his God.”12

Individual freedom and responsibility were exactly what Graham’s 
Texas hosts cherished most, and the evangelist seemed eager to continue 
honoring those commitments. One of the byproducts of Graham’s initial 
campaign was a closer relationship with SBC luminaries, including Texas 
executive secretary J. Howard Williams, the man who would do more than 
anyone else to orchestrate Graham’s return visits and place SBC congre-
gations in his service. Considering the staggering growth of the SBC in 
Texas, this gave Graham’s ministry a major shot in the arm. In 1952, after 
a twenty- year span of almost 200 percent growth, Southern Baptists num-
bered 1.4 million in Texas, more than twice the total of Southern Baptists 
living in any other state. Williams was Graham’s entry into a whirlwind 
of activity. So too was grocery- chain- store king Howard E. Butt Jr., whose 
friendship with Graham was struck at this same time. Even as he ran his 
family’s HEB Food Stores Company and the H. E. Butt Foundation, Butt 
was also a full- time pulpiteer, leading Graham to deem him one of the 
nation’s “greatest young preachers” and add him to the board of the Billy 
Graham Evangelistic Association (BGEA).13

Another byproduct of Graham’s first Texas swing and pleas to protect 
the values of frontier individualism came via popular media: the filming of 
Mr. Texas, his first major motion picture. Debuting in fall of 1951, aided by 
Texas donors, Mr. Texas combined footage from the Fort Worth gathering 
and a fifty- day shoot at Hardin Simmons University to create a message 
perfectly suited to southwesterners. In explaining his film to a Hollywood 
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reporter, Graham said it was a “western with Biblical overtones— about a 
Texas rancher- turned- oilman who doesn’t find true happiness and peace 
until I convert him.” Some surmised that Glenn McCarthy, Texas’s “King 
of the Wildcatters” notorious for his conspicuous consumption, served as 
inspiration. Graham discounted the rumor, but admitted that his purpose 
was to expose the McCarthys of Texas to Scripture’s teachings on Christian 
living. Texas’s super- rich took notice, in some circumstances internalizing 
the evangelist’s salvation call, and forging lasting ties, all in the name of 
transforming their society into a reality of their (and Graham’s) design.14

Baghdad on the Bayou

Boundless in the way they drew him into the heart of Texas’s corporate 
and churchly orbs, Graham’s earliest activities were nevertheless particu-
larly critical in linking his ministry to Houston. To be sure, Dallas and 
Fort Worth would always loom large in his imagination. Through his 
friendship with Sid Richardson, an oilman who rivaled McCarthy as an 
all- powerful eccentric, Graham would remain linked to Fort Worth, and 
thanks to his visits to Dallas he would always consider the city’s evangeli-
cal community his own. His sense of connection there would lead to his 
taking membership at First Baptist Dallas, the SBC’s flagship congrega-
tion led by Reverend W.A. Criswell. Houston, however, quickly became 
Graham’s real Texas abode.15

Considering its high profile in a crescent of metropolitan centers that 
began dotting post– World War II America’s southern rim, the city’s draw 
for the evangelist made sense. Thousands of others were drawn there, too. 
While Los Angeles, site of Graham’s breakthrough in 1949, set an early 
pace for urban growth along the crescent, Houston established its own 
reputation as a limitless tomorrow- land. When Graham started visiting 
Houston, it stood second to Los Angeles in population, geographic sprawl, 
and growth. In 1950 it boasted a population of 596,163 and land area of 
160 square miles; in 1960 it contained 938,219 people spread over 321 
square miles; in 1970 there were 1,253,479 people spread over 433 square 
miles. By 1980, Houston would surpass Los Angeles in square mileage 
and growth, making it the Sunbelt’s ultimate boomtown.16

But Houston possessed other big features that Graham (and other 
Americans) found infectious as well. Called “Baghdad on the Bayou” for 
the prominence of Buffalo Bayou, which cuts across the city’s south-
ern half, on whose shores Texas independence was secured, Houston 
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was “Baghdad” in a second sense in that it boasted a powerful merchant 
class whose vast interests stretched along waterways to international 
shores beyond. It was Jesse H.  Jones who secured this global access 
when, in the early twentieth century, he lobbied for the construction of 
a major ship channel from Houston to the Gulf of Mexico. He predicted 
the waterway would become “the inevitable gateway through which the 
products of this growing southern and western empire can best reach 
the markets of the world.” As illustrated by Jones’s ties to Humble Oil 
Company, oil’s corporate presence in Houston further justified its com-
parison to Baghdad. Since the early twentieth century, when oil was first 
discovered nearby, Houston had served as the nation’s petroleum center. 
This status was reinforced in the 1950s as Texas crude assumed a larger 
international role. Alongside its obvious economic importance was its 
religious vitality, making yet a fourth comparative. Not unlike Baghdad, 
Islam’s crossroads, Houston represented the heart of the Southwest’s 
Bible Belt. Methodists of Jones’s ilk, but also Baptists, Presbyterians, 
and Pentecostals all thrived there, making it a national meeting place for 
faith as well as finance.17

Faith, finance, and family drew Graham to Baghdad on the Bayou dur-
ing the 1950s. By then, owing to his wife’s history, Graham’s affinity for the 
town was already deep. During a cross- country trip in 1922, Dr. L. Nelson 
Bell and his family had stopped in Houston to visit First Presbyterian 
Church, a key supporter of their mission in China. While preaching 
there, Bell implored his affluent hosts to give all they could to support 
his Tsingkiangpu Hospital. Those heeding the call included Benjamin 
Clayton, co- owner of the Anderson Clayton Company, the world’s largest 
cotton exporter. Clayton listened to Bell, drew closer as a friend, and then 
gave. “Nelson Bell has an innate magnetism that has a spell on people,” he 
explained. The Bells’ visit to Houston that summer resulted in a $20,000 
donation to construct a “Houston Unit” at the Chinese hospital. Clayton, the 
Bells, and First Presbyterian would give one another much more over the 
coming years. In 1927, on their first sabbatical, the Bells moved to Houston. 
During this time Bell assumed an assistant pastorate at First Presbyterian 
and developed lasting affections for the community. It was this fondness, 
Houston’s press proclaimed years later, that made Graham— Bell’s son- in- 
law— comfortable in the city, and always eager to come back.18

The city’s expansive Christian business community put him at ease, 
too. Following in his father- in- law’s steps, Graham looked to Houston 
as a philanthropic wellspring, only with an eye for wider tributaries. In 
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posh neighborhoods scattered throughout the metropolis’s rambling grid, 
the most illustrious of them tucked away on the shores of Buffalo Bayou, 
lived evangelical laymen of Benjamin Clayton’s ilk, men eager to use their 
extensive wealth to support the evangelist’s cause. From Jesse H.  Jones 
to Hugh Roy (H. R.) Cullen, cotton kings to oil czars, Houston had it all; 
more than other Sunbelt cities, its wealth was concentrated in very power-
ful hands but also expanded across economic sectors and beyond the city’s 
boundaries.

In the highest ranks were men who prospered from the state’s oil age. 
Few in this realm could match the size of Jones’s and Cullen’s coffers, or 
their generosity. The Houston magnates commanded empires by the late 
1940s, whose charities funded countless Methodist and Baptist churches, 
schools, hospitals, and ministries. Cullen and Jones were aware of a third 
formidable character, one whose presence in Houston was more sporadic 
but critical just the same, especially where Graham’s ministry was con-
cerned. R. G. LeTourneau built equipment for oil drilling, and although 
his plant was based in East Texas, his primary interests centered on 
Houston, the origin of his contracts and most cherished church contacts. 
Throughout the 1950s and 1960s, LeTourneau committed his wealth to a 
variety of Houston- focused parachurch organizations, including his own. 
One of the most important recipients of his gifting was Billy Graham and 
Graham’s Houston crusades of 1952 and 1965, on whose executive boards 
he sat.19

As important as these captains of industry were, it was a group of mea-
surably less affluent merchants who secured ties between the preacher and 
the place and helped make his evangelical entrepreneurialism come alive 
as a social ethic. Graham’s return to Houston in 1952 for a major evange-
listic crusade was highly anticipated and planned. Leading it was a legion 
of clerical and lay advisors. The former included Reverend William Foster 
of First Presbyterian, the latter Earl C. Hankamer. Hankamer had made a 
small fortune in East Texas crude before settling in Houston. He quickly 
became a fixture in the city, offering a blueprint (as his grandson would 
say) for “sharing . . . material success with others.” Hankamer enhanced 
this reputation by overseeing the crusade, which involved thousands of 
dollars and workers. Texas had never seen anything like it, and the event 
left everyone, Graham included, impressed. Writing to Hankamer in the 
wake of the crusade, Graham expressed gratitude:  “Naturally, we have 
been thinking about you and your wonderful family. … We will never be 
the same after being in Houston.”20
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Graham’s correspondence continued as the two men planned a second 
major undertaking: a sequel to Mr. Texas. Wanting to propagate Christ’s 
redemptive powers to a wide audience, Dick Ross, head of World Wide 
Pictures, and Hankamer produced Oil Town, U.S.A., a story about a way-
ward wildcatter named Lance Manning who finds Christ in a metropo-
lis where the potentials for good are as great as its immoral excesses. 
Through Hankamer’s ties, Ross gained access to the Petroleum Club of 
Houston (where Graham was shot preaching to oil barons), permission 
from Houston’s Chamber of Commerce for filming in various locales, and 
an opulent mansion that could serve as Manning’s residence. The man-
sion was Hankamer’s well- appointed French chateau, whose plush lawn 
lined Buffalo Bayou. The success Oiltown, U.S.A. had in inspiring people 
seemed instant (its three- night preview in Houston in 1953 caused a media 
storm) and enduring, in Houston and around the world, and Hankamer 
deserved much of the credit.21

Graham’s other merchant- allies in this venture were Morris C. Oldham 
and Carloss Morris. An Ohioan by birth, Oldham relocated to Houston 
as a moneyless but ambitious entrepreneur who eventually became the 
region’s largest milk retailer. In 1952 his Phenix Dairy Company merged 
with Foremost Dairy, expanding his profits and capacity to underwrite 
Oiltown, U.S.A. Oldham shared with Hankamer the reputation of being 
one of the city’s leading Baptists; both attended Second Baptist Church and 
sat on several Baptist boards. Morris was their equal. His mansion, which 
hosted many dinners for Graham and friends, was around the corner from 
Hankamer’s and Oldham’s and was situated on the Buffalo Bayou. Born in 
Galveston and educated at Rice University, Morris became a lawyer before 
taking over his father’s title company. Alongside Oldham and Hankamer, 
he labored tirelessly for Graham. In the 1950s he offered legal advice for 
the filming of Oiltown, U.S.A., and for the next three decades he would 
help the evangelist negotiate all of the ins and outs and elite networks of 
his town.22

All of these Houstonians saw in their city a bright destiny for their 
country. Theirs was a confident boosterism that championed their town 
as a blank slate, a soil on which rags- to- riches men like the fictional Lance 
Manning could make their lives prosper and count. In Houston they visu-
alized a melting pot of people with big dreams, in which the uprooted 
and upwardly mobile could remake themselves without the social and eco-
nomic constraints of home. If unique for the intensity of their convictions, 
Baghdad on the Bayou’s merchants spoke a language of growth that was 
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spoken in other Sunbelt locales. At this time, the discourse of capital as 
a pathway to the common good also energized booster classes in cities 
like Atlanta and Phoenix. It drove a new generation of “Chamber Men” 
(Chamber of Commerce leaders) to build modern metropolises by recruit-
ing northern businesses and professionals, maximizing Washington 
beneficence, and transforming hinterlands into thriving centers of finance 
and technology. Pragmatic and profit- seeking to the core, always anxious 
to trim overhead and protect their bottom line, Houston’s Chamber Men, 
like their cousins elsewhere, were nevertheless earnest in their belief that 
they could construct a region, an economy, and a social ethic that the 
nation had never seen manifested in full.23

Graham celebrated this truth at his Texas crusades. “Houston’s ‘boom-
town’ growth, which has drawn transients from over the U.S.,” he admit-
ted, raised challenges. Migrants do not make instant evangelicals, he 
noted; they have to be prodded out of apathy into communion. Yet once 
saved, migrants did make robust evangelicals. Therein lay Houston’s 
superlative promise. In their master plans, Graham and his Chamber 
Men friends accentuated the reparative potentials of a pristine capitalism 
and Christianity uninhibited by old prejudices. Houston, they believed, 
promised a fresh start for everyone, hence the seed of spiritual repair, and 
through Graham’s soul winning they thought they could move closer to 
this desired end. As a poster for Oiltown, U.S.A. offered: “Why Houston?” 
“Why not Pittsburgh, or Chicago, or Boston, or Atlanta? Well, the story of 
Houston is the story of the free enterprise of America . . . the story of the 
development and use of God- Given natural resources by men who have 
built a great new empire, and with it, a fabulous central city: Oil Town.” 
Graham and his hosts could not help but be swept up in this narrative.24

Corporate Civil Rights

Blinded by exuberance to the full extent of their society’s injustice, their 
narrative nevertheless contained a proactive side where race was con-
cerned. Graham, like his Houston peers, held unwavering certainty in the 
ability of this new place and its new capitalism to lift people out of their 
social predicaments. According to their bottom- line rationale, in which 
individual redemption was considered the true force for progress, what 
was needed in response to any social challenges, racism included, was 
not restructuring by a more involved government, but a cost- effective way 
of sponsoring revival, distilling scriptural truths down to their simplest 
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essences, and setting an example of the Protestant work ethic and Christian 
charity in motion.

There were a number of reasons why this bootstrap formula for racial 
uplift had special traction in Texas’s Oil Town, and why Graham seemed 
most comfortable implementing it there. In the first place, Houstonians 
with whom he associated proved more eager than their counterparts else-
where to jettison (at least publicly) their claims to white privilege for the 
sake of economic growth. Historians have rightly noted Graham’s willing-
ness to work with some of the Lone Star State’s staunchest segregation-
ists as evidence of his lingering ambivalence about civil rights. His Dallas 
connections usually serve as evidence. In associating with First Baptist 
Dallas, its outspoken pastor W.A. Criswell, and a network of conserva-
tive politicos that associated with them, Graham exposed himself to easy 
and fair criticism. Graham’s 1953 Dallas crusade was largely a segregated 
affair, marking the last time he would implement Jim Crow policy. While 
the evangelist changed his ways after this scrutinized episode, pledging 
to make his ministry fully inclusive, many of his Dallas supporters reaf-
firmed theirs. Infamously, of course, in the wake of Brown v.  Board of 
Education (1954), Criswell lashed out at federal integrationists in defense 
of state rights. “We don’t want to be in church with colored people,” he 
charged. “Ducks live only with other ducks.”25

His pastor’s declarations put Graham in a tenuous spot, forcing him 
to establish distance from Dallas’s right- wing conservatism and make 
more explicit his creative solutions to racism. Graham was determined to 
fashion a post- racial conservatism that could capture the quieter majority. 
And that majority seemed to be present, plentifully, in Houston. Whereas 
Dallas was earning a reputation as a “City of Hate” for its reactionary 
populism, Houston approached the 1960s with greater awareness of the 
nation’s and their church’s next necessary social progressions. Although 
hardly free of racial violence, both political and physical, Baghdad on the 
Bayou contained the seeds of a vibrant evangelical vision of social change. 
Graham and his ministry seemed to draw special energy from that fact.26

This was certainly evident in the messages he regularly delivered to 
Houstonians. Although his 1965 evangelistic crusade marked the pinnacle 
of a decade- long itinerary of Houston visits, his many other trips to the city 
during the 1960s gave him ample opportunity to endorse corporate civil 
rights to warm audiences of civil- minded corporate types. Graham’s four- 
day tour in 1963 was one such occasion. Joined at the airport by Houston’s 
mayor, Earl Hankamer, Carloss Morris, and other civic leaders, Graham 
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delivered brief but telling public comments upon his arrival. Of Richard 
Nixon and the prospects of his quiet conservative revolution, Graham 
offered: “He is my personal friend. I believe he is well qualified to hold 
any public office. He could be an American Churchill.” Of Washington 
he voiced concern:  “Government is becoming bigger and bigger. … It 
will destroy the moral fiber of our nation when our people look to the 
government to fill their needs.” And of civil rights, Graham avowed that 
Houston and the South held more solutions to race problems than the 
North, because whites and blacks living there enjoyed bonds of friendship 
and a shared vision that was rare anywhere else.27

In Graham’s estimation, the potential of a corporate civil rights move-
ment led by Houston’s finest citizens was even more impressive since it 
was accompanied by an advanced technological wherewithal. Soon after 
his airport meet- and- greet, Graham and Hankamer journeyed to the con-
struction site of the Astrodome, the world’s first roofed stadium. “This,” 
he proclaimed, is “one of the great wonders of the world . . . a magnificent 
dream coming true before our eyes . . . the boundless imagination of man 
transformed to reality. To be here is a privilege . . . to see the domed stadium 
an inspiration.” Houston’s other wonder of the world— NASA— provoked 
similar awe in Graham and made him praise the marvels of advanced 
capitalism as the way past America’s social problems. He expressed his 
wonderment at a speech to Houston’s Rotary Club, which followed. After 
being introduced by Governor John Connally and delivering his praise to 
alert ears, Graham retreated to his hotel room for an impromptu meeting 
with his politician friend. Connally took the opportunity to express his 
concern about President Kennedy’s visit the following week to Dallas, a 
city inflamed with backlash politics.28

Graham’s short visit in 1963 was followed by several others, during 
which he articulated Houston’s exceptional role in his plans for social 
reform. The basics of his corporate civil rights changed little over time. 
Following a long- standing pattern, he continued to speak favorably of 
federal civil rights legislation, but he also warned against dependency on 
this action. No act of Congress, he cautioned, “will solve the race prob-
lem because the problem lies at [a]  much deeper level. It lies in the level 
of the heart.” He conveyed this sentiment to the Layman’s Leadership 
Institute’s meeting, held in January 1967 at Houston’s posh Shamrock 
Hilton Hotel. Presided over by Howard Butt, the city’s Christian lay lead-
ers heard the evangelist range in his opining from worry about the tri-
als facing America’s youth to frustration with the psychological ills that 
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plagued its adults. But above all else, Graham’s was an upbeat charge for 
businessmen to strive for “positive witness” and “compassionate social 
concern.” “Even a casual study of the life of Jesus reveals that He was 
interested in man’s response to the social problem,” Graham averred. He 
pointed at the long line of saints who translated their relationship with 
Christ into an expansive humanitarianism that sought “to improve living 
standards” even as the New Testament was proclaimed. “We communicate 
the Gospel by contagious excitement about Christ,” he insisted, highlight-
ing the energy that swirled about Pentecost and the “Selma march,” which 
demonstrated its own “enthusiasm [ for] the Person of Christ.” Houston’s 
leaders were able to change history as well as “the hearts of men,” he con-
cluded; it was time that they act with this same passion.29

Of course, there was no broader or brighter platform for this type of 
exhortation than Graham’s major Houston evangelistic crusade of 1965. 
Night after night in late fall of this year he blended a hope derived from 
Houston’s unique standing as the ultimate modern metropolis with some 
disquiet about the future it presaged for America. At a preparatory meet-
ing with Houston ministers in October he highlighted the “fantastic” qual-
ities of the place that destined it for spectacular power: its cosmopolitan 
culture, its architecture, its civic life and leadership in national politics. 
“Even the American government is now run by Texans!” he chimed. But 
with the blessings came a special burden. The preaching that those before 
him needed— that he needed to provide— had to align the fantastic pros-
pects of Houston’s good life to designs for social reform. “The man who 
has experienced the reality of God’s love in Christ is called to live a life of 
responsive love.” This responsive love was to be Houston’s answer to its 
challenges— “growing pains,” “multiracial” dynamics, gaps between “rich 
and poor.” Once embraced in full, it was also to be Houston’s shining 
example to the nation— this, at least, was Graham’s heartfelt plea.30

It was also the commission he delivered to his massive audience— forty 
thousand per night, virtually filling the Astrodome— during late November. 
In his most stirring sermon, preached on the closing evening, Graham 
melded his passions for Baghdad on the Bayou into one fervent appeal. 
Houstonians, like the Apostle Paul during his visit to Athens, needed to be 
roused by the times and their place in anticipation of the end. “Fashion; 
fortune; ease; ambition; self- seeking;” “humanizing God and deifying 
man,” making “chrome plated” things “idols,” technology “our god:” these 
traits, witnessed aplenty in Athens, were abundant in Houston as well, 
Graham declared, demanding counter- action. “Paul was stirred,” Graham 
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proclaimed, before asking that his audience be, too. “We Christians should 
be stirred to action against poverty, illiteracy, disease, racial injustice, the 
forces of tyranny that seek to destroy . . . the liberties of man.”31

Of these ills, racial injustice stood out to Graham as especially egregious, 
warranting an urgent answer. “Athenians were proud,” he reminded his 
listeners, and believed that no one was “superior to them.” Transitioning 
to present- day Houston, he noted that such arrogance still clouded human 
consciousness. “We have our social snobbery . . . and our racial superior-
ity.” Despite the fact that “God says we all come from the same blood,” 
he mused, “racial tension is increasing throughout the world.” Graham 
segued into an extended lamentation, one of the longer ones seen in all of 
his sermonizing, against the evils of racial sin:

Being black in some parts of the world, Jewish in other parts, or 
Oriental in others, or white in some places, imposes intolerable 
burdens; while those who are accidentally born to the ruling major-
ity enjoy advantages that they have not always earned and of which 
they seem to have little appreciation. To hate, to discriminate against 
and to restrict those who look different, who talk different, who 
have different national backgrounds, or who act differently from the 
dominant group, is a consistent and universal trait of human nature 
extending beyond national barriers. Racial prejudice is not limited 
to the Southern part of the United States or Southern Rhodesia. I’ve 
observed it almost everywhere. Where two races live side by side, 
there exist [sic] prejudice.

Graham then talked solutions. In his estimation, there was only one 
answer “to the race problem: a vital experience with Christ Jesus on the 
part of all races.” “In Christ,” he added, “the middle wall of partition has 
been broken down. There is no Jew, no Gentile . . . no Oriental, no Negro.” 
Brotherhood was possible in Christ, he insisted, but not “until we come to 
recognize Him as the Prince of Peace and receive His love in our hearts.” 
Only then would race wars subside.32

If wanting to prick the conscience of his listeners, Graham also reas-
sured them that even as God’s judgment was upon it, their city was giv-
ing direction to a society in desperate need. Houston’s corporate leaders, 
including its oil executives, were seeing to it that “church and industry” 
worked together to manage abundance in a way that benefited the pub-
lic sector, and pursuing economic strategies that accounted for Houston’s 
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most vulnerable citizens. They were implementing Chamber of Commerce 
directives to give “social problems” the “same analytical treatment that 
business uses in solving its own problems.” And they were turning “the 
profit motive” into a blueprint for human betterment. Articulated by a 
Humble Oil CEO in a corporate journal that Graham found inspiring 
(and attached to his sermon notes), this charge was accompanied by yet 
another: “We must do these things not necessarily for ourselves but for the 
benefit of the total community. We must act on these problems, not only 
because inaction will result in further violence . . . but because we must 
reinforce the faith and confidence in the stability and soundness of our 
private enterprise system.” Graham agreed with this imperative for busi-
ness’s revitalized commitment to social justice (and its purest self). Even 
as he confronted Houstonians with their failings and begged them to do 
more, he also applauded their eagerness to cast light on injustices where 
little light could otherwise be found, and to change the system.33

It was Graham’s gesture to special guests in the stands, a civil rights 
champion and his wife, that allowed him to illustrate this point. Observing 
the closing service of the Houston crusade were President and Lady 
Bird Johnson. Having visited the Johnsons at their ranch earlier in the 
day and built a close relationship with them over the previous few years, 
Graham spoke from the heart when he introduced the couple as dear per-
sonal friends and the epitome of Houston’s promise to America. Lyndon 
Johnson, Graham reminded his audience, enjoyed “spiritual roots” that 
ran “deep in Texas’ religious history”:

Houston was named for the hero of San Jacinto who labored long 
and hard for the union of the Republic of Texas and the United 
States. It was the President’s great grandfather who helped Sam 
Houston find a personal experience with Jesus Christ. The dramatic 
religious conversion of Sam Houston a century and a half ago not 
only changed the life of that great Texan, but influences religious 
life in Texas today. Thus President Johnson was reared in the deep 
religious faith that has prevailed in this great Southwest country 
since the beginning.

Graham turned from history to the political present as a way to accen-
tuate Johnson’s character. Noting that a “noisy minority” of protestors 
had stormed Washington the day before to condemn American policies 
in Vietnam, Graham praised Johnson for holding firm to his convictions, 
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which those in the Astrodome that night also held. “During the past ten 
days,” Graham gestured to the president, “nearly 400,000 people have 
come to this stadium to protest sin and moral evil— and to affirm their 
belief in moral integrity and old- fashioned religious convictions.” These 
protestors, he charged, were the true majority, as they represented all 
“creeds and color,” came from “various ethnic backgrounds,” and as a 
multitude “marched across this field to commit their personal lifes [sic] 
to Jesus Christ and .  .  . a higher moral plane.” Inspired by a color- blind 
gospel of help to all, loyal to America regardless of the cost, and wired for 
constructive change and respect for the past, these Houstonians, Graham 
reaffirmed, were the people that would help the president extend the leg-
acy of transformation that his forefathers had begun generations before.34

Heavenly Houston

As witnessed in 1965, and illustrated through Graham’s travels in the 
years that followed, the evangelist possessed special access to Houston’s 
elites and had reason to believe in their talk about social uplift. Yet the 
booster spirit that Graham and his friends exhibited at this time was not 
only multiracial in zeal— it was also multiracial in form. Convinced of 
Houston’s exceptionalism and impressed with a city whose rise seemed 
at odds with prevailing disruptions of the period, Graham forged ties with 
South Texans that cut across racial lines. In particular, he carved out influ-
ential relationships with nonwhite business and church leaders, whose 
own entrepreneurial verve caused them to fight for a future of inclusion 
and universal perspective.

Graham’s most substantive connections were with African American 
pastors and businessmen who bought in to bootstrap capitalism’s ideals 
of race reform. Historians have long contrasted Booker T.  Washington 
and his market- driven plan for social advancement with the more radi-
cal W. E. B. DuBois as a way to emphasize philosophical tensions within 
the twentieth- century African American community. Yet the measuring of 
black entrepreneurialism on local cultures during the civil rights period is a 
more recent phenomenon. Shaped by a reading of black entrepreneurship 
as “myth” (when have African Americans enjoyed a truly “free” market?), 
scholars, until recently, highlighted those agents who followed DuBois’s 
example into Martin Luther King Jr.’s movement, rather than those in 
Washington’s mode who sought progress by way of economic clout. Yet, 
in Texas, Graham found a substantial number of black entrepreneurs who 
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preferred Washington’s way and who viewed race reform as best achieved 
through capitalist drive and corporate responsibility. Sharing his optimism 
that racial reconciliation came through winning souls and empowering 
individuals, they welcomed Graham to major centers across the Southwest 
with the same warmth as their white counterparts.35

Houston was uniquely generous in this expression because it was a 
milieu in which black businesses and churches had long flourished. One 
of the city’s other popular monikers spoke to this fact. After World War 
I, Houston’s Chamber of Commerce devised a new marketing slogan— 
“Heavenly Houston”— to sell the fledgling city as a uniquely welcoming 
place. The historian Bernadette Pruitt explains that the top- down propa-
ganda truly resonated with black city dwellers: “For civic- minded African 
Americans, the slogan . . . highlighted the accomplishments of and oppor-
tunities for Houston African Americans. Over the next few decades, many 
copied the phrase when comparing Houston to other southern cities.” 
Indeed, during his sojourn to the city in 1930, one black commentator 
admitted that “Houston Negroes had the greatest potential of develop-
ment of any group of Negroes . . . in the South.” Another, associated with 
the National Urban League, agreed, saying that Houston “seemed free of 
the racial tension that characterized the ‘average southern community.’ ” 
Clifton Richardson, editor of the black newspaper Houston Informer, 
helped disseminate these claims through print to urge his peers to build a 
vibrant economy for the sake of “race pride,” their “self- respect,” and as an 
example for other communities.36

To be clear, racial bliss was an exaggerated concept when evaluated 
against the day- to- day difficulties of black communities. Most African 
Americans living in Houston’s Third, Fourth, and Fifth Wards faced undue 
hardship that belied the “heavenly” features of their town. By midcentury, 
Houston was suffering from the same disparities as other cities, evidence 
of which surfaced in both subtle and violent form. Even as Graham’s evan-
gelistic services in the 1950s inspired predominantly white audiences to 
chase progress with abandon, nonwhite Houstonians lived a very different 
existence. In 1950 the median income for white Anglo males was $2,250, 
but for African Americans it was $1,050. Sixty- two predominantly white 
housing tracts were added to Houston’s expanding periphery between 1940 
and 1950, and twelve thousand homes were built there in 1950 alone, all to 
fulfill white middle- class suburban dreams. White Houstonians who drove 
the new freeways linking these tracts to the city, where Graham’s meet-
ings were held, they did so without having to contemplate the decaying  
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cityscape outside their windows. A rambling 1950s Houston may not have 
looked like 1950s Harlem, but under the surface it suffered from equally 
profound inequities. And by the 1960s, after Graham’s many return vis-
its, these inequities were boiling over. Dramatic illustration of this came 
a few months after Graham spoke at Houston’s Layman’s Leadership 
Institute. In mid- May of 1967, Texas Southern University, located in the 
Third Ward, erupted in confrontation between students and police after 
false word spread that a “policeman had shot a six- year- old Negro child.” 
The tally, which Time magazine reported, was staggering: “488 students 
were arrested, one student and two policemen were wounded and a rookie 
cop was dead.” Contrary to its Chamber Men’s boilerplate, then, Houston 
was no utopia, and its racial problems were as vexing as the nation’s.37

Still, compared to other cities, Houston was a noticeably welcoming, 
multiracial metropolis, if not to the degree that its city fathers wished it 
to be. Starting in the 1920s and continuing into the postwar years, black 
business leaders helped guarantee this. As of 1930, Houston’s black popu-
lation, thirteenth largest in the country, “ranked tenth in number of black- 
owned establishments, seventh in average net sales per store, and third 
in net sales per capita.” Though diminished slightly by postwar trends 
that benefitted white suburban business, black corporations continued to 
set high standards. In the 1950s, Houston’s black business leaders joined 
their counterparts in Atlanta in wooing federal contracts to their city, mak-
ing them cogs in the Sunbelt machine. And even as crises enveloped parts 
of their town in the 1960s, they continued to endorse government- assisted 
“capital formation for the Negro Businessman” (coined at Texas Southern 
University) as the way to inject money into black communities, level eco-
nomic gaps between haves and have- nots, link corporate initiative to civil 
rights, and make Houston’s black entrepreneurs the face of American 
progress and virtue on a global scale.38

If Baghdad on the Bayou’s black financiers supplied the impetus and 
mechanisms for economic growth, its black pastors provided the moral pas-
sion. Clifton Richardson observed their dynamic authority. “The religious 
or church life of colored Houstonians,” he wrote in 1928, “has been given 
the most prominent place on the racial program. … Frankly and candidly, 
the writer holds to the opinion that ‘colored Houston’ is top- heavy with 
churches.” The men who shepherded these churches enjoyed a power that 
trumped that of other black professionals. They wielded it in an effort to 
command their flocks and their town. Antioch Baptist Church’s Reverend 
Jack Yates’s labors were characteristic in this regard: in the late nineteenth 
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century, he supervised the paving of streets in the Fourth Ward and the 
establishment of a park in the Third Ward. Pastor and spiritual counselor, 
he was also a city planner. Little changed for African American ministers 
in the twentieth century. By the 1960s, Houston’s black clergy, congregated 
in organizations such as the Houston Baptist Ministerial Alliance, were a 
formidable force. Besides continuing to monitor brass- tacks conditions in 
their communities, they also guided ambitious reform movements and 
pressed hard for change through vigorous civic engagement.39

Meanwhile, they continued to build churches of a magnitude rarely 
seen elsewhere. Few were as eye- catching as St. John Missionary Baptist 
Church on Dowling Street in the Third Ward. In 1950, the five- thousand- 
member parish completed a new sanctuary, which featured a “classical 
revival architectural design with colossal columns, symbolic of the spiritual 
strength and influence of the church in the community.” Three years later 
it was considered one of the most illustrious African American churches 
in the country. Proud of its standing, unwilling to pause, it expanded its 
offerings by establishing a radio ministry, building an educational wing, 
and hosting key national meetings. One, “the 25th commencement cer-
emony of the Erma Hughes Business College with Dr. Martin Luther King, 
Jr. as principal speaker,” transpired in 1958. The second came in 1965 
when it “hosted the 85th National Baptist Convention of America (NBC).” 
As advertised, this was “the first religious event to be held at Houston’s 
new Astrodome.” Billy Graham’s evangelistic crusade that year would be 
the second. St. John could in truth boast leadership in this national gather-
ing as well, for it was one of the institutions that sponsored it.40

St. John was, in this regard, typical among its peer institutions, with 
the pastors and parishioners who constituted it representative of the 
way Houston’s African American community threw its support behind 
Graham and the spirit of the 1965 crusade. Though numerically under-
represented, several black businessmen and pastors nevertheless worked 
alongside white oilmen, lawyers, and clerics on the crusade’s Executive 
Committee, and on a nightly basis served as delegates, platform guests, 
and program participants. Enabled by a history of forward- looking enter-
prise in Heavenly Houston, they assumed these tasks with an equally buoy-
ant view of a prosperous future they saw promised to them by Graham’s 
gospel.41

Two individuals assumed particularly vital partnerships with Graham. 
One was Reverend N.  C. Crain of St. John Missionary Baptist Church 
(Gray Avenue), a sister (and competing) church to St. John Missionary 
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Baptist (Dowling), which was located just around the corner. By the 1950s, 
Crain oversaw an institution almost as impressive as its rival. Inside his 
own artful Gothic Revival sanctuary, this one designed by Houston’s pre-
eminent black architect, Crain promoted revivalism combined with the 
self- help imperatives of Booker T.  Washington. During his forty- year 
career at St. John, Crain preached this theology in revivals across the 
South, baptizing some twelve thousand individuals into the fold. But it 
was in Houston that he exercised power. There he sat on ecclesiastical and 
political committees, such as the city’s Interdenominational Alliance of 
Colored Churches, and became the inspiration for a rising generation of 
preachers. This is why he was among the elites who welcomed Graham 
to Houston for his whirlwind tour in 1963. Along with Earl Hankamer, 
Carloss Morris, and Houston’s mayor, Crain applauded Graham’s com-
ments on the virtues of small government, individual initiative, and cor-
porate civil rights as the answer to America’s woes. And this is why he was 
welcomed into Graham’s inner circle as a member of the 1965 crusade’s 
Executive Committee and sanctioned the evangelist’s applied Christianity 
as the way to better human relations.42

Another collaborator was Reverend E. V. Hill. Native to the area, Hill 
occupied high- profile positions within the city’s ministerial organiza-
tions during the early 1960s. Even though he relocated to Los Angeles in 
the mid- 1960s, Hill stayed close to his roots. Throughout the late decade 
he traveled back there to monitor social developments. At this time his 
own idea of race reform shifted from a liberal agenda he once endorsed 
with Martin Luther King Jr. to Graham’s philosophy. King’s philosophy, 
he concluded, led to dependency on an enlarged, secular government, 
while Graham’s led to true change. He began speaking on behalf of this 
new corporate civil rights creed alongside the evangelist, with one of the 
most dramatic of his performances taking place in Dallas’s Cotton Bowl 
in 1972. To a crowd of youth gathered for Explo ’72, the black preacher 
delivered a doctrine that had long defined Baghdad on the Bayou. “We are 
not of . . . one race [or] denomination,” he exclaimed, but together, as one 
body united by a shared gospel, “we’re going to take this world for Jesus 
Christ.” All its problems— its racial strife, war, poverty— can be solved, he 
declared, if people stop looking to government for assistance and instead 
concentrate on saving peoples’ souls. “As one who has attempted to better 
the conditions of men, I am finally convinced that a better world will come 
with better people. And better people can only come through the power of 
God. Oh, how I love Jesus!”43
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Meant for evangelism more than voter mobilization, drained of spe-
cifics where free- market economics and partisan platforms were con-
cerned, Hill’s proclamations still exuded politics. Indeed, by the time of 
Hill’s sermon, Heavenly Houston had become a place and a moniker with 
considerable political leverage. Those wielding it included clerics and lay 
leaders who labored with Graham and Hill; among those benefiting from 
it was Richard Nixon. Nixon’s ambition at this time was to win over a 
“Black Silent Majority,” which he saw centered in the Sunbelt, where— 
as advisors noted— blacks were more “conservative minded,” friendly to 
free- market capitalism, and “integrated than their northern friends.” In 
1968 Nixon’s team targeted this constituency in hopes of chipping away at 
the Democratic Party’s black voting bloc. Drawing on resources availed to 
him by black entrepreneurs steeped in Booker T. Washington’s teachings, 
Nixon proclaimed, “I am the only candidate who truly believes that black 
people, on their own steam and with ‘remedial’ help from government are 
going to make it.” Even more boldly, he announced that he would generate 
a “political phenomenon”: “the realization by black people . . . that their 
best hope lies not in the Democratic plantation politics of the past, but 
in the kinds of programs as I have put forward.” If benefitting from the 
government- aided civil rights platforms of the 1960s, black Americans, in 
Nixon’s view, stood at the threshold of a new era, when empowered indi-
viduals could use growth economics as the most direct path to equality.44

Nixon’s victory in 1968 did not strike the blow at Democratic dominance 
that he had hoped for, but it did set in motion a four- year project of con-
solidating GOP gains in the African American community. Through such 
agencies as the Black Cabinet, Office of Economic Opportunity (OEO), 
Office of Minority Business Enterprise (OMBE), and Small Business 
Administration (SBA), the White House aided black corporate lobbies that 
adhered to the corporate civil rights model. These programs demonstrated 
their own shortsightedness, such as a privileging of the black middle class 
over black workers, and rightly faced criticism as a calculated attempt 
by right- wing Republicans to fracture African American unity. But they 
clearly appealed to a determined and significant constituency on the rise. 
Nixon’s presidential campaign of 1972 once again tapped into this initia-
tive. Helped along by his “Black Blitz Team,” charged with recruiting black 
leaders to the cause, Nixon received 13 percent of the black vote, a modest 
but important gain over 1968. Though disappointed by falling short of a 
desired 20 percent mark, Nixon’s team had managed to carve out a move-
ment of a small but disproportionately powerful citizenry.45
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Graham’s black allies played notable roles in the GOP’s biracial cam-
paigns. Clerics in Crain’s camp did their part by championing a line of 
thinking associated with the NBC and the denomination’s leading spokes-
men, Reverend Joseph H.  Jackson, who believed that black Christians 
needed to “go from protest to production” (his words) and endorse policies 
that equalized the market and facilitated racial betterment through fiscal 
designs. While Crain’s peers preached this message on Sundays, Hill led a 
brigade of black ministers who used more high- profile and highly charged 
political occasions to deliver theological justification for Republicans’ 
political plan. In Los Angeles, meanwhile, he used federal programs like 
the OEO to fund local employment and social programs that aligned with 
his conservative prerogatives. Hill’s efforts were replicated elsewhere, 
in Houston and Atlanta especially, and other Republican leaders readily 
endorsed them. Houston’s GOP stalwart George H.  W. Bush stood out 
front in this effort, and throughout the 1970s he stressed the need for his 
party to endorse an “Open Door” policy and recruit a diverse base rep-
resentative of his home’s heterogeneous population. South Texas’s black 
middle- class church folk responded to Bush’s overtures and did what they 
could to advance a creative conservatism that had always had a hold on the 
heart of their town.46

The “Golden Buckle” of Evangelicalism

Bush’s overtures, and Graham’s and Hill’s quest for a post- racial age, 
highlight a final progression in Houston evangelicalism’s ambitions for 
impact. Already known as Baghdad on the Bayou and Heavenly Houston 
for its role as a crossroads of race, religion, and economy, Houston earned 
a new nickname in the late 1970s and early 1980s: “The Golden Buckle 
of the Sunbelt,” a designation that bespoke its proliferating new money, 
technology, and corporate might, but that also alluded to its direct access 
to a world undergoing further revolutionary change. For Graham and his 
team, Houston now shone more brightly as America’s (and evangelical-
ism’s) bridge from the homogeneity of the midcentury to the dynamic 
heterogeneities of the century’s end.47

Houston’s emergence as the “premier Sunbelt city” was tied to its 
impressive demographic shifts. Attracted by its expanding job market and 
above- average income levels, five thousand persons migrated there each 
month during the late 1970s. By 1982, with a population over 1.6 million 
people, the city ranked as the nation’s fourth largest. Although boosters 
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tended to highlight gains made by Houston’s white oil workers as proof 
of the city’s unusual success, the city’s spectacular expansion came via 
growth of its nonwhite communities, with African American and Hispanic 
constituents making up 45 percent of the total metropolitan population. In 
this period of ferment, Houston at once welcomed the world to its bustling 
environs and signaled to it a future of unprecedented pluralism.48

Graham’s evangelical movement thrived more than ever in this milieu. 
Positioned on the southern edge of the country, white and nonwhite 
Houstonians alike sensed anew their unique opportunity to penetrate the 
global South with their gospel, and acted on it by supporting a plethora 
of transnational Christian organizations. Attentive to trends inside the 
country and their city’s budding import to them, they also supported a 
range of ministerial innovations that redefined the theological and soci-
ological compositions of their increasingly transnational constituency. 
Neo- Pentecostalism, the megachurch movement, Protestant- Catholic 
ecumenism— these and other phenomena shook this town with unusual 
intensity during the late 1970s and early 1980s and allowed their partici-
pants to envision a church not only unencumbered by black- white racial 
divides, but also enlivened by communion across a multicultural plane.49

Graham affirmed this gospel at the Houston- Gulf Coast crusade of 
1981. Overseen by a familiar “who’s who” list of white Houstonian busi-
ness leaders, including Carloss Morris and veterans of earlier campaigns, 
this event was nonetheless different from what had come before. Gone, for 
instance, was any reference to politics. Chastened by Nixon’s failed presi-
dency, and disheartened by the fundamentalism of Jerry Falwell’s Moral 
Majority, Graham arrived in Houston promising to avoid politicking of any 
kind. Gone too was some of the evangelist’s unbridled awe with Houston’s 
advancements. In its place was more unease with the accelerating pace 
of the metropolis’s expansion. Most of all, though, Graham’s 1981 event 
revealed his desire to promote a discourse of diversity beyond black- white 
lines, a race-  and ethnic- neutral ecumenical evangelicalism as the heart-
beat of the present church, and a charitable as well as enterprising spirit 
as the hope of the church’s future. The pliable gospel of outreach that 
Graham had started applying across the Southwest a generation before 
was about to become even more pliant.50

The evidence of this inclusivity emanated from each facet of the eight- 
day crusade. In the lead- up to the event, the BGEA stressed ecumenical 
brotherhood as the key to success. Protestants of all persuasion embraced 
the charge. One Baptist minister reiterated Graham’s challenge to “spark a 
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citywide spiritual renewal . . . and work to bring the Christian community 
here closer together.” “The Body of Christ . . . is divided in this town,” he 
added repentantly. “At best, we are cousins who have never met. At worse, 
we are like competitors.” Black, white, and Hispanic pastors agreed, and 
committed their churches to building an interfaith movement in advance 
of Graham’s arrival. Their invitations were extended to Catholics as well. 
In the days leading up to the revival, Catholic leaders such as Reverend 
Bill Young, a local priest who sat on the crusade’s executive board, served 
as liaison to the city’s large non- Protestant population. During the cru-
sade itself he helped strengthen a fellowship across Protestant- Catholic 
lines that was deemed remarkable by local media, but also understandable 
considering the recent demographic and religious trajectories (increased 
Hispanic presence, the rise of charismatic worship, grass- roots conserva-
tive politics) that had been redefining Houston since the 1970s.51

Urged on by these Houstonians, the Graham team also adopted its 
own innovations in order to meet the demands of multiethnic evangelism. 
With materials in hand from prior efforts in South America, Graham’s 
associates recruited the city’s large Spanish- speaking Pentecostal, Baptist, 
and Catholic constituents as campaign workers. Headed by “Hispanic 
Chairman” Alfonso Flores, a local Baptist, and Reverend Charles Ward, a 
veteran of BGEA activities in Mexico, the Graham team created a bilingual 
infrastructure. The system encompassed Spanish language classes and 
training programs held in Hispanic Pentecostal churches, the distribu-
tion of Spanish pamphlets and enlistment of Latino musicians, and, at the 
nightly services themselves, Spanish translation services cordoned off in a 
section of Rice University’s football stadium, the site of the gathering. One 
of the Houston crusade’s promotional magazines heralded the reach of 
the new Graham evangelistic team: “A world of ministries that ministers 
to the world.”52

Graham’s sermons celebrated this sentiment, as well as the changes 
that had occurred in Houston since his first appearance in the city three 
decades before. At a pre- crusade gathering of ministers in September 
1981, he noted that during his visit in 1952, he and several of Houston’s 
black clergy had met with the mayor to address race relations in the area. 
Despite the initiative and the “great strides” that followed, Graham told 
his 1980s audience, social injustice remained present in Houston. But 
other changes were afoot, transforming the town:  the “decline of main-
line churches,” “rise of parachurch organizations” and “religious televi-
sion,” “evangelical resurgence,” “new social emphasis,” “the charismatic 
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movement,” and “changes in the Roman Catholic Church” were all shifting 
it (and America) in new and exciting directions, demanding a refreshed 
and “united evangelistic effort.” In response to these conditions, Graham 
implored his pastor friends to sing loudly together as a larger, progressive, 
inclusive community of saints that could provide a more effective “witness 
to the world.” The mechanisms of his evangelistic organizations, Graham 
added, had already been adjusted to make such witness possible, the wish 
to “move a city of [Houston’s] magnitude” attainable.53

Moving a city is exactly what he attempted through the homilies he 
delivered on a nightly basis in early November. The sermons heard over 
the course of a week played off of the multiethnic spirit that Houston 
exhibited, and revealed Graham’s intent to move beyond the sociopoliti-
cal dichotomies of yesteryear (black- white, liberal- conservative), to a full 
embrace of multiculturalism’s life- giving potentials. As vexing as race 
reform had been for all Americans during the 1950s and 1960s, and as 
challenging as it had been for Sunbelt evangelicals in the 1970s to pro-
mulgate their corporate civil rights, ethnic pluralism seemed to supply a 
straightforward path to healthier relations across the spectrum of differ-
ence. Migrants from Mexico and South America, workers and worshippers 
from across the world’s oceans, brought with them to Houston a rags- to- 
riches ambition that harkened back to the wildcatters of an earlier time, 
and to those white and black merchants who had moved to the city from 
afar before making it big. The added worth of the new immigrants, Graham 
offered, was that their entrepreneurial spirit was neither squelched by an 
oppressive Jim Crow order, nor blind to the hurdles accompanying minor-
ity status. Rather than see themselves as exploited, these new Houstonians 
considered their place in the city’s melting pot as leverage for influence, 
their task to force their neighbors and churches to become attuned to the 
signs and wonders of the global.

Graham followed this reasoning in a number of his more colorful ser-
mons. Though never as exhaustive in his homiletic treatment of Houston’s 
ethnicity as he was of race, the evangelist used parabolic language to make 
his audience reconsider their new social condition. In a sermon labeled 
“SALT,” for instance, he played off of a familiar Scriptural verse (“Ye are 
the salt of the earth”) to highlight the different sources around the world 
from which this mineral was drawn, stress the wonder of its diverse 
“expression” in humanity, and savor its ability to flavor human existence. 
Theological application followed. It was up to the Christian, Graham 
charged, to “improve not only himself, but the lives of those he meets; 
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every experience, every relationship will be richer and better.” It was up to 
the Christian to make Houston thirst (just as salt creates thirst) after God 
with renewed vigor. And it was incumbent upon evangelicals to embrace 
the zest of experience derived from diversity. “We are a very small minor-
ity in this great city,” Graham proclaimed, and “yet God has always used 
minorities.”54

His nod to the virtues of pluralism was repeated in other sermons, 
including one that he opportunistically titled “Roots.” Using the popu-
lar television miniseries with the same title as his framework, Graham 
offered his listeners a walk through the historical foundations of their 
city and its origins as a place of new beginnings, then transitioned into 
exegesis about Americans’ longing to rediscover their roots, and then to 
answers for this condition that rested in the Bible. According to Graham, 
for all of the positive dynamics that flowed from the identity revolutions 
of the era, the true rootedness for his multicultural congregation could 
only be recovered in the timeless truths of the Bible, and its one source 
of repentance: the cross. As he had done for decades, though with a mul-
tihued gaze, Graham closed his service by asking his audience to accept 
that redemption. As had been witnessed for decades, hundreds of people, 
but now with many languages, heritages, and identities in tow, walked the 
aisle toward his counsel.55

This procession in Houston’s multiethnic evangelicalism continued 
long after Graham left town. It culminated in the BGEA’s major under-
taking of 1985, and one of the most memorable in its entire history: the 
first National Convocation on Evangelizing Ethnic America. Held in 
Houston over a four- day stretch in the spring, this touchstone event drew 
together seven hundred pastors, missionaries, lay leaders, and academ-
ics from around the country to “acknowledge the depth of the population 
shifts and to design strategy for turning ‘unevangelized’ ethnic families 
into Christians.” The collective takeaway for those who attended the event 
was also one of renewal— a sense that American evangelicalism was itself 
crossing a threshold. Although Graham was not in attendance, the keynote 
address delivered by church- growth proponent and Fuller Seminary pro-
fessor C. Peter Wagner redoubled the assertions he delivered in Houston 
four years earlier: that an ethnic revolution was offering the church a fresh 
chance to dismantle prejudices, stress unity over difference, and move for-
ward into an epoch of unprecedented cooperation and growth. Even in this 
multicultural milieu, social injustice would not disappear easily, Wagner 
assured his audience. “We must work at it,” he declared. But witnessed 
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in this gathering, he continued, were signs that intercultural contact was 
enriching, and the necessity of the age, for Christians and the country. 
“Today’s America is a multi- ethnic society on a scale that boggles the imag-
ination. The teeming multitudes of all colors, languages, smells, and cul-
tures are not just a quaint sideline in our nation; they are America.” Had 
Graham been in attendance, surely he would have concurred, and singled 
Houston out as a city that imagined this America into being.56

Looking at Houston today, the most religiously, racially, and ethnically 
diverse metropolitan area in the country, one could commend Graham for 
being so farsighted in his vision for the place. In this epicenter of inter-
national exchange, where Nigerian roustabouts populate local oilrigs and 
Pentecostal pews, Mexican American Catholics enjoy authority in local 
Republican politics, stadium- sized megachurches broadcast their services 
to the world, and the religious expressions of the Third Ward shape white 
and black popular culture on a universal scale, the boosterism and corpo-
rate civil rights of yesteryear can be seen in abundance. Of course, anyone 
who studies Graham’s career already knows how proficient he was at fas-
tening the traditions of his evangelical doctrine to the currents of his day, 
and at anticipating and seizing upon new directions for the church and 
society.57

Still, his dealings with Houston, a city that could never stand still, are 
unusually striking and instructive, including where matters of race reform 
are concerned. When surveying Graham’s interactions there, we encoun-
ter a man whose attachment to a particular space was profound and whose 
enchantment with its guiding principles and economic possibilities 
as the solution to injustice was unshakeable. To be sure, this enchant-
ment and these principles certainly opened the door to other neglects. 
Too often the booster spirit that possessed Graham brushed over deeply 
engrained disparities in Texas’s social order in the quest for the shiny and 
new, and allowed— even encouraged— evangelicals to move quickly ahead 
without pausing to grapple with the troubled histories and currencies of 
racism, with the destructive potentials of unbounded individualism and 
free- market capitalism, and with prejudiced power structures that still 
privileged white people. Its anti- statist biases and tendency to focus on 
the local without sensitivity to conditions further afield— in places like 
Harlem— further clouded its aims and effects. As witnessed in evolving 
electoral politics in contemporary Texas, where strands of a parochial and 
ill- tempered (white) boosterism emanate from some pulpits and pews 
(including Graham’s former congregational home, First Baptist Dallas), 
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the consequences of this limited attention span and purview still persist 
in evangelicalism today. Ironically, unsettlingly, Graham’s own buoyant 
model of Christian corporate civil rights faces just as much (if not more) 
opposition in certain church circles today as it did at its inception.

Nevertheless, what is also obvious is that the entrepreneurial, race- 
bridging agenda Graham applied on the ground through relationship- 
building and constant outreach were, in his day at least, remarkably 
infectious, efficacious, and multilateral. During the 1960s and 1970s, 
while all Americans wrestled with the complexities of race and the real and 
proper yet uncertain extents of government- sponsored civil rights reform, 
Graham’s philosophy was one that gained serious traction among a sub-
stantially large and increasingly pluralistic religious citizenry. In Houston, 
where the evangelist’s message found especially fertile soil, this citizen-
ry’s collective actions at the grass- roots level produced some noteworthy 
moments of shared purpose and, in some cases, institutional and politi-
cal mechanisms that would last. They also encouraged vital cultural turns 
with which the metropolis continues to live. By the 1980s, this city’s white 
evangelicals, once Graham’s gospel’s chief proponents, were as much on 
the receiving end of its innovations and drive for change as they were its 
progenitors. By the end of the century, Houston’s truly global population 
was dictating the flow of this ambition onto a global stage.

From these encounters, in short, we sense a man who was in his own 
way innovative in his pursuits of a fairer human order. Graham, like many 
of his vocational and political peers— and presidential allies— did not have 
all the answers to America’s greatest dilemma, and the ones he offered did 
not always affect the change he desired. But he can still be appreciated as 
a catalytic figure who recognized sooner than most the need for church 
folk to acknowledge and attack the dilemma (publicly and politically, not 
simply rhetorically), and who understood quicker than many the wide rep-
ertoire of reformist weaponry needed to wage the war.58
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8

 “You Cannot Fool the Electronic Eye”
Billy Graham and Media

Elesha Coffman

accordinG to leGend, in 1949 the publishing magnate William 
Randolph Hearst boosted a young evangelist’s Los Angeles crusade 
by instructing his editors to “puff Graham.” In 2013, the Billy Graham 
Evangelistic Association (BGEA) amassed one million “likes” on Facebook. 
Between these milestones, Graham became one of the most recognized, 
televised, photographed, published, and quoted figures in America— and 
abroad— owing in large part to his adept engagement with media.1

The use of the word “adept” here is intentional. The intersection of 
media and evangelism is a tricky place in which to operate. There is a 
fine line between skillful and manipulative, between savvy and slick. Billy 
Graham, a media producer and media star, navigated that line adeptly as 
he advanced his two great goals: the evangelization of the world, and the 
advancement of the evangelical faith as a religious tradition. Graham’s 
navigational skills were on vibrant display in his press conferences, so they 
constitute critical pieces of evidence for this chapter. The chapter will first 
situate Graham in the history of American revivalism and media. Next, 
it will sketch the growth of Graham’s own media empire. Finally, it will 
explore ways in which the evangelist’s media savvy, particularly his ability 
to convey sincerity across multiple platforms, helped him withstand the 
scrutiny of the spotlight and redirect its wattage toward his desired ends.
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History

A direct ancestor to Graham emerged during the First Great Awakening: 
George Whitefield (1714– 1770), who preached on both sides of the Atlantic, 
up and down the American colonies, attracting huge crowds through 
the power of his oratory and the efficiency of his marketing machine. 
Whitefield pioneered the use of all available media to generate interest 
before his arrival in a town, to publicize his meetings as they happened, 
to reinforce his message to those who had heard it in person, to expand 
his audience to include those who had not been present, to shape the 
reportage of his results, and to continue the revival after he moved on. 
All of that work required a lot of ink. An astonishing 30 percent of all 
titles printed in America in 1740 were written by or about the famous 
evangelist.2

Whitefield also engendered controversies that have flared ever since 
preachers began combining evangelism and commerce. He earned the 
scorn of the Boston blue- blood Congregationalist Charles Chauncy, 
who— prefiguring some of Reinhold Niebuhr’s criticisms of Graham two 
hundred years later— found Whitefield’s gospel hucksterism profoundly 
distasteful. Surely, Chauncy argued, it dishonors religion and the office of 
the clergy when Christianity is shilled on the street corner like some cheap 
commodity. A writer for the Boston Weekly News- Letter thought there ought 
to be laws constraining “Pedlars in Divinity.” And if the content and deliv-
ery of peddled divinity were not bad enough, skeptics wondered where, 
exactly, all of that money in the collection plate went when the itinerant 
evangelist left town.3

Graham was acutely aware of the caricature of the traveling preacher. 
In interactions with reporters, he less often named one of his celebrated 
forebears— Whitefield; Second Great Awakening firebrand Charles 
Grandison Finney; Graham’s personal hero, D. L. Moody; or the flamboy-
ant Billy Sunday— than the fictional phony Elmer Gantry. The main char-
acter in Sinclair Lewis’s bestselling 1927 novel, as well as a 1960 movie 
starring Burt Lancaster, Gantry did some preaching of his own, but he 
made an even bigger splash managing a female evangelist modeled on 
Aimee Semple McPherson. Among Gantry’s clever moves as manager was 
hiring “a real press- agent, trained in newspaper work, circus advertising, 
and real- estate promoting” to sweet- talk city fathers into hosting revival 
meetings and then seed the local press with flattering, “exclusive” stories 
about the enchanting lady preacher. Gantry did not disbelieve the gospel, 
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exactly, but he got into the God racket because it made him more money, 
and made him feel more important than his previous job of selling farm 
implements had.4

Graham acknowledged this stereotype in order to counter it. Following 
the real- life scandal of Marjoe Gortner, a fraudulent evangelist exposed 
in a 1972 documentary, Graham assured the assembled reporters at a Los 
Angeles press conference that “there was a time when we had some Elmer 
Gantrys. There’s no doubt about it. I think that has been largely overcome. 
For example, in my own work I have some of the finest reporters from the 
major magazines, from the Wall Street Journal up and down, that cover us 
regularly every year or two to see what we are doing with the finances. So 
I don’t think I could get by in my position with anything.” Note here the 
use of one media source, the redoubtable Wall Street Journal, to counteract 
other sources: a novel, a feature film, a documentary, and, potentially, any 
negative stories that might be written or broadcast by the reporters at the 
press conference. Graham did not set himself up as the victim of a hostile 
press corps, as many conservative Christians did before and after him. 
Rather, he asserted that responsible journalists could corroborate his story 
and vouch for his character.5

George Whitefield and Elmer Gantry nicely illustrate the distinction 
between “savvy” and “slick” when it comes to media relations. Graham 
emulated Whitefield in the way he and his team used media to extend his 
evangelistic and movement- building work through time and space. At the 
same time, he distinguished himself from Gantry not just by being mor-
ally upright, but also by using media to verify his authenticity.

Media Empire

Graham’s media empire grew out of the 1949 Los Angeles crusade and the 
meetings that followed in 1950. To keep the momentum of these crusades 
going, in November 1950 he launched the Hour of Decision radio program 
on 150 ABC stations. A few weeks into its still- continuing run, the weekly 
broadcast was heard on a thousand stations, and it topped all other reli-
gious programs in the Nielsen ratings. Producing the show required more 
sustained work than Graham’s crusade team could handle, though, so the 
Billy Graham Evangelistic Association was born, complete with offices and 
a secretary. (There were also tax benefits to the creation of the nonprofit 
association.) Soon, the show spawned another challenge, as it generated a 
tidal wave of mail from listeners— more than 178,000 letters in 1951, and 
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twice that volume the next year. The BGEA staff swelled to more than one 
hundred people, many of them handling correspondence. To address lis-
teners’ questions in a more public way, Graham started the “My Answer” 
syndicated newspaper column. Next, he moved into television, with a ver-
sion of Hour of Decision, and into film, with the launch of World Wide 
Pictures. Decision magazine followed in 1960.6

Like his evangelistic forebears, Graham adopted new technologies as 
soon as they became available. His 1957 New York City crusade was broad-
cast on live local television, nightly, for an unprecedented sixteen weeks, 
and a weekly broadcast aired nationwide. His 1961 Philadelphia crusade 
was taped and then distributed to TV stations throughout the United States 
and Canada for later broadcast, an endeavor his press agency declared 
“a first in the history of television.” A short film created by World Wide 
Pictures for the 1964 World’s Fair, Man in the 5th Dimension, also deployed 
cutting- edge technology, which Graham gushed about in a press confer-
ence: “Stereophonic, the whole thing is in Todd AO’s new process, the first 
time it’s ever been used. It’s the same as Cinerama.” Whatever Graham 
meant by this quote, it captures his excitement about media technology. In 
1993, when media like “the Internet” and “e- mail” were practically brand 
new, the seventy- five- year- old Graham participated in an hour- long live 
chat on America Online. And in 1995, with the help of 30 satellites, 160 
digital editing machines, and 13 generators, he transmitted a sermon from 
San Juan, Puerto Rico, to nearly 3,000 sites across the globe in an effort 
to reach 1 billion viewers— approximately one- fifth the population of the 
planet.7

The bulk of the media generated by Graham and the BGEA was evan-
gelistic and closely tied to Graham’s signature mode of outreach, the 
urban crusade. Hour of Decision radio broadcasts featured crusade ser-
mons. The TV specials often consisted of lightly edited crusade videos. 
Decision magazine included the kinds of testimonies featured at crusade 
meetings, and the magazine existed partly to raise funds for more meet-
ings. World Wide Pictures releases might or might not include crusade 
scenes, but their intent was the same: to put a gospel message in front 
of an audience Graham could not address personally, whether that audi-
ence gathered in theaters, in front of their televisions, overseas, or in 
prison.8

Unlike several other high- profile evangelists, such as Oral Roberts and 
Pat Robertson, Graham opted not to sustain a regular TV broadcast, which 
would have required considerably more money. Not carrying that expense, 
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but instead purchasing occasional airtime for specials, meant that Graham 
never needed to go into the hypercharged fundraising mode that contrib-
uted to the televangelist scandals of the 1980s. Though laborious, the prac-
tice of securing local sponsorship for radio broadcasts and TV specials 
also connected Graham to his audience while circumventing regulatory 
barriers.

In 1929 the Federal Radio Commission (precursor to the Federal 
Communications Commission) classified most independent religious 
broadcasters as “propaganda stations” and shut them down. Licensed 
commercial stations were then instructed to offer some free “sustaining 
time” for religious programs, but the Federal Council of Churches insisted 
that such time should only be used for programs bearing its imprima-
tur. The council’s cartel- like hold on radio time loomed over the early era 
of television as well. An archived letter from Gordon Talbot, director of 
religious education at Union Park Baptist Church, in Des Moines, Iowa, 
dated September 2, 1961, illustrates how this system could be a barrier for 
Graham. Church member Ralph Lehman, a businessman and Graham 
supporter, wished to buy local television time for eight one- hour Sunday 
programs. However, “When Mr. Lehman called KRNT- TV, he was told this 
could not be done. The local area council of churches controls broadcasting 
time, which is free. The evangelical ministerial association, of course, has 
no time allotted to it for radio. If individual pastors want to go on the air, 
they must go through the area council of churches.” Talbot sought advice 
from the head of the evangelical- affiliated National Religious Broadcasters, 
who brought Graham’s public relations agent, Walter Bennett, into the 
conversation. Whether or not Lehman was ultimately successful in Des 
Moines (the archival record does not say), the paid- time model worked 
wonders for evangelicals. The media scholar Quentin Schultze called the 
FRC’s discriminatory policies a “blessing in disguise,” because they forced 
evangelicals to develop programming that people enjoyed so much they 
were willing to pay for it.9

One of Graham’s media ventures stood outside this ecosystem: 
Christianity Today (CT) magazine. Launched in 1956 and headquartered in 
Washington, DC, before moving to Carol Stream, Illinois, CT was designed 
to speak for evangelicalism in the same way that its archrival, the Christian 
Century, spoke for mainline Protestantism. Neither magazine served as a 
house organ for any religious institution, such as the National Council of 
Churches, the National Association of Evangelicals, or the BGEA. Rather, 
each provided a center of gravity for its style of Protestantism— or, to use 
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the sociologist Robert Wuthnow’s terms, its party in the emerging postwar 
two- party system in American religion.10

Speaking for evangelicalism meant speaking to both insiders and out-
siders. As editors stated in the inaugural issue,

Christianity Today has its origin in a deep- felt desire to express his-
torical Christianity to the present generation. Neglected, slighted, 
misrepresented— evangelical Christianity needs a clear voice, to 
speak with conviction and love, and to state its true position and its 
relevance to the world crisis. A generation has grown up unaware of 
the basic truths of the Christian faith taught in the Scriptures and 
expressed in the creeds of the historic evangelical churches.

The CT editors believed that a majority of American Protestants 
agreed with their rendering of “the basic truths of the Christian faith,” 
but this majority lacked a “clear voice” in the churches or the public 
square. Graham made the same point in his memoir, Just As I Am, in 
which he wrote, “In mainline denominations where a significant number 
of leaders had liberal leanings, many rank- and- file clergy and lay leaders 
held more orthodox views and felt discontentment with the status quo. 
But they had no flag to follow. They had no counterbalance to the view 
presented in publications such as the Christian Century.” As long as these 
liberal voices dominated, Graham and the CT editors feared, evangeli-
cals would lack cohesion, confidence, or respect. CT, its founders hoped, 
would strengthen beleaguered evangelicals, rally undecided Christians to 
its banner, and counteract the sneering depictions of evangelicals in the 
Century and in secular media.11

Initially, CT was modeled fairly closely on the Century, with minimal-
ist design and dense theological writing. By the 1980s, however, CT had 
become a consumer publication, with more pictures, more accessible 
content, and enough revenue from subscriptions and advertisements to 
launch or acquire new titles, including Leadership Journal, Today’s Christian 
Woman, and the Youth for Christ magazine, Campus Life. Throughout its 
history, in addition to reporting on evangelical leaders and institutions, CT 
defined the boundaries of evangelicalism by publishing certain authors, 
but not others; carrying advertisements for certain books and academic 
institutions, but not others; and generally curating the biblical, theologi-
cal, and political ideas that could carry the “evangelical” label. Graham’s 
name remained on the masthead as founder and, eventually, honorary 
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chairman of the board of directors, but he had little to do with the maga-
zine’s operations.

Christianity Today kept its distance from the BGEA media universe, but 
Graham himself was always both an evangelist and a movement- builder, 
and his press conferences found him switching constantly between the 
two roles. Indeed, the press conferences worked because Graham per-
formed both roles. Graham and his team typically called a press confer-
ence to attract attention for an upcoming crusade. Graham would open 
by thanking local supporters, and saying a few words about how much 
he loved Cleveland, or Miami, or wherever he happened to be. Then he or 
a member of his media team would make sure the assembled reporters 
knew the logistical details on the upcoming meetings. In this phase of 
the press conference, Graham was using media— as George Whitefield 
had— as an extension of his own publicity efforts. In the Q&A phase, 
however, reporters would turn the press conference around to their own 
interests, using their audience with the international celebrity to get his 
(and, by extension, evangelicals’) quotable opinion on the issues of the day. 
Thus, the resulting headlines were not just “Graham to Preach at Local 
Stadium”— though there were plenty of those stories— but also “Graham 
Deplores Distortion of Patriotism” or “Praises ‘Jesus Freaks’ ” or, in a bout 
of selective, erroneous quotation in 1975, “Billy Graham Backs Ordaining 
Homosexuals.”12

An exchange from a 1975 press conference in Lubbock, Texas, exempli-
fied Graham’s facility for using and being used by the media. Graham told 
the assembled journalists,

You know, one of the things about being a well- known clergyman or 
a well- known evangelist is I’m supposed to be an authority on every 
conceivable subject. And I’m not an authority on many subjects. … 
And there are a lot of the problems that we face today that I haven’t 
figured out the answer to. Except if everybody would turn to God, 
everybody would turn to Christ, I think we could approach our prob-
lems with new attitudes.”

Having delivered that come- to- Jesus line, Graham proceeded to answer 
questions about Betty Ford’s recent statements on sex and marijuana, 
college morality, Watergate, the Equal Rights Amendment, the Middle 
East, and the American divorce rate. And then he proceeded to fill Jones 
Stadium at Texas Tech University with crowds that were also glimpsed by 
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television audiences watching taped broadcasts in Latin America, Africa, 
Europe, and Asia.13

Mediated Authenticity

Mainstream journalists understood that pretty much any Graham story 
would provide him with a platform for evangelization and for the promo-
tion of evangelical Christianity. This preachiness could have been a prob-
lem, as reporters are not a particularly religious bunch (though they are 
not as hostile to religion as is sometimes assumed). Regardless of their 
personal feelings, journalists accepted Graham’s terms of access for a 
number of reasons.14

First, Graham coverage fulfilled four of the seven classic news val-
ues:  prominence (he was famous); proximity (Graham always got the 
attention of the local press when his crusade rolled into town); impact, or 
number of lives affected (many Graham stories led off with numbers— 
crowds of thousands, TV audiences of millions); and, thanks to the range 
of subjects touched upon in press conferences, currency, or relation to cur-
rent events.15

Second, Graham was articulate and attractive. He made good copy 
and compelling airtime, even when he was not doing anything new. As a 
result, he was invited to write for publications ranging from Family Circle 
to Cosmopolitan, from the New York Times to the National Inquirer. He did 
guest spots on shows hosted by Johnny Carson, David Frost, Phil Donahue, 
and Woody Allen (an appearance now immortalized on YouTube). He was 
profiled, albeit against his wishes and with only minimal cooperation, in 
Playboy. He could have shared his thoughts on pornography and censor-
ship in a publication called Screw: The Sex Review, but he declined the edi-
tor’s invitation.16

Third, Graham enjoyed copious and strongly favorable media coverage 
because he was sincere— and sincere in ways especially suited to a media- 
saturated culture. Graham’s personal sincerity and charisma certainly 
worked in his favor. Saul Braun, author of the 1971 Playboy profile, admit-
ted, “I discovered that Graham in private discourse is friendly, responsive 
and alert. Everybody goes away from him liking him immensely and so 
did I.” Many other journalists recorded similar impressions. Furthermore, 
Graham and his organizations operated strictly above- board, avoiding 
both sexual and financial disgrace. When Harold Fey, then editor of the 
Christian Century, asked an investigative reporter to follow the money 
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flowing around Graham’s 1957 New York crusade, all he found was a rumor 
that excessive payments had been made to an ad agency. Unsubstantiated, 
the story went nowhere.17

Personal probity, however, was not enough to endear Graham to every-
one. The specter of Elmer Gantry lingered, renewed with each fresh tel-
evangelist scandal. Besides, not everyone could meet Graham personally. 
Most people encountered him through mass media, so that is the realm in 
which he needed most urgently to convey his authenticity.

Graham’s methods of conveying authenticity varied by medium. The 
tone of the “My Answer” newspaper columns, along with the smiling 
thumbnail photo, lent a personal touch to highly repetitive, staff- written 
texts. Photo- rich magazine spreads of the Graham family at home, com-
plete with witty comments from Ruth and self- deprecating remarks from 
Billy, brought the superstar down to earth. Radio, the longtime home of 
Hour of Decision, is an especially intimate medium— a “hot” medium in 
Marshall McLuhan’s typology, grabbing listeners with a stream of high- 
definition auditory information. Television, for McLuhan a “cool” medium, 
required more active participation from the audience and thus allowed 
more room for nonparticipation— more room for doubt to seep into the 
gap between the evangelist and his audience. Though McLuhan’s typol-
ogy is confusing and contested, it helpfully recalls the audience experi-
ence during Graham’s midcentury prime. Television pictures were blurry, 
and usually black- and- white. Audience members could not help but be 
conscious of the layers of technology between them and the evangelist. 
Clearer radio signals brought Graham’s alternately forceful and reassur-
ing voice near, as if he were speaking directly to the listener.18

Graham had his work cut out for him on television, but because it was 
the key medium of the second half of the twentieth century, he set out to 
conquer it. During a TV talk show appearance with Britain’s Russell Harty 
in 1973, Graham put it this way: “[T] elevision is a medium of face to face 
communication. It’s the most powerful medium we’ve ever known. And 
whether you’re selling a bar of soap or whatever you’re doing, television 
is the way to do it today.” “So you’re taking hold of the medium by the 
scruff of its neck?” Harty asked. “Well,” Graham answered, “we’re using 
the medium. I think that this medium has been given. It can be used for 
good.”19

In order to use television for good, Graham also had to use it well. 
He and his organization needed to achieve technical excellence in sound, 
lighting, staging, and filming. Years of producing crusades offered a head 
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start in this realm. Graham’s team also found it useful to deploy a mix-
ture of television shots— close on the evangelist’s face for immediacy, and 
zoomed out to depict the enthusiastic, thoroughly convinced crowd. In his 
1966 biography of Graham, John Pollock wrote,

When the average, moral, reputable American sees Dr. Graham in 
a studio telling him he needs to be “born again,” his first impulse 
will be to discredit him as a religious fanatic. But if the viewer sees 
thousands of respectable, normal people listening and consenting 
to all this he hears, and then sees hundreds voluntarily get up and 
walk to the front in response to a low- pressure request, he’ll begin 
to consider the message and situation with some sincere, honest 
interest. It’s much easier to say a single speaker is wrong than to 
discredit the conviction and decision of thousands.20

Because most of Graham’s TV broadcasts sought to replicate the experi-
ence of attending a crusade as closely as possible, Quentin Schultze con-
sidered him a “holdout to itinerant revivalism” rather than a part of the 
“electronic church” phenomenon that garnered attention in the 1970s. 
Definitions of the electronic church varied, but the term was most often 
applied to television- centered ministries such as Pat Robertson’s Christian 
Broadcasting Network and Jim and Tammy Faye Bakker’s PTL (Praise 
the Lord) Network, which some observers feared would supplant rather 
than supplement Christian congregations. “What worries me about all 
this activity is not the financial success nor the big- business aspects of 
this evangelism— although I suspect it should worry them,” wrote William 
F. Fore in Ministry magazine in 1979. “What worries me is whether this 
electronic church is in fact pulling people away from the local church. Is 
it substituting an anonymous (and therefore undemanding) commitment 
for the kind of person- to- person involvement and group commitment that 
is the essence of the local church?” Fore served as executive director of 
the National Council of Churches Broadcasting and Film Commission, 
so he had multiple reasons to look warily on conservative and charismatic 
TV ministries, but similar concerns were expressed outside mainline 
Protestantism as well, particularly as the televangelist scandals piled up. 
Both Graham’s probity and the style of his broadcasts, depicting a crusade 
rather than a church service or talk show, kept him above the fray.21

Still, becoming too proficient at TV presentation put Graham perpet-
ually at risk of being perceived as an Elmer Gantry, as all flash and no 
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substance. Thinking along these lines, in 1972 a reporter asked Graham 
how much show business had influenced him. His response encapsulated 
the balance he sought. First, Graham listed ways, and reasons, that his pre-
sentation had become less showy over the years: “[W] e dress a little more 
conservatively now than we used to dress twenty years ago when we had 
bow ties that we could push a little button and they would light up on both 
sides,” he said. “We don’t do any of that any more. We have no gimmicks 
because you cannot fool the electronic eye of that camera and people can 
see whether you’re sincere or not.” But while Graham eschewed gim-
micks, he explained that he and his team did tailor their approach to the 
medium: “It is true that our Crusades are partially designed because of the 
cameras. We have to. The timing has to be right. You have to have excellent 
personnel who do the singing and the music and that sort of thing. I sup-
pose in that way we have adapted ourselves to television, but I would not 
call it show business.”22

To be a George Whitefield in an Elmer Gantry world, Graham needed 
to adapt himself to television, and to an array of other media, without 
straying into show business. He needed to look good on TV, for example, 
without coming across as someone whose only talent was looking good 
on TV. His long record of popularity with scandal- hungry journalists and 
scandal- weary audiences alike indicates that he succeeded— though not 
perfectly.

Missteps

A man who attracted so much media coverage was bound to get some bad 
press, or at any rate some press that did not turn out the way he wanted. 
The first time Graham met with a president, Harry Truman, he later told 
reporters what they discussed and staged photographs of himself and 
his team kneeling on the White House lawn. Truman never forgave this 
breach of protocol. Graham quickly learned to be more careful, to draw 
some boundaries between his public and private actions, and to adopt the 
posture of one who lets the camera come to him, rather than thrusting his 
face in front of it. Still, he had a few very bad moments with the press in 
the course of his career. Sometimes, the fault lay mostly with the reporters, 
and sometimes it lay mostly with Graham.23

Wire- service reports posted from Graham’s many trips overseas proved 
especially problematic. As mentioned, on July 24, 1975, a story ran in the 
Atlanta Journal- Constitution and elsewhere alleging that Graham approved 
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the ordination of homosexuals. This claim originated at a press confer-
ence in Brussels, Belgium. When asked by a reporter there if homosexuals 
could be ordained, Graham replied that they could, if “they have accepted 
Jesus Christ and have turned away from their sins.” He continued, “After 
repentance and training each should be considered on his individual 
case.” At least, this seems to be what he said. Different stories based on the 
wire report selected different portions of Graham’s comments, with some 
anonymous editors isolating the parts about receiving training or being 
considered on a case- by- case basis. These redactions made it appear that 
Graham had no problem with the hypothetical candidates’ homosexuality.24

A few days later, Graham addressed the subject again. Homosexuality 
was a sin, he explained in articles that ran on July 27, because “[a] ny sex 
outside marriage is a sin, according to the Bible.” Homosexual marriage 
would not help, because it was “not a natural state of affairs from a bibli-
cal point of view.” Nonetheless, “homosexuals are people whom God loves 
and whom God is willing to forgive if they repent.” Thus far, Graham’s 
comments could all be read as amplifications of his earlier statement about 
repentance being a prerequisite for ordination. But a few July 24 articles 
had included another exchange: “Asked whether he thought a homosexual 
could make a good preacher, Graham said: ‘I don’t know, I never met one. 
No one has ever come up to me, and said, ‘Hello, I’m a homosexual.’ ” 
In comments reported on July 27, Graham said that he had homosexual 
friends, but “I love them and don’t treat them any different than my other 
friends. There are worse sins.” The incomplete and contradictory press 
accounts of these two sets of remarks compound the mystery of what may 
have transpired between them. What American readers understood to be 
Graham’s position depended on which version of the story appeared in 
their local paper.25

Repackaged wire service reports ensnared Graham again during his 
1982 trip to the Soviet Union. Much more than a journalistic game of 
telephone was involved in that episode, but secondhand reporting made 
a complicated situation worse. For example, when Graham visited three 
well- attended Orthodox churches on a Saturday night, he quipped that he 
would not find the churches so full on a Saturday back in Charlotte. The 
Christian Science Monitor relayed that Graham had “jokingly suggested 
churches in Moscow were doing better than in his hometown,” which was 
similar to what he said but not at all what he meant. Another wire service 
report from the visit suggested that Graham had preached on Romans 13— 
“Everyone must submit to the governing authorities”— to an audience of 
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oppressed Russian Baptists, when in fact Graham had only referenced this 
idea in a sermon on John 5. Rallying to Graham’s defense in the Saturday 
Evening Post, Edward E. Plowman asserted, “It wasn’t a clash of ideologies 
that sparked problems for Billy Graham on his Moscow trip, but a shock-
ing short circuit in the Western press.”26

A May 19, 1982, press conference in New York, conducted as soon as 
Graham got off the plane from Europe, found the evangelist in damage- 
control mode. The first question, posed by Jane Wallace at CBS, referenced 
previous coverage: “You were quoted in one article as saying that you saw 
no direct evidence of religious repression in Russia. And ‘there is a lot 
more freedom here than I had been given the impression in the United 
States.’ That seemed to be a quote that got you in a lot of trouble, it certainly 
received a lot of criticism. Do you stand by what you said?” Graham replied, 
“Yes and no, because I didn’t say it quite that way.” Graham explained that 
the reporter in Russia “pinned me down,” demanding to know what the 
evangelist had personally seen. Graham had not personally seen repres-
sion. Instead, he had seen well- attended churches— on Saturday, not 
Sunday. “I think it was misinterpreted,” Graham complained. A few min-
utes later at the press conference, another reporter asked if Graham felt 
he had been used as propaganda tool. Graham acknowledged the risk, but 
said he considered the trip worthwhile for the chances it afforded to preach 
the gospel and speak to leaders privately. This oblique mention of private 
conversations met the “propaganda tool” charge with a countercharge of 
press meddling, as Graham stated, “Now, if I made a big media event of it, 
I would never have gotten that opportunity.”27

Graham’s defense during this uncharacteristically hostile press con-
ference took several forms. He clarified quotations and alluded to hid-
den aspects of the story. He contrasted what he saw personally with what 
reporters saw and wrote about. On topics about which he had no firsthand 
information, he repeatedly said that he did not know or was still trying to 
make up his mind. And he turned on the charm. When asked by George 
Cornell of the Associated Press whether he felt that the American media 
was treating him badly, Graham replied,

No, I don’t, George. You know, the press in this country has always 
dealt with me tremendously. I have used the press to get my mes-
sage out, and the media to get my message out to millions of people. 
And I’m in great debt to the press. Very rarely in these 40 years that 
I’ve dealt with the press have I ever been misquoted. Sometimes a 
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text taken out of context causes some difficulties. And I have gone 
through these periods several times in my life when there was a 
situation prevails— like happens now, and always, it seems to me, 
that divine providence was in charge of it.

The garbled syntax of that last sentence notwithstanding, Graham had 
reasserted his media savvy, with a dash of gospel thrown in for good 
measure.28

Unfortunately, using charm to sway a roomful of journalists was no 
longer an option during Graham’s last media crisis. In March 2002 the 
National Archives released the audiotape of a conversation between the 
evangelist and President Richard Nixon thirty years earlier, during which 
Graham lambasted the Jewish “stranglehold” on American media. Graham 
also claimed, on the tape, that many Jews in the media “swarm around me 
and are friendly to me because they know that I am friendly to Israel and 
so forth. But they don’t know how I really feel about what they are doing 
to this country.” When the conversation became public, Graham quickly 
apologized, saying that he did not remember making the remarks, that they 
did not reflect his beliefs, and that he had always supported closer Jewish- 
Christian relations. Two weeks after this initial apology, though, the scandal 
still simmered, as the New York Times ran a long article with the callout, “An 
evangelist’s reputation called into question by a White House tape.”29

There was no opportunity for Graham, then eighty- three, to share a room 
with the journalists he had insulted on the tape, so reporter Cliff Rothman 
sought out several leading media figures from the early 1970s and published 
an article on their responses in The Nation. The harshest comment came 
from Arthur Schlesinger Jr., not a journalist but a liberal public intellectual. 
Graham “just showed that he was the pious hypocrite that we all knew that 
he was anyway,” Schlesinger said. “Sinclair Lewis wrote about all those fel-
lows in the great Elmer Gantry.” Watergate reporter Carl Bernstein recalled 
Graham with some admiration as a galvanizing, charismatic figure, but said 
he had changed his mind after the “sickening” revelations on the tape. The 
CBS news correspondent Daniel Schorr, who said that he was not hired by 
the New York Times in 1953 because he was Jewish, observed that Graham 
and Nixon “shared a subsurface of a lot of anti- Semitism in this country.” 
Other people contacted by Rothman chalked Graham’s statements up to the 
mood of the era, Nixon’s baleful influence, or a momentary and ultimately 
excusable lapse in judgment. Just two people disagreed with Graham’s slurs 
but admitted that he was not completely off- base in his assessment of Jewish 
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prominence in media. One, who spoke off the record, estimated that Jews 
had constituted 25 percent of the editorial staff of one leading newspaper 
in 1972, far above their proportion of the American population. The other 
was legendary television producer Norman Lear, who, when asked whether 
Jewish liberals like himself had any influence on the media, replied, “I 
would certainly hope so and believe so.”30

However lamentable, Graham’s comments on the White House tape 
did not make him an Elmer Gantry. They did betray some slippage between 
his private and public personas, and they did suggest that Graham was 
willing to remain friendly with people he disliked because they controlled 
access to things he needed, namely, headlines and airwaves. If this friend-
liness was as forced as the tapes indicated, was it savvy or slick? Is it rea-
sonable to expect true camaraderie between the press and a public figure, 
or would such a bond actually signal a lapse on both sides?31

Some of Graham’s comments in the testy 1982 press conference were 
forced, too, but they were nonetheless true. For more than forty years, the 
American press dealt with Graham tremendously. He used them to get his 
message out, and he appreciated their help. Sometimes a quote taken out 
of context caused difficulties. If charm and an otherwise sterling reputa-
tion could not turn that situation around, well, divine providence might 
yet use it for good.

Conclusion

The well- worn evangelical admonition to be “in the world but not of it” is 
a useful summation of Graham’s relationship to mass media. He eagerly 
put himself in the media spotlight and utilized all available media tech-
nologies, from radio and print, to film and TV, to satellite and the Internet. 
He worked his way far enough into this world to be able to call reporters by 
name during a press conference, or to know exactly which camera to smile 
for onstage. These skills enabled Graham to broadcast the gospel— to scat-
ter the seeds widely, like a modern- day sower— and to become the urbane, 
winsome face of once- maligned evangelicalism.

If Graham had crossed the thin line from savvy to slick, though, he 
likely would have followed other leaders of the electronic church into 
obscurity or disgrace. Because Hollywood delights in caricaturing itself, 
Americans are all too familiar with the types of the greedy mogul, the 
imbecile news anchor, the sexually predatory leading man, or the star who 
plays the hero on screen but loses battles to an array of demons at home. 
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These characters are all products of the world of media, created, nurtured, 
and eventually exposed under its bright lights. Graham could have become 
any of these types, but he did not. He probably knew people who fit all of 
them, but he was far too kind to call them out.

Perhaps the best way to appreciate Graham’s insider- outsider poise is 
to watch his appearance on the 1969 Woody Allen Special. Allen introduced 
his guest as a “charming and provocative gentleman,” with whom Allen 
disagreed about nearly everything but recognized as “the best in the world 
at what he does.” Both men wore suits, sat in oddly ornate plush chairs, 
and did not touch the teacups on the table at their elbows. They bantered. 
They laughed. They fielded questions from the audience. As promised, 
they disagreed. Graham managed to convey both evangelicalism’s stern 
morality (“the Bible teaches that premarital sex relations are wrong”) and 
its open invitation (Graham told the self- deprecating Allen, “in God’s sight, 
you are beautiful”). In another era, George Whitefield and his friendly 
antagonist Benjamin Franklin could have had a similar exchange. Elmer 
Gantry never had, nor did he deserve, such an opportunity.
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 Billy Graham’s  
New Evangelical Manhood

Seth Dowland

in a 1971 article for Playboy, reporter Saul Braun described a brief encoun-
ter with Billy Graham. When Braun mistakenly left his tape recorder run-
ning during an off- the- record conversation, Graham “leaned forward 
sharply, his chin suddenly outthrust … his finger jabbing in the direction 
of my left hand,” demanding Braun turn off the recorder. Convicted of 
his sin, Braun repented and sought forgiveness from the evangelist. At 
that, Graham “leaned forward and smiled, gripping [Braun’s] forearm and 
squeezing it gently.” The secular journalist admitted feeling like “Graham’s 
child” and knew that “Graham loved me and would care for me.” In the 
span of a few minutes, Graham transformed from an aggressive prophet 
into a caring father. Throughout the encounter, Graham maintained what 
Braun called “virile serenity.”1

During this encounter— as in so many others— Graham displayed 
a type of masculinity that reflected his heritage and anticipated future 
trends. Reared among conservative evangelical Christians, Graham dis-
played the firmness and righteousness expected of a male evangelist. Yet 
he attenuated the stern masculine ideal of his upbringing. He accentuated 
the pastoral elements of his character. In so doing, he became a sort of 
proto- Promise Keeper. He displayed a new kind of evangelical manhood.

While manhood may not be the first thing one thinks about with 
regard to Billy Graham, his gender identity deserves consideration. 
Billy Graham’s success as an evangelist derived partly from his per-
sonification of a new type of evangelical manhood. This characteristic 
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displayed itself in three distinct ways. First, Graham constructed an 
identity as a desirable but off- limits icon. Second, he emphasized his 
certitude in both the Christian faith and his country. Third, he subtly 
modified his political and social views to embrace “softer” positions. 
All three aspects of Graham’s masculinity capitalized on and antici-
pated cultural trends.

Over the last generation, scholars have come to understand gender as 
socially constructed and fluid. While most humans are biologically male or 
female, they construct their gender in a particular cultural context; that is, 
different societies expect different things of men and women. Appropriate 
dress, for instance, varies from the United States to the Middle East to 
Southeast Asia. Furthermore, gender norms change over time. While 
twentieth- century American evangelicals voiced “essentialist” understand-
ings of gender that ascribed certain fixed roles to men and others to women, 
the “God- given” qualities of men and women actually changed over time. 
By the end of Graham’s career, men could be more sentimental, more 
emotional, and more openly religious than their fathers and grandfathers 
had been.2 Graham both capitalized on and accelerated these trends. He 
displayed a new evangelical manhood by constructing a persona that was 
at once desirable, strong, and adaptable. Put succinctly:  Graham subtly 
changed what it meant to be a “real man” for millions of American evan-
gelicals. These changes came about because Graham anticipated cultural 
trends and revised what it meant to be a man— but also because he knew 
which lines he could not cross.

Desirable but Off Limits

In 1948, thirty- one- year- old Graham was coming off a successful stint as 
a Youth for Christ evangelist and entering into a period of independent 
ministry that would last almost six decades. His revival team included 
Bev Shea, Grady Wilson, and Cliff Barrows. The quartet was young and 
charismatic. As Christianity entered its heady postwar boom, Americans 
flocked to revivals. Some sought salvation, but others had different aims. 
Politicians saw the revivals as a hedge against communism, and entertain-
ers saw a chance to promote themselves. Given all the hangers- on sur-
rounding him, temptations loomed on the horizon for Graham. American 
evangelists in the mid- twentieth century had to contend with the stereo-
type of Elmer Gantry, the title character of Sinclair Lewis’s 1927 novel. In 
his cutting satire, Lewis portrayed Gantry as a narcissistic womanizer who 
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became a minister accidentally and used his spiritual authority solely as a 
way to gain wealth, women, and power.

The Gantry stereotype exaggerated the sins of earlier evangelists, 
but its prevalence in American culture dictated the need for Graham to 
guard himself against allegations about abuses of money, sex, and power. 
The Graham team decided they needed to take concrete steps to avoid 
the slightest whiff of controversy. The team gathered in a hotel room in 
Modesto, California, in the fall of 1948. They drew up a compact that 
became known as the “Modesto Manifesto,” though no written docu-
ment was produced. The manifesto included provisions for distributing 
money raised by offerings, for working only with churches that supported 
cooperative evangelism, and for using official estimates of crowd sizes at 
evangelistic meetings in order to avoid exaggeration. These provisions 
would help Graham and his team avoid charges of financial extortion and 
hucksterism.

But nothing loomed larger than sex. The most famous provision of the 
manifesto (indeed, the only one most people cite) called for each man on 
the Graham team never to be alone with a woman other than his wife or 
another family member. Graham, from that day forward, pledged not to 
eat, travel, or meet with a woman outside his family, unless other people 
were present. This pledge guaranteed Graham’s sexual probity and enabled 
him to dodge accusations that have waylaid evangelists before and since.3

The pledge also enabled Graham to capitalize on his good looks without 
worrying about an oversexualized image that might scandalize his fellow 
evangelicals. In coverage of Graham’s breakout 1949 Los Angeles crusade, 
reporters mentioned the evangelist’s “curly hair,” “broad shoulders,” and 
“blue eyes.”4 Several articles reported that Graham “has repeatedly turned 
down offers to go into the movies.”5 Nearly every piece commented on 
Graham’s good looks. Unlike his most famous predecessors— the short, 
paunchy D. L. Moody and the balding Billy Sunday— Graham cut a dash-
ing figure. He stood more than six feet tall and wore bold suits, belying ste-
reotypes of evangelists as frumpy and weak. Moreover, Graham burst onto 
the nation’s consciousness in southern California. By 1949, Hollywood had 
established itself as the heart of American popular culture. The filmmakers 
and newsmakers of Los Angeles had no trouble promoting the handsome 
young evangelist preaching in the “Canvas Cathedral,” a massive, 6,000- 
seat tent constructed for Graham’s revival. Yet evangelicals remained wary 
of the silver screen. Many churches prohibited moviegoing, and evangeli-
cals had already begun honing jeremiads against the permissiveness and 
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superficiality of Hollywood. Graham’s good looks were both a blessing and 
a curse: they won him adulation, but that adulation came from an industry 
that few evangelicals trusted.

Graham managed to benefit from his all- American good looks by 
underlining his unavailability. Both the Modesto Manifesto and his mar-
riage to Ruth Bell Graham made this possible. The manifesto ensured that 
Graham would avoid tempting situations with other women. Graham went 
so far as to have male associates “sweep” his hotel rooms, making sure 
they were free of other people before Graham would enter them. Ruth, for 
her part, seemed publicly content with a marriage full of long absences. 
In a line she would repeat frequently, Ruth said she “would rather have a 
little of Bill than a lot of any other man.”6 The remark spoke both to Ruth’s 
contentment and to Billy’s desirability. Standing in front of thousands, 
Graham’s rapid- fire delivery and piercing stares won both converts and 
admirers. But Graham’s provisions made it impossible for any of these 
admirers to catch him in a compromising situation. If anything, Graham’s 
caution in this area made him even more desirable to evangelical women, 
who made up at least 60 percent of his audiences. The letters that flooded 
BGEA offices over the years testified to his wholesome appeal. His yearly 
presence on the Gallup “Ten Most Admired Men” list derived in no small 
part from his reputation for sexual fidelity.

Graham preached about sex periodically, usually confining his 
remarks to condemnations of premarital sex, adultery, and “immorality.” 
Occasionally, he elaborated on this theme. In a crusade sermon about 
the biblical character Samson, Graham explained how sexual temptation 
could ensnare men. Graham said the longhaired Samson had “girl trou-
ble. Everywhere he went, a crowd gathered around him, and hooted and 
hollered and whistled at him.”7 (It is not hard to see how Graham might 
have identified with Samson.) Samson fell for one of these admirers, 
Delilah, who eventually convinced Samson to divulge the secret behind 
his strength: his long, uncut hair. After Delilah cut Samson’s hair while 
he slept, the Philistines were able to overpower him. Graham warned his 
listeners that such a fate could befall anyone who gave into sexual immo-
rality. In private, Graham confided to friends that he feared that Samson’s 
story “could happen to me.”8

Given the frequency with which evangelists have fallen victim to temp-
tations of the flesh, Graham’s ability to dodge this particular landmine 
deserves both praise and analysis. Graham showed evangelicals that a 
man could be desirable, as long as he was off limits as well. To succeed 
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in modern America, evangelicals would have to shun the backward ste-
reotypes ascribed to them by the satirist Lewis and the reporter H.  L. 
Mencken. Graham’s good looks were an essential part of his appeal. But 
evangelicals perceived danger in giving into the celebrity- obsessed cul-
ture of the twentieth century. Graham belied the notion that evangelical 
men could be either virtuous or handsome but not both. During his 1949 
L.A.  revival, Graham showed evangelicals how to dive into Hollywood 
without drowning one’s virtue.

Graham also enhanced his appeal by showing an uncanny grasp of mid-
century’s most important technology, the television (as Elesha Coffman 
details in her chapter). Graham’s Hour of Decision television program 
began broadcasting in the early 1950s, during a five- year stretch when tele-
vision penetration of American households increased by 700 percent. Like 
most early TV programs, Hour of Decision seems clumsy and dated when 
viewed today. An episode from the fall of 1952 opens with Cliff Barrows, 
the Campus Crusade founder Bill Bright, and UCLA football star Donn 
Moomaw posed in an awkward studio set. Barrows perches on the arm of 
an oversized chair, and Bright and Moomaw sit on a couch, looking pale, 
uncomfortable, and blinded by the klieg lights. They proceed through 
a chummy conversation about Moomaw’s conversion and finish with a 
clumsy reference to Moomaw as a “trophy” of Campus Crusade for Christ.

Then the camera cuts to Graham. He forsakes the studio furniture and 
stands square to the camera. There is no pulpit between Graham and the 
viewer. The living room setting creates the illusion of Graham being inside 
one’s home. For viewers, television creates a passive intimacy— they can 
feel connection to the figures on the small screen without risking anything 
themselves. Graham’s evangelism fit perfectly in the passively intimate 
setting of television. He preached dire warnings about the fate of America, 
but those warnings never strayed far from generalities. Graham mastered 
the art of what Andrew Finstuen has called “large- scale condemnation of 
sin.”9 When it came to Graham’s message for each viewer, redemption was 
always close at hand. “The devil,” said Graham on a pre- election broadcast 
in 1952, “has voted against you, Christ has voted for you, and you have to 
cast the deciding vote. … Won’t you elect him as Lord and Master of your 
life?”10 Deliverance was only a short prayer away.

In Hour of Decision telecasts like this one, Graham showed an intui-
tive understanding of the demands of television. Whereas the foot-
ball star Moomaw squirmed in a staged conversation with Bright and 
Barrows, Graham came across as polished and confident. He modulated 
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the machine- gun preaching style that made him famous in revival tents. 
When Graham invited viewers to receive Christ, he was asking them to 
trust both the message and the messenger. Winning that trust on the 
television set required grace rather than bluster, smoothness rather than 
strength. Graham’s early Hour of Decision telecasts suggested that a new 
type of manhood would be required of revivalists in the television age. 
Graham intuited that his podium presence would overwhelm the small 
screen, and that he needed to come across as reassuring. The soft lighting 
and domestic scenes created an intimacy that softened Graham. Television 
accentuated his desirability and brought him into his viewers’ homes, 
albeit in a safe and sanctioned way. Graham’s television presence featured 
the unbending rhetoric of his sermons, but it accentuated his pastoral ten-
dencies. He came across as a patient and handsome father figure who 
wanted viewers to make the right decision.

Steadfast Believer

Graham could embrace the intimacy of the small screen without damag-
ing his masculine credibility because he retained certitude in his faith. 
Graham’s interpretive certainty— the lack of doubt he displayed about 
the teachings of the Bible— aligned him with earlier generations of evan-
gelicals who equated conviction with masculinity. Some early twentieth- 
century evangelicals actually claimed that women were not “theological 
thinkers,” making explicit a connection between females and theologi-
cal uncertainty. Not all evangelicals shared this lack of faith in females’ 
theological capacity, and plenty of women in their churches disproved the 
notion. But most evangelicals were sure that effeminate men populated 
the pews at liberal churches. Effeminacy went hand- in- hand with uncer-
tainty, and uncertainty led to a loss of faith in the Bible. Christianity itself, 
said the evangelist Billy Sunday, was not a “pale, effeminate proposition.” 
Rather, it involved commitment to Jesus, “a robust, red- blooded man.”11 
Evangelicals like Graham trumpeted their masculine stripes by displaying 
surety.

Graham embodied this masculine surety. He steadfastly repeated the 
basic evangelical message:  all have sinned, Christ died to save us from 
our sins, and only acceptance of Christ grants us redemption from sin. 
Graham’s crusade sermons charted this path over and over and over 
again. His daily “My Answer” column addressed readers’ concerns by pro-
viding firm and predictable advice, usually ending with a command to 
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trust Jesus.12 Graham preached on what “the Bible clearly says,” showing 
unwavering conviction to a “straightforward” reading of the biblical text. 
Liberal critics of the evangelist marveled at his popularity in spite of what 
they saw as a simplistic and repetitive message. But his influence grew 
in part because he refused to alter the core of his thought over the years. 
Crusade audiences and newspaper readers wanted to listen to a man who 
knew what he believed.

In fact, Graham stated that he did away with doubt entirely at an early 
moment of his career. Just weeks before his breakout 1949 campaign 
in Los Angeles, Graham spent time with his friend and fellow evange-
list Charles Templeton in the San Bernardino Mountains. On that trip, 
Templeton posed incisive questions about the authority of Scripture that 
Graham felt ill equipped to answer. Wracked by doubt, Graham wondered 
if he could preach the gospel in good conscience. On a midnight walk 
alone in the woods, Graham fell to his knees and prayed for direction. God 
answered. When he stood up, Graham said he felt the assurance of a faith 
that went “beyond [his] intellectual questions and doubts,” and that he 
“knew a spiritual battle in my soul had been fought and won.”13

This oft- told anecdote suggests that while uncertainty troubled 
Graham for a season of his early life, he left doubt behind in the San 
Bernardino Mountains. He entered Los Angeles’s Canvas Cathedral later 
that fall, freed from Templeton’s nagging questions and ready to face 
sin head- on. This posture was essential for a midcentury evangelist. In a 
Cold War world wracked by anxiety, Graham’s sturdy faith proved allur-
ing to countless hearers. While his loud suits and soft- focus television 
sets signaled important changes in the accouterments of an evangelist, 
Graham never wavered on the central convictions he preached night 
after night.

Note, too, how Graham described his grappling with doubt: he fought 
a spiritual battle and won. Graham frequently analogized the Christian life 
to either a battle or a sporting contest, suggesting a masculine striving for 
ultimate spiritual victory. Here Graham had to rely on his association with 
soldiers and sports stars in order to make the analogy work. He never fought 
in the army, nor did he play professional sports, as Sunday had done. But 
he frequently drafted athletes and military men to join him on the crusade 
platform, and they implicitly sanctioned Graham as one of the guys. For 
instance, Louis Zamperini, who ran in the 1936 Olympics and endured 
an ordeal as a POW in World War II, described Graham as a “tall, hand-
some, clean cut all- American athletic type.”14 This endorsement— from a 
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celebrated former athlete and soldier no less— further enhanced Graham’s 
manly reputation.

Indeed, Graham established a lasting connection with soldiers early in 
his career. Around Christmas 1952, Graham visited American troops on 
the front lines in Korea. Shortly after returning home, Graham published 
a slim book called I Saw Your Sons at War. The cover featured Graham’s 
stern face alongside two soldiers rushing with rifles towards a firefight. 
The pages brimmed with Graham’s admiration for soldiers. He noted that 
General Mark Clark was “very tall, every inch a man,” and said every ser-
viceman “was a rugged he- man . . . a courageous, red- blooded American.” 
He spoke about signing Bibles “pierced and torn by bullets or shrapnel.” 
Graham carefully noted how close he ventured to the front lines. According 
to BGEA accounts, soldiers loved that Graham risked his life to preach the 
gospel. Graham cherished the chance to rub shoulders with these “finest 
of American youth.”15 Like most Americans, Graham assumed the inher-
ent nobility of soldiering (if not war itself), and he drew parallels between 
the live fighting he witnessed in Korea and the spiritual fighting between 
God and Satan.

A sense of “cultural custodianship,” or the belief that God appointed 
Christians as guardians of America’s values, facilitated Graham’s identifi-
cation with soldiers. Like soldiers, evangelicals saw themselves as uniquely 
called to defend liberty and morality. Both groups observed discipline and 
hierarchy that did not govern mainstream culture. If soldiers required a 
higher standard of discipline in order to fight the enemy, so too did evan-
gelicals believe that strict standards were needed to guard against Satan. 
When Graham inveighed against communism, secularism, and immo-
rality against a backdrop of American soldiers, he invited his readers to 
see him as a soldier of a different sort, drafted by God to fight agents of 
immorality.16

Yet even in this most masculine of venues, Graham indulged a tender-
ness that would enhance his reputation back home. In conversation with 
the Army chaplain Clayton Day, interviewer Doris Ferm asked Day about 
an incident in which Graham, preaching to a wounded soldier laying on 
a top bunk in a military hospital, caused the boy to cry. His tears fell from 
the top bunk onto Graham’s face while Billy continued his tender preach-
ing. “That would be such a beautiful picture,” said Ferm, “with the boy’s 
tears falling on Billy’s face.”17 Graham’s invitation to men, even to soldiers, 
required them to become vulnerable and emotional. He preached a mes-
sage of total surrender. But men could take one look at Graham and see the 
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power of assurance that lay beyond submission to God. Because he radi-
ated certitude, they could trust that Christianity would not weaken them. 
In other contexts, the soldier’s tears might have represented effeminacy. 
In Graham’s presence, they signaled the first step toward strong faith.18

Graham managed to hold onto his rock- solid faith even as he waded 
into the currents of contemporary culture. In a mesmerizing 1969 inter-
view with Woody Allen, Graham debated all manner of topics with the 
secular Jewish raconteur. Allen prodded Graham about strictures against 
premarital sex, the narcissism of the first commandment, and the fool-
ishness in believing life had meaning. Graham deflected each of Allen’s 
parries and even got in a few good lines of his own. After Allen said he 
was hoping to put his elderly parents “in a home,” Graham replied, “I 
hope it’s in a home with you.” By the end of the interview, Allen seemed 
both befuddled and amazed by Graham’s square- jawed sincerity.19 Four 
decades later, Allen recalled his conversation with the evangelist. He said 
Graham told him, “even if I was right and he was wrong, and there was 
no meaning to life and it was a bleak experience and there was no god and 
no afterlife or no hope or anything, he would still have a better life than 
me.”20 Such steadfast faith stopped Allen short; it eventually inspired a 
character in Allen’s 2010 film You Will Meet a Tall Dark Stranger (though 
Allen’s character finds hope in a psychic rather than God). In a world 
rocked by sexual revolutions at home and wars abroad, faith was proving 
harder and harder to sustain. Graham showed Allen and his audience that 
evangelicals— unlike some of their fundamentalist forebears— could wade 
into the messy areas of modern life and yet retain their faith in God.

Audiences knew what they were going to get with Graham. Whether 
he was sitting down for an interview with a Jewish comic, talking with a 
wounded soldier, or preaching a crusade sermon in front of thousands, 
Graham could be counted on to state his convictions. In the turmoil of the 
1960s, Graham declared, “I have a deeper conviction than when I began 
that the Bible has the answer to every moral situation known to man.”21 
Critics scoffed. The Bible said nothing about birth control or capitalism or 
the war in Vietnam. Graham, however, plowed ahead, insisting that the 
Scriptures contained all the messages people needed to hear. Only rarely 
did he seem dogmatic; Graham had an acute social intelligence and regu-
larly riffed on political events. His ability to engage with pressing social 
issues, along with his genial firmness, modeled the type of masculinity 
that late- twentieth- century evangelicals could embrace. Graham always 
stood where people knew he would.
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“Soft” Politics

Graham’s profession of absolute certainty in the unchanging truths of 
Christianity belied a subtle evolution in his social and political views. 
In particular, he announced in the 1970s that he had no problem with 
churches that chose to ordain women and that he opposed nuclear weap-
ons. These announcements came at a cost, as hardline conservatives exco-
riated Graham, frequently calling him soft. Criticism of that sort could 
doom religious and political leaders, particularly those whose constituen-
cies included conservative evangelicals. Yet Graham’s popularity contin-
ued to grow. If anything, refusing to challenge women’s ordination and 
opposing nuclear weapons attracted new supporters who found them-
selves surprised at Graham’s evolution. How could someone so firm in 
his beliefs also be flexible? Graham, though, had his finger on the pulse 
of American culture. He swam against some currents but drifted with 
others. Billy Graham’s masculinity depended on both the perception of 
unwavering belief and the ability to modulate his views. He never advo-
cated for radical positions, but neither did he find himself left behind as 
the culture of American evangelicalism changed. He took new stances in 
the 1970s, but many evangelicals saw them as pragmatic responses to a 
changing world. If skepticism about nuclear war was “soft” in the 1950s, 
it was sensible by the late 1970s. Likewise, accommodating women in the 
workplace— even in the pulpit— reflected a measured response to a chang-
ing world. Graham’s politics evolved alongside American evangelicalism, 
allowing him to embrace softer positions without seeming weak.

The majority of American evangelicals believed in essentialist notions 
of gender, and Graham initially shared that view. When a reader wrote 
Graham in 1961 to ask whether the reader should allow his wife to work, 
Graham suggested that she could work as long as doing so did not “cause 
her to neglect her first duty to her family.”22 Likewise, in a 1970 article 
titled “Jesus and the Liberated Women,” Graham said, “I believe that the 
Bible teaches that women have … a God- given role, and they will be hap-
piest, most creative— and freest— when they assume and accept that role. 
The same goes for men.”23 In this piece and elsewhere, Graham endorsed 
the notion that God had created men as fathers and breadwinners, while 
God wanted women to serve as mothers and homemakers. Graham’s own 
marriage testified to this point:  Ruth kept his home running smoothly 
while Billy went away for weeks or months at a time. (For more on Ruth 
Bell Graham, see Anne Blue Wills’s chapter.)
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In the late 1970s, however, Graham broke with many conservative 
evangelicals by admitting that plenty of women found fulfillment outside 
the home, and some even found it in the pulpit. In 1977 Graham told an 
interviewer that he didn’t object to women’s ordination because women 
had been ministers since the earliest days of the church.24 This was a savvy 
way for Graham to articulate measured support for the growing num-
ber of evangelicals willing to ordain women. Although there have been 
women preachers throughout Christian history, there were a lot more of 
them in the late 1970s. Between 1974 and 1984, the number of ordained 
women grew twentyfold in Graham’s denomination, the Southern Baptist 
Convention.25 Perhaps more to the point, Graham’s own daughter Anne 
launched a weekly Bible study in 1976 that attracted hundreds. Prodded 
by developments like these, Graham announced a new stance by claiming 
it had a long history. Refusing to challenge women’s ordination placed 
Graham at odds with some conservative evangelicals. His evangelical tra-
dition associated firmness with masculinity. But increasing numbers of 
evangelicals believed the gospel teachings on gender equality demanded 
support for egalitarian ordination practices. When critics called Graham 
soft, he deflected the criticism by saying he simply embraced a position 
that the Bible itself endorsed.

Graham displayed less subtlety in announcing his opposition to nuclear 
weapons, perhaps because his shift on that issue was more dramatic. 
Graham was an unlikely spokesman for nuclear disarmament. From the 
beginning of his public career in the 1940s, Graham had opposed “athe-
istic communism.” In a 1947 evangelistic campaign in Charlotte, Graham 
warned, “Communism is creeping inexorably into  .  .  . war- torn China, 
restless South America. … You should see Europe. It’s terrible. There are 
Communists everywhere.”26 In 1952, during the height of the Korean War, 
Graham held an evangelistic crusade in Washington, DC, in which he crit-
icized Harry Truman’s handling of the Korean War, saying the president 
should have listened to General Douglas MacArthur’s advice and taken 
whatever measures were necessary to win. Graham accused Truman of 
pursuing the war in a “cowardly” and “half- hearted” fashion, thereby cost-
ing American lives.27

By the late 1970s, his tune had changed. In a 1979 interview with the 
liberal evangelical magazine Sojourners, Graham admitted that through 
Bible study and prayer, he had come to regret his earlier, unqualified 
support of American military might. Specifically, Graham believed that 
Christians could not support the use of nuclear weapons. Furthermore, 
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Graham believed that Christians ought to work for universal nuclear 
disarmament. “We cannot afford to neglect our duties as global citi-
zens,” said Graham. “Like it or not, the world is a very small place, 
and what one nation does affects all others.”28 Graham’s opposition to 
nuclear weapons won him the admiration of liberal evangelicals and 
Democrats; President Jimmy Carter asked the evangelist to testify before 
Congress on behalf of SALT II (a nuclear arms limitation treaty). As he 
did with all such presidential requests, Graham declined the invitation, 
but his outspoken support for disarmament did not go away even as 
the campaign for a “nuclear freeze”— a complete, bilateral moratorium 
on the development and production of nuclear weapons— became the 
key issue for political liberals in the early 1980s. In June 1982, 750,000 
demonstrators flooded Times Square, demanding an end to the produc-
tion of nuclear weapons in the largest political rally in New York City’s 
history. A 1982 World Health Organization report estimated that nuclear 
war between the United States and the Soviet Union would result in two 
billion deaths, about half of the world’s population. In response to this 
threat, hundreds of national organizations endorsed a nuclear freeze. 
The groundswell of popular support suggested public unhappiness with 
President Ronald Reagan’s plans to augment America’s nuclear arsenal. 
Freeze advocates argued that the only response to exponential nuclear 
proliferation over the past half- century was immediate and total ces-
sation of nuclear weapons production, alongside commitments from 
both the United States and the Soviet Union to reduce their nuclear 
stockpiles.

As some American evangelicals sounded calls for bilateral disarma-
ment, the Soviets invited Graham to visit Moscow in 1982 as part of a 
government- sponsored World Conference of Religious Workers for 
Saving the Sacred Gift of Life from Nuclear Catastrophe. The Soviets put 
on this conference even as they were engaged in one of the largest nuclear 
buildups in history. They played on Graham’s documented opposition to 
nuclear weapons for maximum political advantage, using him to show 
how American religious leaders opposed nuclear weapons even as the 
Reagan administration continued its weapon stockpiling. The US ambas-
sador in Moscow pleaded with Graham not to go, and the Reagan admin-
istration also intimated that the evangelist should reconsider his trip. 
Graham, however, thought the chance to preach the gospel in the USSR 
outweighed any potential diplomatic snafus. He visited the Soviet Union 
for a six- day tour in the spring of 1982. The Soviets outmaneuvered him 
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throughout the trip, forbidding him to preach to anyone but carefully 
selected ticketholders and pressing him to engage in lengthy conver-
sations about bilateral weapons reductions with government officials. 
Graham compounded the problem by saying, “I think there is a lot more 
freedom here than has been given the impression in the United States.”29 
Moreover, he did not explicitly condemn the Soviets for suppressing reli-
gious dissidents.30

The reaction from conservatives was scathing. The political colum-
nist William Safire said Graham made a deal with the devil. One article 
in Jerry Falwell’s Moral Majority Report contended that the evangelist had 
“volunteered statements that on their surface appear to have been writ-
ten by the KGB itself,”31 while another said disarmament would “emascu-
late our defense buildup.”32 General Daniel Graham said, “Churchmen 
have been selling nuclear freeze for 15 years and that’s not courage. … 
Any churchman who falls into the trap that cowardice replaces cour-
age is wrong.”33 Even as his former detractors on the Left were lauding 
Graham’s courage and change of heart, the Right was hammering him 
for his naïvete.34

Yet if Graham had made some missteps in Moscow, his opposition to 
nuclear weapons reflected both his increasingly urgent concerns about 
disarmament and his intuition about the changing beliefs of American 
evangelicals. The editors of Christianity Today, the flagship evangelical 
periodical, endorsed Senator Mark Hatfield’s plan to initiate “a com-
plete freeze on the development, testing, and deployment of strategic 
missile systems.”35 A subsequent issue of the magazine reported that 
readers largely agreed: 60 percent of evangelicals supported a bilateral 
freeze, while only 18 percent opposed it.36 In the early 1950s, Graham had 
gone to Korea and lambasted President Truman for not taking General 
MacArthur’s advice. At that point in his career, he was embodying a type 
of blustering masculinity that had deep resonance among pro- military 
evangelicals. But as the nuclear weapons became ever more destruc-
tive, growing numbers of Americans realized that bluster could lead to 
annihilation. Graham understood that. He modulated his views. Not sur-
prisingly, many evangelicals reached the same conclusions Graham did. 
Graham weathered the attacks of opponents who called him soft, winning 
new admirers on the left and reassuring many conservative evangelicals 
that they could support peace and strength without pushing the world to 
the brink of Armageddon.
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Softness and Certitude

A consistent message about sin and salvation provided the through- line in 
Graham’s career, but his certitude on matters of faith contrasted with his 
subtle evolution on social issues. This flexibility allowed Graham to remain 
relevant throughout the social and political upheaval that marked the late 
twentieth century, even as he retained a reputation for fixity. Moreover, 
Graham’s desirability and comfort with the small screen suggested to 
evangelical men that they could embrace the trappings of modern America 
without losing their faith, or their masculinity. He embodied a new type 
of evangelical manhood that contained apparent contradictions: desirable 
and off limits, certain but subtly changing with the times. Graham’s ability 
to keep those contradictions in productive tension showed Christian men 
how to demonstrate their manhood in a modern age.

Graham’s embodiment of a new evangelical manhood fed into the 
Christian men’s organization Promise Keepers, whose meteoric rise 
became the most dramatic evangelical story of the 1990s. Founded in 1990 
by the University of Colorado head football coach Bill McCartney, Promise 
Keepers urged men to make promises to their wives, children, churches, 
and communities. Giant Promise Keepers stadium rallies— which bore 
a striking resemblance to Billy Graham crusades— drew on the cultural 
residue of sport to preach a message of sin and salvation directed specifi-
cally to men. The group suggested that men had failed because they had 
abandoned their rightful roles as leaders. But leadership did not mean 
domination. Promise Keepers literature called for an open and inviting 
type of masculinity. Occasionally, the group even endorsed feminists.37 But 
Promise Keepers— like Graham— acquired a reputation for firmness. The 
organization never wavered on its central message of the importance of 
men taking responsibility in their lives, even as it tried to embrace a host 
of competing models for evangelical manhood.38

Graham had laid down a path that Promise Keepers attempted to walk. 
He showed men how to hold onto something firm in the shifting sands 
of modern America. His good looks helped him win attention; his moral 
rectitude helped him keep it for decades. Graham was not afraid to ven-
ture into cultural realms that evangelicals had long avoided. But he always 
engaged with those realms— Hollywood, academia— on his own terms, 
insisting that God and the Bible provided the only answers to life’s most 
pressing problems. Graham knew what he believed but was not afraid to 
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bend on some issues. He offered a vision of how evangelical men could 
thrive in late- twentieth- century America.
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 “An Odd Kind of Cross to Bear”
The Work of Mrs. Billy Graham, from 

“Pretty Wife” to “End of Construction”

Anne Blue Wills

ruth Bell GrahaM, in describing her courtship and marriage to Billy, 
repeated the prayer she recalled uttering after their first date:  “God, if 
You let me serve You with that man, I’d consider it the greatest privilege 
in my life.”1 This chapter will consider several distinctive ways that Ruth 
Graham served God alongside Billy, how she participated in his work 
visibly or with clear effects. The oft- heard declaration that “he couldn’t 
have been Billy without Ruth” has become a bromide. Yet the fact that the 
idea has staying power calls for a description of and an investigation into 
Ruth’s contributions to Billy’s public work. This chapter will not treat their 
domestic life, except as that life became raw material for constructing 
Billy’s persuasive image. Instead, it will focus on her part in building that 
image; her revision of Billy’s first book, in which her theological outlook 
and her commitment to reach new generations with the Gospel come to 
bear; and selected later public appearances in print and in person.2 This 
evidence traces an arc of Ruth’s growing comfort with sharing her views 
with the public— and perhaps the public’s growing interest in Ruth as a 
woman with her own voice who nevertheless rejected second- wave femi-
nism. The chapter will conclude, however, by considering Ruth’s return— 
late in life and by virtue of circumstance— to an accessory role in Billy’s 
(and his successor’s) projects. This investigation has been complicated by 
Ruth’s longstanding allergy to the limelight and her family’s continuing 
desire to protect her.3 But the attempt to detail her real impact on Billy’s 
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work must be made, or we risk losing track of an important tributary to 
his unequaled career.

Early Life

Ruth McCue Bell was born in China on June 10, 1920, to Dr.  Lemuel 
Nelson Bell and Virginia Leftwich Bell, medical missionaries sent by the 
Presbyterian Church (US), the Southern Presbyterians. Together, Nelson 
Bell, who was a surgeon, and Virginia Bell, who was a nurse, ran the Love 
and Mercy Hospital in Tsingkiangpu (now Huaian), China, which had been 
founded in the 1880s by Absalom Sydenstricker, the novelist Pearl Buck’s 
father.4 Ruth joined an older sister, Rosa, born in 1918. The family eventually 
welcomed sister Catherine (called Maimai), born during the Bells’ furlough 
in 1926, and brother Clayton (named for the Bells’ Houston, Texas, bene-
factor), born in 1932. (Nelson Jr. was born in 1925 but died of dysentery that 
same year.) The children all grew up under the energetic care and Christian 
parenting of Nelson and Virginia, various Chinese nannies, and a host of 
other mission workers.5 Virginia, in addition to her nursing and supervi-
sory duties in the women’s branch of the hospital, oversaw her children’s 
early education before they began tutoring with other missionary children. 
For high school, Rosa and Ruth headed for the Pyeng Yang Foreign School, 
in 1932 and 1934, respectively, in what is now North Korea. At the time, it 
was known as the best Christian boarding school in Asia.6

When the time came for college in 1937, Ruth again followed her older 
sister— to Wheaton College, outside of Chicago. She majored in Bible and 
minored in art, and at least early on aspired to become a missionary like 
her parents, aiming to evangelize nomads in Tibet. In her second year at 
Wheaton, however, Ruth met a new student, Billy Frank Graham (she always 
called him Bill), who had already established himself as a preacher of note. 
Academically rigorous Wheaton did not recognize his degree from a non- 
accredited Bible college in Florida, so although older, he was a class behind 
Ruth. By most accounts, Billy fell immediately in love with her on sight. 
So the accepted story goes. That canonical version of their courtship also 
notes that Ruth’s curiosity about him was piqued, not so much by their first 
meeting— which she claimed not to recall— but by later hearing him pray.7

Although the asymmetry preserved in the courtship story underwrites 
a picture of Billy as a mix of helpless romantic and red- blooded American 
man, and Ruth as eye- catching but deeply spiritual, it also reflects some-
thing about their dating relationship, which proceeded over the course of 
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several years in fits and starts. Billy demanded an exclusive commitment, 
but Ruth still entertained thoughts of a missionary vocation. Billy insisted 
that God had brought them together and that she would find God’s plan 
for her in following him as he responded to his vocation as an evangelist. 
They married on Friday, August 13, 1943, in Gaither Chapel at Montreat 
College. Ruth then began a lifelong process— typical for women married 
to clergymen— of negotiating the tensions experienced by generations of 
Christian women as they have tried to follow scriptural teachings about 
devotion to husband, devotion to vocation, and devotion to God.8

Wives of clergymen historically have lived in a unique space where pub-
lic and private, or work and family, collide and collude. Over the American 
centuries, the role of the pastor’s wife has stayed remarkably unchanged; 
from Sarah Edwards to Catherine Marshall, these women supported their 
husbands’ work by handling domestic details, welcoming clergy visitors, 
and heading off— ever so gently— threats to the minister’s authority. Her 
role has been unofficial, unpaid, but nevertheless essential, with severe 
penalties for her and her husband if she shirked. Ruth Graham lived dur-
ing a period of incipient change for these expectations. As depicted in early 
press coverage of his work and family life, her marriage to Billy fit the 
historic pattern of clergyman- pater, head of congregation and protector of 
hearth, supported by his godly helpmeet. Significantly, Ruth never rejected 
that role. Hers is not a story of “liberation” in the usual sense of that word. 
In fact, during an appearance on the Phil Donahue Show in the late 1970s, 
Ruth declared, “I’m liberated from having to earn a living so I can devote 
my time to my family and home.”9 She rejected the feminist movement 
and held to what she understood as God’s calling on her to be a faithful 
wife to a powerful public figure and mother to five. But like other evan-
gelical Christian women, she acknowledged that her calling was “an odd 
kind of cross to bear.”10 Ruth Graham experienced both the empowering 
call of Christian vocation and the pain of the many sacrifices it involved. 
If we observe her activities on Billy’s behalf, we get a sense of the tex-
ture, sophistication, depth, and ambiguity of what she understood as the 
helpmeet’s role.

From Pretty in Pink to Public in Pantsuits: Ruth 
as Billy’s Wife, 1949– 1970

Part of Billy Graham’s appeal, beginning with his surging popularity in 
the late 1940s and through his prime active years, came from the model of 
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Christian manliness that he offered postwar Americans, as Seth Dowland 
details in his chapter, “Billy Graham’s New Evangelical Manhood.”11 
Graham combined old, muscular modes of revival, emphasizing con-
demnation for sinners, with new, movie- idol methods, producing in his 
work and in his own physical presence exciting but finally reassuring 
results. Popular media coverage— in well- known publications such as 
Cosmopolitan, Life, Look, Newsweek, and Time, but also in myriad smaller 
religious and trade publications— put Graham before readers’ eyes. The 
content of early coverage, particularly, is repetitive in the extreme. Reports 
extol his youth, attractive physical features, and use of modern methods to 
deliver a traditional “hot- gospel” message. Other topics included his mod-
est salary, his expert management apparatus, his plain and godly parents, 
and his down- to- earth lifestyle.

Ruth, invariably described as Billy’s “pretty” wife and the capable 
mother of his children, constituted a major focus of media interest. With 
Ruth prominently featured, Billy demonstrated how the manly Christian 
could navigate a modern postwar consumer- driven democracy. Grant 
Wacker has spoken of Billy Graham as uniting the modern, the Christian, 
and the American.12 Over the decades, reportage consistently featured 
Ruth in the role of appealing homemaker, reinforcing Billy’s embodi-
ment of this complex of identifiers. In photos and descriptions, Ruth’s 
beauty, domestic skill, and (by 1970) her up- to- date style were all imputed 
to Billy, shoring up his image as a modern Christian man with a modern 
Christian wife.

Lora Lee Parrott published a book in 1957 titled How to Be a Preacher’s 
Wife and Like It. (Ruth Graham wrote a short foreword, to be discussed 
later in this chapter.) The book sums up midcentury expectations for 
women married to clergy:  “[L] aymen have a standard of perfection for 
the pastor’s wife. She needs to be neat, wise, happy, frugal, deft, strong, 
feminine, spiritual, etc. Such a standard of perfection is not even held 
for the pastor himself.”13 Parrott continued, “The responsibilities of a 
pastor’s wife to her husband are like those of any other wife. It is her 
business to keep herself attractive, to abhor fretfulness and nagging, to 
create a happy home situation, and in general to do her part in keeping 
up the romance on which the marriage was first founded.”14 Parrott dis-
tilled expectations that, despite the contradictions— to be like every other 
good wife, only perfectly so— had not changed much over the centuries 
since her Reformation- era invention. Ruth fulfilled many of these expecta-
tions. Indeed, she embraced them and exhorted others to do so, explicitly 
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resisting such constraints only very rarely in public, usually tempering any 
comment with a generous helping of humor.15 She also was depicted as 
the epitome of the dedicated Christian wife.

The particulars of Ruth’s image as feminine and home- focused shifted 
over the decades. During the early 1950s and through the mid- 1960s, 
Billy and Ruth had a household of small children to manage, and stories 
about them attended to that busy scene. Bradford Wilcox notes how James 
Dobson, in his 1970 book Dare to Discipline, laid the burden of responsibil-
ity for the social chaos of the sixties at the door of “ ‘permissive’ childrear-
ing” in the 1950s.16 News coverage of the Grahams’ home life, however, 
evidenced none of the “overindulgence, permissiveness, and smother- love” 
that Dobson bemoaned.17 Instead, the numerous early descriptions of the 
Grahams at home and the frequent pictures of “Papa’s” presence there— 
even though he traveled sometimes a majority of the year— portray Billy 
Graham as a reassuringly strong patriarch, and Ruth as lovely to behold 
and resourceful (rather than resentful) at home.

Readers learned from many early reports that Ruth only “occasion-
ally” traveled with Billy. In the absence of exciting accounts of their trav-
els together, reporters returned again and again to their Wheaton College 
courting days and presented photographic evidence of their continued 
mutual devotion and domestic bliss. Descriptions of Ruth and images 
of her with the children and with Billy reassured magazine readers that 
American marriage, despite postwar insecurities, could be modern, 
grounded in faith, and even glamorous and romantic.

Readers also learned that, in keeping with expectations for a pastor’s 
wife, Ruth was feminine and pretty.18 Nancy Cott points out that “femi-
nine” in this era signaled a woman’s “modesty” rather than her sexual 
appeal.19 An early feature promoting an upcoming Minneapolis crusade, 
probably around 1950, before their third child’s birth, pictured Ruth 
with their eldest daughter, “Gigi,” and second child, Anne. The two girls 
are strategically seated in front of Ruth, probably to hide her pregnant 
tummy, which that sexually conservative era deemed too risqué.20 Ruth 
is a beautiful creature, maternal but asexual— embodying more midcen-
tury paradoxes about gender and sexuality.21 The caption describes Billy’s 
“lovely wife, Ruth.”22 Her “loveliness”— which onlookers can enjoy and 
attest to— increases her contribution to Billy’s persona. The Youth for 
Christ magazine from September 1961 described Ruth and Billy’s meet-
ing with Queen Elizabeth at Buckingham Palace. The article focused on  
Billy’s activities and the excitement of the day, but added, “For you girls, 
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Mrs. Graham was dressed in pink from hat to shoes and wore a flared sum-
mery skirt.”23 Again, according to this account, Ruth’s contribution to the 
occasion rested solely in the pleasing visual content she added. Another 
story, “Billy Graham: Has Bible— Does Travel,” from 1962, repeats like a 
broken record Ruth’s one salient attribute appreciated in early accounts of 
the couple: the evangelist “met a pretty coed” at Wheaton “who became his 
wife.” Her beauty and his hard work all add up to the “private life . . . of 
a typical American. He loves his family and his pretty wife,” even though 
the “[b] usy evangelist isn’t able to spend as much time as he’d like with his 
pretty wife . . . and their family.”24 Even as late as 1969, a short retrospec-
tive on Graham’s career in the Baptist Messenger captioned a ten- year- old 
photograph of the couple by reminding readers that “Billy married his col-
lege sweetheart, Ruth Bell.”25 Pretty in pink, Ruth adorned Billy’s arm and 
enhanced his image by looking good at his side or by his hearth, looking 
like the era’s ideal female complement to him.

Coverage of Ruth did not stop at appreciation of her physical attri-
butes. Her seriousness about the vocation of being a wife and mother also 
garnered considerable press attention. In 1964, Ruth herself authored a 
report for The Christian titled “Love Begins at Home”— one of the earli-
est editorial pieces written by her. She reflected on the many large and 
small tasks involved in rearing a family and running a home. “It seems 
that we are expected to be chauffeurs, cooks, shoppers, housekeepers, 
mothers, wives, plumbers, cleaning men, yardmen— and so the list goes 
on ad infinitum.” Yet she remained committed to what she understood 
as her most important responsibility. “Sometimes I feel that life does 
not tend so much to crush us as to distract us from the main purpose of 
being wives and mothers.”26 Another story boasts an eye- catching head-
line purporting to highlight Ruth’s approach to discipline— “Mrs. Billy 
Graham: Rears Family with Switch in One Hand, Bible in Other.” Yet 
the headline, for the most part, has nothing to do with the contents of 
the report. In the story, Ruth quotes Billy: “Bill says I raise them with 
a switch in one hand and a Bible in the other.”27 Note that the head-
line repeats his words about her, emphasizing Billy’s centrality, even 
in a story about Ruth. Nevertheless, the story reflects the magazine’s 
hopes that readers would admire Ruth’s commitment to child discipline. 
A 1973 interview with daughter Bunny Graham that appeared in Good 
Housekeeping added to the picture of a woman who took the teaching role 
of mother very seriously and used whatever was at hand to accomplish 
that work. The reporter summarized Bunny’s recollections: “Discipline 
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was firm. Rules were carefully spelled out and if they were broken, pun-
ishment followed swiftly— usually a shoe tree applied to the bottom.”28 
Through the decades, the persistent perception that Ruth was beautiful, 
principled, and guided by the Bible embellished Billy’s reputation as a 
guiding light for modern America.

These feature pieces took on a somewhat different flavor beginning 
in the 1970s, as the women’s liberation movement embedded itself in 
the culture.29 Still attentive to Ruth’s beauty and her devotion to home 
and family, stories began to emphasize Ruth’s individuality and her 
accomplishments outside the domestic sphere. Her beauty still received 
plaudits. But while early accounts read her “loveliness” as a sign of her 
commitment to Parrott’s standard of “keep[ing] herself attractive” for the 
sake of a happy husband, later stories appreciated her striking appear-
ance as an expression of her personal style. The Christian Herald ran a 
story in early 1970 titled “Who’s Whose? Can You Match the Wives with 
Their Husbands?” Pictures crowded the page, Brady Bunch– style, one 
page a checkerboard of men’s faces, and the facing page one of women’s. 
Indicating an awareness of feminist challenges to conservative Christian 
teaching about women’s submission, the author declared, “Many of 
these wives are lively, vital personalities who have carved careers and 
made their own mark.” The story devoted a paragraph to each wife, extol-
ling special qualities and unique contributions to Christian work. True 
to the pattern established in decades past, the writer reported that “Ruth 
Bell Graham (Mrs. Billy Graham) met her evangelist husband when she 
was a brown- haired, hazel- eyed second- year student of twenty in the fall 
of 1940.” But the write- up went on to praise her as “indispensable to her 
world- traveling husband’s career.” The writer offers evidence of Ruth’s 
“indispensable” work: she “has devoted her life to making a home for 
her husband between crusades” and raising their children “in a secluded 
mountain retreat she helped design with old timber.” These accom-
plishments hew still to the “pretty wife” template. Yet he author also 
describes attainments unrelated to appearance or domesticity, even if the 
author relies on Billy to substantiate the information: “Some of my best 
thoughts,” Billy notes in the piece, “come from her.” The piece details 
her knowledge of the Bible, her poetry writing, and her co- authorship of 
Peace with God, as well as her own book, Our Christmas Story, published 
in 1957. Moreover, it credits her with naming the Hour of Decision radio 
program and helping establish a “London institution for women narcotic 
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addicts.” While a former Graham associate is quoted as describing Ruth 
Graham in banal and somewhat dismissive terms as “ ‘utterly uncon-
scious’ of her own attractiveness and ‘a perfect hostess,’ ”30 this write- 
up otherwise extends the reader’s understanding of Ruth’s personal 
accomplishments and her contributions to Billy’s public profile. In this 
account, Ruth gains dimension beyond her oft- noted attractive exterior.

Two other feature stories on Ruth, also published in 1970, continued to 
emphasize her pleasing appearance while at the same time filling column 
inches with her own opinions. This more dimensional picture of Ruth 
redounded to Billy’s benefit by updating his image, too. Parade magazine 
reported that, “[a] t 50, [Billy’s] wife, Ruth, mother of five and grandmother 
of four, is a slim, strikingly pretty woman, 5 feet 5 and 118 lbs., with warm 
and clear eyes, a quick and pleasing smile, her brown hair now turning 
gray.” The story continued:  “She dresses in gaily colored, fashionable 
clothes, nowadays favoring pantsuits. Drabness, she feels, isn’t necessarily 
next to godliness.”31 Displaying an enduring interest in matters of ward-
robe and style, the profile nevertheless allows Ruth some agency— she 
expresses a preference for pantsuits and a clear, even potentially controver-
sial opinion that a good fashion sense is nothing to hide under a bushel.32

Woman’s Day also featured Ruth in 1970 and emphasized her antipathy 
toward the drab. A caption on a photo of an admittedly beautiful, smiling 
Ruth reads, “Here, the woman who believes ‘It’s no credit to Christ to be 
drab’ tells you some surprising details about her family, her life, her per-
sonal philosophy.”33 The story describes her as “warm, witty, worldly and a 
strikingly attractive woman” with a “youthfully slim figure that she dresses 
with a marked sense of taste and style,” looking “as if she’d be more at 
home in a country club than in a Sunday- school class.”34 Yet both stories 
go beyond the briefly stated details of Ruth’s beauty to devote pages to 
her own words (as we shall see below). By 1970, reportage still insists that 
being (or staying) pretty constitutes an “achievement” worth remarking. 
But by 1970, too, portraits of her take more interest in and appreciation 
of her agency and opinions. Moreover, Ruth herself seemed to grow more 
comfortable with a certain expanded public role— not exactly sharing the 
podium with Billy, but allowing herself to say more to those, including 
reporters, who cared to listen. In a year during which Billy dared to write 
about “Jesus and the Liberated Woman,” Ruth’s media profile helped him 
give new contemporary texture to his traditional stance on appropriate 
Christian gender roles.35
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Writing and Revising Peace with God

Billy Graham published his first full- length book, Peace with God, in 
1953.36 John Pollock’s 1966 biography of Billy gives one account of how 
the book came about: approached by a Doubleday editor, the young evan-
gelist doubted his ability to write a book that would both satisfy a “big 
New York” publisher and effectively communicate the Gospel message to 
a popular audience. A ghostwriter came in, sifted through Billy’s sermons, 
and, working from an outline Billy provided, began to produce a com-
pletely unsuitable manuscript; the ghostwriter apparently had no ear for 
Christian evangelism. Pollock quotes Graham: “I chucked the whole thing 
in the wastebasket, and Ruth and I wrote that book.”37 In the original pref-
ace, Billy acknowledged an unnamed Ruth— his “loyal and faithful wife”— 
not as his coauthor but as one “who has read and reread” the text.38 But 
Pollock’s version of events, coming more than a decade after the book’s 
original publication, and when a successful Billy may have felt more com-
fortable acknowledging Ruth by name as a collaborator, may reflect more 
accurately the book’s origins.

The account that describes Peace with God as coauthored by Ruth and 
Billy gains more credence in light of the evidence that Ruth almost single-
handedly revised it for a second edition, published in 1984.39 She had been 
evolving her understanding of nature, Scripture, and Providence in her 
poetry writing— an activity she started as a child and continued all her 
life40— and took on the revision project herself in November and December 
of 1983. Ruth’s suggested edits— roughly 250 of them, most of which were 
adopted for the 1984 edition— indicate important aspects of her theol-
ogy that were presented to readers as Billy’s. Some of the changes merely 
demonstrate Ruth’s penchant for precision— changing one sentence, for 
instance, to echo the book’s title more closely.41 The most significant modi-
fications, however, reflect a woman eager to share, using the most effective 
language possible, her hard- won insights about the appropriate human 
response to God’s immanence.42 Ruth eschewed the obsolete in appear-
ance and speech. She avoided a drab appearance, convinced that unbeliev-
ers would be turned off by “pale, frumpy Christians.”43 She also believed 
that drab or outmoded language did the Christian message no favors. In 
the early 1980s, as a sixty- three- year- old grandmother, having reared her 
children most of the way and worked with college students for more than 
a decade, Ruth tailored the book’s message to remain scriptural but also 
be modern and approachable.44 She wanted the new edition’s readers to 
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embrace a living relationship with God that saw the modern world realisti-
cally. Vague talk about “religion” or institutions and off- putting talk about 
rules missed the point she wanted the book to communicate: God’s self- 
revelation to humanity in Jesus Christ.

She wanted to open the Christian message up to a new generation of 
readers in the 1980s by emphasizing the importance of a personal rela-
tionship of humans to God and Jesus, rather than emphasizing religious 
institutions or the abstract phenomenon of “religion” itself. Discussing 
Moses’s faithfulness, for instance, she amended one sentence to rein-
force the intimate connection at work in his calling: “Moses considered 
the claims and obligations of religion” (in the 1953 edition) becomes, in 
1984, “Moses considered the claims and obligations of God.”45 The same 
impulse seems to be at work, too, when Ruth responded to the following 
line in the first edition with only a question mark in the margin: “It has 
been said, ‘In practical terms this membership of the body of Christ must 
actually mean membership of some local manifestation of His body in the 
church.’ ”46 While her puzzlement may be merely about the source of the 
quotation, which went unnamed, it more likely arose from her sense that 
church affiliation, while important, could not substitute for real intimacy 
with God. After all, Ruth’s poems rarely, if ever, took church as a topic.47 
God’s care for his beloved children, however, was her constant subject.

Ruth’s almost genetic Presbyterianism obligated her to take the reality 
of human sinfulness seriously. Yet even as she grasped the acuteness of 
sin’s consequences, she affirmed the unbounded grace of God. She rec-
ognized the delicate operation of encouraging readers toward repentance 
without shying away from the severe reality of human alienation from 
God. Her many changes to the text of Peace with God hammered home 
the inevitability of the unregenerate running to sin, and the hopelessness 
of human beings trying to work their way out of the consequences of sin 
as she (through the lens of John Calvin) understood them— “the curse” 
that people want to “reverse,” as she put it.48 “Isn’t it strange,” as the 1984 
edition read, on her suggestion, “to recognize that the first sin was com-
mitted in the perfect environment?”49 And for that sin, we deserve not just 
punishment (as in the 1953 edition), but, in 1984, “eternal punishment.”50

Her emendations evidenced a real worry about the pervasive visibility 
of sin in the contemporary world. Ruth soberly assessed the contempo-
rary world’s situation: “How many wars in progress now in ’83?” Ruth jot-
ted, beside a 1953 mention of “ ‘peace in our time’ . . . drawing closer.” The 
query became, in the 1984 edition, this somber statement: “it appears that 
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we are standing on the brink of Armageddon. We are told that there were 
hundreds of ‘little’ wars between 1945 and 1979 which caused between 
twelve and thirteen million deaths.”51 The “blasphemous words of punk 
rock” — a musical genre rooted in the mid- 1970s— illustrated for Ruth in 
the mid- 1980s the presence of the devil in the modern world.52 Other new 
problems on the scene included diseases like AIDS and herpes, which 
she associated with the sexual revolution.53 In the margins of the 1953 
book’s first chapter, Ruth listed myriad concrete examples of sinfulness 
and temptation facing contemporary Americans in the early 1980s: ram-
pant divorce, drugs, pornography (“kiddie porn” appears in parentheses), 
“abortions, child abuse, soaring crime[,]  wife abuse,” as well as “surri-
gate [sic] mothers, ‘adoptive dolls’ couple flew to another country to pick 
up a ‘cabbage patch’ doll.”54 Ruth drew an arrow from “abortion” to this 
final phrase, noting perhaps the irony of dolls being adopted rather than 
unwanted children. “Sin is ‘in,’ ” she penned, and “[t]oday, the general 
reaction is ‘so what?’ ”55 The devil (although he loses his capital D in the 
thirty years between the first and second editions) is bad; specifically, at 
Ruth’s suggestion, he is described as “unrelenting and cruel. He is not, 
however, all- powerful, omniscient or omnipresent.”56 Ruth worried about 
contemporary reports of Satan worship, and mention of it appears in the 
revision.57 Sin is bad. And punishment for sin is bad. On the question 
of hellfire’s reality, Ruth’s suggestion was adopted wholesale into the 
revised edition: “If [hellfire] is not literal fire, it is something worse. Jesus 
would not have exaggerated.”58 Humanity circa 1984 finds itself in a dire 
situation.

A fascinating moment reveals a key shift in emphasis that Ruth made 
between the first and second editions of Peace with God. The earlier ver-
sion declared, “Two thousand years ago God invited the world to the gospel 
feast, and in the agonies of the cross, God held your sins and mine until 
every last vestige of our guilt was consumed.” Ruth penciled in a change, 
adopted for the 1984 revision: “Two thousand years ago God invited a mor-
ally corrupt world to the foot of the cross. There God held your sins and 
mine to the fire until it was burned to ashes.”59 The locus of attention had 
moved from the “gospel feast” to the “foot of the cross.”

Perhaps Ruth determined so firmly to keep the book’s message 
approachable precisely because she saw the human situation in the 
early 1980s as so dire. Looking around her in late 1983, she saw national 
and international civil strife, cultural decay, and physical suffering on a 
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massive scale. So she recalibrated some language in the book to sound 
more welcoming and familiar, and reshaped its claims in order to empha-
size relationship rather than regimentation. For instance, she renamed 
the book’s first part so that it stated not the “Problem,” as in the 1953  
edition, but the “Situation.”60 The “Rules of the Christian Life,” the 1953 
edition’s title for  chapter  14, was renamed “Principles (Rules),” which 
became finally a more inviting set of “Guidelines for Christian Living” in 
 chapter 15 of the new edition.61 As seriously as Ruth took the human situ-
ation of inevitable sin, she worked to produce an inviting rather than con-
demning picture of the Jesus she believed in. She showed a perfect horror 
of the verb “demand” when applied to God or Christ. Jesus can “expect” 
or “command” or “require” but in the second edition, only infrequently 
does he “demand.”62

Another part of Ruth’s motivation as she revised Peace with God rose 
from her own poetic vision that saw God continuously acting in the 
everyday world. She held in mind a new generation of readers who lived 
in a rapidly changing, ever more technological world. This generation 
may also have had more confidence in its own power, and it certainly 
expressed a jaded view about admonitions to Christian obedience. In 
light of her audience, Ruth pursued a rage for “updating” illustrations 
and references.63 To avoid the earlier edition’s frozen- in- time qual-
ity, Ruth referred to the “moon shot” frequently; Ruth uses the moon 
missions of the late 1960s and 1970s, and the even more recent NASA 
shuttle program of the 1980s, to reinforce Billy’s argument that “[i] n the 
wonders of nature we see God’s laws in operation.”64 Even the field of 
genetics became raw material for Ruth’s illustrative hand: a first- edition 
comment about Adam’s sinfulness spreading to the whole human race 
gets recast in the 1984 edition: “Just as we inherit characteristics, such 
as intellect, coloring, body size, temperament, etc., from our parents and 
grandparents, mankind inherited its fallen, corrupt nature from Adam.”65 
Determined never to be stodgy or out of touch, Ruth drew on the image 
of a “gambler— a ‘High Roller’ ” and (somewhat confusedly) “Russian 
Roulette” to illustrate the eternal chances a nonbeliever takes. In the 1984 
edition, Ruth’s suggestion becomes a reference to a People magazine story 
about “one of the nation’s leading gamblers, Lem Banker,” who never bet 
more than he could afford to lose.66 The wide world, from the sublimities 
of outer space to the banalities of gossip magazines, offered up material 
for Ruth’s editorial eye.
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The Lady Doesn’t Vanish

Ruth rarely made formal appearances or gave talks— “I think one speaker 
in the family is enough,” she told Parade magazine in 1970.67 She preferred 
to avoid center stage and either stay put on the home front or, if accom-
panying Billy on the road, blend in with crowds of listeners.68 During the 
pivotal London crusade at Harringay Arena in 1954, Billy put Ruth at the 
microphone with only a few hours’ warning. She struggled mightily with 
what to say. When her turn came, Patricia Cornwell reports, “she moved to 
the podium, turned to her husband, her mouth strategically placed close 
to the microphone. ‘I could kill you,’ she said.”69 Although the audience’s 
delighted laughter drowned out her comments, Ruth reflected in her jour-
nal that night that “God helped me through without my throwing up on 
the platform or falling up the steps.”70

Another early and perhaps less jarring foray into the public realm came 
when Ruth penned a very brief foreword for the 1957 advice manual previ-
ously mentioned, Lora Lee Parrott’s How To Be a Preacher’s Wife and Like 
It. This piece may be the earliest published writing by Ruth Graham. True 
to form, she kept it short (so short that she may have omitted a key word). 
The foreword, in its entirety, reads as follows:

If you are like I am you will be tickled to death to discover a book 
that is both inspirational and very, very practical as a sort of guide 
book for us preachers’ wives. All of us get to the place where we feel 
the job is just too big for us. That’s [not?] a good way to feel, I know, 
but we need something practical to help us to be better wives and 
mothers. This little book will do just that. It has helped me and 
I know it will help you too.

Lora Parrott’s book offers instruction about proper helpmeet attitudes and 
the way to create a loving Christian home for husband and children. This 
book is of a piece with the “pretty wife” coverage of Ruth in the early years 
of Billy’s work.

Later in Billy’s career, however, Ruth did take one crusade- related 
stage or another, probably always reluctantly, but also in service to 
spreading an encouraging gospel message.71 As part of the buildup to 
the September 1969 Anaheim crusade, for instance, Nancy Reagan (then 
First Lady of California) hosted a large luncheon for Ruth on September 
15 at the Anaheim Convention Center.72 The Washington Post reported 
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a crowd of eleven thousand women, with five thousand more listen-
ing to Ruth’s remarks through a closed- circuit television broadcast— as 
the report notes, “the largest gathering she had ever addressed.”73 The 
Christian Times noted that “observers described [the gathering] as one of 
the greatest public tributes ever accorded any woman anywhere.”74 In her 
comments, Ruth offered winsome humor and pithy insight. Beards on 
young men did not bother her, she declared, because they set the long- 
haired boys apart from the long- haired girls. She proudly reported her 
continued resistance to being baptized by immersion— a desire of Billy’s, 
at least for a time— in spite of his imposition of a bounty to anyone who 
could persuade her: “[N] ever in my life have I met so many fee- splitting 
Baptists.” She also offered advice for wives, later often repeated: “Make 
[your husband] happy and leave it to God to make him good.” She 
advised unmarried women to “marry someone you don’t mind adjust-
ing to.”75 And she expressed compassion and even admiration for the 
current generation of teenagers, who were committed to resisting “the 
hypocrisy of their elders.”76 The Christian Times reporter observed, “Her 
speech was a mixture of homey personal anecdotes and an astonishing 
variety of literary resource material.”77 The Ruth who later, in revising 
Peace with God, wanted to keep Billy’s message approachable and vital 
was already discernable here in her traditional views, but also in her wit 
and pragmatism.

Ruth Graham also spoke at a women’s luncheon at the North American 
Congress on Evangelism, held in Minneapolis at the end of 1969. According 
to one account, her “speech was not eloquent” or carefully prepared, but 
“a collection of little things she’d jotted down along the way to help her.”78 
Her comments again focused on being supportive as a wife and mother, 
but she also offered thoughts, drawn from that home front, about how 
to evangelize. Illustrating the point with a story about an unnamed son 
(probably Franklin) and his “wildly enthusiastic” devotion to both rock 
music and the comedy of Bill Cosby, Ruth cautioned against “tun[ing] out 
people who need us before we understand them.” She declared, “You can’t 
make a person commit himself to Christ or make him want to change 
his way of life. That’s the Holy Spirit’s work.” Refusing to reject her son’s 
(and his generation’s) interests, she again showed herself committed to a 
welcoming Christianity that would meet young and old where they were. 
God’s agency— a phenomenon she explored constantly in her poems and 
would revisit in Peace with God— did not shy away from long hair, loud 
music, or a good time.
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A May 1970 piece in the Knoxville News- Sentinel featured words and pic-
tures of Ruth “in one of her rare appearances at one of Dr. Graham’s cru-
sades.”79 The story conveyed Ruth’s extensive comments on marriage and 
motherhood and the importance of communicating God’s love at home 
and beyond. Perhaps most significant, the reporter also acknowledged 
the “reputation” that “the wife of one of the world’s foremost voices of 
Christianity” must “live up to”— shades of How to Be a Preacher’s Wife. Yet 
Ruth had by this time gained some perspective on those expectations. The 
author quoted Ruth: “Do people expect perfection from me? Not people 
with good sense!” The comment marked a significant public acknowledg-
ment by Ruth of the impossible clergy- wife perfection extolled by Lora Lee 
Parrott twenty- plus years before. Parrott bemoaned those standards but 
exhorted readers to meet them nonetheless, and Ruth had given Parrott’s 
book her imprimatur. More than two decades on, with fewer children to 
occupy her at home, and “estimat[ing] that [Billy] is home only one- fourth 
of the time,” Ruth openly expressed a certain detachment from pretty per-
fection. Nevertheless, she also acknowledged that “I don’t think God ever 
really called me to be a missionary,” a comment that in some ways reflects 
her acceptance of the “pretty coed” role. Here, she seems content to see 
her central accomplishments as having happened hearthside, rather than 
in the mission field.

As noted earlier, the Parade and Woman’s Day stories about Ruth that 
also appeared in 1970 held to a modified “pretty wife” script. Both stories 
featured more of Ruth’s own words than any of the early stories about her 
and Billy did. The Woman’s Day piece pointedly noted that Ruth broke 
with the stereotype of “prudish churchwoman strangers often expect her 
to be.”80 With all their upbeat patter, however, these two stories point to 
one of the challenges in studying Ruth: the image of pretty helpmeet that 
contained her in the early years did, and continued to, partake in reality. 
She embraced the supporting role— and the embrace, ironically, became 
easier to see in later years precisely because she talked about it more. Yet 
Ruth did embrace her role in her own way. She hollowed out space for 
herself even as a “clergy wife.” Ruth was both sophisticated and a dedi-
cated Christian, worldly and devoted to husband and home. This evolving 
image redounded to Billy’s benefit, “updating” his own look somewhat 
and allowing him to marry, for his followers, the modern, the Christian, 
and the American.

Ruth took her message of appealing Christian sophistication global in 
1983. At the first International Conference for Itinerant Evangelists (ICIE), 
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held in 1983 in Amsterdam, programming focused on practical training 
for evangelists around the world, but especially those identified as high- 
potential evangelistic workers in the developing world. The conference also 
featured what William Martin called a “special wives program;” one source 
calls it the Women’s Program.81 This part of the proceedings featured some 
of the Graham “team wives”—  Millie Dienert, Jean Ford (Billy Graham’s 
sister), Patricia Palau, and Mary Helen Wilson, among others. One session 
billed in the schedule as a “Q&A” featured Ruth alone; Hanspeter Nüesch 
summarizes what he sees as her main points in an appendix to his book 
about the couple.82 For the assembled wives, Ruth emphasized the prior-
ity of the husband’s evangelistic work. The wife, as his partner and the 
caretaker of his children, played an essential part in making it possible for 
him to focus fully on spreading the gospel. In Nüesch’s paraphrase, Ruth 
observed that “the main task as the wife of a spiritual leader was to joyfully 
stand beside him and support his ministry with all one’s strength. As a 
mother, the task was to raise children with love and biblical guidelines and 
provide a happy home.”83 The implication, “that one had to put one’s own 
wishes as a wife on the back burner for a certain time,” could be borne, she 
declared, with God’s help.84 She exhorted her audience to be in what she 
called “constant fellowship” with God throughout the day.85

In her talk, Ruth also acknowledged the help she gave to Billy unrelated 
to her domestic role, “reading for him, doing research for his sermons, 
and proofreading his books.”86 She was his “assistant  .  .  . free to do her 
part” because he shouldered the main responsibilities of his evangelistic 
calling.87 Nüesch noted a verbal “wink at the women’s liberation move-
ment” as Ruth asserted that Billy “allowed her to be herself so she could 
be truly liberated”88 and help him in his work. For other women, how-
ever, with “the gift of teaching before big audiences,” Nüesch reported 
Ruth said that “she should do it, and her husband should back her up.”89 
Indeed, the Grahams’ second daughter, evangelist Anne Graham Lotz, 
spoke at the conference that year, both in plenary session (the only woman 
to do so)90 and the Women’s Program; she also spoke at the 1986 follow- up 
conference.

Ruth’s emphasis in her 1983 comments landed on both the difficulty 
of being an evangelist’s wife and the ever- present strength available in 
Scripture and from God through the Holy Spirit. Martin reported that 
Ruth also spoke at another Q&A session at the 1986 Amsterdam confer-
ence, “drawing warm appreciation for such frank and commonsensical 
observations as ‘I find Christian parents without problem children can 
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be stuffy. If you have a prodigal, you will love all prodigals.’ ”91 Such com-
ments reflected Ruth’s own experiences with Franklin and Ned (Ruth and 
Billy’s youngest child), experiences she grew more comfortable about dis-
closing as the decades passed.92

Back in the Spotlight’s Shadow

A short ten years after the second Amsterdam conference, on May 2, 
1996— the National Day of Prayer— Ruth and Billy together received the 
Congressional Gold Medal at a ceremony in Washington, DC. With a frail 
Senator Strom Thurmond (SC) playing a small part in his capacity as pres-
ident pro tempore of the Senate, North Carolina senators Jesse Helms and 
Lauch Faircloth presented the medal to the Grahams in a Capitol rotunda 
ceremony attended by many national dignitaries and emceed by Speaker 
of the House Newt Gingrich.93 Speaker Gingrich announced the speakers 
and honorees as they filed in to their front- row seats; they met Ruth, seri-
ously weakened by illness, already seated but barely visible to cameras.94

Screened from the view of cameras for most of the ceremony, Ruth 
was also obscured in the encomia offered. They focused on Billy’s accom-
plishments almost to the exclusion of Ruth’s. Gingrich briefly mentioned 
her authorship of six books, and Vice President Al Gore praised Billy 
and Ruth’s connection “with ordinary mothers and fathers and families 
throughout this nation.” Yet amid mentions of Ruth’s partnership with 
Billy, the speakers gave few details about her work and public contribution 
to his activities. Even the citation, read in alternating lines by Helms and 
Faircloth, only mentioned Ruth specifically in relation to the children’s 
hospital project the Grahams started.95 The exception to vague Ruth refer-
ences came in Senator Bob Dole’s remarks. (His presidential campaign 
against Bill Clinton constituted part of the political backdrop for the 
event.)96 Dole described unusual congressional unanimity in approving 
the Grahams’ award. Unlike the others, Dole spoke from longtime friend-
ship with Ruth and Billy, describing her as “Billy’s remarkable partner of 
53 years and a distinguished communicator of God’s power and peace in 
her own right.” He also revealed the topic of her seventh book, “a humor-
ous look of the life [sic] with Billy.” He continued, “[Y] ou can see the con-
stant twinkle in Ruth’s eyes in the title she has given the book: How to 
Marry a Preacher and Remain a Christian.”97 The line received the biggest 
laugh of the day.
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Onstage during the actual presentation of the medal, Ruth, bedev-
iled by a cough she struggled to suppress, could hardly be seen behind 
Billy and the other men surrounding her. Vice President Gore hurriedly 
brought a chair up to the platform so that she could sit— again, out of view. 
The best images of her came when Billy spoke and the camera could focus 
on her gazing at him.

The audience, a critical Colman McCarthy wrote, “applaud[ed] itself 
numb” over the award, paying tribute in his view to a presidential lackey 
for the political benefit of everyone who could squeeze into the Rotunda.98 
Fair enough. McCarthy’s indignant reaction to the occasion, true to the 
day’s proceedings, also failed to notice how the ceremony treated Ruth 
as both essential and accessory. Congressional leaders and their invited 
guests applauded an idea of Ruth Graham as a supportive helper with-
out thinking too hard about how she actually had “helped” Billy over the 
decades. The applauding crowd recognized her without really seeing her 
depth of thought and work. The pretty helpmeet, immortalized on the gold 
medal’s face as the benign chignoned granny, returned that day, at the 
behest of ambitious political partisans, in order to burnish the upright 
image of the man they all gathered around as a fetish of their legitimacy.

Nancy Gibbs and Michael Duffy wrote about another episode in which 
Ruth played a pivotal but passive role, true to the oldest traditions of clergy- 
wifedom. Events continued to draw power from Ruth’s significance, as his 
pretty helpmeet, to burnish Billy’s image and legacy. During their final visit 
with the revered evangelist, in January 2007, Gibbs and Duffy noted that 
while Billy was “smiling and looking as strong as eighty- eight years allow,” 
Ruth was not well. Worry about her increasing frailty— owing to painful 
spine degeneration— had “consumed” Billy all the previous autumn.99 
Increasingly aware that she most likely would not live much longer, the 
Graham family divided over where Ruth (and Billy) would be buried, with 
Franklin pushing for the soon- to- open Billy Graham Library— a museum 
with an evangelistic pitch offering multiple opportunities to connect with 
the Billy Graham Evangelistic Association, which Franklin now led. Their 
youngest child, Ned, meanwhile, defended his parents’ long- held deci-
sion to be buried in Asheville at the Cove, a retreat and lay training center 
the Grahams dedicated in the early 1990s. In late 2006, Ned dispatched 
Ruth’s protégé and biographer, Patricia Cornwell, to the almost completed 
library to assess it and give the Grahams her opinion. The reporter Laura 
Sessions Stepp of the Washington Post was present, at Ned’s invitation, to 
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hear Cornwell’s negative impressions and Billy and Ruth’s responses; her 
stories made the disagreement public.100

Ruth sighed, “It’s a circus . . . a tourist attraction.”101 Ned encouraged 
his mother to make her preferences clearly known; she dictated a state-
ment that he recorded and had signed by his mother and notarized by 
one of the witnesses present.102 In part, Ruth declared in the statement 
that “the Memorial Garden at Chatlos Chapel”— the chapel at the Cove— 
“was prepared for” the “very purpose” of receiving her and Billy’s remains. 
“Under no circumstances,” she stated, “am I  to be buried in Charlotte, 
North Carolina.”103 After China, Ruth considered “the beautiful moun-
tains of North Carolina” to be her home.104 After all, she had never lived 
in Charlotte. The BGEA had only moved its headquarters to the city after 
Franklin took over from his father. Sessions Stepp painted this episode as 
a tangle of conflicts— primarily between, on one side, the headstrong but 
physically weakened mother and her younger son and caretaker Ned, and 
on the other, the elder son and scion Franklin.

The fact that so many readers responded to Sessions Stepp’s Washington 
Post stories about the controversy (and Tim Funk’s Charlotte Observer sto-
ries) evidenced the continued significance of the Grahams for the pub-
lic.105 Moreover, some of their comments hit on some of the paradoxes of 
the episode. The question of where to be buried should be a private, family 
matter, several respondents observed— although many other events in the 
Grahams’ lives, including births of children and nightly story time, had 
been opened to public scrutiny over the decades. Ruth and Billy’s mar-
riage was never a completely private matter. Moreover, Billy, somewhat 
notorious for never wanting to offend, found himself in another quan-
dary, trying impossibly to honor his beloved wife’s wishes without squash-
ing his son’s ambitions, which he would have, in characteristic fashion, 
charitably interpreted as ambitions for the gospel and not for personal 
power or financial gain. Although it took some convincing, Billy eventually 
accepted Franklin’s idea of the Billy Graham Library as a tool for Christian 
witness.106 Still further, Ruth, disciplined her whole life long for sacrifice, 
typically deferred to Billy’s determination to read things this way, even 
if she disagreed. She would never have asked him to pull back from an 
opportunity to attract people to the gospel, even if doing so meant using 
the lure of a kind of evangelical reliquary.107

Of course, Ruth was buried in 2007 at the library. In a December 2007 
interview with the Guardian newspaper, Cornwell said she would most 
like to apologize to Ruth Graham, “because,” she explained, “I swore 
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that I would ensure she was buried in the mountains of Western North 
Carolina.”108 But perhaps Cornwell can take some solace from Ruth’s 
final flourish. Her headstone famously bears the comment, “End of 
Construction— Thank you for your patience,” something Ruth once saw 
on a road sign.109 The cheeky inscription perhaps closes the lifelong round 
of practical jokes mother and elder son played on one another. If Franklin 
planned to construct a solemn memorial to the giants of twentieth- 
century evangelism, Ruth wrinkled up the blueprint a bit. She also had the 
Chinese symbol for “righteousness” included on the marker, reflecting— 
right up alongside the jokey epitaph— Ruth’s utter seriousness about the 
Christian’s duty and the nature of God.110 The marker therefore captures at 
least “two sides of Mrs. Graham”— the woman who saw God in the most 
ordinary places and who devoted herself wholeheartedly to God’s service, 
even to the point of almost disappearing.

A final episode bears witness to Ruth’s vanishing: Sitting by my laughing 
fire . . ., her poetry collection originally published in 1977, was reissued in 
2006 by the Billy Graham Evangelistic Association with a new cover and 
layout. As the dust jacket declares, “Numerous family photos taken over 
the years— including some never before published— add a rich context to 
this edition, creating a treasured memory book of the life of this remark-
able woman.” The photographs and layout, which includes pictures of 
pressed flowers and leaves, create the illusion of a scrapbook. Leafing 
through this volume appears to bring one into intimate contact with Ruth, 
Billy, their children, and the whole family’s life together. (It also, not inci-
dentally, includes pictures of Franklin doing Samaritan’s Purse work, per-
haps subtly arguing visually for his legitimacy as Billy’s successor.) Just as 
the poems focus on Ruth’s particular, even idiosyncratic, religious vision, 
the book as a whole constructs the reader’s experience of private encoun-
ter. The evangelistic appeal comes as the book leads readers from quietly 
conversing with Ruth to encountering the redeeming Jesus in a vivid, inti-
mate way.

This 2006 edition of Sitting by My Laughing Fire also highlights the 
clergy- wife paradoxes that I have tried to take seriously here. On the back 
flap of the dust jacket, where biographical information on a book’s author 
usually appears, Ruth is described as “the daughter of Presbyterian mis-
sionaries.” The text continues, with questionable accuracy, more myth 
than fact: “She traveled extensively with her husband, Billy Graham, on 
his many Crusades around the world.” Without any transition, the mini- 
biography concludes: “While their five children were growing up, she took 
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on the responsibilities of managing the household to give Billy the free-
dom to travel and preach wherever God called him.” These two final sen-
tences seem out of chronological order. At the very least, they seem an odd 
summation of her life.

The two sentences provide a digest of the public and the private duties 
performed by perhaps all wives of prominent men, clergy or not. In public, 
she traveled with him (and indeed they are pictured together at the end of 
the paragraph, well- dressed, smiling, without the children),111 certifying 
his family- man bona fides and providing him with important support and 
companionship— yet the crusade project was his and the BGEA’s, and it 
certainly continued on the many occasions when Ruth was not with him. 
In private, she handled home and children, attending to the countless, 
often uninteresting, but insistent details of upkeep and nurture— unpaid 
and publicly unacknowledged (except in the breach). These spheres are 
mutually exclusive. Where, in this write- up’s view, was the most important 
place for Ruth to be? What was the most important task for her to accom-
plish? Did Billy’s adjutant serve him best by his side or at home with the 
children? She could not do both the public and the private work at once, 
yet both were essential. The author of the dust jacket bio had a difficult 
time solving this equation as well. And so Ruth’s identity is left suspended, 
duck- rabbit- style, confounding and so describable only in platitudes.112
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 Complicated Innocence
A Case Study of the Billy Graham Image

Steven P. Miller

Marshall Frady Went looking for the soul of Billy Graham. Instead, 
the Graham biographer found a sailor named Billy Budd. The latter Billy 
appears in the epigraph of Frady’s 1979 book, Billy Graham: A Parable 
of American Righteousness. Billy Budd is the title character of Herman 
Melville’s classic tale of an impressed British sailor “hung at the yard- 
arm” for a single fatal blow to a scheming superior. With his “welkin 
eyes,” Billy Budd is a symbol of ingenuous beauty. Like heaven itself, 
the strapping young sailor is a sight to behold. Yet he lives on earth— 
more specifically, at sea— where a celestial countenance can drive lesser 
men to “envy,” “antipathy,” and “disdain of innocence.” Billy is hardly 
prepared to account for the machinations of the ship’s master- at- arms, 
John Claggart. In “welkin- eyed” Billy’s righteous repulsion at a false 
accusation of malfeasance, he fails to understand that the hanging 
noose relies on human timber.1 In the end, he did not grasp the ways 
of the world.

What did Billy Budd, the sailor, share with Billy Graham, the evangelist, 
other than a nickname? For Marshall Frady, Graham was a modern- day 
Billy Budd— “the apotheosis of the American Innocence itself.” In Frady’s 
telling, his Billy Budd epiphany occurred immediately after his inaugu-
ral conversation with Graham. “I have to tell you, I’ve never gotten off 
of anyone I’ve ever met such a feeling of natural goodness— sheer ele-
mental goodness,” Frady quoted himself stating to a Graham aide on the 
drive down from the evangelist’s mountainside home in Montreat, North 
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Carolina: “What a wickedness it would be to ever visit mischief on a soul 
like that.”2

Frady’s biography appeared at the close of a rare fragile moment in 
Graham’s remarkable reign as an American icon. The Watergate scandal, 
and Graham’s inability to distinguish the forest of presidential corruption 
from the trees of Richard Nixon’s profanity, gave critics ample material. 
Soon, a new wave of politicized televangelists distorted popular percep-
tions of evangelical Christianity. Graham confided to Frady his fear of 
a “frame- up” that would leave the evangelist looking the part of Elmer 
Gantry. When the book appeared, Graham’s appalled supporters surely 
noted the irony. In their eyes, Frady himself had framed the evangelist. 
Future biographers had to contend with the fallout, as Graham’s personal 
papers remained largely off limits.3

The mid- 1970s encounter between Graham and Frady produced a 
peculiar and problematic book. This was to be the grand biography of 
America’s flagship evangelist. Instead, its five- hundred- plus pages came 
wrapped in metaphors and entangled in a literary experiment. Both Frady 
and Graham were products of the traditional evangelical South. However, 
their divergent responses to this shared background meant that they occu-
pied contrasting places within the emerging New South. Their differences 
led to fundamental tensions within the biography. The assertive pushback 
against the book by the evangelist and his handlers suggested the high 
stakes surrounding the Graham image.

Frady may have authored a failed study, but it was also a telling one. 
The most consistent thing about Billy Graham has been his message of 
salvation. The second most consistent thing has been his popularity. Both 
continue to distract from the changing and contested nature of Graham’s 
image. Scholars, pundits, and others with access to the published word 
have written Graham into roles that defied his self- conception. Graham 
always insisted that he was one thing— an evangelist— but his detractors 
and admirers alike have demonstrated that he was many other things, too. 
Ultimately, the meaning of Billy Graham cannot be separated from the sto-
ries that Marshall Frady and others have told about him. Graham proved 
to be an elusive subject even for a writer of Frady’s talents, in no small 
part because of the latter’s ambivalence about the former’s contribution to 
the South they both shared and loved. Frady was not able to penetrate the 
apparent innocence of Graham, so he chose to make it the main theme 
of his book. Frady was onto something, and the theme he selected made 
his book significant. The evangelist and his welkin eyes have alternately 
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charmed, frustrated, and befuddled those who have tried to elucidate him 
and his place in American society. Billy Graham is perhaps America’s 
most complicated innocent.

When Marshall Met Billy

The Graham- Frady collaboration seemed incongruous in later years, 
but it made a little more sense in the mid- 1970s. At that point, Graham 
still awaited a definitive biography. Countless journalists and a handful 
of scholars had treated him, first, as an emblem of the postwar religious 
revival, and, second, as an enabler of Richard Nixon’s “silent majority.” 
Frady wrote at the end of the latter, Nixon- centered wave of Graham analy-
sis. Frady was a rising practitioner of the “new journalism,” the catch- all 
term for the 1960s and 1970s vogue of long- form journalism marked by 
novelistic flourishes and self- reflexive authorship. He made his name as a 
Newsweek correspondent during the mid- 1960s, and then gained renown 
for a lively, unconventional 1968 biography of Alabama governor and pres-
idential aspirant George Wallace. Not yet forty when the Graham book 
appeared, Frady was at a transitional stage in a career that would culmi-
nate with turns in broadcast journalism and screenwriting. The Graham 
biography confirmed Frady’s arrival as a professional writer; it netted him 
a $100,000 advance.4

Graham and Frady sprouted from similar southern soil, but they 
moved in quite different circles as adults. To be sure, Frady knew the evan-
gelical South on a personal level. The son of a Southern Baptist minis-
ter, he grew up in small towns and cities throughout South Carolina and 
Georgia. His paternal ancestors hailed from western North Carolina, “that 
complex of religious compounds” where Frady recalled going to a Baptist 
gathering as a child. In 1948, at age eight, he even attended a Graham 
revival in Augusta, Georgia, one year before the young evangelist became 
a certifiable phenomenon. Frady’s writerly interest in Graham began with 
a magazine assignment to cover the evangelist’s 1973 crusade in Raleigh, 
North Carolina. The author soon commenced the tortuous task of finding 
face time with the perpetually busy Graham. Access arrived after Graham, 
an avid newspaper browser, took note of a Charlotte Observer profile of 
Frady. They first talked at Graham’s home in the spring of 1976 and then 
conversed intermittently during his San Diego crusade later that year. The 
bulk of Frady’s interview material came from “two marathon sessions over 
two separate days in Montreat, both of which lasted almost literally from 
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breakfast straight through on past dusk.” Meanwhile, Frady sought out 
Graham’s family and relatives. Frady took care to keep Graham’s chief 
gatekeeper, T. W. Wilson, in the loop. He joked with Wilson about rumors 
of the Graham aide’s “right combustible temper— it seems you’re coming 
into focus as sort of the Simon Peter of the whole operation.” “I do hope to 
emerge from all this with my ears intact,” Frady added.5

Southern charm aside, Frady was in many respects an unconventional 
choice to write a biography of someone like Graham, who was notoriously 
protective of his public image. For starters, their brands of Christianity 
were only marginally compatible. In a 1967 essay for the Atlantic Monthly, 
Frady criticized the white southern church, especially his own Southern 
Baptist Convention, for its “predominantly passive role” during the civil 
rights struggle. He called Graham “the South’s folk preacher.” Frady’s 
identity as a writer derived from his abandonment of southern- style faith 
(although not, he insisted, the Christian faith as a whole). He juxtaposed 
his childhood conversion story with his decision as a teenager to walk out 
of his father’s Wednesday evening prayer meeting. Frady’s literary com-
mitments likewise made for an awkward fit with the typical modes of 
biographical writing. In his first book after the Graham biography, Frady 
described the process by which one gets to “actually experience” subjects 
and “to feel you know them better than your own family, better even than 
you know yourself.” Then the writing process begins. “No matter how 
intense your empathy with your subjects while you were with them, it 
is when you sit down at the typewriter that the real understandings take 
shape. … And your only loyalties at that point are to the important mean-
ings in the story.” Frady’s writing amounted to what he termed an “odd 
unchurched coupling between the novel and journalism.” Under the 
heavy influence of William Faulkner, Frady’s prose style was a character 
unto itself. More sacrament than ornament, it was meant to house the 
truth. As such, the Graham biography constantly risked literary excess. 
(In one instance, Frady described Jell- O as “that chill translucent abstrac-
tion of fruit that had always been Billy’s most passionately cherished of 
savors.”) Frady believed that journalism had become the highest art form 
and that his “own errant star was to be that of a forestalled, unbegotten 
novelist left with journalism to do it all in.” The Atlanta- based author wrote 
the biography during “two years of solitary confinement and high concen-
tration in a Buckhead attic.”6

The result was a book with a structure more like a screenplay than 
a traditional biography. Frady opened and closed with references to 
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Nixon, whom Frady believed resembled Billy Budd’s nemesis. For both, 
in Melville’s words, the appearance of “reason” was but an “implement 
for effecting the irrational.” Frady wrote that his first talk with Graham 
occurred “over a year after Nixon’s fall.” The author then flashed back to 
Graham’s youthful antics in the Carolina Piedmont and bumbling esca-
pades as a young preacher overseas. Frady paid particular attention to early 
romances, including onetime fiancée Emily Cavanaugh. The writer was 
taken by the future evangelist’s experience with jilted love, describing it to 
friends as “Graham’s Gethsemane of the flesh.” Frady also featured a pre-
vious girlfriend, Pauline Presson, whose teenage relationship with Billy 
did not survive his distinct but hardly unpredictable turn toward funda-
mentalist probity. Presson was “indisputably the transport of his life” for a 
few years. She “was just built for this world,” in the memorable words of 
Graham’s childhood friend and evangelistic associate Grady Wilson. Frady 
contrasted these spirited flourishes of desire with Graham’s sober court-
ship of his future spouse, Ruth Bell, “a singularly ethereal and conscien-
tious soul.” A missionaries’ kid turned “patient Penelope,” she grew up in 
a compound in China and now passed her days in a “mountainside aerie.” 
The upshot of such “pretty solitude” was unsettling: an insulated Billy and 
an isolated Ruth.7

Despite its obvious limits, Frady’s book offered some insightful char-
acter analysis. It was not a full biography. Frady overlooked whole aspects 
of Graham’s career, not least a global influence that extended well beyond 
his heady days as an innocent abroad. Still, by comparing Billy Frank, the 
Carolina flirt, with Billy Graham, the evangelist to the world, Frady briefly 
peeled back the sticker narrative of Graham’s story. The author found 
past neighbors and associates who, while admiring of Graham, remained 
“vaguely mystified” by how slightly above average Billy became slightly 
below a saint. Frady had a gift for disarming approaches. He had learned 
how to pal around with George Wallace’s unsavory entourage, and he knew 
how to finesse good Christian folks, too. His interview with Graham’s 
mother went well, and Ruth even sent him poems to critique. On numer-
ous occasions in the book, Frady allowed these and other outside voices 
to define the evangelist. While Frady was surprised at how close he got to 
Graham himself, he never quite received the candor he hoped to elicit. On 
one occasion, Frady quoted Billy Budd to Graham, wondering if it might 
shed light on Nixon. Graham, ever generous when fending off a curveball, 
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exclaimed that the passage “sounds like it could have come right out of the 
Scriptures!”8

Graham and his associates did not care for the book, for understandable 
reasons. Billy Budd was not the only metaphor that Frady pushed to the 
fore. At times, Frady appeared unsure whether Graham was a holy inno-
cent or an Übermensch. He kicked off the main text with a quotation from 
Billy Budd. Then, two pages into the prologue, he described the singing at 
the Raleigh crusade as having “a certain fugitive Nuremberg grandeur.” 
Frady went on to summon that city’s association with both authoritarian 
effervescence and postwar reckonings, alluding to a “Nuremberg mys-
tique,” “Wehrmacht Christianity,” and “judgment at Nuremberg.” At the 
very least, he was wary of large crowds.9

The biography received mostly positive reviews, sometimes even glow-
ing ones, in prominent and prestigious publications. Many reviewers took 
advantage of the chance to get in their own shots at Graham— a fact that 
distressed Frady. Reviewers called Graham “a carny barker for God” and 
“perhaps the most remarkably contrived leader of our time— a hollow 
man stuffed with publicity.” Another line of criticism departed from the 
conventional complaint that Graham’s call for national repentance really 
amounted to a national blessing. Rather, argued journalist Tracy Early, 
Graham was an artful mimic man. “If America ever develops a better con-
science,” Early wrote, “Graham will be the first to pick it up on his radar 
and proclaim it, without compromise.” On the other hand, Christianity 
Today, the flagship evangelical magazine that Graham had helped found 
more than two decades earlier, published an extended, collectively authored 
attack on Frady. The attempted riposte was “not solely in defense of  
Mr. Graham, but also in defense of evangelicalism” as a whole. More neu-
tral reviewers generally liked the book, if not the loosely wound bundle of 
conceits that constituted Frady’s writing style. Such “purple” prose was “a 
reminder that William Faulkner’s influence on southern writing was not 
entirely benign,” even if Frady’s straining was “perhaps the result of a des-
perate effort to compensate for Graham’s prosaicness.” Many reviewers 
were as conflicted about the book as Frady was about Graham. They saw 
just how much Frady had struggled with his subject, yearning for a more 
reflective Graham. The author had “measured Graham against himself, 
and said, Why can’t you ponder as I do? Why must you be ‘God’s own 
divine bumpkin?’ How can you be so critical, yet still so self- deceived?”10
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As several reviewers noted, Graham and his team did not keep their 
complaints to themselves. They beat most reviewers to the punch. 
Concerns surfaced even during the writing process. Graham’s attorney for 
literary matters, the Manhattan- based Harriet Pilpel, was not someone to 
take lightly. Her well- known work for both the American Civil Liberties 
Union and the Planned Parenthood Federation made her a savvy choice 
on the part of Graham. With lawyers serving as intermediaries, Frady 
agreed to send Graham (and, eventually, numerous Graham associates) a 
draft manuscript. In Frady’s telling, the formal response to the draft noted 
some minor factual concerns and complained about a vaguely eroticized 
description of Graham’s preaching as “making love to whole multitudes.” 
(In the passage in question, Frady was trying to capture a past Graham 
associate’s understanding of what happens during an evangelistic service.) 
Meanwhile, a letter from Graham to Frady stated that the manuscript con-
tained inaccuracies and, much more pointedly, recalled “how few notes” 
were taken during interviews. In a series of written exchanges, Frady 
tried to assure Graham that the book would not damage the evangelist’s 
reputation. The controversy was enough to dissuade the Atlantic Monthly 
from running an excerpt, although one did appear in Esquire. Additional 
pushback came with the book’s publication. The Asheville Citizen quoted 
Graham as suggesting that Frady had taken no notes at all.11

Frady was alternately incredulous and pensive in the face of such 
attacks. He surely had suspected that T. W. Wilson would not appreciate 
his take on Graham. In the book, Frady shook his head over the “polite, 
unflagging defensiveness” of Graham’s handlers, “acute to the point 
of neurosis.” He remained steadfastly mystified by the more sweep-
ing charges, which clearly stung. “In short: of course I  took notes,” Frady 
declared in a fifteen- page letter sent to Christianity Today editor Kenneth 
Kantzer (The line did not surface in the four- paragraph version that the 
magazine printed). Frady had indeed taken copious notes, even though 
his application of them revealed a biographer who prioritized essence over 
precision. He came to at least some of his talks with Graham toting 117 
pages of typed questions, often of a detailed nature, with ample space to 
scrawl responses, which he did. Many of the recorded anecdotes appear in 
the book, but often not precisely as transcribed. Frady apparently embel-
lished quotations, if not the details themselves. Afterwards, Frady claimed 
that the whole experience had strengthened his Christian faith. Still, as 
Frye Gaillard of the Charlotte Observer suggested, Frady’s highest loyalty 
was to his typewriter.12
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Southern Crossings

Frady’s self- pity and propensity for overreach overshadowed the question 
of why he was drawn to Graham in the first place. Frady had a genuinely 
divided mind about his subject. His ambivalence about Graham was rooted 
in a discomfort with what was becoming of the region that he and Graham 
called home. The biography appeared during a transitional moment for 
both the South and for the image of Graham. Frady’s interpretation of one 
influenced his take on the other.

Frady saw his work as part of a conversation about the South. He 
became a southern writer as soon as he joined the Atlanta bureau of 
Newsweek toward the end of its run as a leader in civil rights coverage. He 
found himself thrown into the tense mid- 1960s crest of the civil rights 
movement, traveling to cover Martin Luther King Jr. in Saint Augustine, 
Florida. Quickly, though, Frady moved from the “race beat” to the 
“Southern Literary Mafia.” He owed his literary reputation to his south-
ernness, a fact that made him aware of history as both a tragic burden 
and a precious commodity. Unlike many southern liberals of his genera-
tion, he never imagined that a new, better South might follow the violence 
at Birmingham and Selma. Yet he held on to the belief that there was 
something of lasting value that could be said about the South, even as 
the region’s presumed authenticity was rapidly disappearing. Frady inter-
viewed Graham in a Blue Ridge Mountain retreat and wrote the resulting 
biography in a thriving Sunbelt metropolis. Yet, quite curiously, he failed 
to finger the evangelist’s role in the very kind of southern modernization 
that, in other forums, Frady so poignantly decried.13

Graham, in Frady’s mind, was the product of a bygone South. This was 
a South that Frady believed he could remember, despite the fact that he had 
fled his father’s prayer service at the same stage in life when Graham had 
answered Mordecai Ham’s altar call. “[A] s the son of a Southern Baptist 
preacher in much the same religious barometrics that made up Graham’s 
world,” Frady wrote in the preface to the biography, “I felt in a way that 
I  already knew him, in a sense that I’d known him all my life.” Before 
discovering John Steinbeck and the New  Yorker, Frady read “the same 
sort of books  .  .  . that Billy grew up with.” Graham’s childhood in rural 
Mecklenburg County, Frady knew, predated the emergence of Charlotte 
as one of the South’s “glassy metropolises.” Rather, it was like the South 
Carolina and Georgia towns of his youth, “the South’s outback . . . the old 
plain primeval South of roadside gas pumps and rusted R- C Cola signs and 
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brief flat- roof main streets fragrant with popcorn and pretty perfume on 
dreamy mellow Saturday afternoons.” In such places, “rigorous religious-
ness was simply one of the natural elements, like heat or lightening, of the 
surroundings.” Frady understood how much of the rural inland South— 
the “bland midlands” of Graham’s upbringing or the “buzzard- floated 
emptiness” of Jimmy Carter’s— resembled the austere prairie West, only 
with pine trees. Graham’s South was “molten green,” but not lush. It was 
more Mayberry than Charlotte, more Nebraska than Tara. Its prototypi-
cal resident was Billy’s younger brother Melvin, with his “hominy- plain 
face.” Frady had made a conscious pivot from rank- and- file southerner to 
southern writer. Graham, by contrast, had made an improbably seamless 
progression from a “genial and lambently handsome but sturdily uncom-
plicated country youth” to a modern proselytizer. Like Graham’s onetime 
evangelistic partner Charles Templeton, whom Frady profiled extensively 
in the biography, Frady wondered that a man of Graham’s accomplish-
ments could remain so unchanged.14

What had changed Frady was the civil rights movement, and the same 
could not be said of Graham. “By lucky accident,” Frady wrote, “like others 
of my colleagues during the civil rights movement in the Sixties, I hap-
pened to be writing about the South at one of those climactic moments of 
truth when everything— past and present, inward and outward— suddenly 
glares into a resolution larger and more urgent than its ordinary aspect.” 
It proved “the Damascus Road event in more lives than mine.” Graham’s 
relationship to the Movement was hardly comparable, even if the evan-
gelist’s racial moderation surprised Frady when he looked into it. In the 
biography, Frady ably demarcated the significance and limits of Graham’s 
witness in the area of southern race relations. Graham’s relatively early 
criticism of segregation was “without question his handsomest hour.” 
Frady understood what it meant to grow up a segregationist. The evange-
list’s decision to hold desegregated crusades in the late Jim Crow South— a 
policy enforced on a consistent basis by 1954— thus was no small thing. 
Yet Frady also understood that such gestures were only indirectly related 
to the actual question of civil rights and who should have them. Despite 
Graham’s generally friendly relationship with fellow southerner Martin 
Luther King Jr., the evangelist was quite removed from civil rights activ-
ism and its “untidy affronts to the ethic of discipline and order.” King and 
Graham both served as “the conscience of America,” but King called for 
“a national New Birth” more meaningful than the evangelist’s patriotic 
platitudes. Frady saw King as central to southern history in a way that 
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Graham could never be. The sacrifices of protesters in Birmingham and 
Selma made possible the successful presidential run of Jimmy Carter, who 
presented himself as a born- again agent of national redemption. “Without 
King,” Frady wrote, “there would have been no Carter— it could only have 
been out of the kind of redeemed and regenerated South which King prin-
cipally brought to pass that any serious presidential aspirant could have 
emerged.” Carter represented “the South’s whole incorporation at last into 
America Proper.”15

Frady resisted seeing Graham’s place in what he unflatteringly 
termed the “Brave New South.” To Frady, Carter was a modernizer, while 
Graham hardly seemed modern at all. The evangelist’s remote location 
in Montreat, North Carolina, deceived Frady, not unlike how the Billy 
Graham Evangelistic Association’s longtime headquarters in Minneapolis 
distracted casual observers from the southern qualities of Graham him-
self. The novelist Walker Percy, another restless denizen of the New South, 
offered a contrasting contemporaneous image of the Montreat milieu. 
Percy’s The Second Coming, which appeared in 1980, is set in the wealthier 
confines of western North Carolina. The protagonist, Will Barrett, lives in 
the golf enclave of Linwood (likely based on Highlands, not the real- life 
town of Linwood). That is, he lives “in the most Christian nation in the 
world, the U.S.A., in the most Christian part of that nation, the South, in 
the most Christian state in the South, North Carolina, in the most Christian 
town in North Carolina.” This is not far from the site of a regular ecumeni-
cal gathering nicknamed “the Montreat mafia.” Barrett spends his days 
“deep in the woods, socking little balls around the mountains, rattling ice 
in Tanqueray, riding $35,000 German cars, watching Billy Graham and 
the Steelers and M*A*S*H on [a]  45- inch Jap TV.” His daughter Leslie 
is a born- again Christian with charismatic proclivities. She is intent on 
using the family fortune to support a “love- and- faith community.” Barrett 
remains the bumbling lapsarian, a “once- born in a world of the twice- 
born.” He watches Graham on television, but his daughter embodies what 
Frady called “that pandemic evangelical mystique over America,” of which 
Graham was “the elder statesman.”16

While Frady never fully made the connection, his reservations about 
the Graham phenomenon were of a piece with his critique of the con-
temporary South. For Frady, Seventies born- again chic and related trends 
signaled the end of southern history as such. With the close of the civil 
rights movement, the South ceased being, as Frady wrote elsewhere, “pro-
foundly . . . like another country within the United States . . . wholly outside 
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the general American sensibility of rationality and optimism.” Frady idol-
ized the regionally transformative role of King, his intended next subject 
for a biography. At the same time, in a 1975 Newsweek essay titled “Gone 
with the Wind,” Frady lamented the loss of southern distinctiveness. His 
bittersweet tone betrayed more than a little romanticism. For so long, “the 
South lingered on as a civilization of villages.” In the decades since World 
War II, though, “the South has been mightily laboring to mutate itself 
into a tinfoil- twinkly simulation of southern California.” All that was left 
was the “dullness” of concrete and chain stores, humming a “comfortably 
monotone note of middle C.” The South was being “trivialized.” The result 
was a kind of “spiritual impoverishment,” as the “tabernacle evangelists” 
of yore yielded to bumper stickers declaring, “PEOPLE OF DISTINCTION 
PREFER JESUS.” This was a far cry from the gory “romance about the 
Cross,” which Frady described as the central theme of his own Christian 
upbringing in the South. It was not a far cry from Graham’s celebrity- 
centered brand of evangelism, even though readers were left to draw that 
conclusion for themselves.17

Nearly four- hundred pages into the biography, Frady dedicated an 
eighteen- page aside to profiling what one reviewer called his “alternative 
to Graham.” Will D. Campbell, the Southern Baptist “free- form guerilla 
gospel minister,” was also Frady’s alternative hope for the South. Campbell 
represented, as Frady later wrote, “a last . . . possibility that the South still 
holds at least potentially, within its past and its folk character, its own native 
answer to what has lately been happening to it.” Frady sought to evaluate 
Graham “against the nature and implications of Jesus’ own ministry and 
message,” but Campbell proved a more accessible standard. Campbell was 
best known for his unconventional work in the area of racial reconcilia-
tion. He had a remarkable story. He began his ministerial career as a clas-
sic white southern liberal (selectively pushing envelopes), evolved into a 
civil rights activist (helping to found the Southern Christian Leadership 
Conference), and then made a dramatic pivot amid the rise of Black Power 
(ministering to Klan members). He remained a favorite among southern 
creative types, including the Catholic Percy. Campbell’s notion of grace 
figured sin and salvation as one garment; he took his Bible with a swig of 
Tennessee mash. As pithy as he was provocative, his mantra was, “We’re 
all bastards, but God loves us anyway.” In Campbell’s mind, this was a far 
cry from Graham’s brand of faith. In the early 1970s, Campbell and his 
editorial partner, James Y. Holloway, published “An Open Letter to Billy 
Graham” in which they charged their “Baptist brother” with being a “court 
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prophet” in the Nixon White House. The editorial page of the Charlotte 
Observer soon cited the letter in a strongly worded piece accusing Graham 
of abetting Nixon’s “Southern Strategy” of racially tinged appeals to dis-
gruntled whites. The occasion was Charlotte’s 1971 Billy Graham Day, the 
festivities of which included a Graham- Nixon motorcade and what Frady 
described as a “Belshazzarian” reception.18

The Nixon- Graham alliance weighed heavily on Frady’s evaluation 
of Graham, to the point of distraction. Frady saw it as the most telling 
story about Graham. As such, he missed the place of Graham in numer-
ous narratives that proved impervious to the evangelist’s Nixon problem. 
For example, Graham’s South did not end with the civil rights movement 
and the Southern Strategy. Rather, it became ground zero for new series 
of headlines with names like “Sunbelt,” “Christian Right,” and “Reagan 
Revolution.” The traditionalist proclivities of Graham— what Frady called 
his “staggering obsession to transform and pasteurize the whole world . . . 
into a Sunday afternoon in Charlotte”— were actually also signs of the New 
South. Graham’s innocence surely struck Frady as one of the evangelist’s 
least southern characteristics. Yet if the New South ideal was anything, it 
was an attempt by a long- stained region to reclaim the American Dream. 
Graham was not just a postwar holdover, not just “the last hero of the old 
American righteousness.” Much more than Frady could perceive, Graham 
was indicative of themes that would predominate in American culture for 
the next quarter century.19

Beyond Billy Budd

Ultimately, both Graham and Frady survived the biography— not that the 
evangelist’s position was ever much in doubt. But Frady kept trying to 
make sense of the “niceness of righteousness” that he saw in Graham. In 
the 1990s, Frady circulated sketches of a movie script about the famous 
evangelist. There, Frady made more explicit the narrative arc of the much 
longer biography. The framing events of Graham’s life are his two youthful 
romances and the crushing revelations of Watergate. In between, Graham 
“says farewell to the earth.” Confronted with human evil in the form of 
his beloved President Nixon, Graham “survives by merely contracting fur-
ther into the simple certitudes of his lifetime’s message.” In this respect, 
as Frady conceded in the final leg of his book, Graham was not really a 
Billy Budd, after all. By keeping his innocence, the evangelist escaped the 
noose of modernity. In Frady’s imagination, Graham’s emptiness was a 
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world- shaped hole. While Frady wanted to see Graham as a tragic figure, 
the biographer’s own writing demonstrated a similar imbalance between 
ambition and self- understanding. Frady was one of the few authors who 
spent personal time with Graham and then managed to distance himself 
from the internal logic of Graham’s work. Rarely had such a likely critic 
gotten so close to the evangelist. What beguiled Frady was, in the words 
of one otherwise sympathetic reviewer, Graham’s status as “a resistant 
object for Frady’s intense contemplation.” More than a decade later, the 
biographer Edmund Morris had a similar and much more public struggle 
to explain Ronald Reagan. Morris turned himself into a fictional charac-
ter who then waxed speculative about Dutch. Frady’s approach, while less 
eccentric, produced similarly mixed results.20

The image of Graham evolved in ways that Frady could not anticipate. 
Billy Graham: A Parable of American Righteousness stood as the definitive 
biography of Graham until the appearance of William Martin’s more 
authoritative, reliable, and readable work in 1991. Graham’s candid, if not 
especially revealing, 1997 autobiography further dated Frady’s book. In the 
aftermath of Carter and in the age of Reagan, Graham- style evangelical-
ism could no longer plausibly be presented as cultural detritus. It was, 
as the futurist Jeremy Rifkin and others contended, a trend- line. Graham 
emerged as a comforting voice during the culture wars of the 1980s and 
1990s. He contrasted favorably with Jerry Falwell, James Dobson, and 
other spokespersons for right- wing evangelical politics. In the decade 
between Frady’s biography and Martin’s, Graham went “from being a cold 
warrior and celebrant of capitalism to being a critic of the arms race and of 
the injustices of a market economy,” as one admirer asserted in a letter to 
the New York Times. At the start of a new century, Graham was a national 
“source of unity.”21

Both Billy Graham and Billy Graham’s image thus came of age. To 
Frady, Watergate was the central conflict in Graham’s life, the event that 
should have changed him but did not. Subsequent releases of the Nixon 
White House tapes were a reminder of the Graham that had preoccupied 
Frady.22 To others, though, those tapes showed how far Graham had come. 
Indeed, a fundamental divide in interpretations of Graham has concerned 
the question of how much he really changed in the years after Frady’s book 
appeared. There has been a tendency to see Graham as a kind of consen-
sus figure who cracked the Iron Curtain, criticized the Christian Right, 
and said nice things about Bill and Hillary Clinton. Yet, for every clear 
point of difference between Graham and Falwell or Dobson, there were 
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enough anecdotes involving Reagan, the two Bush presidents, and Mitt 
Romney to suggest that Graham’s personal preferences bore a striking 
resemblance to the establishment wing of the Republican Party.

The elasticity of Graham’s image is a testament to the simultaneity of con-
tinuity and change within any major historical figure. Graham can be seen 
as an emblematic actor in manifold narratives. As a historical subject, he has 
usually been “Billy Graham and— .” For Frady, the most important and was 
the American myth of innocence, which Vietnam and Watergate had put on 
trial. As such, it is worth remembering how Graham appeared to a sympa-
thetic skeptic back in the mid- 1970s, before the Christian Right came along 
and made the evangelist look more moderate. The Graham- Frady encounter 
was a profound case of two southerners talking right past each other. Their 
miscommunication produced an enduring conceit:  Graham’s innocence 
and all that it has meant for his cause, his country, and our world.
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Afterword
Billy Graham’s Legacy

Margaret Bendroth

“sPlit- second salvation is Promised All,” the newspaper headlines 
ran in 1950, desperately seeking superlatives for the “outspoken won-
der boy of American Evangelism,” Billy Graham. Many more adjectives 
have piled up since then, as have the books, articles, and essays assess-
ing Graham’s impact on American evangelicalism and the wider realm of 
American culture. He was, after all, “The Man Who Won’t Go Away,” as a 
Roman Catholic admirer once described him, “an institution, an organiza-
tion, a trademark,” “a rallying point and spearhead,” an enduring symbol 
of spiritual revival.1

No one has ever doubted his importance. Graham’s penetrating gaze 
and platform cadences are known around the world; at last estimates, 
he evangelized over two billion people during his sixty- year career. But 
crusades and conversions are just the beginning point. Here was a man 
culturally nimble enough to stay in the public eye through all the tumultu-
ous years of the late twentieth century. Yet Graham was more than simply 
famous. He remains an important and intriguing figure because of his 
“extraordinary agency,” to use Grant Wacker’s phrase. Billy Graham did 
not just reflect his times— he also changed them.2

Exactly what that means is a matter of debate. Despite the evangelist’s 
durable popularity, his long- term impact, both on American evangelical-
ism and on American culture more generally, is surprisingly difficult to 
assess. Did he usher fundamentalism into a meaningful relationship with 
the world it hoped to save, opening the way for a vigorous and self- aware 
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neo- evangelical movement? Or was he an “enabler” of evangelicalism’s 
worst traits, a man with “a rather average moral imagination” complicit 
in a legacy of intellectual shallowness and moral opportunism? These are 
questions not just about Graham, but about the larger trajectory of evan-
gelical religion in the decades since World War II— a narrative that is far 
from settled.3

Beyond all this is the possibility that the evangelist might not be remem-
bered at all. In a Gallup poll conducted in 2007, only 30 percent of adults 
under thirty could even identify him, much less explain his importance. 
Ironically, the generational divide is most visible in the monument built 
to preserve his memory. Most of the visitors to the Billy Graham Library, 
which opened near his home in Charlotte, North Carolina, in 2007, arrive 
in buses from nursing homes and churches and shuffle the grounds on 
canes and walkers. “We’re so thrilled when we see a group of kids on a 
school group come through,” a tour guide confessed. For his part, Graham 
seemed intent on receding gracefully from the public spotlight. He was 
visibly uncomfortable at the library’s opening ceremonies— not so much a 
library as an enormous devotional tribute to his storied career, housed in 
a theme- park- sized barn and silo complete with hay bales and a mooing 
mechanical cow. “ ‘It was too much Billy Graham,’ ” he said.4

Another complexity is the nature of Graham’s public persona, always 
more oblique than his strident platform rhetoric and vivid media profile 
seemed to imply. Unlike many other high- profile evangelicals, he never 
established a college, founded a church, or organized a nonprofit min-
istry. His institutional imprint rests almost solely in the Billy Graham 
Evangelistic Association (BGEA) and Christianity Today, the magazine of 
record for much of the evangelical reading public, which he helped found 
in 1957. This light footprint is not an accident. Like many evangelists before 
him, from George Whitefield and Charles Finney to Dwight Moody and 
Billy Sunday, Graham’s overriding goal was winning converts. According 
to the thoroughly pragmatic ground rules of American revivalism, cam-
paigns against social evils like slavery or intemperance or institutional rac-
ism were important, but they were always deemed secondary to the central 
aim of saving souls.5

Given the ambiguities of Graham’s career, the persistent conversation 
about “what will happen next” is all the more telling. A  one- time phe-
nomenon does not leave a legacy worth analyzing, or achieve enough 
cultural traction to require a successor. Discussions about the “next Billy 
Graham” have been going on at least since the early 1980s, when he was 
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in vigorous health and leaders of the Moral Majority were regular visitors 
to the Reagan White House. At the time a seamless transition seemed 
possible, with one of Graham’s children appointed to take his ministry 
into the future. Over the next several decades, however, the conversation 
grew more difficult, tapping into nagging uncertainties about the future 
of the evangelical world Graham helped shape and about the long- term 
prospects for religion in American society.

Indeed, despite years of concerted opposition to homosexuality and 
gay marriage, feminism, and abortion, evangelicals are not winning the 
culture wars. In fact, survey after survey confirms that most Americans 
dislike “intense religiosity of any sort.” “Even in the midst of high levels 
of religious belief and practice in American society,” says the sociologist 
Mark Chaves, fewer and fewer believers are willing to claim their own faith 
as “uniquely true.” As these percentages grow with each rising generation, 
realistic pessimism is definitely warranted. “Beyond the diversity created 
by people of different religions,” Chaves concludes, “America now has a 
significant minority of people with no religion at all.”6 Add to this genu-
inely dire predictions about global warming and the threat of terrorism, 
now deeply woven into the daily lives of millions, and there are many good 
reasons why so many people are wondering what will happen next.

A Hard Act to Follow

Evangelicals do not choose their leaders lightly. They have always craved 
heroes, larger- than- life martyrs and missionaries, high- profile preachers 
and teachers. But upstanding morals, an unshakable faith, and even per-
sonal charisma have never been enough to inspire a genuine following. 
Indeed, it is one thing to be “quick with the quote,” as the evangelical pun-
dit Ted Olsen wrote in 2005, but something more to command the moral 
respect that inspires enthusiasm.7 At bottom, perhaps, evangelicals want 
a prophet, someone with an intuitive grasp of the “signs of the times” and 
the rhetorical talent to make them look spiritually promising. This unique 
kind of charisma was the core of Graham’s appeal in 1947, and, for good 
or ill, it has become the standard for judging his successors since then.

That summer William Bell Riley lay uneasily on his deathbed, an old 
fundamentalist warrior worrying about his own legacy. Some twenty years 
before, Riley had rallied the Christian troops into battle as the head of 
the World Christian Fundamentals Association, the organization behind 
the notorious Scopes Trial. Northern Baptists also knew him well. After 
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forcing a schism in the denomination, he had built his own Baptist empire 
in the Upper Midwest, a network of Bible institutes and churches led by a 
cadre of loyal disciples, all graduates of the schools Riley had established. 
But the future of Riley’s empire was by no means set. Fundamentalism 
was an unstable mix at best, with a constant tendency toward internal war-
fare, and each faction claiming to be theologically and spiritually purer 
than the rest.

A reluctant young Billy Graham sat at Riley’s bedside. The dying patri-
arch had been pursuing him for some years now, after seeing the young 
evangelist on the platform at a Youth for Christ rally. As a summer thun-
derstorm raged overhead, Riley made his last altar call, declaring in no 
uncertain terms, “Billy, you are the man to succeed me.” This was not 
an invitation— it was an order. Billy Graham was to be the next president 
of the Northwestern Schools. “You will be disobeying God if you don’t,” 
Riley warned him, promising a full accounting “at the judgment- seat of 
Christ.”8

Graham took the Northwestern presidency, but only briefly. Both he 
and his supporters knew he was needed elsewhere. Indeed, what looked 
like a manipulative ploy by a bitter old man rang true in one respect: the 
fundamentalist world in 1947 was clearly ready for a new prophet. “After 
years of alienation,” Joel Carpenter writes, “the fundamentalists, at least 
the more moderate and mannerly ones, were back.” They found them-
selves in odd and unprecedented times, both promising and frightening. 
World events, from Cold War politics to the return of the Jews to Israel, 
seemed to be falling in line with fundamentalist readings of biblical 
prophecy, confirming the accuracy of predictions once scorned by liberal 
scholars and secularists. Even more encouraging were signs that the loom-
ing threat of atomic warfare was turning American hearts and minds to 
hear the gospel. With some astonishment, evangelicals began to prepare 
for a national revival. Well before Graham’s first memorable crusade in 
Los Angeles, the spiritual infrastructure was already humming, a vigor-
ous network of churches and parachurch organizations— the Gideons, 
the Christian Business Men’s Committee, and the National Association 
of Evangelicals— offering prayers in unison.9 Graham’s evangelical sup-
porters understood the moment: he was a new leader, anointed by God to 
bring the world to Christ. Graham did, too. Tellingly, he preached often 
from the Hebrew Scriptures, especially the books of Amos and Isaiah, not 
just quoting from them, says Carpenter, but “reenacting their message in 
contemporary context and idiom.”10
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Sixty years later, as Graham’s career wound toward its conclusion, anoint-
ing had become a much more complicated business. No longer a beleaguered 
sect reveling in its unpopularity, evangelicalism was a multimillion- dollar 
network of megachurches and media figures, thoroughly in tune with 
American popular culture. Estimated at one- quarter of the American pub-
lic, this unwieldy “nexus of fundamentalist- evangelical- Pentecostal- Baptist- 
conservative Protestant denominations”— Martin Marty’s description in 
2004— had gained “more media attention, more governmental access 
and influence, more popular cultural expression” than any other group in 
American society.11 How could any one person represent, much less lead, 
this “quirky and vibrant mosaic”? As a sympathetic observer concluded, 
evangelicalism is “not a giant ship as much as a fleet of rowboats and boogie 
boards,” all in pursuit of an “authentic personal experience with God.”12

Yet even in the midst of prosperity, evangelicals united around one 
core conviction, that they were more hated and misunderstood than 
any other group in American society. It did not matter that study after 
study confirmed the opposite was true, that the average American had 
no particular grudge against “born again” believers. According to the 
sociologist Bradley Wright, “The feeling of being disliked and alienated 
has worked its way deep into the evangelical consciousness. We feel it 
deep in our bones.” In fact, the best explanations of the movement’s 
surprising success emphasize this dual self- image, as both “embattled 
and thriving.” Evangelicalism is a faith of both the margins and the 
center.13

Within this dynamic setting, it is not surprising that Graham’s heir 
emerged as such an important question. As uncertainties mounted, vis-
ible symbols of continuity, especially in public leadership, carried more 
weight than ever. But fear was not the only factor. The conversation about 
the next Billy Graham, like evangelicalism itself, is a blend of the move-
ment’s own contradictory impulses. It is a mixture of anxiety and opti-
mism, deep- seated social conservatism and love for innovation, a long list 
of resentments about the past and an enthusiastic embrace of a limitless 
future.

From the very beginning of the discussions about Graham, the most 
obvious successors to his ministry were his children. Many high- profile 
evangelicals have turned thriving ministries over to their sons and, less 
frequently, their daughters, a practice providing the appearance, if not 
always the reality, of institutional stability. Keeping one generation’s suc-
cess within the family makes good sense in business as well as religion, but 
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in an evangelical culture built around “family values,” a smooth father- son 
transition is an important proof of spiritual sincerity and good parenting.

But the results are decidedly mixed. The shining example is Joel 
Osteen, who took over his father’s Houston church in 1999, days after 
John Osteen had died of a heart attack. Under the younger Osteen’s 
leadership, the Lakewood Church grew from a respectable 5,000 mem-
bers to become the single largest American megachurch, with 43,500 
attending weekly services and a worldwide presence through television 
programming and best- selling books. Counterexamples have been more 
numerous, however. Serious financial mismanagement led to the ouster 
of Richard Roberts from the presidency of Oral Roberts University, and 
Robert Schuller’s children filed for bankruptcy after the celebrated Crystal 
Cathedral became an unwieldy and unsustainable burden. But the prac-
tice persists. Ironically, Oral Roberts said it best: “Success without a suc-
cessor is failure.”14

In fact, despite all the risks involved, nothing beats a returning prodi-
gal. Perhaps this is why speculation about Franklin Graham, the son with 
the most dramatic story of wild ways and personal redemption, took root 
so early. Fond of dirt bikes, Scotch, and cigarettes, the youthful Franklin 
was a challenge to his parents, especially during his father’s prolonged 
absences from home. As he admitted to an interviewer, “I gave my mother 
her gray hair.” When Franklin was twenty- two years old, he finally had a 
decisive conversion experience, a long- awaited moment that did not nec-
essarily dim his edgy style or his predilection for motorcycles and cowboy 
boots. Talk about an evangelistic career began in the early 1980s, when 
Franklin’s subsequent ordination to the ministry marked his full return to 
God and to his family’s graces. In an article in People magazine, however, 
he was quick to deny being “groomed” as a successor, declaring that “I 
believe God has called me to my own work” with Samaritan’s Purse, the 
broad- based nondenominational Christian relief agency he took over in 
1979. His achievements in that role certainly bore out his claim: Franklin 
was not only a successful executive, he was also a compassionate advocate 
for victims of HIV/ AIDS, even bringing staunch social conservative politi-
cians like Jesse Helms and William Frist to an international conference he 
organized.15

There were certainly other contenders among the Graham siblings, 
who were for their part reluctant to endorse Franklin. In the early 1980s, 
Anne Graham Lotz, one of Graham’s three daughters, was already appear-
ing in public events alongside her father, who described her as “the best 
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preacher in the family.” She was by then already a gifted speaker with 
many of the Graham pulpit mannerisms, and over the next several decades 
she became a nationally recognized figure as the author of some fourteen 
books and the host of a daily radio program airing on more than seven 
hundred stations. Lotz was not self- effacing about her public career either, 
describing herself as an “evangelical feminist,” a “woman who knows 
what she believes, has strong convictions and the courage to stand up for 
them regardless of the glass ceilings or boundaries that other people may 
want to place upon us.”16

Would evangelicals anoint a woman? There is ample historical prec-
edent for female preachers and evangelists in the conservative Protestant 
world, going back more than two hundred years. But none of it amounts to 
a ringing endorsement; at best, evangelicals are solidly ambivalent about 
women in leadership. Lotz’s own denomination, the Southern Baptist 
Convention, has made no bones about “male headship” and rarely ordains 
women— at one of her early denominational speaking engagements, eight 
hundred ministers literally stood up and turned their backs to her— but 
the biblical injunctions are only part of the problem. Within the tangled 
world of evangelical gender politics, where male and female roles are 
strictly complementary, a woman in charge is usually a sign of spiritual 
trouble. The most well- known example comes from the Promise Keepers, 
the evangelical men’s movement popular in the 1990s, and Dallas pastor 
Tony Evans’s call for men to “take their role back” from women, whom 
he said were “carrying responsibilities God never intended them to bear.” 
“Don’t misunderstand what I’m saying here,” Evans declared. “I’m not 
suggesting that you ask for your role back, I’m urging you to take it back.”17 
It is not surprising that Lotz has consistently described herself as a Bible 
teacher rather than a preacher, insisting she did not “feel called” to the 
national pulpit.18

In the end, as Franklin grew to look more and more like a fresh young 
image of his visibly aging father, inevitability prevailed. One signal moment 
came in 1995 at a crusade in Toronto, when the elder Graham collapsed 
with a bleeding colon. Though his hosts called a Canadian evangelist to 
step in, he insisted that Franklin preach in his place. Within months the 
BGEA officially named Franklin as its first vice chairman, the next in line 
when his father stepped down as chair and chief executive, which he did in 
2001. The following year Franklin moved the BGEA from its Minneapolis 
headquarters closer to his home to Charlotte, North Carolina, signaling 
not only a final break with William Bell Riley, but also an intention to 
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exercise far more direct leadership of the organization than his father had 
ever attempted or desired.19

Franklin quickly proved himself just as sensitive to the twenty- first cen-
tury prophetic moment as his father had been in 1947— but these were far 
uglier times. His public agenda was already clear in 2001, when he gave 
the opening prayer at the inauguration of another redeemed prodigal tak-
ing on the family mantle, George W. Bush. Though Franklin was acting 
once again in place of his ailing father, he pointedly ignored the ecumeni-
cal courtesies of the occasion— rules that the elder Graham was adept in 
following— and prayed in “the name of Christ Jesus.” The prayer was a 
deliberate rallying signal to the evangelical public, and in the months after 
9/ 11, Franklin’s rhetoric took on an increasingly provocative tone. In short 
order he published a best- selling book, The Name, defending his inaugu-
ral prayer as a countercultural act of courage. He also stoked a growing 
sense of persecution among evangelicals with warnings about the rise of 
Islam, “a very evil and wicked religion,” a dangerous force, knowingly or 
unknowingly enabled by politically correct liberal sympathizers. “If I men-
tion the name Muhammad,” he told Christianity Today, “people go: Okay. 
You mention the name Buddha: Oh, that’s nice. You mention the name of 
Jesus Christ, and it divides a room. People scowl.”20

In deeply partisan times, Franklin walked a militant Tea Party Republican 
line. The elder Graham was no stranger to the political limelight, serv-
ing as a personal counselor to presidents from Dwight D.  Eisenhower 
onward; but in the wake of the Nixon Watergate debacle, he learned to 
remain above the political fray. There was nothing oblique about Franklin, 
however, who fanned political passions by endorsing Sarah Palin and Mitt 
Romney, decrying the “war against Christmas,” and hinting that Barack 
Obama was a secret Muslim and a Kenyan citizen. He also campaigned 
against gay marriage in North Carolina, most controversially by bringing 
his aging father to a rally and implying his support. “Supporters and critics 
of Franklin Graham agree on little except this,” two journalists concluded 
in 2002, that “the man who now runs one of Christianity’s most famous 
ministries is no Billy Graham.”21

If Graham’s children do not carry on his mission, then who might? For 
at least one segment of the evangelical public, the ideal successor would be 
as unlike Franklin as possible, a gentle, nonconfrontational leader without 
a political ax to grind. Graham was, after all, “America’s pastor,” more than 
just a public figure, a trusted spiritual friend to all kinds of people: presi-
dents, business leaders, and the thousands of ordinary citizens who wrote 
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letters addressed to him by name. The evangelical world certainly has no 
shortage of candidates for this role, nationally known clergymen with a 
warm and comfortable style, and a few have been nominated for pastor- 
in- chief. In 2004, Christianity Today gave its explicit endorsement to the 
Texas minister Max Lucado, the author of best- selling books with titles like 
You Are Special, Just the Way You Are, and You’ll Get through This.22

But if anyone were to fill the role of America’s pastor it would be Rick 
Warren, a California pastor/ author with a more sharply defined pub-
lic presence than Lucado, and an even more influential bestseller, The 
Purpose- Driven Life. Published in 2002, this simple, direct, and inspi-
rational book had sold over thirty million copies by 2007, and it is the 
second most- translated book in the world after the Bible. By that time 
Warren was a regular on lists of “most influential people” and “top lead-
ers,” named by his ministerial peers the second most influential figure 
in American church life, right behind Graham. In 2005, Time magazine 
declared him “America’s New People’s Pastor.” Warren is beyond doubt an 
international representative of evangelical Christianity, invited to speak at 
the United Nations, the World Economic Forum in Davos, Switzerland, 
and Harvard’s Kennedy School of Government. During the 2008 election, 
Warren hosted presidential candidates John McCain and Barack Obama at 
a Civil Forum on the Presidency at his Saddleback Church. But, especially 
for well- connected white evangelicals, political confrontation has become 
the default mode, and staying clear of the culture wars has been difficult if 
not impossible. When Warren delivered the benediction at Obama’s first 
inauguration, he was already a controversial figure mired in a public cam-
paign against gay marriage legislation in California. He went on to oppose 
the Affordable Care Act, wading into the court battles over its provisions 
for birth control and abortion, and declaring the president “absolutely 
unfriendly to religion.”23

But Warren was not the only possibility. When the New York Times pub-
lished its own list of possible successors to the “national pulpit” in 1999, 
the most significant figures were Latino and African American. Though 
less familiar to the secular public, these candidates reflected both the new 
demographics and shifting theological center of modern evangelicalism.24 
One of the best known, in fact, was the Argentina native Luis Palau, a 
Graham convert who gave the traditional crusade model a crossover 
appeal to multiethnic audiences.25 The Luis Palau Evangelistic Association 
(LPEA), formed in 1978, now holds “festivals” rather than stadium- style  
campaigns, family- oriented events with evangelistic speakers, popular 
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Christian bands, and extreme sports. “We began to realize,” Palau explained, 
“that the classic campaign model— uniformed choir, the suits on the plat-
form, the old hymns— wasn’t the way to go for us.”26 In 2002 the LPEA 
formed a partnership with the Festival con Dios, an enormous road show 
featuring everything from motorcycle stunts and bungee jumping to con-
temporary Christian music. Though Palau is nearly as old as Graham and 
not likely to stay on the public stage much longer, he has forged connec-
tions with important new audiences that will play an important role in the 
future direction of American evangelicalism— about 16 percent of Latinos 
are evangelical Protestants, many of them recent immigrants, and the pro-
portion is growing. As one Latino pastor put it, the evangelist’s message of 
hope, hard work, and moral integrity helps “make sense of what for many 
is a hard and confusing life in the United States.”27

If twenty- first- century evangelicalism is becoming less white and Anglo, 
it is also, like much of Christianity worldwide, becoming more Pentecostal. 
The evangelical mosaic today bears scant resemblance to the buttoned- 
down fundamentalism that gave rise to the neo- evangelical revival and 
to Graham’s career in the 1940s and 1950s.28 The new Pentecostalism, 
which Graham by his ecumenical example helped bring into the evangeli-
cal fold, is boldly supernatural, media savvy, and attuned in its own way to 
particular currents in American culture. There is no better example than 
the popularity of the “prosperity gospel” among Pentecostals, the teach-
ing that God wants everyone to prosper, not just spiritually but materially. 
Not all Pentecostals, and not all evangelicals, are adherents, but the num-
bers are significant. A recent Time magazine poll found that 17 percent of 
American Christians identified themselves as believers in the prosperity 
gospel, with many more in agreement with its central tenet (over 40 per-
cent in a recent Pew survey, including 75  percent of Latinos), that God 
rewards faithfulness with health and wealth.29

The leading advocate of the prosperity gospel— also high up on the 
New York Times list— is T. D. Jakes, the African American pastor of The 
Potter’s House, one of the nation’s largest megachurches, seating over 
thirty thousand worshipers every Sunday. Indeed, in 2001, Time maga-
zine featured Jakes on the cover, under the caption, “Is this man the next 
Billy Graham?” Without doubt he is a formidable media presence, with 
best- selling books on timely topics like weight loss and healing from 
abuse. But would evangelicals anoint an African American? The black 
churches, about 10  percent of the whole, certainly share a deep affinity 
with the biblically based, conversion- oriented faith Graham represented. 
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But their relationship to white evangelicalism is a historically ambivalent 
one, given the movement’s record of support for slavery and segregation 
and its indifference or opposition to the civil rights movement. The highly 
individualistic piety characteristic of American evangelicals is another 
hurdle, reducing structural social evils to spiritual ones, and contributing 
to sharp differences with black Protestants about racial inequality. By large 
margins, white evangelicals believe that the problem can be met by being 
neighborly and personally friendly across racial lines— not by demand-
ing social justice or structural change. True, Jakes does have a theological 
problem— besides his identification with the prosperity gospel, he belongs 
to a “oneness” branch of Pentecostalism that emphasizes the importance 
of baptizing in “Jesus’ name,” and departs from traditional orthodox teach-
ing on the Trinity. Yet, given the racial divide, Jakes would have difficulty 
becoming a consensus figure like Graham once was. He may well be “too 
black,” as the Time magazine religion reporter David Van Biema observed, 
to represent the broader evangelical world.30

Indeed, if the “next Billy Graham” is to be black or brown, he will most 
likely not be an American. He will instead represent the vast and growing 
majority of Christians living in the Global South. “ ‘I fully expect major 
personalities to come forward from Christendom,’ ” Lonnie Allison, direc-
tor of the Billy Graham Center at Wheaton College, told the New York Times 
in 2004, and “ ‘my hunch is they will be either Chinese, Korean, Nigerian 
or Brazilian.’ ”31 For its part, the BGEA has publicly endorsed the possi-
bility of a geographic “torch- passing.” Advance publicity for “Amsterdam 
2000,” a gathering of over ten thousand evangelists from 190 countries, 
most from the Southern Hemisphere, used that exact phrase. The other 
even more telling one was “swan song,” all the more significant when 
Graham’s planned appearance was canceled because of another health 
crisis.32

Curtain Falling

Closer to home, however, many North American historians and journalists— 
and evangelicals themselves— are beginning to doubt that Graham will 
have any successor at all. And with good reason. Some of the problems are 
obvious:  story after story of televangelist sex scandals and horrific revela-
tions about sex abuse by Roman Catholic priests have made religious lead-
ers deeply suspect across the general public. Only a quarter of respondents 
to a 2008 survey expressed much confidence in the clergy, ranking them 
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well below military leaders, scientists, doctors, teachers, and even the US 
Supreme Court.33

The larger obstruction, however, has to do with belief itself, and the 
waning of the basic convictions that made Billy Graham– style revivalism 
such an enduring presence in American Christianity. The problem goes 
beyond the old model of “split- second salvation,” itself an increasingly 
remote possibility in a culture accustomed to therapeutic language and 
personal journeys of self- discovery. Billy Graham’s power came from his 
rock- bottom confidence that the evangelical message was true, that sin-
ners were bound for hell and the saved for heaven. But now many evan-
gelicals, not just their liberal and secular counterparts, are far less certain.

One especially telling moment came in 2011 with the publication of 
Love Wins, a small book by young megachurch pastor Rob Bell. In simple, 
accessible language, Bell posed evangelicalism’s thorniest question: was 
Mahatma Gandhi, or any other righteous non- Christian for that matter, 
in hell? True, the Bible taught that salvation through Christ was the only 
way to salvation, but did an exemplary figure like Gandhi really deserve 
eternal punishment? The orthodox evangelical answer— “unfortunately, 
yes”— was not the only alternative, Bell argued. It rested not only on rela-
tively thin biblical evidence, but also on a limited and self- contradictory 
view of God. God wants all people to be saved, he said, and “God gets what 
God wants.”34

Bell was not the first Christian to question eternal damnation— 
intermittent speculation goes back to the early days of Christianity— but 
even before his book was released by HarperOne, conservative opponents 
were racing into battle, armed with the instantaneous tools of social media. 
When Justin Taylor, a blogger and editor at conservative Crossway Books, 
declared Bell far from “anything resembling biblical Christianity,” his 
post received 250,000 hits and hundreds of responses. Southern Baptist 
Theological Seminary president Albert Mohler was no less adamant. “We 
have read this book before,” he fired from his personal website. “This is 
just a reissue of the powerless message of theological liberalism.” Baptist 
stalwart John Piper simply tweeted, “Farewell Rob Bell.” Even mainstream 
critics took note. In a cover story for Time magazine (“What If There’s No 
Hell?”), Jon Meacham generally agreed with Bell’s critics, that his book 
“raise[s]  doubts about the core of the Evangelical worldview.” 35

Intriguingly, many evangelicals did not seem unduly alarmed. Asked 
to comment on the Bell controversy, the North Park Theological Seminary 
professor Scott McKnight told the New York Times that most conservative 
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Christians “more or less believe that people of other faiths will go to 
heaven.” Statistical evidence seemed to bear this out: though most evan-
gelicals continued to profess belief in heaven and hell, they did not appear 
willing to follow their belief to its logical conclusion. In one popular sur-
vey, even when researchers asked the question as specifically as possible— 
“can non- Christians go to heaven”?— a majority said yes.36

Disputes are nothing new for evangelicals. If anything, the regular stream 
of debates about biblical inerrancy, women’s ordination, and homosexual-
ity have been a kind of lifeblood, defining and maintaining the boundaries 
of a movement rife with ambiguities. But this controversy was different, 
arising within an atmosphere of doubt about evangelicalism’s viability in 
a postmodern and increasingly post- Christian American world. At the very 
least, the coalition that gathered around Graham in the 1940s and 1950s had 
passed, and along with it their entrepreneurial zeal and passionate certainty 
about national revival.37 “Evangelicalism is constantly under the burden of 
re- inventing the wheel,” as the theologian Stanley Hauerwas observed in a 
conversation with Albert Mohler, and at some point, “you just get tired.”38

Many evangelicals, especially younger ones, are simply done arguing. 
“After ten years, I’m getting tired of trying to convince fellow Christians that 
I am, in fact, a Christian,” Rachel Held Evans wrote in 2011, “even though 
I may vote a little differently than they vote, interpret the Bible differently 
than they interpret it, [and] engage with science a little differently than they 
engage with it. And I think a lot of other young evangelicals are growing 
weary of those arguments too.”39 The journalist Christine Wicker, author 
of The Fall of the Evangelical Nation, agreed. “Their politics have hurt them 
tremendously,” she told an interviewer in 2008, “so much so that even the 
word evangelical is now in bad odor and many don’t want to claim it.”40

The 2015 Supreme Court ruling on gay marriage may be a last straw. 
Obergefell v. Hodges was, to many evangelicals, a decisive sign that conser-
vative Christians would never win the battle for American culture. They 
would have no choice but to accept a society in which gay marriage was 
legal, along with a sexual ethic entirely at odds with evangelical moral-
ity on abortion and premarital abstinence. As one insider noted ruefully, 
“We’ve gone from being the home team to the away team.” For some, this 
has been an occasion for mourning, for others, anger and denunciation, 
but there are also signs that evangelicals may be ready to adopt a quieter 
social presence. “Rather than lecturing the world,” the journalists Michael 
Gerson and Peter Wehner wrote in Christianity Today in 2015, “we need to 
show a different and better way to live in the world.” The next generation 
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of evangelicals, they predicted, would do best as moral exiles, a minority 
working for change from within.41

It is probably too early to know what the ferment might mean in the 
long run. Is the next stage an “emerging church” or an entirely new para-
digm in the history of Christianity? Is the present moment simply a pause 
before the next evangelical prophet ascends to the platform?42 Paradigms 
shift less often than we think they do, however, and what some are calling 
the end of evangelicalism might in the end turn out to be an updated ver-
sion of the old. Indeed, the next Billy Graham may be waiting in the wings, 
this time in skinny jeans and an ironic T- shirt.

But even if in fifty years no one knows who Graham was or why he 
was important, they will still feel his impact. Not just evangelicals, but 
Americans in general, will have inherited a complex legacy of spiritual cer-
tainties and missed opportunities, of ecumenical cooperation and narrow 
clannishness, of grand visions and pragmatic compromises. In all these 
ways and more, they will be living in a world he made possible.
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Epilogue
What Now?

Ken Garfield

Billy GrahaM’s leGacy fills the pages of this book, as well as the hearts 
of millions of Christians whose lives were turned around or touched in 
some way by his simple call to salvation. While a growing number of peo-
ple under the age of about forty answer “Billy Who?” when asked to identify 
Graham, there can be no doubt that the lessons of his half- century of evan-
gelism will endure. For goodness sake, this lanky farm boy from Charlotte, 
North Carolina, grew up to preach in person to 215 million people around 
the world, and who knows how many millions more via TV, radio, and the 
Internet. He built and maintained a ministry largely unsullied by scandal, 
one that harnessed the power of the media and technology and blended 
spirituality and spectacle better than any other. He admitted his faults, 
rare in the realm of evangelists, confessing to having gotten too close to 
conservative politics and presidents, most notably Richard Nixon. With 
the advance of age, his message became gentler as he began to fade from 
public life after his last crusade in 2005 in New York. Perhaps because of 
his softer tone, and his obvious physical struggles to stand up and preach 
at the end, he seemed to connect with a broader audience. Once fiery, frail 
at the end, Graham inspired a deepening tenderness. More than anything, 
Billy Graham convinced an untold number of broken souls in every corner 
of this challenging world that second chances are possible. As a result, 
Billy Graham will undoubtedly resonate through the ages.

That last Graham crusade came in 2005, however. The ministry has 
long been in the hands of his controversial son, Franklin Graham, who 
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is likely be followed by his son, Will Graham, and who can say after that. 
What does the future hold for the organization that bears the name of 
the father (and grandfather)? Can it continue to command Christendom’s 
attention and dollars as Billy Graham’s older followers pass away and 
some of the younger ones perhaps turn away from Franklin Graham’s 
fiery partisanship on matters of politics and culture? Even more broadly, 
what is the future of mass evangelism? In this age of declining interest in 
organized religion, can one man (or woman) rise above humanity’s angst 
to give hope to the lost and, while he or she is at it, fill stadiums and raise 
enough money to pay for it all?

With these essays on Billy Graham’s life and work fresh in our minds, 
we close by venturing into the future, asking three questions whose 
answers are far from definitive.

Will Billy Graham’s Legacy Endure?

This is probably the easiest one to address. Larry Eskridge, American reli-
gion historian and author of God’s Forever Family: The Jesus People Movement 
in America, makes a good point when he says evangelical Christians today 
tend to worship at the “Church of What’s Happening Now.” His point 
applies on a broader level, for ours, like never before, is a culture with a 
short attention span and far more options for our time than ever before. 
That holds true in the realm of religion, where we seem to lift up a Joel 
Osteen or T. D. Jakes for a season of sold- out followings and best- selling 
books before turning the spotlight on someone else the next season.

But Graham, even in this atmosphere of inattentiveness and spiritual 
fads, will endure on every level we can think of: In works like this one; in 
the thirty- plus books that he wrote; and in classes of all kinds that will study 
him for generations to come in schools, colleges, churches, and beyond. 
We will flock to the Billy Graham Library in his native Charlotte, North 
Carolina— more than 1.1 million visitors since it opened in 2007— to see 
old crusade clips and reminisce. Students writing their theses on most any 
dimension of modern American religion will pore over research material 
at the Billy Graham Center at Wheaton College. Historians and preachers 
wanting to see how it’s done will linger over old clips on YouTube and 
elsewhere, transfixed as Graham electrifies the masses. Want to smile nos-
talgically? Google Billy Graham and Woody Allen and enjoy their 1969 TV 
interview that will endure on the Internet, a timeless illustration of faith, 
doubt, grace, and whimsy.
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Death will claim some of Graham’s most ardent followers. Time will 
dim the memory of others. But his name will endure in religious history, 
and in the public consciousness beyond the faith realm. Leaders from 
all movements will seek to learn the lessons Graham leaves behind— of 
building an honest ministry, reaching people across multiple platforms, 
blending faith and entertainment, and holding fast to the same message. 
And evangelical Christians will hand down from one generation to the 
next the story of the man who brought their particular blend of belief and 
emotion into the mainstream of American life. Even people of other faiths 
or no faiths— mention the name Billy Graham and they will see in their 
mind’s eye the lanky silver- haired preacher, and hear again the Southern 
drawl that swayed millions.

Dr.  Jim Goff, who teaches American church history at Appalachian 
State University in Boone, North Carolina, puts it this way: “He became 
the person who allowed America to become comfortable with evangelical-
ism.” That is part of a legacy too powerful to fade, even with time.

What about Franklin Graham?

This is the question I am asked most frequently, and it is the most com-
plicated to answer in terms of his impact on the future of the ministry, 
and indeed on his father’s legacy. Since taking over as CEO of the Billy 
Graham Evangelistic Association in 2000, Billy and Ruth Graham’s once 
wild child of a son has rebranded the BGEA in his unabashedly conserva-
tive, combative image.

Franklin Graham’s father admitted getting too close to politics, and he 
sought to move away from partisanship in the later years of his public 
life. In contrast, Franklin Graham charges right in. His early and unre-
lenting condemnation of Islam, his attacks on homosexual practice, his 
support of conservative candidates and his more recent allegiance to 
President Trump— all of it has pushed the BGEA to the right in the pub-
lic’s consciousness. Indeed, the older among us may most immediately 
identify Franklin Graham with his humanitarian work with Samaritan’s 
Purse, and the Operation Christmas shoeboxes sent to needy children all 
over the world. At one point, he partnered with rock star Bono to raise the 
world’s consciousness around HIV- AIDS. But those in their 30s, and cer-
tainly younger, will largely know Graham first from his political outbursts 
in favor of conservative causes; his praying in Jesus’ name (repugnant to 
a more moderate constituency) at President Trump’s inauguration; his 
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telling a Trump “Thank You” rally in Alabama that the President- elect’s 
victory was God answering the prayers of hundreds of thousands of peo-
ple. Today, to many, Franklin Graham is more a culture warrior than a 
theological figure, one with 5.2  million followers following his partisan 
posts on Facebook.

Can people see through the political fog that Franklin Graham has cre-
ated to clearly see his father’s very different legacy?

No one can say.
It’s not just Franklin Graham’s stances that have cast the Graham 

name in a new light. The aggressive lengths to which Franklin Graham 
goes to make his point make him a lightning rod to many. Before the 
2012 election, for example, an ad campaign by the BGEA featured a 
photo of a young Billy Graham and a call to elect candidates with biblical  
values— meaning those who oppose abortion and homosexuality. Given the 
elder Graham’s frail health and remorse over past partisanship, Franklin 
Graham was compelled to deny that he put his father up to this. “Nobody 
kidnaps my Daddy,” he told the Charlotte Observer. Then there was the 
ninety- fifth birthday party for Billy Graham in Asheville, North Carolina— 
a dinner that drew a ballroom full of old ministry friends, mixed in with 
the conservative leaders Rupert Murdoch, Donald Trump, and Sarah Palin. 
Franklin Graham used the occasion to call right- leaning Fox News, which 
had the exclusive on the festivities, the world’s greatest news channel. And 
his attacks on gay marriage are unrelenting. In a video interview in March 
of 2014 with the Observer’s Tim Funk and Todd Sumlin, he claimed that 
adopting children is part of a “gay lesbian agenda.”

Even those who would agree with Franklin Graham can appreciate that 
this is language that inflames rather than unites. Franklin says he’s only 
preaching what’s in the Bible, and he reminds his critics that his father 
railed against communism in his younger days. “He’s been active in poli-
tics since the 1940s,” Franklin has said. “People need to remember that.” 
If gays can get involved in politics, he asks, why can’t Christians?

Goff, the Appalachian State professor who lives about a mile from 
Franklin Graham in Boone, North Carolina, doesn’t buy the argument that 
the son is politicizing the father’s ministry, or that he’s a firebrand. “When 
I see him and hear him,” Goff says, “I think to myself that it’s mainstream, 
evangelical thought. I’ve met him behind the scenes. He’s really a pretty 
nice guy.” Goff says that being an evangelical in the twenty- first century, 
and running counter to so much of the modern cultural standards, is by 
its nature controversial. He echoes Franklin Graham’s reminder that Billy 
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Graham was just as fiery in his younger days, railing against communism 
and the secular culture in that rat- tat- tat preaching style of his. He says 
all this talk about Franklin’s conservative politics tends to overshadow the 
good he has done through his Samaritan’s Purse ministry and now the 
BGEA, reaching out to those rocked by tsunamis, earthquakes and the like. 
“Who’s on the ground first? It’s almost like people forget that about him.”

Eskridge is among those with a different perspective. Billy Graham, 
he says, focused on the greater good, seeking to save souls for Christ and 
build up the church universal one altar call at a time, in a spirit of hoped- 
for unity. Indeed, in an article in Christian Century magazine in 1960, Billy 
Graham wrote about the need for Christians to disagree agreeably, that 
“what is most needed in the church today is for us to show an unbelieving 
world that we love one another.” Franklin Graham seems to be working to 
prove that he is on the right side (no pun intended) of the battles he fights, 
Eskridge says. The father seemed more at home inviting those on the last 
row of the stadiums to come and commit your life to Christ, we will wait 
for you as the mass choir sang that gentle anthem of invitation, “Just As 
I Am.” The son rails against Muslims and President Obama, and takes 
the stage at his father’s ninety- fifth birthday party and sings instead the 
praises of Fox News.

There is another more practical question raised by the way Franklin 
Graham is running the family ministry: How will it impact fundraising 
and the financial viability of the BGEA? Goff says raising money is difficult 
for any and all evangelists, given the cynicism that the industry inspires, 
and some might say earned. “That’s a part of the (Jim) Bakker legacy you’ll 
never get back,” he says, referring to the PTL sex- and- money scandal of 
the 1980s.

The BGEA under Franklin Graham has been forced to lay off employ-
ees over the years to reduce the budget. The ministry has acknowledged 
that many of its older Billy Graham supporters have passed away, and it’s 
not at all clear that their sons and daughters and others of a younger gener-
ation will take their place as loyal givers. Billy Graham biographer William 
Martin told me for a piece in Christian Century that Franklin Graham may 
have trouble holding onto the support of mainline Protestants because of 
his partisan brand.

To his credit, the BGEA under Franklin Graham, and perhaps Will 
Graham to follow, is harnessing the power of technology to spread the 
gospel and raise money. The BGEA website is full of bells and whistles. 
Franklin Graham has mastered the use of Facebook and other social media 
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platforms to continually push out his partisan views. Such is the nature of 
our never- ending hunger for something new and different online these 
days that Franklin Graham generated headlines with his post about going 
to a vegetable- dominated diet. And it’s all done with the quality demanded 
by twenty- first- century consumers. The production values of BGEA videos 
are first- class— indeed, Billy Graham’s last official ministry appearance 
was not at a crusade but in a slickly produced My Hope video. Franklin 
Graham’s live events exude the same sophisticated production values, 
because the BGEA knows that to win souls they first have to win their 
attention. When I speak to groups about all this, I tell them that if Billy 
Graham was still preaching, he’d probably be tweeting. “Every communi-
cations device the secular world uses, I’m going to use it, too,” Franklin 
Graham told me for my Christian Century piece.

But no matter how sophisticated the means of communication, the 
questions persist:  If the BGEA is permanently recast in the more fiery 
image of Franklin Graham and perhaps CEOs to follow, will it flourish as 
it did under the father? Will it even survive?

What Does the Future Hold  
for Mass Evangelism?

This last question is cosmic in nature, for its answer hinges on where we 
will turn our hearts in the days, years, and generations to come. Will we 
look to one great evangelist above all others for comfort and counsel? After 
Billy Graham, will one man, woman, or movement be touched by God 
or some other great force, imbued with the gifts to rise up and touch the 
world, one soul at a time?

I was asked this question hundreds of times in the dozen years I cov-
ered Billy Graham for his hometown newspaper, the Charlotte Observer. 
My response, based on experience, instinct, and a dab of cynicism, was 
“No, I don’t think any one person will command the world’s attention the 
way he did. He came along at precisely the right moment, after World War 
II, when American Christendom was searching for a symbol of assurance 
and hope. He filled the role with distinction. But the times have changed. 
We are far too distracted, diverse and busy, and far too suspicious of celeb-
rity, to embrace anyone to that degree of devotion.”

Cynicism? It seemed as if each summer, some evangelist would roll 
into town, pack our coliseum, sell some books, and attract some buzz 
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about him being “The Next Billy Graham.” Greg Laurie, Rick Warren, Luis 
Palau, T. D. Jakes, Joel Osteen, even Franklin Graham and his sister, Anne 
Graham Lotz— these megachurch pastors, authors and cable TV news- 
supported personalities all had the spiritual equivalent of fifteen minutes 
of fame before the spotlight turned to someone else, or just turned off. 
Another Billy Graham? I didn’t see one coming then, and I highly doubt 
it now.

Eskridge says not so fast, however. He speaks of satellites, smart 
phones, and the like sapping us of our time and energy and making it 
difficult to get our attention. But what if we rise up against what he calls 
“the tyranny of this constant barrage of images, information, and cyber- 
connectivity?” What if the culture changes on a dime and suddenly we 
look for that one great figure to galvanize us, unite us, promise us heaven 
on earth, then heaven after this life? Could it be that years from now, Will 
Graham becomes that galvanizing force, with the weight of his father’s 
and grandfather’s ministry behind him? Could it be another whose name 
we do not know yet, or someone who has yet to be born?

“If there is any constant in the development of evangelical mass evan-
gelism over the last 300 years,” Eskridge says, “it’s that predictability of 
style, emphases, strategies and personality profiles cannot be forecast. … 
Right now, it looks like we may be in some sort of lull, but it would not be 
surprising to see ‘another Billy Graham’ come along— but someone and 
something none of us can envision now.”

Maybe here is the best place to end our consideration of a man and 
movement that took flight a lifetime ago under a tent in Los Angeles— 
with a question about the future for which there can be only one sure 
answer. Another Billy Graham? Nobody knows. But certainly the next Billy 
Graham will not look like the old one.
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